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Abstract

National and international policy actors use social enterprises in health system reform, but their meaning is contested. This inter-disciplinary research examines the logics of social enterprise. It contributes to health policy development in England and Tanzania by developing knowledge and theory of how and why they are used in health system reform.

Institutional logic provides the inductive research framework using comparative, cross sectional case study design. Data collection methods included interviews with policy actors, literature, websites and other media using content, context, time series and narrative analysis.

Three core characteristics of social enterprise were common to England and Tanzania: a social purpose, furthered with use of profits and social entrepreneurial outlook of actors in response to a market. The social determinants of health could be aligned with organisations’ social purpose. Three groups of organisations emerged: Holistic, Health care and Lifestyle. Social enterprises’ organisational strategies and their business models in each of these groups both respond to and are contingent on the state and market design of the health system.

Socio-cultural and resource contexts constrained or enabled social entrepreneurs’ ability to achieve social innovation. The contribution of social enterprises to achieving health equity goals are not translated into the logic of state funded health care services or the market in either country. This is despite advocacy by policy actors and social enterprise policies in England. In Tanzania policy makers do not recognise the potential of social enterprises to achieve health equity goals. In both countries policy implementers and influencers were able to demonstrate how they contribute to health equity through their organisational strategies. Some social entrepreneurs acted collectively as institutional entrepreneurs to advocate for health system change.

A framework and a diagnostic tool have been developed which contain the contingent variables required to introduce this logic into a health system.
Glossary

The glossary below gives working definitions or interpretations of terms which are explored more fully in the literature review and methodology chapters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset Lock</td>
<td>Seen as a key component of social enterprise organisations in England to retain assets to further the social mission of the organisation and prevent external shareholder driven companies from taking over successful social enterprises and using their assets for private gain. Thought to address public concern about privatisation of the NHS. An Asset Lock is designed to ensure that the assets of an organization are used for the benefit of the community. Restrictions may be placed on the transfer of assets to retain them for the benefit of the community. See for example, the guidance on asset locks for community interest companies. OFFICE OF THE REGULATOR OF COMMUNITY INTEREST COMPANIES 2014. Chapter 6 Asset Lock Information and Guidance notes Department for business innovations &amp; skills,.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business model and Care Model</td>
<td>I have interpreted a business model in this thesis as a component of a care model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Care Model: For the purpose of this research, I am drawing on the chronic care model which includes the following elements:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Health care organisation: including leadership which creates culture and mechanisms to promote safe, high quality care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self management by the patient: using techniques such as collaborative assessment, goal setting, action planning, problem solving around patient goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Delivery system: ensures effective and efficient clinical care and self management support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Decision support: evidence based care is supported, incorporating patient preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Partnerships with the community are established to provide resources to meet patient needs (eg housing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The care model may change depending on factors such as new evidence, new technologies, changes to funding regimes, new clinical roles or changes to the environment within which care is provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business Model: I have used the term business model as both an organisational and care model concept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>business model is created by the organisation. At an organisational level, it uses the principles of a care model applied to a population (eg a service such as dental care to vulnerable people, or problem such as diabetes). It would not usually apply to individual patient care.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity (in relation to health systems)</td>
<td>Capacity includes the system, organization and individual levels in a health system (LaFond et al., 2002) in relation to a hierarchy of needs ie that skills, tools, staff and infrastructure as well as structures, systems and roles need to be in place to improve the performance of the health system.(Potter and Brough, 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Society</td>
<td>Civil society organisations are self governing private organisations, which people are free to join and to act to achieve social objectives (Heinrich and Malena, 2008, International Centre for Research and Information on the Public, 2007, Salamon et al., 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Interest Company</td>
<td>A limited company, with special additional features, created for the use of people who want to conduct a business or other activity for community benefit, and not purely for private advantage. (UK Government, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation Trusts</td>
<td>NHS foundation trusts, first introduced in England in April 2004, differ from other existing NHS trusts. They are independent legal entities and have unique governance arrangements. They are accountable to local people, who can become members and governors. Each NHS foundation trust has a duty to consult and involve a board of governors (including patients, staff, members of the public, and partner organisations) in the strategic planning of the organisation. They have financial freedoms and can raise capital from both the public and private sectors within borrowing limits. They can retain financial surpluses to invest in the delivery of new NHS services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health policy</td>
<td>Provides an overall strategic direction for health system development. It can be interpreted as a ‘central’ element of the health system and one of WHO’s (2007) governance building blocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health system change (or reform)</td>
<td>Health system reform involves ‘a significant, purposeful effort to improve the performance of the health-care system’. Reforms differ along at least two dimensions: (1) the number of aspects of the health-care system that are changed, and (2) how radically the changes depart from past practice. (Roberts et al., 2008 their emphasis reproduced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health system</td>
<td>‘The multiple relationships and interactions among the building blocks….that convert these blocks into a system’. (De Savigny and Adam, 2009). The building blocks include</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leadership/governance, information, financing, service delivery, human resources, medicines and technology, and the general public. It may also include the logic and values underpinning it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health system research</td>
<td>Study of the ‘governance, financial and delivery arrangements for health care and population health services and the broader context in which they are negotiated, implemented and reformed’ pg 19 Hoffman et al, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional logic</td>
<td>Institutional logic is a meta-theory and form of analysis which aims to explain organisational and individual behaviour by considering the social and institutional contexts of actors. (Thornton and Ocasio, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Entrepreneur</td>
<td>Institutional entrepreneurs are actors who have an interest in modifying institutional structures or in creating new ones. They leverage resources to create new institutions or transform existing ones (Fligstein, 1997 quoted in Mari &amp; Marti, 2008 pg 40). They compete for the ability to own and frame an idea so that they can express their own self interest in shaping how an idea is institutionalised. (Hardy and Maguire, 2008, Thornton et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTC: Independent Sector Treatment Center</td>
<td>ISTCs are independent treatment centers introduced in the NHS Plan in 2000. They aim to perform high volume surgery in areas such as hip replacement, cataract surgery and diagnostic services. The rationale was that waiting times could be cut by separating out high volume, planned surgery from other types of more complex planned and unplanned surgery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market forces</td>
<td>In health care Enthoven (2004) describes “market forces” as requiring certain fundamental conditions ie that the buyers are (reasonably well) informed, are using their own money (at least at the margin), and face a choice among competing alternative suppliers. (Enthoven, 2004). Markets may be shaped by the culture and social structure of a system reflecting power, status and domination of social relationships.(Granovetter quoted in Thornton et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO: Non Governmental Organisation</td>
<td>Any non governmental institution, independent of governmental control. The use of this term is controversial. I have used it to mean any organization, independent of government control which may or may not hold a contract for the provision of health care services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>The National Health Service (NHS) provides health care for all UK citizens. In the main, it is free at the point of care and funded by UK taxpayers. It is governed by a constitution. It is managed according to principles and values. (NHS England, 2016a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP: Public Private Partnership</td>
<td>A contract between the government and a private company to deliver health care services. The private company may or may not take on some or all of the risks of service provision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to Provide, Right to Request and Pathfinder Social Enterprise</td>
<td>The Department of Health has led other government departments in enabling staff to form mutuals and leave public sector management. Staff-led enterprises have an important role to play in meeting the Government’s commitment to improve choice and quality in the delivery of healthcare services. Right to Provide: On 30th March 2011, the Department of Health launched the Right to Provide. It enables NHS and social care staff to apply to their host organisation to set up a staff-led social enterprise. Right to Request (2008): The Right to Provide follows the success of the Right to Request. The Right to Request was open to all staff who deliver clinical care in the community under the Transforming Community Services initiative. 40 services, involving approximately 20,000 NHS staff, left direct NHS management to form social enterprises (Cabinet Office, 2014) It followed the Pathfinder programme (2006) which experimented on a small scale with social enterprises in the NHS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social enterprise investment fund (SEIF)</td>
<td>The Social Enterprise Investment Fund or SEIF was set up in 2007 by the Department of Health to invest in social enterprises providing health and social care services in England. The Fund aims to enhance the role of social enterprise in the provision of health and social care. Since it began in 2007 the SEIF has invested more than £110million in the health and social care sector (Social Investment Business, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social entrepreneurship</td>
<td>‘the innovative use and combination of resources to pursue opportunities to catalyse social change and or address social needs’(Mair and Marti, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social movement</td>
<td>Mair &amp; Marti (2006) summarise the focus of social movement researchers: (1) political opportunities and threats; (2) resource mobilizing structures and active appropriation of sites for mobilization; (3) collective action frames and identity formation; and (4) established repertoires of contention and innovative collective action by challengers and their member opponents(McAdam, Tarrow, &amp; Tilly, 2001 quoted in Mari &amp; Marti, 2006, pg 41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transforming Community Services</td>
<td>Transforming Community Services (TCS) is a Department of Health programme of work set up to remove all clinical service provision from commissioners (PCTs) by April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>2011. To support these changes, PCTs were given 10 model options for their community services provider arms. The three most prevalent options that have been chosen as TCS models are: Integration with an existing NHS Trust; Formation of a new Community Foundation Trust (CFT) and formation of a new Social Enterprise organisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1 Introduction

‘Everyone has to be a change maker, because if you aren’t able to contribute to change, you’re not going to be a player’ Bill Drayton, CEO and Chair ASHOKA (Drayton, 2011)

This statement made by Bill Drayton, CEO and Chair of ASHOKA at the World Skoll Foundation conference for social entrepreneurship in Oxford in 2011 captured the hearts and minds of aspiring social entrepreneurs. I quote it to reflect the growing interest amongst policy makers, economists, politicians and citizens in creating a new world order, where individuals and communities adopt business principles to effect improvements in society.

Some Government policies at the beginning of the 21st Century particularly in Europe and the US support the growth of ‘civil society organisations’, so called because of their focus on delivering social value as well as profit. (Defourny and Nyssens, 2008, Hulgard, 2010, Nicholls and Cho, 2006, Ridley-Duff, 2007) Emphasis on the ‘triple bottom line’ of social, economic and environmental outcomes as measures of organisational success mean that social entrepreneurs who lead such organisations face additional challenges: not only do they need to make a profit from their business activities, they also need to demonstrate how society will benefit, be it by achieving a social outcome such as reducing poverty or improving the environment. (Elkington, 1994) Such additional challenges are believed by some to result in more innovative ways of working. (Alter, 2005, Alter, 2010, Austin et al., 2006)

Some national governments have supported the spread of social enterprise as an idea for export. The British Council, for example, identify it as one of their four pillars. (British Council, 2016) They work closely with Social Enterprise UK to build capacity internationally, to support shared learning between the UK and other governments in implementation of policies which encourage the growth of social enterprises. (Woodman and Temple, 2011) Countries which have been supported by the British Council include Thailand, Ghana, Philippines, Hong
Kong as well as UK social enterprises wishing to export their services.
However, more research is needed to study in-depth, cross country
comparisons of social enterprise, particularly in relation to how they achieve
social innovation. (Chell et al., 2010)

This phenomenon creates a favourable environment for the growth of
organisations which aim to achieve social outcomes such as social enterprises
and NGOs (non Governmental Organisations), and is found in multiple sectors.
One of these, the health sector, reflects many of the features of this trend.
National health policies, to varying degrees, are shaped by international
organisations such as the World Health Organisation with its principles of
equity, quality and effectiveness (World Health Organisation, 2008b). However,
at a national level, the range of institutions which operate in a national health
system and the relationships between them will also be influenced by the
culture and history of health system development. (Evans, 2005, Gilson et al.,
2014)

Health system reforms are used by health policy makers to improve the
effectiveness of national health systems. They may take various forms, for
example, separating the roles of commissioning and provision of health care
services, often by introducing a state managed market. These kinds of reform
may encourage a greater role for the private sector (ie non state managed
organisations). Sometimes, alternative financing mechanisms, particularly user
charges and health insurance may be adopted to reduce the burden of the
costs of service provision to the state or extend access to health care services.
There may be structural changes, for example, decentralization of state
functions to regions. Health system reforms may change the rules within which
health actors work and the balance of power within the health sector.

The implementation of health system reform policies at a national level, it is
argued, is influenced by beliefs about how health services should be provided
(the logic of the sector). (Bevan and Robinson, 2005, McAdam and Scott, 2005,
Saltman and Bergman, 2005, Zehavi, 2011) This logic is expressed in the
dynamic between multiple actors, each with their own perspective on what
needs to change, as well as existing institutions within a system, the
governance of the system and the resulting relationships between them. (De

These different logics are expressed at all levels in the health system. Social enterprises, as organisations within the health system may also be influenced by and influence the logics found in a health system. Their organisational structures and functions and the way in which the unique events associated with health system reform unfold over time and in what sequence may be influenced by the social and political environment.(Evans, 2005) The interpretation of such events reflects shifts in power between actors and resources.(Walt and Gilson, 1994)  

The health system, through its common international theme, yet locally specific implementation strategies can be used to demonstrate how and why organisations such as social enterprises can effect change. The relative importance of and expression of the logic underpinning social enterprise in facilitating health system change may vary between cultures, the way in which a national health system and its institutions are governed and actors’ use of their power to shape cognition and influence agendas for change.  

What is not clearly understood is whether or not social enterprises meet health system policy makers’ health system reform objectives and whether different contexts influence their change strategies. If social enterprises do have a unique contribution to make, it is also not clear how the health system environment needs to be designed at a national level to enable them to emerge.  

This study builds on previous research of changing institutional logics in national health systems in higher income countries. (Gilson and Raphaely, 2008, Evans, 2005, Harrison and McDonald, 2008, Saltman and Bergman, 2005, Scott, 2013, Reay and Hinings, 2009) I use Thornton and Ocasio’s (2008) definition of institutional logic, with its focus on agency:  

‘the socially constructed, historical patterns of cultural symbols and material practices, including assumptions, values, and beliefs, by which individuals and organisations provide meaning to their daily activity, organise time and space, and reproduce their lives and experiences’. (Thornton and Ocasio, 2008 quoted in Thornton et al, 2012 pg 2).
Institutional logic enables this study to examine social enterprise as a phenomenon that may be perceived to exist with a distinct meaning.

The overall aim of the research is to explore why, to what degree and how health policy makers use the phenomenon of social enterprise to effect change in different resource contexts.

The specific objectives of this research and research questions are to:

1. enhance understanding of the concept of social enterprise in its ability to effect change within different health systems.
   Research questions:
   
   i. how is the term social enterprise described and how is it described in different health system contexts?
   ii. which institutional logic orders contribute to the meaning of social enterprise in different domestic health systems.
   iii. If a distinct logic is seen to relate to and underpin social enterprise, how is it used to effect change in the logic of a health system?

2. Understand how different approaches are shaped and have been adapted to national contexts in order to support policy actors to design and implement social enterprise policies to effect change within health systems.
   Research questions:
   
   i. To reveal the rationale that policy actors employ when advocating for the introduction of social enterprises into health systems.
   ii. Who advises policy makers on the development of social enterprise in health systems? When do they act, why and how?
   iii. To what extent do the material and cultural foundations of a health field influence the type of organisational strategies, business models and plans adopted by social entrepreneurs?

3. Compare the key contextual influences eg socio-political and economic factors on the design and implementation of social enterprise strategies to effect change within different health systems.
   Research questions:
   
   i. To what extent does the conceptual framework of a ‘field’ that might be found in institutional logics complement approaches to health system research?
ii. Which contextual factors affect design and implementation of social enterprise policies and in what way?

iii. How are health system related issues or changes considered in the development and implementation of policies on social enterprise?

4. Develop recommendations for policy makers, and other actors, for improving the design and implementation of social enterprise strategies to effect change within health systems.

Research questions:

i. Are there recommendations that can be made from this research for each type of policy actor to improve the support for social enterprise?

ii. How might researchers conduct research that better informs further development of social enterprise?

iii. To what extent does an understanding of institutional logic meta theory offer a new mode of enquiry for health systems researchers?

The benefits of this study are many and below I summarise the main three.

First, it provides a better understanding of the application of the concept of social enterprise in effecting change within health systems. This learning will help policy actors to develop, influence and implement policies which claim to use the opportunities offered by the ideas found within social enterprise. Greater clarity about what social enterprises can offer to those tasked with improving the effectiveness of health systems can focus policy making and its implementation.

Second, it provides empirical evidence on the implementation of social enterprise in health systems, drawing on the comparison between the two different health systems. This comparative approach allows common themes to be identified which are independent of health system context, whilst also enabling learning between health systems on what contextual influences impact upon social enterprises ability to trade in a health market.

Third, it develops policy implications and recommendations for improving the design and implementation of social enterprise strategies within national health systems. Social enterprises emerge from the results of this study as a distinct, albeit contested, type of organisation with their own logic. Policy makers have
an opportunity to build on this logic to allow social enterprises to contribute to health policy goals.

This thesis is structured into three parts. The first part, Chapter 2 reviews the literature using the concepts in institutional logic to develop a framework which informs the research methodology (Chapter 3). The second part of this thesis, the results of the study are presented in Chapters 4 to 7. The socio-political and resource context is presented first as this forms the context for the study. This is followed by three chapters which reflect each of the themes of the study. These are the meaning of social enterprise (Chapter 5), why and how social enterprises are introduced into health systems (Chapter 6) and ways in which institutional entrepreneurs advocate for inclusion of social enterprise into health policy (Chapter 7). Part 3, Chapter 8, contains a discussion of the implications of this study for policy actors.
Chapter 2 Social enterprise in health systems, an institutional logic approach

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter I summarise the literature review on the scope and definitions of the key concepts underpinning this research. In the previous chapter, social enterprise was introduced as a growing phenomenon worldwide. It was stated that the term 'social enterprise' and its meaning is influenced by health system contexts and different actors beliefs about how a health system can be organised to achieve reform objectives.

In the context of this study, institutional logic reflects on the idea of a health system as a field, which changes through the agency of individuals acting together or individually. I use institutional logic to frame my approach to interpreting meanings of social enterprise and whether or not it has its own distinct logic. I also use it to structure an analysis of health system change through the agency of individuals. Section 2.2 sets the scene by describing the key concepts used from institutional logic meta-theory in this study.

The next three sections of this chapter draw on the literature to build a framework that was applied for this research project. At the end of each section, I examine the implications for the research methodology, which are brought together in the concluding sections of this chapter. Each part is summarised below. Section 2.3 (part 1) reviews the literature on the health system as research field. This section includes a review of how researchers have described the meaning of health systems concepts, the role of national governments and policy actors in health system reform.

This is followed by Section 2.4 (part 2) which summarises research on the meaning of social enterprise and how these meanings can be interpreted using the concept of institutional orders. I explore four different ways of interpreting meaning. These ways of interpreting meaning are used to propose three criteria which act as a working definition of social enterprise.
Social change emerged as a fundamental purpose of social enterprises. Section 2.5 (part 3) therefore focuses on how individuals aim to achieve social change by acting as social entrepreneurs. Institutional logic approaches interpret change as competition between different actors’ logics. Using the three change processes from institutional logic, I identify four specific types of change.

This chapter concludes with a section on the implications of this literature review for the research methodology which includes the development of a framework to conceptualise the health system field.

2.2 Institutional logic as a meta-theory

In Chapter 1, I used Thornton and Ocasio’s (2012) definition of institutional logic. The meta-theory offers a way of interpreting belief systems through the cognition and behaviour of actors in time and space. It uses a theoretically abstract and analytically distinct set of ideal types, called institutional orders, which enable a separation of ideology and organisation.

The idea of society as an inter-institutional system is a central construct of this research approach. Society is envisaged as composed of seven different institutional orders which compete with each other at any point in time. Table 2.1 below describes each of these institutional orders against logic categories.

Each of the seven institutional orders is defined by nine logic categories. These describe an ‘ideal type’ used to guide concept development rather than used as rigid definitions. Different factors influence an individual and allow them to operate within one or more of the institutional orders and categories.
Table 2.1 Interinstitutional System Ideal Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y-Axis</th>
<th>X-Axis</th>
<th>Capitalism</th>
<th>Market Capitalism</th>
<th>Welfare Capitalism</th>
<th>State Capitalism</th>
<th>Church Capitalism</th>
<th>Family Capitalism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Organization culture</td>
<td>Professions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Industry ethics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Professions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase in economic efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase in personal reputation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Membership in guild</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</table>
Institutional logic considers the context an organisation operates in, called the ‘field’. It favours cultural strategies which legitimise change, the primary focus of research being on the ways in which cultural belief systems operate in the fields within which actors in organisations operate. (Scott, 2013) Of importance to this research is that I define a ‘field’ as a domestic health system; it forms the primary unit of analysis. This research focus builds on Bourdieu’s (1977) early work which defines a ‘field as the relationships between actors and organisations involved in social and cultural production and who continually compete to advance their interests and influence the rules which underpin how institutions and actors behave’.

Within a ‘field’ such as a health system some institutional orders may be more evident than others. For example in the US health field the different institutional logics associated with the market, state and professions may be present and competing with each other at a point in time. (Scott, 2008)

Actors may express different categories of institutional logic from different institutional orders. It may be inferred that this ‘mix and match’ approach reflects the tension between different actors, they may choose to express different types of logic from different institutional orders based on a combination of what they believe will enable them to achieve their organisational objectives and cultural values.

The institutional orders have relevance to both context and organisation. In this research, the institutional orders of the state and market are important, because, as will be described in section 2.3 on health systems, the state has a specific role in that it defines the rules and practices of the health system, including a market in health services. The institutional order profession is relevant because an important group of actors, health care professionals, hold expert knowledge about how to deliver health services and how they perceive the need to organise to deliver care. The corporation and religion institutional orders may also reflect individuals cognition about how they should organise themselves in relation to the health system. The institutional categories reflect different perspectives on this idea of institutional order. For example, corporations are viewed as a hierarchy of individuals with bureaucratic roles whilst in the professional order, professionals (in this case health care
professionals) are viewed as networks of individuals where personal reputation and quality of craft are important sources of identity.

Table 2.1 also proposes an institutional order ‘community. The institutional order ‘community’ has been introduced by Thornton et al (2012) as a new order. They argue that it reflects unique ways of organising, with its own logic, which is related to commitments to a group of actors who share values and ideology.

Social enterprise therefore may be expressed by this logic of ‘community’. In this research the meaning of ‘social enterprise’, may be contested by different actors. The institutional logic approach offers a way of structuring the logic of the concept of the institutional order ‘community’ to identify if social enterprise has a distinct logic of its own.

Individuals may use these different logics to influence change which may occur at three levels:

1. individuals, who compete and negotiate with each other;
2. organisations, which may act cooperatively or in conflict with each other; and
3. institutions, which are interdependent and also contradict each other.

(Thornton and Ocasio (2008)

In later publications, Thornton et al (2012) propose a fourth level, the macro-societal level. This additional level reflects challenges from cultural anthropologists, who argue that cultural and societal values also need to be included in the theoretical framework. (Saltman and Bergman, 2005) In relation to the structure of health sector institutions and the range of policy options for health sector reform, Saltman and Bergman (2005), for example, argue that institutions in a health system are only intermediate expressions of deeper cultural norms. Using Sweden as an example, they argue that the core values and cultural beliefs of public responsibility and health security held by Swedish citizens have remained unchanged over time despite various health system reform initiatives. (Saltman and Bergman, 2005). The research approach used in this study assumes that policy actors are partially autonomous and may interact with the structure of the health system at the individual, organisational, institutional and macro societal levels to effect change in the field as a whole.
This research therefore allowed for policy actors to introduce a competing institutional logic, the idea of social enterprise, into a health system. To do this, individuals must have both a willingness to act and access to resources to enable them to act. For example, individuals may act because their social position within a health system enables access to resources (Battilana, 2006, Ferlie et al., 2005). This resource context is therefore important. The research approach considers resources as both a limiting and enabling influence on individuals ability to change the combinations of logic in a health system.

In this research project, I will focus on the institutional orders state, market, community, profession and corporation. My approach uses the idea of ‘logic’ to understand what change individuals seek to effect through their ‘social enterprises’. It recognises that health system change is likely to be constrained or supported by the complex interplay of historical factors, culture and the structural and power relations between different levels of the health system and policy actors. (Thornton and Ocasio, 2008)

2.3 Part 1: Health systems in institutional logic and the role of Governments

As outlined in section 2.2, the scope of this research equates the idea of a health system with the institutional logic concept of ‘fields’. For this study a health system needs to be understood in the context of governance, financial and delivery arrangements for both health care and population health services. Further, a health system reflects a constantly changing architecture of interactions and synergies, (De Savigny and Adam, 2009) with competing logics present at any point in time (Scott, 2000, 2008). The scope of analysis needs to allow for the relational components (diMaggio and Powell, 1983) of fields between actors as well as Scott and Meyer’s (1983) later emphasis on regulative and funding context.

This section therefore reviews different health system concepts in order to define the scope of the health system (section 2.3.1). Governments have a specific role in health system design and reflect the institutional order ‘state’. This role for governments and its implications for health policy development are considered in section 2.3.2. The final section (2.3.3) brings together these
concepts to outline the research elements which need to be considered in an analysis of the health system as a field using institutional logic meta-theory.

2.3.1 Scope and meaning of health systems concepts
A ‘health system’ consists of organisations which together have a relationship with the planning and delivery of health care services and may include suppliers, patients, regulatory agencies and others. Research in higher income countries using institutional logic, identified a relationship between changes to the structure of the health system, power relations between actors, and the dynamic between different institutions orders. For example Reay and Hinings (2005) analysis into the changing logics of health system reform in Alberta, Canada were able to demonstrate how business management ideas and practices were, over time, integrated into day to day working practices of health policy makers in government.

There are three main frameworks, which describe the scope of a health system. (Bossert, 2012) The first is based on functions such as financing, governance, service delivery, human resources (Mills, 2012). The second is the WHO building blocks framework of service delivery, workforce, information, medicines, financing and governance (World Health Organisation, 2007). Finally the Harvard School of Public Health uses analytical categories starting from a vision which recognises ethical choices linked to different views about equity in health system performance. They argue that the basis for understanding what impact the policy levers (which they call control knobs) such as financing, macro-organisation, payment, education, persuasion and regulation have on reform strategies cannot be reduced to technical issues alone. Their view on health systems recognises that any policies need to be sensitive to local circumstances. (Roberts et al., 2008)

There is a great deal of overlap between these frameworks. My interpretation of health systems for this study is based on all three frameworks and includes functions (Mills, 2012) and building blocks (World Health Organisation, 2007) as well as an ethical perspective. The ethical perspective is important in this study. As described in Chapter 1, social enterprise advocates claim a new world order based on new ways of achieving social change through organisations and the context within which they conduct their business. The health systems context,
in which organisations such as social enterprises claim to have an ethical outlook, brings in the cultural perspective. In this research, the health system expresses this duality between structure and culture, reflected in the type of institutional orders present and their associated logics.

A conceptual model is required which acknowledges how the dynamic between actors may, within cultural and historic moments in time, influence the way in which health system reform strategies are played out. As a starting point, Gilson’s (2012) conceptual model of the different levels in a health system is helpful when considering the context of social enterprise. This is reproduced in Figure 2.1 below.

![Figure 2.1 Different levels of Health Systems](Image)

From Gilson L, ed (2012) pg 24

This model reflects the different policy actors as well as the different levels of health systems. This structuration of the health system reflects social enterprises as providers, working at different levels in domestic and international health systems, but also the influence of individuals, which I call 'policy actors' in shaping domestic and international health systems. Using
Gilson’s (2012) framework as a starting point, it can be hypothesised that policies which encourage social enterprise in a domestic health system will be designed by networks of policy actors. Power is conceptualized by actors ideas and interests, working in networks of relationships. They may be continually influenced over time by various factors such as the international health system, health managers and by citizens, patients and providers of health care. (Buse et al., 2012, Smith, 2015) Advocates of an organisational type such as social enterprise, may attempt to influence policy makers to introduce system change which promote ‘their’ beliefs about what needs to change.

I return to my interpretation of a health system in section 2.3.3 when I consider health system research. In section 2.6 I build on Gilson’s model to describe how I am integrating learning from this review into a revised framework to guide the research methodology.

2.3.2 Role of governments in health system context

National governments have a specific role in health system design. WHO (2008b, 2008c) places specific responsibilities on national Governments to protect health, to guarantee access to health care and to safeguard people from the impoverishment that illness can bring.

‘The ultimate responsibility for shaping national health systems lies with governments. Shaping does not suggest that governments should – or even could – reform the entire health sector on their own. Many different groups have a role to play: national politicians and local governments, the health professions, the scientific community, the private sector and civil society organizations, as well as the global health community. … the responsibility for health that is entrusted to government agencies is unique and is rooted in principled politics as well as in widely held expectations.’ (WHO, 2008c pg 82)

Health can therefore be viewed as a ‘social good’ (Weinstock, 2015) This results in a complex institutional environment. Governments need to engage with the multiple actors involved in health system policy and service delivery to design a locally specific health system which meets the perceived health needs of its population. Organisations may be established by a Government to perform different roles eg policy regulation, funding or service delivery. Government may directly manage these organisations or create a more plural system of direct management of some, allowing other sectors to participate by
performing some roles (eg England) (Harrison and McDonald, 2008) or remove itself from some functions altogether (eg US where health service delivery is managed by independent providers in a market). (Enthoven, 2004, Scott et al., 2000) However, institutional logic approaches move beyond this structural interpretation of the role of government. Through the logic categories which describe the state institutional order, the cultural perspective is included as well. The framework used in this study builds on previous work conducted by other health system researchers who have used institutional logic in countries such as the UK (Harrison and McDonald, 2008, Pollitt et al., 2010), US (Scott, 2008, Scott et al., 2000), Canada (Reay and Hinings, 2005, Reay and Hinings, 2009), and Europe (Evans, 2005). Each of these researchers analyse how governments influence the dynamic between different institutional orders in a health system. The tensions between them over time, each competing for power over others through the actions of policy actors, focuses the analysis on governments’ cultural role in health systems design. At a national level, these tensions may be expressed through national health policies.

Health policy processes aim to implement change, which in turn is dependant on context. (Walt and Gilson, 1994) Policy actors negotiate context, policy content and processes to realise policy change. Policy champions may advocate for causes. This political entrepreneurship aims to institutionalise domestic priorities to support a cause. (Shiffman et al, 2012, Crichton, J, 2012) The power of actors to use cognition to shape meaning and perception is particularly important in this research. (Buse et al, 2012)

Social enterprises as providers of health care, may influence individuals, (‘policy actors’), at different levels to shape the structure and culture of domestic health systems. It can be hypothesised that policies which encourage social enterprise in a domestic health system will be designed by networks of policy actors. Power is conceptualized by actors ideas and interests, working in networks of relationships. They may be continually influenced over time by various factors such as the international health system, citizens, patients and providers of health care. (Buse et al., 2012, Smith, 2015) Advocates of an organisational type such as social enterprise, may attempt to influence policy makers to introduce system change which promote ‘their’ beliefs about what needs to
change. The actions of these policy entrepreneurs must be interpreted critically as they may be acting to further their own interests. (Oliver and Mossialos, 2005).

Nevertheless, health policy, led by national governments, provides an overall strategic direction for health system development. It can be interpreted as a ‘central’ element of the health system and one of WHO’s (2007) building blocks. Policy and policy change is always contested in public and within bureaucratic arenas. Furthermore, policy decisions may have unintended consequences. Effective policy change is not technocratic or evidence based. The change process must therefore acknowledge and incorporate the values and interests of policy actors. (Gilson and Raphaely, 2008) In institutional logic, actors who aim to change the logic of the field have a distinct role, which will be discussed in more detail in section 2.5.

Health policies result in courses of action or inaction that affect institutions, organisations, services, funding arrangements of the health system; and the actions and intended actions of organisations external to the health system which impact on health. In this research, the policy actors contest the logic of the state’s role and policies in health system design at a field (health systems) level. The next section draws on previous research on the institutional logic of health policy to contribute to the development of a conceptual model to frame this research which reflects the conceptualising of a health system described in section 2.3.1 and the role of Governments contained in this section 2.3.2.

2.3.3 Implications of the health systems literature on the research methodology

The literature review uncovered no research on the values and motivations of individuals (health policy actors) involved in embedding social enterprise into health system reform policies. The literature from England, where health policy makers and both Labour and Coalition governments have encouraged the emergence of social enterprise is still limited and focuses on the motivations of staff choosing to leave the NHS to set up social enterprises rather than those of policy actors (Addicott, 2011, Hall et al., 2012) with an interest in social enterprise at the field level. A conceptual model is required to frame this study which acknowledges how the dynamic between actors may, within cultural and
historic moments in time, influence the way in which health system reform strategies are played out.

A recent review of the scope and meaning of health systems concepts, identify forty one different health system research frameworks. (Hoffman et al. (2012) They classify these frameworks against two axes: their stated goal and their view of the scope of a health system. The goals may include: understanding, comparing, informing change or evaluating a health system. The scope may be:

- a sub framework (focused on parts of the health system),
- system framework (focused on the whole system) or
- supra framework (focused on how other societal systems interact with the health system).

The scope of this research is at the supra framework level. It reflects the four levels of institutional logic described in Section 2.2 ie individual, organisation, institution and macro-societal levels which are not encompassed by a sub framework or system framework and also Gilson’s (2012) structuration of a health system in section 2.3. By including this supra framework level, I recognise the context within which individuals in the domestic health system act, which may include the social care system, education or other societal systems related to health care.

Section 2.3.2 described how policy actors negotiate context. In Chapter 1, the ability to trade products and services in a market was viewed as important. For this research, the logic of a market in health systems is politically inflected, influenced by policy actors who advocate for social enterprise values and concepts to be built into market design. This means that at the health system level (field) I need to build into my research approach an understanding of the meaning of social enterprise and its perceived value to a health system. Social enterprise then becomes a way for actors to realise a collective rationality and it becomes a central organising concept.

However, the introduction of a type of organisation like social enterprise with a potentially different logic to others, may be limited by the capacity of a health system. Conceptual models which define the scope of health system capacity
building may distinguish between the system, organization, health resource, individual and community as analytical categories (LaFond, 2002) or define the components of system capacity building as based on a hierarchy of capacity needs. (Potter and Brough, 2004) Potter and Brough (2004) argue that unless structures, systems and roles are in place, any other capacity needs such as skills, tools, staff and infrastructure which are higher up the hierarchy will not result in improved performance of the health system. It can be hypothesised that certain structures, systems and roles need to be in place when introducing a new type of organisation, such as social enterprise with its own logic into a health system. For example Helderman et al (2005) comment that a health system needs to have the right instrumental (e.g., an agreed currency for payment of services) and institutional (e.g., market regulation) conditions for implementation of social enterprise policy.

The research methodology used for this study therefore needs to include government and society (the supra framework), policy actors and health system capacity. It needs to consider the different levels of a health system and actors values and interests when advocating for change.

This section has focused upon the level of analysis of a national health system. Building from this, there are two further elements to field level analyses in institutional logic which are relevant for this research. The first concerns the meaning of social enterprise in the health system field and collective views about this meaning as a central organising concept (Section 2.4). The second focuses on change processes and the actions of policy actors at an institutional level (Section 2.5).

**2.4 Part 2: The concept of social enterprise**

Using institutional logic, one line of enquiry is to identify if the idea of social enterprise has a collective rationality and value to a health system. There is much debate about the meaning of the term social enterprise. Dacin et al. (2010) have a useful summary of the many different definitions of social enterprise and its related term social entrepreneurship in the literature. Social enterprises can be businesses whose founders, acting as social entrepreneurs, aim to make a difference, trading to achieve social objectives and reinvest
surplus for the purpose of the business or community (Harding and Harding, 2008, Defourny and Nyssens, 2006, Defourny and Nyssens, 2008, Social Enterprise UK, 2012a, Alter, 2005) They may also be defined by an additional criterion ie in relation to how far they involve actors in their governing bodies (Defourny and Nyssens, 2006, Defourny and Nyssens, 2008) This latter definition means that cooperatives are sometimes included in the scope of the term ‘social enterprise’. (Teasdale, 2012) Others add an expectation that a social enterprise should be innovative (Austin et al., 2006, Alter, 2005).

This section describes the breadth of these definitions. I have grouped the literature into four sub-sections. The first uses social and economic criteria. An important second grouping of the literature uses organisational culture as a defining criteria. This might be found in combination with social and economic criteria. Here, organisational culture is expressed through a culture of social entrepreneurship reflected in social entrepreneurs’ strategic focus on achieving social change. Thirdly I review the literature on cross cultural definitions. Although there has been relatively little research on differences in meaning between cultures, some researchers argue for distinct culturally specific definitions, which therefore need to be considered in this comparative study. Recognising that social enterprise may be used to further political agendas, I summarise political interpretations of the term in section 2.4.4. These may build on social and economic criteria to further political ideologies of the time but also be influenced by culture. Implications for the research methodology are brought together in section 2.4.5.

2.4.1 Social and economic criteria
Previous academic research has demonstrated a lack of specificity of the concept itself allowing social enterprises to be positioned within a ‘galaxy’ of social enterprise criteria (Defourny and Nyssens, 2006, Defourny and Nyssens, 2008 pg 5). Defourny & Nyssens (2008), for example, identify nine criteria which together describe an ideal type of organisation rather than a set of economic and social qualifying conditions, and are summarised in table 2.2 below.
Table 2.2 Nine criteria to describe an ‘ideal’ social enterprise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic criteria</th>
<th>Social criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. a continuous activity producing goods and/or selling services,</td>
<td>5. an explicit aim to benefit the community,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. a high degree of autonomy,</td>
<td>6. an initiative launched by a group of citizens,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. a significant level of economic risk,</td>
<td>7. a decision-making power not based on capital ownership,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. a minimum amount of paid work.</td>
<td>8. a participatory nature, which involves various parties affected by the activity,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. limited profit distribution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Defourny and Nyssens, 2008 pg 5

Ridley-Duff & Bull (2011) build on the concept of a ‘galaxy of social enterprises’ (Defourny and Nyssens, 2008) to argue that social enterprises are ‘cross-sector’ ie that they may span any sector (private, public or ‘third’) depending on their origins and ethos. Their classification system acknowledges the diversity of ‘social enterprise’ organisational types, allowing for historically and culturally specific forms to emerge. It acknowledges how the interests of many actors can be expressed in the meaning of the term social enterprise and it begins to demonstrate a link with broader social and environmental change objectives.

More recent literature builds on this theme to describe social enterprises as ‘hybrid’ organisations. (Doherty et al., 2014) By pursuing the dual mission of financial sustainability and social purpose, they don’t fit neatly into conventional categories of ‘private’, ‘public’ and ‘not for profit’ organisations. This hybridisation draws on different logics and value systems, resulting in novel institutional forms. Battilana and Lee (2014) go further to define ‘hybrid organising’ as ‘the activities, structures, processes and meanings by which organisations make sense of and combine aspects of multiple organisational forms’ (pg 398) This more recent approach to the meaning of social enterprise recognises the systemic and cultural definitions moving beyond the static and structured criteria proposed by earlier researchers such as those of Defourny & Nyssens (2006, 2008)

2.4.2 Using organisational culture to define meaning

Social entrepreneurs may be distinguished from traditional entrepreneurs because their earned income strategies are tied to their social mission.
This approach to meaning emphasises the social entrepreneurial process, rather than the label social enterprise. This research uses the institutional logic framework to recognise that individuals may act through their organisations at different levels of a field ie at organisational, institutional, health system or socio cultural levels to effect change to the different logics of a health system. Social entrepreneurship may be the result of the actions of individuals within a team, an organisation, or a community of organisations working together as a collective. (Peredo and McLean, 2006 pg 64)

Anderson (2014), who advocates for this interpretation, identifies three components of social entrepreneurship. These are:

1. a clearly defined social mission with creation of social value as the principle purpose
2. primary change effort or a component central to its implementation should be innovation or pattern setting
3. the application of business principles to the change effort (calculated risk taking, business practices, sustainability over time, process and outcome evaluation with product or service revision, scalability).

All too often, the literature on social entrepreneurs focuses on the founder of the organisation. (Mair and Marti, 2006 pg 37) The highly individualistic, hero type conceptualisation of social entrepreneurs is increasingly contested. (Nicholls, 2010) Research on entrepreneurship suggests that it needs to be understood as the interplay between people, culture and context rather than the actions of a single person (Grenier, 2006). From a global perspective, the focus on a single entrepreneur can appear like western imperialism. The more team based approach to social entrepreneurship compares favourably with locally driven, inclusive processes of change, (Grenier, 2006) and which is found in the European literature on social enterprise. (Defourny and Nyssens, 2008, Nicholls and Cho, 2006)

If social enterprises are defined by their distinct culture of social entrepreneurship, they may also be conceived as network organisations, blending the competing demands of multiple constituencies to achieve a social
purpose. If this is true, then social entrepreneurs’ management strategy may be distinct. Ridley Duff & Bull (2011) for example, view strategic formulation in social enterprises as an emergent process which integrates different strategic management approaches to pursue social and economic objectives. (Ridley-Duff and Bull, 2011)

Putting these ideas together, Jiao (2011) proposes a conceptual model for social entrepreneurs based on the following characteristics:

1. desirability and feasibility of social entrepreneurship in decision making process (for example human capital) is positively related to social enterprise activities
2. higher levels of human capital are positively related to the success of social entrepreneurial activities
3. interaction between human capital and the desirability of social entrepreneurs in decision making process is positively related to the success of social entrepreneurial activities
4. social entrepreneurial networks influence their performance
5. if social entrepreneurs have a high degree of cognitive desirability and feasibility and perceive they have a high level of social capital their commitment to social entrepreneurial activities will be high
6. environmental factors eg support, education, funding, monitoring are positively related to social entrepreneurship.

The emergent approach to strategic development of social enterprise with cycles of business development linked to management approaches which emphasise networks and stakeholder management suggests that social entrepreneurs may demonstrate particular characteristics. However personal and psychosocial factors, which have also been identified by (Miller et al., 2012) as a pro social motivator to create a market based organisation, need to be considered in context. These contextual factors may influence the ability of social entrepreneurs to act. They may be sociological (eg networks, teams, role models), demographic, environmental, expected values, situational variables or associated with organisational characteristics. (Raghda El Ebrashi, 2013) Each of these factors may impact upon a social entrepreneur’s strategic decision
making, enabling or restricting strategic options for the growth of the social enterprise and realisation of its social purpose.

As different entrepreneurial roles may be performed by different actors within a team, organisation or community, this research needed to capture the constituency actors claimed to represent and their relationship to that constituency. This social entrepreneurship will be expressed at an organisational level by the development of strategies that social entrepreneurs devise to achieve their social goals. Their organisational strategies will be influenced by the context within which social entrepreneurs act. The interaction between context and organisational strategy was therefore an important theme of the research approach.

The next section takes an international perspective by focusing on the proposed cultural differences in the meaning of social enterprise.

2.4.3 Cross cultural definitions in international contexts

Social enterprise actors at an organisational level have an important cultural context. For example, Ridley Duff & Bull (2011) describe the differences between US and European debates on the definitions of social enterprise. In EU-style social enterprise they argue that community action in Europe, building on historical democratic processes which are sensitive to different stakeholders differentiate it from US-style social entrepreneurship. The latter they characterise as focused on individual action, using the market to respond to social issues. This philanthropic, ‘top-down’ approach to achieving social outcomes focuses on adhering to a ‘vision’ rather than accommodating the views of different stakeholders. However, this neat separation of US and European approaches to social entrepreneurship has been challenged by some academics who argue that there is no such clear distinction, demonstrating that difference can be evidenced in both the US and European contexts (Bacq and Janssen, 2011). What all researchers agree on in the literature reviewed for this project is that actors influence the idea of social enterprise within a cultural and historical context. Arguably there are two broad approaches to the definition of social entrepreneurship, which they express through their organisations, social enterprises. Firstly, US style models prioritise an elite cadre of social entrepreneurs. The second approach emphasises system based innovation
models of social transformation, which are partly a response to market failures in welfare, public and environmental products and services.

The definition of social enterprise as a tool for social transformation is particularly found amongst European researchers. They argue that the boundary between the state and civil society organisations is becoming increasingly blurred as civil society organisations take on functions which were the preserve of the state, particularly in the delivery of human services (Defourny and Pestoff, 2008, Nicholls, 2010, Hulgard, 2010, Powell, 2007). Archembault (2009) even goes as far as to suggest that there is a growing recognition amongst European policy makers (top-down) and civil society organisations (bottom up) of a European civil society which recognises that civil society is an integral part of European identity, and expressed through increasing partnerships between the civil society institutions and governments at all levels. This is in part a reflection of the changing relationship between Government funding philosophies with an increase in contracted services rather than grants (Defourny & Pestoff (2008), Nicholls (2010) and Hulgard (2010). Ridley-Duff & Bull (2011), develop Hulgard’s (2010) approach further by arguing that in Europe the social enterprise phenomenon is neither a component of third sector development nor an advance of private sector practices into the third sector, but a product of

‘the tension between attempts to reform the public sector through the introduction of private sector management rhetoric, and radical responses to those attempts by local politicians and community entrepreneurs with socialist sympathies’ (Ridley-Duff and Bull, 2011 pg 39)

Some research which compares the relative impact of the welfare state and civil society on health and health inequalities has found that where national welfare systems are weak or health expenditure is low a more effective civil society is positively associated with better health. In these circumstances civil society may act as a replacement for the state. (Olafsdottir et al., 2014)

There is extensive literature on civil society and its meaning in different political and socioeconomic contexts (see for example Heinrich and Malena, 2008, International Centre for Research and Information on the Public, 2007, Salamon
et al., 2003) and geography. (Somerville and McElwee, 2011). Space is an important consideration for entrepreneurship in a geo political context (Steyaert and Katz, 2004). It includes relational space for learning, exchanging ideas, sharing experiences to be creative, promoting trust and coordination across systems and sectors (Sacchetti and Campbell, 2014). Policy actors may cross national boundaries, advocating for a form of social enterprise in health systems. They may be found in national policy roles or in international health care organisations.

These social entrepreneurs may play an important role in catalysing policy. (Mintrom and Norman, 2009) The influence of different actors in the emergence of national social enterprise policy is illustrated by Kerlin (Kerlin, 2010 , Kerlin, 2013) who explored the use of the term in the US, Western Europe, Japan, Eastern-Central Europe, Argentina, Zimbabwe/Zambia and South East Asia. She demonstrated how different socio-economic conditions might influence the emergence of social enterprise as a phenomenon. She also recognises the role of power, illustrating how international aid agencies in Zimbabwe and Zambia support social enterprises to emerge. She goes further arguing that the state plays a key role in understanding a country’s model of social enterprise by incorporating the context (including civil society and democratisation) and organising patterns in a country into its policies for change. (Kerlin, 2013) .

The political, economic and historical context is important to politicians interpretation of meaning and purpose. Park and Wilding (2013), in their comparative study of the emergence of social enterprise in England and South Korea argue that the social construction of social enterprise is influenced by earlier policy and political choices. They showed similarities across the two countries of political orientation of government, public policy orientation and rationality of contracting out public services, reinforced by a market approach. Dissimilarities included the economy, problem definition, role of policy entrepreneurs and the position of government on contracts for services all of which result in social enterprises with different defined roles. Arguably, in South Korea social enterprises were used to promote employment whilst in England, to achieve social impact.
In this research therefore the methodology allowed for the idea of geographical space, linked to civil society for sharing of ideas and development of partnerships to emerge. Taking the unit of analysis as the domestic health system, the approach allowed for the diffusion of meaning internationally, recognising that international actors may influence policy actors interpretations of meaning at all levels in the health system.

2.4.4 Political definitions of the term
At the field level of enquiry, previous published research has shown how national Governments may use the term for political purposes. The term social enterprise is recognised by some national Government policy makers but not others. In Germany, social enterprise as a concept is not part of the political agenda, leading some researchers to hypothesise that this is because of the particular social partnership between the market and the state which doesn’t lend itself to a classification of ‘social enterprise’ organisations (Defourny and Nyssens, 2008, Defourny and Nyssens, 2006). However other research of policy actors in Tanzania, also demonstrated a lack of awareness of the term. In this country, the researchers suggested that this reflected a lack of recognition of the potential contribution of social enterprises by policy makers (Mori and Fulgence, 2009).

However, it would be a mistake to assume that the meaning of the term social enterprise is linked to national boundaries. Teasdale (2012) describes how the discourses of different actors in England has influenced changes to the meaning of the term over time. Over the past thirty years, policy makers have kept the definition loose so that the positive characteristics of the different organizational forms can be recognized allowing the phenomenon of social enterprise to be used as a policy tool to address various social problems. This ambiguity allows both policy actors and organisational actors to legitimise policy action, allowing governments to draw selectively on competing myths to create a loose policy idea of social enterprise and its contribution to the economy over time. (Teasdale et al., 2013)

In this research, therefore, the approach needed to recognise that policy actors at the level of national Governments may choose to define the term social
enterprise to further differentiate political or ideological goals over time and that the meaning of the term may cross national boundaries.

2.4.5 Implications of different meanings on the research methodology

The framework used in this study therefore needed to include a focus on ‘social enterprise’ as a phenomenon. It needed to take account of the social construction by actors of the meaning of the term internationally and also allow for economic, social and culturally specific criteria. These different ways of interpreting meaning need to be understood within the context of the health system.

Different interpretations of the meaning of social enterprise raise questions about how far the meaning of social enterprise represents a different logic to others. Thornton et al (2012), drawing on community forms of organising, suggest that this is a separate institutional order called ‘community’ which has its own logic, distinct from others. From this review, three common characteristics of social enterprise can be identified across all the literature. These are: an explicit aim to benefit the community through their social purpose, a social entrepreneurial outlook and investment of profit from trading activities to achieve a social purpose. Recognising that other characteristics might be present, the research approach needed to allow for the breadth of social enterprise characteristics to be identified.

However there is also another theme to this research, which is focused on social change. Building on section 2.3 on the role policy actors play to influence policy context, content and process, social entrepreneurs may act at the field/organisation interface to effect change to the health system itself. Social entrepreneurs are seen as playing a role, by trading in a market of health care services, in achieving social change, which can be viewed as a new and fundamental aspect of civil society, with its own logic. (Nicholls, 2010)

2.5 Part 3: Institutional logic and social change

Achieving social change emerged in Section 2.4 as central the meaning of social enterprise. It is reflected in organisations’ social mission and
organisations’ culture. It underpins policy actors engagement with policy content, context and processes.

In institutional logic three types of change processes can be identified. (Thornton and Ocasio, 2008) The first of these is the actions of entrepreneurs who act to change the logic of the health system for the benefit of their social purpose. These actors are called ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ in institutional logic. The second, structural overlap occurs when previously distinct individual roles and organisational structures and functions are forced into association. For example, mergers and acquisitions create contradictions in health systems and within organisations which create entrepreneurial opportunities for institutional change. The third, event sequencing focuses on the importance of history in both understanding when and how social enterprises emerge in health systems.

Actors may work individually or together in communities of interest to achieve change, sharing conceptual frameworks which influence their behaviours. (Friedland and Alford 1991; Thornton et al 2012). Some of these conceptual frameworks may be shared by all operating in the field, whilst others may offer different and competing cognitive frames for different groups of participants (Fligstein and McAdam, 2012: 10-11). Social entrepreneurs therefore may face multiple and contradictory logics when managing or advocating for social change to achieve their social purpose.

Research on how social entrepreneurs embed the idea of social change into their actions can be grouped into four change themes, each of which draws on one or more of the three change processes described in the institutional logic approach. These are:

1. Theme 1 in section 2.5.1 considers how the emergence of social enterprise is contingent upon historical socio-political contexts
2. Theme 2 reviews the research on how social value is created through social innovation (2.5.2) followed by its closely aligned theme 3,
3. the market in health care services(2.5.3).
4. Theme 4 focuses on social entrepreneurs who use their agency to influence health system reform and act as institutional entrepreneurs (section 2.5.4).

2.5.1 Change theme 1: Historical contingency of socio-political change

My approach builds on analysis of health system reform in Europe which demonstrated how institutional entrepreneurs are influenced and/or constrained by the socio-political environment. (Evans, 2005) I therefore contextualised this research by understanding the social and political environment within which social enterprises operate. (Sewell, 1996 pg 844, Rico and Costa-Font, 2005)

Part of this research approach aimed to identify entrenched, historical contradictions in the relationships between actors in social enterprises which may limit the effectiveness of some government policies. For example, by examining the origins of organisations in the English NHS, Bevan and Robinson (2005) describe how successive health policies between the 1970s and 1990s resulted in suboptimal control of total costs, inequitable distribution of hospital services, and inefficiency in delivery of care. They argued that the economic logic of achieving one or more of these objectives was always compromised by the conflicting political logic of a state controlled hierarchical system where doctors controlled access to health care resources ie both the supply and demand for health care, whilst ministers were accountable for its performance.

This relationship between health system change and ideological beliefs is highlighted by Buse et al (2012) who link it to the reinvention of government, influenced by neoliberal economic thinking. Public choice theorists and property rights theorists, they argue, influenced thinking about the role (and therefore the logic) of the state. The former because politicians promote policies which maximize their chance of re-election. The latter which links perceived poor performance of the public sector with lack of incentives to maximize efficient use of resources. A broad definition of health system reform has been developed by Roberts et al (2008) who says it involves ‘a significant, purposeful effort to improve the performance of the health-care system’. (Roberts et al., 2008 pg 9). In general reforms arise because of the rising costs of healthcare, rising expectations of citizens, limits on the capacity of
governments to pay the costs of healthcare and concerns about the way in which health systems are currently operating. (Roberts et al., 2008) The neoliberal health reform agenda may be at odds with social entrepreneurs’ strategies which aim to address the social determinants of health. The underpinning causes of health inequality: power inequalities, social status and connections or class inequality, are not addressed in ideological neoliberal health reforms. (Scott-Samuela and Smith, 2015)

Of importance to this research is how the idea of social enterprise may be influenced by interpretations of health system reform, bound by these ideologies. For example, neoliberal economic thinking assumes a ‘structural’ conceptualization of power ie something appropriated by individuals or organisations. An alternative ‘post structural’ account of power proposes that it is more diffuse and mobile, allowing for individual agency with actors working as a network, coming together on ideas and interests to influence policies (Smith, 2015). Social entrepreneurs, through their communities of interest which aim to achieve social change, may reflect this fluid approach to forming coalitions to influence health policy making and implementation.

Existing structures and consequences of past decisions will influence the implementation of reform. (Crichton, 2008, Mosquera et al., 2001, McIntyre and Klugman, 2003) Evans (2005), in his review of European health system reforms, argues that even if changes in health policy and institutional structure appear radical, if there are opposition forces and weak advocates of change, reforms will only be partially implemented. Micro practices of power by frontline managers may influence how policies are implemented. (Gilson et al., 2014) Geographically based social organisation and political culture within a country can also dominate how health reforms are implemented (Atkinson et al. (2000)) and the perceptions of communities within society about the role of a health system. (Saltman and Bergman, 2005) When implementing health policy, social entrepreneurs geographical context within and between domestic health systems may be an important consideration.

Yet Evans (2005) also argues that in Europe, despite great variety in health system design, which at least at first sight results in unique health care institutions specific to each European country, there are several similar health
policy themes which result in a parallel evolution of health systems, despite their various structures, history and cultures. This historical context is played out as Governments’ role in facilitating change evolves over time. In relation to social enterprise policy for example, some European Governments have set the legal framework for embedding social entrepreneurship in health system reform policies. They may have passed legislation which specifies new organisational forms or, in England, by building certain contractual requirements, such as added social value, into competitive tendering opportunities. Helderman et al. (2005), for example, have associated the term social enterprise with market oriented health policy reforms in the Netherlands where individual providers and insurers, by being given greater autonomy in exchange for risk bearing, have become social entrepreneurs. This study therefore needs to allow for governments designing health policies to express similar concepts of social value in different ways.

2.5.2 Change theme 2: Creating social value through social innovation

Of importance to this research is the introduction of social innovation as a way of achieving health system reform in state managed health systems. I am using Mair and Marti’s (2006) description of social entrepreneurial processes for social change:

‘the innovative use and combination of resources to pursue opportunities to catalyse social change and or address social needs’ (Mair and Marti, 2006 pg 37)

Mair & Marti (2006) argue that it is both the social value creation and the entrepreneurial nature of the process and associated behaviours, which differentiate social enterprises and social entrepreneurship from other types of organisation.

Further clarity on the nature of the social impact and innovation that social entrepreneurs seek would help to understand the logic underpinning social entrepreneur’s change objectives. In a national health system, moral agency might be an important value which policy actors need to consider when designing health system reform strategies. (Frith, 2014) Particularly when considering the role of supposedly ‘ethical’ business propositions like social
enterprises in a health care market, the idea of social impact and how this is accounted for becomes important.

However social visions may be linked to different values which may be incompatible with each other. In section 2.3.2, I described how the socially heterogenous nature of society means social entrepreneurs may have fundamentally divergent social objectives. Some social visions may marginalise communities. Further, social visions can be articulated in monological or dialogical ways. A subject centred approach, based on an entrepreneur’s vision is monological. It contrasts with more consensus based, participatory, dialogical approaches. (Nicholls and Cho (2006)) These contrasting approaches link back to the nature of civil society and the way in which social enterprise as a concept is articulated in culturally specific narratives and which was explored in section 2.4.4.

There is no exact way of defining whether social goals qualify as social entrepreneurship. (Peredo and McLean, 2006)) In an attempt to define the social and economic missions of organisations, Stevens et al. (2014) suggest that the tension between social and economic goals are not enough to define a social mission. They identify two types of grouping from existing research. The first is using social value to address the social challenges in communities in response to specific problems. ‘Social value’ is viewed as subjective and context specific to address a social problem. The second is bringing about change by creating social value rather than wealth for individuals. In this second approach, the idea of social value is not used to address a social problem but is associated with limiting the accumulation of wealth by individuals. For the purposes of this research I focused on the first type of grouping where the creation of social value is expressed to address specific challenges in communities.

The social determinants of health were used in this research to guide the analysis and interpretation of social value, underpinning ideas of health equity. (World Health Organisation, 2008a) Young’s (2006) framework of social value expresses this orientation and was used in this research methodology to frame discussions with policy actors. It describes social impact in terms of the extent of social change achieved:
• Social added value: entrepreneurs aim to return more value to their intended beneficiaries for comparable resources expended than other ventures eg ChildLine International

• Empowerment and social chance: aim to create a shift in social/economic relations of disadvantaged groups eg ethical retail models – The Body Shop

• Social innovation: allow people to achieve more for less, or solve problems that are otherwise insoluble eg eBay, Big Issue ie combine existing elements in new ways

• Systemic change ie transforms the architecture of how things work eg Grameen Bank Group

This is a helpful distinction because it defines a gradation in the extent of social impact, from relatively modest, (‘added social value’) through to social transformation by achieving ‘systemic change’. Social entrepreneurs could aim to achieve one or more of these social aims. By clarifying the degree of social impact, it addresses the issue of scale, ie how social ventures can be widely replicated to achieve social transformation (large scale change). Scale can be linked to innovation and is sometimes suggested as a core feature of social entrepreneurship. (Anderson, 2014).

Achieving social value can be interpreted as an innovative way of addressing the underlying social causes of ill health. Other researchers have identified four types of social innovation, of which innovative forms of social enterprise are only one.¹ Mason et al. (2015) in relation to social enterprise, proposes that responses may be ‘upstream’ to the social determinants of health (Roy et al., 2013) and/or ‘downstream’, work integrated social enterprise which create pathways to employment for people disadvantaged in the workplace. However, there is no evidence that social enterprises are more innovative and responsive than other types of health care organisation. In his review of the published

¹ The other three types are social movements, service related social innovations and digital social innovations.
research, Roy (2014) found that only five studies linked social enterprises to the social determinants of health.

Nevertheless, it can be argued that social entrepreneurs, through their social innovations integrate work across political and social systems to:

- Address system failures at local levels eg economic shocks
- Recognise and harness talent or unrealised value eg resources or people to tackle new policy or practice
- Support upstream interventions which require new alliances and collaborations and new organisational forms. (Mason et al., 2015)

Social innovation must therefore be incorporated into social entrepreneurs’ organisational strategy. This is expressed within the organisation through a culture of social entrepreneurship which was described as a defining criteria of social enterprise in section 2.4.3. In so doing, relationship building and networks are an important aspect of management strategy and leadership style which recognises and harnesses talent to achieve social change. In terms of this research therefore, the organisational strategies designed by social entrepreneurs in relation to their social missions may take a number of factors into consideration. They may include the extent of social change envisaged, who the beneficiaries of the social vision are, and the assumptions about community representation and engagement.

To achieve social change, social entrepreneurs use a market in health services to realise social innovation. The logic of a market, one of the institutional orders in institutional logic, has a specific importance to social enterprises in health systems and is the focus of the next section.

2.5.3 Change theme 3: Using health care markets to achieve social change

Markets for health care services are controversial. (Mintzberg and Azevedo, 2012, Mintzberg, 2012) The arguments for and against a market in health care services assume varying degrees of freedom from state control and criticize the power of those with a vested interest in designing markets to further their own interests. Some argue that competition and the introduction of for profit companies will reduce quality of care, that there is a power imbalance in the
policy making process which has been captured by for profit companies. Critics point to the lack of evidence for the effectiveness of policies which promote the 'privatisation' of health systems such as the NHS in England (Reynolds, 2011, Mindell et al., 2012).

Some academics have suggested that market mechanisms, if carefully designed, can achieve social outcomes. Anderson (2014) for example, has suggested three types of social entrepreneurship, each of which uses markets in different ways to achieve social change. The first is where innovation centers on creation of a new benefit to a group through its delivery system. The second changes the way in which an existing benefit is delivered to improve access to or performance of services. The third uses financing schemes to enable benefits to be delivered consistently to a target group over time.

However, there has been very little research on how the logic of the market in health care services influences relationships between organisations. A notable exception is Lyon (2013) who explores how inter-organisational relationships in quasi markets, such as state funded health systems, can be formal (based on contract) or informal (common understanding and word-of-mouth); vertical (ie through the supply chain) or horizontal (across service providers). Competition and markets may influence the nature of collaborative relationships formed by social entrepreneurs. It is unknown how the introduction of market mechanisms with more emphasis on competition may change these collaborative relations. (Lyon, 2013).

The debate in the literature on the role of markets in health care systems demonstrates that a single institutional logic order, such as 'market' may be interpreted differently. Ham (2013) for example suggests that in health care, markets need to operate in different ways in relation to patient needs: cooperation or competition between health care providers will be required to address different types of problems experienced by patients. It may be inferred from this line of reasoning that social enterprises with a social purpose linked to resolving a problem may seek or advocate for different market rules depending on whether they perceive cooperation or competition strategies to be of benefit to them as social entrepreneurs.
Relational systems between organisations within the field will influence the extent to which actors shape the development of markets in the health care system. In health systems, these are largely controlled by the state. For example governance systems impose regulatory and normative rules on activities and actors within the field (Scott, 2000). Regulatory bodies in health systems play a key role in ensuring standards of care (eg CQC in England) or regulating the market (eg Monitor in England). Their role needed to be considered during the data collection phase of this study to explore the way in which they influence the context within which social enterprises’ compete for contracts to deliver health care services.

It may be inferred from this review that social enterprises engaging in a health market may be disadvantaged if its design does not support social innovation to achieve social value. This research therefore recognises that the Governments role in setting the rules and regulations which incentivise spheres of activity are important. (Anderson's (2014) These may include how commerce is conducted, rights of workers, environmental issues which determine the social and economic contexts in which change agents operate and affect choices they make regarding how best to focus their efforts. (Stiglitz, 2007) Licencing requirements, tax treatment and other rules affecting organisations may also impact upon the ability of change agents to experiment and express their social entrepreneurial ambitions for social change. However, this research also recognises the role of social entrepreneurs as policy actors, influencing government strategies on health system reform and is the focus of the next section.

2.5.4 Change theme 4: Social entrepreneurs advocating social change

In section 2.3.2 I drew on the health policy research to describe how policy actors aim to influence the context, content and process of policy formation. These actors may be referred to as policy entrepreneurs in the literature. In institutional logic, actors who demonstrate this strategic behaviour are called ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ but their ambition is broader than influencing policy. In this research I have used the idea of institutional entrepreneurs to understand how they influence the institutional logic of the domestic health system within
which they engage. Institutional entrepreneurs engage in competition between themselves to win legitimacy, framing an idea so that it becomes institutionalised into the logic of the field. (DiMaggio, 1988, Hardy & Maguire, 2008).

I draw on the theory of agency found in institutional logic where actors are viewed as partially autonomous from social structure. In the institutional logics approach strategic behaviour involves individuals capacity to conceptualise and act on alternative views of rationality within organisations and the field (health system) context.

The challenge for the institutional entrepreneur is to create an environment where existing and new actors stand to gain from the success of the institutionalisation project. In this research, therefore, I captured the ambitions of social entrepreneurs and other policy actors, who aim to change the health system to support the spread of social enterprise ideas in the health system.

Actors perception of opportunity varies depending on their social networks and temporal orientation (past, present or future) (Dorado, 2005). For this research, therefore, I am building on the literature reviewed in section 2.4, which emphasised the importance of the team or community contribution to the development of a social enterprise. Rather than relate the idea of institutional entrepreneur to an individual, I am assuming that individuals may not act alone, but in communities of interest, coming together to effect change in the institutional field of a domestic health system. These communities of interest may be in conflict with each other, over the fluid meaning of social enterprise and the material and cultural changes which need to be made to institutions within the health system field.

In section 2.4.3 culture was suggested as important socio-political context in cross cultural research on social enterprise. By comparing two contrasting health systems, England and Tanzania, I allowed for different cultural values to influence individuals’ actions. If actors share common aspirations, their patterns of behaviour may vary depending on their culture. (Swidler, 1986) Culture may therefore support change by providing actors with a ‘tool kit’ from which they select different actions. Institutional logic approaches recognise that individuals
and organisations access cultural fragments differentially in different social situations. These cultural toolkits are dependent on situational cues (Thornton et al. 2012). In this research, therefore, even if social entrepreneurs in England and Tanzania share common social objectives when they act as institutional entrepreneurs, the health system context within which they work and their own cultural values may influence their social entrepreneurial opportunities which are, in turn, expressed through their organisational strategies and business models.

2.5.5 Implication of social change for research methodology

The research methodology therefore needed to include the concept of social change across each of these four change themes and using the three change processes found in institutional logic. In an institutional logic approach, change in health system logic is viewed as a dynamic between different institutional orders, expressed through the competing actions of institutional entrepreneurs. One logic may be replaced by another or a change in the balance of power between different types of logic may occur. Change may be transformative or developmental. Transformational change involves replacement of one logic with another whilst developmental change results in the assimilation, expansion or contraction of existing logics in a field. (Thornton, 2012) If social enterprises have a distinct logic then this research can elucidate how it competes with other logics which may exist in a health system over time.

It can be argued that health system reform, by its nature is aiming for large scale, transformational change. Existing organisational forms are delegitimised by changes in power alignments which offer new cultural-cognitive frameworks upon which ‘new political policies, new legal mechanisms, and new normative frameworks’ (pg 49) are normalised. (Dacin et al. , 2002) In institutional logic meta theory, the competing logics underpinning national policy making are viewed as a catalyst for change.

2.6 Implications of this review for the research methodology

New types of organisations, social enterprises, are being introduced into some health systems yet their meaning is contested. In sections 2.3 to 2.5 I built a
research framework which consists of three interrelated components. These are:

1. The health system as a ‘field’ where governments have a specific role in relation to society and other systems. Actors influence government within cultural and historical moments in time. The research framework needs to acknowledge the capacity of health systems to incorporate a new logic such as social enterprise.

2. Actors agency, who will argue for and contest the meanings of a new phenomenon, such as social enterprise. These meanings may be culturally and historically specific.

3. Achieving social change through actor agency particularly through the creation of social value at an organisational level, using markets to deliver health care services, acting as ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ to influence health system reform and associated socio-political change.

Recognising that health systems are extremely political environments which are constantly changing meant that one of the challenges to this research was whether any differences in the logic of social enterprises in different national health systems and within communities of interest can be interpreted meaningfully. (Hoffman et al., 2012). Taking an institutional logic approach to frame this research means that the observed logics are a consequence of change, not a cause (Thornton and Ocasio, 2008). Arguably, change resides in a combination of market selection pressures, powers of institutional actors and changes in the relative prevalence of societal-level institutional logics. (Thornton and Ocasio, 2008)

The research methodology therefore needed to consider the following:

- the heterogeneity of actors and how their activities are translated into symbolic systems of meaning (Zilber, 2006) and processes of practice creation ie novel innovations or activities.(Lounsbury, 2007). In this
study I grouped policy actors into policy makers, policy implementers and policy influencers.  

- implementation of the same health policy, driven by the same ideology, in different social and political environments, which resist or enable reform, can create different types of institutions and change processes in geographically distinct places. (Zehavi, 2011) In this study I identified the different meanings of the term social enterprise for different actors and compared these across the two health systems.

- different parts of the health system may respond differently to the same reform phenomenon because of differences in the dynamic between the material and symbolic. In this study I compared the organisational strategies and business models used to effect change across different social enterprises and national health systems.

- different levels of the system may reflect different and conflicting values and meanings for change. Where social enterprise is present at a national health policy level, I analysed the reasons for change at different levels of the health system.

- mobilising mechanisms which mediate change pressures and a significant contention within a health system may be used to articulate threats or opportunity. (McAdam and Scott, 2005) In this study, I explored what role social enterprises play in market based health reforms and in relation to health system capacity.

The analytical framework underpinning institutional logic complements the conceptualisation of the health system described by Gilson (2012). Figure 2.2 illustrates the overall framework which I use in this study. Society may be conceptualised as consisting of institutions which function at different levels. In this context these are the international and domestic health systems, organisations and individuals. As described in section 2.3.3, the health system will be contextualised within the idea of society and other influencing systems.

---

2 Actors can play different roles in different contexts. They may act at both an organisational level or system level. Actors roles can change within the same policy processes. (Walt and Gilson, 1994, Buse et al, 2012)
Bringing into the model the three types of change found in institutional logic introduced in section 2.5, the change dynamic continually interacts with each level of the health system. Change is reflected in historical path dependant processes which will identify causal possibility, contingency, closure and constraint (Bennett and Elman, 2006) and the agency of actors. (Scott, 2014, Thornton et al, 2012)

Figure 2.2 Proposed health systems framework

The focus of this research is at the domestic (national) health system level. It recognises that individuals (described in sections 2.4 and 2.5) acting as social and institutional entrepreneurs at all levels may influence how institutions in a domestic health system function. Building on this literature review and the development of institutional orders (Thornton et al, 2012) I have added another actor – communities, to reflect individuals acting together as citizens in communities of interest. These ‘communities’ may be geographically based or focused around one or more interests (eg a disease or ideology). It builds on
this review of the research on social enterprise, which suggests that ideas of community are important in the study of social enterprises.

2.7 Conclusions

This chapter brings together the research on social enterprise and health systems. An institutional logic theoretical framework builds on a social construction of the idea of social enterprise. It allows meanings to emerge over time in a health system and in response to the cognitive-cultural toolkits of policy actors, who may act together or in contradiction to each other. The health policy environment will enable or limit the actions of these policy actors to influence the logic of social enterprise in a health system and for the effect of different resource environments on the application of any underpinning logic of social enterprise.

As a starting point for this research Gilson’s (2012) health system framework was used as it expresses both the levels of a health system as well as the dynamic between actors and the institutions within it. Roberts et al’s (2008) broad definition of health system reform recognizes but is not bound by a narrow focus on neoliberal and other ideologies. Their definition allows for different logics behind health system reform within the structured approach expressed in Gilson’s (2012) health system framework. It also complements the approach to defining the meaning of social enterprise and social entrepreneurship in that it recognizes the particular cultural, political and historical context of health system reform.

There are no agreed definitions of social enterprise. However, drawing from the literature, in section 2.4.5, three core characteristics of social enterprises can be used to define a working definition. These characteristics are found in organisations which aim to benefit of a community through their social mission, where profits are reinvested to further the social mission by trading in a market with a culture of social entrepreneurship. Additional characteristics such as organisational governance arrangements, social innovation and community focus may also be relevant.
Social entrepreneurship has a distinct meaning, which is linked to achieving social change within a given cultural and historical context. Social entrepreneurship is expressed by actors engaging in a market for health care services. In the health system context, this market will be designed and managed by government within an ideologically based logic of the need for reform.

Social enterprises, with their focus on achieving social change, can be expressed in relation to the social determinants of health. Social entrepreneurs may be of interest to health policy makers designing health system reforms because through their underlying social goals, they create an institutional vehicle for enabling a policy dialogue about how health need might be met differently.

If the underpinning concepts of civil society are drawn upon, social entrepreneurship may therefore also be characterised by collective action and democratisation to achieve a social purpose. The extent of social change that social entrepreneurs aim to achieve needs to be interpreted with an understanding of which communities or actors may benefit from social entrepreneurial actions and which may be marginalized.

The framework developed from this review of research within the context of institutional logic principles, guides the research methodology in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3 Research Methodology

3.1 Introduction

Social enterprises and health systems are fuzzy concepts, subject to different meanings and interpretations by policy actors. Chapter 2 summarised the literature, describing this fluidity of meaning, which exists across socio-political and economic systems. Institutional logic meta theory provides a way of interpreting the meaning of social enterprise as well as understanding the change processes in health system reform. Such an approach allows a researcher to understand better how reality is socially constructed by different actors, whilst not assigning any value to one interpretation of the logic of social enterprise over another.

From the literature review, we can infer that the behaviour of policy actors can respond to and be influenced by underlying social and economic structures. The literature review also suggests that the meaning of the term social enterprise is sensitive to time, culture and interpretations by different actors. From this perspective the use of the term social enterprise can vary between contexts. The research framework developed in Chapter 2 acknowledges that the meaning of the term also changes as actors share information requiring sensitivity in the methodology to variables such as time (history) and place (geography). The epistemological stance behind this research is therefore both to understand how social reality is perceived and to map contexts in relation to concrete health system change strategies.

This chapter describes the research methodology. It starts in section 3.2 by explaining my ontological and epistemological positions and how they work through in the structure of this study. Section 3.3 describes the study design. I begin by explaining my approach to case studies. I then describe the development of the three research themes, drawn from the literature review and the research objectives, followed by a summary of the research process. How the data were collected is documented in section 3.4. Section 3.5 describes how I analysed the data using grounded analysis. This section concludes by
linking the methodological approach used with a discussion on how the research contributed to the development of theory. It became clear that my position as both consultant and researcher needed further examination as part of the research methodology. Section 3.6 is a reflection on how these roles influenced this study. The study limitations are noted in section 3.7.

3.2 Overview of research methodology

This study focused on a single phenomenon, social enterprise. The framework presented in Chapter 2 expressed three interrelated themes:

1. the context of a domestic health system
2. the meaning of the term ‘social enterprise’ and
3. processes associated with actors actions to change health systems to effect social change

The review of published research demonstrated that there is no one meaning of the term social enterprise nor how it was being put into effect in health systems to bring about social change. The previous chapter indicates how social enterprise is a fluid concept subject to different interpretations by actors. Thus meaning may be contested and in addition it might also change over time, across cultures, between different communities of interest and in different contexts.

The research methodology used to explore a phenomenon of this kind is a constructionist one, summarised in the figure below.
The study design needed to allow for either the fact that no definitive meaning to the term ‘social enterprise’ emerged, or that clear patterns of meaning emerged as the study proceeded. My ontological position is that there is most likely not one single reality to be found and that social enterprise may be a relative concept, specific to context and sensitive to the perspective of the different actors. This was shown to be the case by researchers who studied the emergence of new phenomenon in other fields (Greenwood and Suddaby (2006) and in health system reform in Europe (Bevan and Robinson, 2005, Evans, 2005, Oliver and Mossialos, 2005, Pollitt et al., 2010).

In line with my ontological view I adopted a social constructionist approach to this study, in order to allow meanings to emerge through the iterative process of collecting and analysing data as the research proceeded. I therefore made few assumptions in terms of how actors constructed meanings but rather allowed it to emerge ie I took as far as possible the definitions and understanding of what social enterprise meant from policy actors themselves. This does not necessarily mean that the facts described to me by policy actors were absolute truths, but need to be viewed as context-dependant interpretations. (Gummesson, E, 2000). Epistemologically, therefore, the distinction made between social enterprises as organisations and the health system as an environment where social enterprises interact represented a duality where structuration theory and systems theory were helpful. There were also, I felt,
aspects of post modernism at work as the values expressed in the idea of social enterprise and knowledge, are influenced by political ideologies.

The guiding theoretical framework to structure the data collection and analysis was institutional logic. Chapter 2 indicates that institutional logic allows a study of contemporary events within a historical and systems context, by recognising the role of actor agency within a health system and competing socio-cultural logics. It takes a broadly subject approach ie the research question focuses on how individuals create meaning, interact and construct their world (Cunliffe, 2011).

As a consequence the focus of this research is at a macro field and societal levels of the health system, rather than a micro level. This is illustrated in the diagram 3.2 below.

My research approach brings the three perspectives, context, content and actor agency together. Actors, it is recognised, may play more than one role; they can be both social entrepreneurs who lead organisations or institutional entrepreneurs who deliberately aim to influence the logics underpinning health system design. In a similar way, social entrepreneurs may be both leaders of social enterprises or act outside their organisational boundaries to influence social change. They may be individuals, individuals working collectively in organisations or working together as communities of interest. They may also (perhaps even likely to) have imperfect information about each other and the different roles they take on when influencing social change.
The research hypotheses that actors will be constrained or enabled by Governments who promote and control economic exchange (eg through regulation) by aiming to foster stewardship behaviour among actors and limiting undesirable transactions. Also hypothesised is that this context may in turn influence social entrepreneurs organisational strategies and business models. Of particular importance appears to be a consideration that in health systems governments (representing the logic of the state) have responsibility for designing a national health system to meet the perceived needs of its populations. Institutional entrepreneurs may attempt to limit the control and agency of governments.

It is also recognised in this research approach that broader society values may constrain actors possibilities for action. As a consequence, the study design needed to recognise that the context of the health system is often not transferable from one jurisdiction to another (Hoffman et al., 2012). Policy decision making in health systems is very political with multiple actors. (Gilson and Raphaely, 2008) It is also strongly influenced by public opinion, which makes knowledge transfer difficult. (Saltman and Bergman, 2005) I needed therefore to build in some flexibility into the study design to allow for these different policy contexts.

The inter disciplinary nature of this research ran the risk of satisfying the requirements of neither management research nor health policy/systems research. I spent some time during the analysis phase of this project understanding the approach of each. The focus of this research is on the health policy and institutional environment in the domestic health system. This meant that a detailed analysis of policy processes or a systematic assessment of actor power was not within the scope of this study. Nor were analyses of leadership styles in relation to change or detailed single disciplinary approaches to management research such as organisational change, financing etc. My eclectic approach to this research project ran the risk that the underlying assumptions between management research and health systems or policy research were incompatible with each other. Tensions existed between these disciplines which are reflected in this research and include, the position of actor agency in relation to the development and implementation of policy versus the
role of management agency in influencing change; the position of organisational strategy and business models more commonly found in management research in relation to the broader health systems and policy environment when considering health system reform; and the study of institutional logic which is found in management research but not so frequently in health policy and systems analysis.

The next section describes how I built on these considerations in the study design.

3.3 Study Design

The study design was based on a comparative case study approach to compare the domestic health systems of England and Tanzania. A case study in the context of this research was at the level of a national health system, reflecting the concept of a ‘field’ in institutional logic theory. In this section, I describe my approach to the case studies and the method used to identify the comparative case study.

The case study approach allows for the study of phenomenon. It was particularly suited to this study because social enterprise can be considered as a phenomenon expressed through actors in both organisations and health system contexts. The case study approach offered intensive, in depth study and which was integral to enabling me to challenge my assumptions. (Flyvbjerg, 2006) It allowed inductive theory building from cases where constructs are developed, measures explored and theoretical propositions tested. (Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007).

The unit of analysis used in this study is a domestic health system. It reflects Stake’s (2007) description of a case, which is a bounded system with patterns of behaviour. National governments in this study were viewed as stewards of health systems, where policy actors shape how the system is governed and the relationships between organisations (Siddiqi et al., 2009). One of the assumptions underpinning this research therefore was that systems and institutions in the health system are not fixed. Social enterprises may offer more value than other organisations and that this is identifiable through this research
study design and, drawing on this duality of structure and culture is expressed through individual or collective events, actions and activities (Pettigrew et al., 2001) within a national health system.

Case studies are useful for refining theories and suggesting complexities for further investigation. They may enable a holistic view (Gummesson, 2000) and also allow for a single case to indicate a conceptual category (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). In this way, a case study approach is a process which allows the research to identify what is common and what is particular about a case. Stake (2007) describes how case studies may be expressive, demonstrating unique features which may or may not be generalizable, or instrumental, which demonstrate general principles. My research questions informed my approach to case studies ie a case might allow generalizable interpretations of the meaning of the phenomenon ‘social enterprise’ in the context of a health system but also that there might be learning which is unique to one of the health system’s ie that each case may represent different versions of reality (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Identification of the second case study therefore involved identifying a contrasting health systems context in terms of resources. However, because I was interested in identifying the behaviour of policy actors in relation to the phenomenon of social enterprise, I also need to set certain criteria for selection which went beyond the resource context.

Whilst still retaining the cross country comparison I did consider other definitions of a case. For example, I could have examined a particular programme of activity by taking a programme such as maternal and child health, or a single geographical location within a country such as a county, city or state. However, I rejected these options as I considered the notion of social enterprise to be an organisational construct rather a programme within or between organisations. Other researchers have described how regional culture, management and socio-political context impact upon implementation of national policies. (Atkinson et al., 2000, Miller and Millar, 2011) Restricting the research to one region within a country might, I thought, introduce bias into the research. The research might also have been restricted to the implementation of social entrepreneurship in a particular sector. In England, for example, social enterprise policy has been implemented for different types of health services.
organisation (community health or primary care in particular). However, even within England, the type of organisation does not determine the range of services it delivers. Consideration of one type of organisation only might therefore limit the scope of the research unnecessarily. For the purposes of this study, therefore, the scope of the case study need to reflect the whole health system.

To make the scope of this research manageable, I did restrict the organisational scope of this research to social enterprises which deliver health services. Organisations which might perform other functions in a health system such as regulatory bodies or providers of support services eg information technology services were excluded from the research scope.

The identification of the second case study and the approach to the comparative case study design is presented in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. The research process is summarised in the last section 3.4.3, demonstrating how the case studies, research themes and research approach worked together as a whole.

3.3.1 Scoping the comparative case study design

As described in the previous section, for pragmatic reasons, England was one of the case studies. The comparative case study approach adopted was fundamental to the study design. I considered two contrasting health systems to be sufficient to challenge the meanings of social enterprise across different socio-cultural and resource contexts. Most research on health systems focus on either high income countries or low to middle income countries. My choice of a contrast between the two has not previously been done. Using the framework developed in Chapter 2, a domestic health system therefore formed the unit of analysis and within each case I focused the research on a single phenomenon, ‘social enterprise’. This approach allowed me to generate theory by giving consideration to local conditions as well as provide an opportunity to develop generalised theory across both case studies.

Previous research suggested that resources were important in the ability of advocates of social enterprises’ to act. Comparing the resource context was an
important factor in the design of the methodology for this study. The two case studies therefore needed to demonstrate very different resource contexts.

In England, where social enterprise is known to be present in the policy making process, my study design allowed for collection and analysis of data on how the principles underpinning social enterprise were introduced and then implemented in health system policy. England was one of the cases by default as I particularly wanted to draw on my work experience. In the comparison country, I needed to locate how the idea of social enterprise is understood by policy actors and expressed in the health system, before scoping the analysis.

3.3.2 Criteria and process for identifying the second country case study

This section will focus on the way in which the second country case study was identified, using five initial criteria. These were:

1. Implementation of health policies which aim to deliver access to a universal health care system needed to be present (World Health Organisation, 2008b).

2. Health system policy allows different types of organisation with different objectives to operate within a health care delivery system. As the term ‘social enterprise’ is not necessarily recognised in different cultures or health policy context, lack of explicit health policies concerning social enterprise will not exclude consideration of the country for inclusion in the study.

3. Civil society: Engagement with citizens and communities is central to health policy development; governments do not restrict citizens rights to freedom for collective action.

4. Relationship to the market. Health care service provision needs to be contestable ie a market needs to exist in some form to allow different types of provider to deliver health services. To achieve access to a universal health care system, services may be funded wholly or in part by the Government.

5. The main language spoken in the country should be English. It would be too costly to have documents translated and to incur the additional expense of a translator to conduct in depth interviews.
Other practical criteria include ease of access to policy actors and stability of the country. Table 3.1 below describes the evaluation of five potential countries against these criteria.
Table 3.1 Countries considered against criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Different types of organisation delivering health services?</th>
<th>Freedom to associate?</th>
<th>Presence of a market in health service provision?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Yes. No explicit management of Civil Society</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes. No explicit management of Civil Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Yes, recognises a mixed provider market</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes. No explicit management of Civil Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Yes, recognises public/private/not for profit mix of organisations in healthcare.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes. No explicit management of Civil Society</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Different types of organisation delivering health services?</th>
<th>Freedom to associate?</th>
<th>Presence of a market in health services?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civil society?</td>
<td>MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING AGREED BETWEEN PRIVATE SECTOR AND GOVERNMENT.</td>
<td>YES, WITH EXPLICIT SUPPORT TO SOCIAL ENTERPRISE IN HEALTH THROUGH THE PRIME MINISTER’S OFFICE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>YES, WITH EXPLICIT SUPPORT TO SOCIAL ENTERPRISE IN HEALTH THROUGH THE PRIME MINISTER’S OFFICE.</td>
<td>SET UP SOCIAL ENTERPRISE OFFICE BY PRIME MINISTER DECREES IN 2011 TO PROMOTE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE DELIVERY OF PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING AGREED BETWEEN PRIVATE SECTOR AND GOVERNMENT.</td>
<td></td>
<td>SET UP SOCIAL ENTERPRISE OFFICE BY PRIME MINISTER DECREES IN 2011 TO PROMOTE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE DELIVERY OF PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Civil society**: Recognises roles of different types of organisations.
- **Health services**: Freedom to associate.
- **Market in health services**: MIXED MODEL OF PUBLIC/PRIVATE.

#### Thailand
- **Prime Minister’s office**. **Yes, with explicit support to social enterprise in health through the Prime Minister’s office**.
- **Memorandum of understanding**. 
- **Set up social enterprise office by Prime Minister decree in 2011 to promote social enterprise delivery of public health services**.
- **Specific projects at village and community health levels**.
- **Explicit involvement of communities in design & management of local health services**.
- **Captured in primary health care concepts**.
- **Use Village Health Volunteers (VHV)**.
- **Objective in health strategy re: public participation in health decision making**.
- **Social accountability**. Explicitly recognises non-state actors.
- **Communities & households explicitly encouraged to participate in management of local health systems**.
- **Aim to establish a national health insurance scheme**.
- **Want to promote community based financing mechanisms**.
- **Want to promote community based financing of health**.
- **Want to promote private sector financing of health**.
- **Insurance schemes expanding, but mainly only in urban areas**.
- **Based on contributions, insurance schemes expanding, but mainly provide health care to rural areas, insurance schemes provide health care mainly for faith based organisations, charitable donations, less breaks for supplies & less breaks for government. Some service agreements between private sector & government.**
- **Prime Minister’s office**.
- **Yes, with explicit support to social enterprise in health through the Prime Minister’s office**.
- **Memorandum of understanding**.

#### Kenya
- **Memorandum of understanding**.
- **Kenya Health Policy 2012–2030**.
- **Kenya Health Policy 2009**.

---

- **Country**: Thailand
- **Type of provider market to care providers**: No explicit enable providers to be reimbursed
- **Management of provider market to care providers**: No explicit enable providers to be reimbursed
- **Village Health Volunteers (VHV)**.
- **Use**: in health strategy doc.
- **Concept in primary health care management of local health services**.
- **Involvement of communities in design & management of local health services**.
- **Explicitly recognises non-state actors**.
- **Communities & households explicitly encouraged to participate in management of local health systems**.
- **Objective in health strategy re: public participation in health decision making**.
- **Social accountability**. Explicitly recognises non-state actors.
- **Communities & households explicitly encouraged to participate in management of local health systems**.
- **Aim to establish a national health insurance system**.
- **Want to promote community based financing mechanisms**.
- **Want to promote private sector financing of health**.
- **Insurance schemes expanding, but mainly only in urban areas**.
- **Based on contributions, insurance schemes expanding, but mainly provide health care to rural areas, insurance schemes provide health care mainly for faith based organisations, charitable donations, less breaks for supplies & less breaks for government. Some service agreements between private sector & government.**
- **Prime Minister’s office**.
- **Yes, with explicit support to social enterprise in health through the Prime Minister’s office**.
- **Memorandum of understanding**.
All countries considered had plans to deliver a universal health system. As shown in Table 3.1, all five countries were considered as the second case study. Thailand was excluded because of the difficulty of translating documents from Thai into English. Although some documents are available in English, inclusion might mean that it is difficult to manage costs for the project should translation services be required. None of the remaining countries recognised the term social enterprise in health strategies but all have health service delivery organisations which contain the characteristics of social enterprise within an institutional environment which encourages different types of organisations to contest for state contracts to deliver health services.

Whilst Kenya may have been a possibility, there was less detail in health policy documents about private/public policies in health service delivery. It was therefore excluded.

Tanzania, Uganda and Ghana therefore emerged as potential case studies with no distinguishing factors separating them. Each has explicit policies on public/private mix of health service delivery, within a form of market (although the market operates in a very different way to that in the English health system). Each country has policies to promote civil society engagement in health system delivery and management at all levels.

Of the three, academic links with Tanzania made it more practical to conduct the research for the second case study there. There were differences in the way in which each national health system recognises the role of different types of health care delivery organisation and the management of the market, two key considerations for the context within which social enterprises trade. Whilst both countries recognise the value of different types of organisations and both refer to these as ‘private sector’, policy makers in England explicitly encourage social enterprises to form. In comparison, health policy makers in Tanzania do not manage the institutional context to encourage one form of private enterprise over another. More detailed understanding of the way the health market was designed at a national level in each country was needed as a first step to analysing the relationship between the underpinning principles of social enterprise in each country and policies related to competition and cooperation in the market of health services.
The role of insurance schemes to fund care in Tanzania also allowed further contrasts to be made with the English system. The latter has no insurance component for publicly funded care.

A risk to this project was that neither social enterprise as a term nor its underpinning characteristics were evident in health policy formation in Tanzania. For example, previous research by Mori and Fulgence (2009) had identified that social entrepreneurship was not included in policy making at all. My research approach to the case studies to manage this risk was to develop a timeline which documented evolution of health policy focusing on the development of a universal health system and the role of the private sector and development of a market to inform how the data collection should proceed and whether or not other changes need to be made to the research approach.

Because of the difference in approach to the way in which social enterprise was expressed between the two countries, a culturally sensitive analysis of why policy makers do or do not differentiate between the different types of private sector organisation was made. I also tried to identify any local terms used by Tanzanians which might be more appropriate.

### 3.3.3 Research themes

This study design allowed theory to be generated in an emergent and flexible way. It allowed cross case and within case analysis. Data collection and analysis was structured against three research themes using institutional logic. This thematic approach built on the literature on health system research. (Evans, 2005, Pollitt et al., 2010, Reay and Hinings, 2009, Scott et al., 2000) It reflected the study design in that each national case study was analysed in depth before cross case analysis began. This ‘grounded’ approach allowed the research themes to be developed inductively as data was collected and analysed during the research process.

The three overall research themes, were drawn from the framework described in Chapter 2. They are:

- **Research theme 1.** The health system and its socio-political-economic context of social enterprise policy development and implementation.
  
  This theme drew on the research of Atkinson et al. (2000) on the social
organisation and political culture of health systems to identify what needs to be present to allow social enterprise to emerge. (Kerlin, 2010, 2013). The levels of a health system expressed through institutional logic metatheory (Thornton et al, 2012) were used which are reflected at different levels of the health system:

a. Cultural and national context
b. Institution
c. Organisation
d. Individuals

Research theme 2. The meaning and purpose of social enterprise.

Research theme 3. Social change processes in relation to the design and implementation of social enterprise policies in health systems which include the following:

a. Policy content: may include concrete plans, legislation or instructions. Policy content may also be informal eg a phenomenon or action which happens anyway because of actors interpretation of the social enterprise phenomenon.
b. Policy development: which actors were involved, why those actors and how were they involved
c. Policy implementation: when and how policy is implemented and by whom.

The themed approach to data collection and analysis created a structure for ordering the data, recognising that change processes are messy, subject to the influence of different actors.

The research themes informed specific questions to be explored in interviews and guided collection and analysis of documentary evidence in each country. The three research themes are outlined below (Table 3.2). The interview questions were used as a guide and refined as the research progressed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research themes</th>
<th>Link to research objectives: 1,2,3,4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Socio/political/economic context of the health system</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Meaning of social enterprise within a given context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Social change processes in relation to the health system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Link to research objectives: 2,3,4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social change processes in relation to social enterprise phenomenon</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Why is social enterprise a new idea in health policy?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Why, when, how?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Who advised policy makers on the development of social enterprise policies?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- What were the contextual factors affecting design and implementation of social enterprise policies?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- What were the contextual factors affecting the formation of social enterprise policies?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How was the involvement of the private sector considered in relation to the formation of social enterprise policies?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How were political processes in relation to social enterprise policies?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- What were the contextual factors affecting the formation of social enterprise policies?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Meanings of social enterprise within a given context and social change processes in relation to social enterprise phenomenon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Explanatory Notes**

1. The three themes overlap and will interrelate to the interpretation of social enterprise in theme 1. The three themes overlap and will interrelate to the interpretation of social enterprise in theme 1. The three themes overlap and will interrelate to the interpretation of social enterprise in theme 1. The three themes overlap and will interrelate to the interpretation of social enterprise in theme 1.

2. Note: all data need to link to a historical period of time in each country.
Archival research of documents on health policy, health legislation or media was done in both countries. Recognising that in England I had a richer knowledge and experience to draw on compared to Tanzania, there was a difference in approach between the two countries which meant that I needed to make a judgement about how to interpret the data. I recognised that there may be multiple versions of reality within a national health system as well as between health systems. I deliberately did not form a judgement about whether one version of reality was ‘better’ than another. Data were structured to reflect meaning and interpretation of social enterprise terms from each actor’s perspective. Where appropriate, the influence of individuals who may also behave as institutional entrepreneurs was also captured.

3.3.4 Research process

This process of data collection and analysis was dependant on a number of factors including:

1. Social enterprise emerges as a distinct type of organisation with its own logic, when compared to other organisations delivering health care in the health system in both countries, even if the term ‘social enterprise’ is not recognised
2. There are identifiable health policies which recognise ‘social enterprise’ as a distinct type of organisation; and
3. Health system reform actors aim to influence the market, designed and managed by governments (state and market institutional orders) by explicitly recognising or advocating for social enterprises role in health care delivery.

The research process therefore included two ‘reflection points’ which allowed me to refocus the study design as I developed my understanding of the topic, illustrated in figure 3.3 below.
Each reflection point represented critical decision points in the research process. The first reflection point followed the data collection in England and the literature review of the second health system. At this point the approach to data collection methods was reviewed and compared to my interpretation of the literature review of the health system in the 2nd country and then adapted. The second reflection point represents an iterative point in the research process. As my understanding of the health system was less well developed in the 2nd case study than that in England, I needed to continually be open to adjusting my approach to data collection as I learnt more about the health system.

At an early stage in my research in Tanzania, it became clear that the idea of social enterprise was not known at a national policy level. I therefore refocused my research on NGOs and policy influencers, because both groups of actors demonstrated either advocacy for social entrepreneurship and / or identified their organisation as entrepreneurial in relation to the health market.

From a research method perspective, therefore, I reviewed the scope of data collection against the research objectives. I decided that the research objectives could be met by refocusing the research onto the collection of data from policy implementer and policy influencers. No changes were made to the interview questions or approach. However, the interviews themselves were more focused than those held in England. I was unsure whether this was because I myself was more focused and experienced as an interviewer or
whether it was because the information collected at interview was more readily available or more limited in scope.

There are a number of practical challenges concerning the collection of data through interviews including the generalizability of the results, the length of time required and resources involved, and the potential difficulty identifying causal relationships (Bennett and Elman, 2006, Easterby – Smith et al., 2008). These were recognised as risks to the project. A number of issues arose during phases 2 and 3 of the research project which needed to be addressed. These included:

- Delay in receiving research approval from Commission for Science and Technology (Costech) in Tanzania. Due to other commitments outside of this research, the project was delayed by one year
- Arranging and then conducting interviews in England was time consuming. In England these interviews needed to be fitted in around my other work commitments. It took six months to complete the interviews in England. In contrast, the Tanzanian interviews were arranged within a short period of time and completed after 2 months.
- The research methodology was amended as learning, particularly in the Tanzanian context, evolved. Not all research themes identified at the beginning of this project were able to be considered in full. These included data on policy processes associated with social enterprise and the socio-political context in relation to the idea of social enterprise. This meant that the comparative analysis was able to be undertaken on the meaning of social enterprise and its associated logic but not on national policy processes. However, interviews with policy implementers in Tanzania revealed a new research theme on the way in which social enterprises engage with the health system and how the design of the health system influences and responds to their presence. This meant that whereas in England analysis of policy processes was directly focused on the implementation of social enterprise policy, in Tanzania, the analysis focused on how the design of the health system (and by implication health system policies) interfaced with the operation of social enterprises. This new focus emerged in Tanzania, and by reviewing the
data collected in England, it enabled comparative analyses to be done on the way in which social enterprise organisational strategies and business models supported social goals. These analyses were then able to identify the criteria for consideration at a national policy level when implementing health system reform strategies associated with social enterprises.

The next section summarises the data collection methods used.

### 3.4 Data collection methods

In both countries, the intention was to collect information through a combination of the four data collection methods: 1) review of documents, electronic and social media, 2) structured interviews with policy actors and 3) observation of policy actors and 4) participant observation. The strengths and weaknesses of each is summarised in Table 3.3 below.

Table 3.3 Sources of Data for the Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Evidence</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Documentation eg letters, memoranda, emails, notes, minutes from meetings, policies, news media</td>
<td>Stable and unobtrusive with exact data. Broad coverage over time, related to many events and settings.</td>
<td>May be difficult to retrieve (especially Government documents) and could be biased if collection is incomplete. Documentation for different historical periods may be incomplete or inaccessible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Interviews.</td>
<td>Interviews can be targeted at particular policy actors who may provide insightful, causal inferences. Interviewees responses can be corroborated with each other and other sources of evidence.</td>
<td>Interviewees responses may be biased. Historical periods may be poorly recalled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Direct observations</td>
<td>Formal and informal observations may be made during my day to day work. eg meetings,</td>
<td>This may be time consuming and because I am involved in the development of social enterprises in England, may</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of Evidence</td>
<td>Strengths</td>
<td>Weaknesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creation of networks, use of social and other media.</td>
<td>be biased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Participant</td>
<td>I may assume different roles by participating in social enterprise events</td>
<td>This may introduce bias into the research if I align myself too closely with the implementation of social enterprise policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>to provide data collection opportunities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All four methods were undertaken, but the volume of material was significantly less in Tanzania than in England. The following sections describe each data collection method in more detail.

### 3.4.1 Documentation

Initially, data collection from documents, social and web based media was undertaken to identify how and when the social enterprise phenomenon emerged and the meanings attached to the phenomenon. A search of the websites of organisations known to be of interest in social enterprise and/or health policy was undertaken using the search term ‘social enterprise’: Department of Health (England), Social Enterprise UK, DFID, British Council, Nuffield Trust, Kings Fund, Ministry of Health and Social Welfare (Tanzania), Health Service Journal, Hansard and Houses of Parliament databases. I did a more general web search using google on the search terms ‘social enterprise’ and ‘health’ with filters for each country, England and Tanzania. These searches were done every 6 months to capture new documents and other material. Documents were selected according to the following criteria:

- written versions of social enterprise policy
- minutes of meetings from committees in relation to social enterprise policy
- newsletter / annual reports of policy actors
- websites of policy actors
- social media discussions on social enterprise
- specialist health service media (in England this is the Health Service Journal) reports on social enterprise
newspaper reports on social enterprise policy.

I set up alerts on the Kings Fund, Nuffield Trust, Health Service Journal and Monitor websites to track any changes to health policy.

There were some differences in the amount and breadth of data collected in England and Tanzania. Compared to England, where the idea of social enterprise receives significant publicity, there was less published documentation in Tanzania. The table below summarises the volume of data by document type that I collected during the research period:

Table 3.4 Published data collected for research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source (Collected between 2006 and 2014 in England; 2013 and 2015 Tanzania)</th>
<th>Number of documents</th>
<th>Number of documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department of Health and other government documents</td>
<td>England 66</td>
<td>Tanzania 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social enterprise UK</td>
<td>England 22</td>
<td>Tanzania -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzanian social enterprise forum</td>
<td>England -</td>
<td>Tanzania 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unions</td>
<td>England 65</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society values – campaign groups</td>
<td>England 12</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social enterprise organisations</td>
<td>England 46</td>
<td>Tanzania 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspapers (between 1982 and 2014)</td>
<td>England 52</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think tanks (inc All Parliamentary Group on Social Enterprise)</td>
<td>England 28</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For profit organisations eg SERCO, Virgin Health</td>
<td>England 11</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor agencies</td>
<td>England 0</td>
<td>Tanzania 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health service journal (specialist press)</td>
<td>England 189</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliamentary documents eg Hansard, Briefing papers to MPs</td>
<td>England 18</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I needed some of these publications to undertake my consultancy and interim management contracts. Others, for example, the newspaper and think tank material, I specifically accessed for this research. I also used social media to collect discussions about social enterprise. The Guardian Newspaper had a
social enterprise discussion forum; lobby groups such as 38 degrees also occasionally had discussions about the ‘privatisation’ of the NHS which mentioned social enterprise. The Health Service Journal, although a specialist publication for NHS managers, always enables discussions and comments about articles.

In Tanzania, I reviewed policy documents and websites of NGO health care delivery organisations, policy organisations and donor agencies. At the time I was doing research, campaigning for the national elections had begun, and there was little coverage in the media on health care system design. Unlike in England, therefore, I did not identify any documentation in the media which I could use in my research.

3.4.2 In depth interviews
I used the framework developed in Chapter 2 to inform a grouping of policy actors to allow for broad role distinctions, acknowledging that these roles may influence actors power to effect change. Actors may be citizens or groups of individuals working together to effect change as ‘communities of action’. They may also be health managers or members of policy elites. I developed a distinction between:

- those who make policy (policy makers) and who’s focus is at the field (health system) level,
- those who implement policy (policy implementers) who lead social enterprises’ engagement with the health system, and
- policy influencers, who lobby for change within the health system.

The ethics committees at Leeds University and Costech in Tanzania reviewed and gave approval for the research to proceed. All interviewees gave their consent to take part in the research.

I purposively sampled policy actors known to be influential in social enterprise policy in England. Gaining access to key actors and documentation was critical to the success of this research. In England, I hold various social enterprise positions in the health system. I therefore had ready access to some interviewees and a large amount of documentation related to health system reform. As I knew some of those interviewed, it was clear that they wanted to
help me personally to do the research so that I could study for my PhD. This personal relationship was instrumental in enabling me to gain access to some of those on my interview list and they also trusted me not to use the information they provided inappropriately. This meant that the interviews started from a shared knowledge base about the context within which we were working, the personalities, actors and relationships.

I aimed to conduct all interviews face to face, but in some cases, this was not practical. In England, two interviews and in Tanzania one interview were held on the telephone.

Data collection in Tanzania was different to that in England. I was not familiar with the Tanzanian socio-political context, nor did I have any personal networks to draw on. The University of Dar Es Salaam kindly agreed to host my research. They provided a range of support including facilitating access to interviewees, reviewing letters of introduction and the data collection approach to make sure it complemented the Tanzanian health system and culture. They provided advice on how to conduct the interviews. I also found a number of Leeds alumni in senior positions in health organisations, all of whom were relevant to my research, wanted to meet me and be interviewed.

I met a group of advocates for social enterprise who had set up a Social Enterprise Forum. They invited me to the Forum meetings as well as sharing their experiences of the issues in the socio-political and economic context of establishing social enterprises as a distinct type of organisation. I also met Cambridge University students who were working with students at the University of Dar Es Salaam to help them set up new businesses. Through both these networks I gained information about health care organisations that they viewed as social enterprises and who would provide valuable information.

Accessing potential interviewees was undertaken slightly differently to England. I started with policy actors who were known to my academic contacts at the University and the Social Enterprise Forum. I then used a snowball technique to identify others by asking the policy actors at the end of the interview who they thought would be useful.
All potential interviewees were invited to take part in the research in the same way in both countries. A letter inviting them to participate in the study with a one page summary of the research was sent to each, followed up by a telephone call or email. If they agreed to an interview, I agreed a date and time with them, and sent them the consent form, which they signed in my presence at the beginning of the interview.

In depth interviews were held with each of the three types of policy actors. Table 3.5 describes the scope of the interviews in England. The types of policy actors were similar across both countries.

Table 3.5 Policy Actors and scope of data collection in each country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Actor</th>
<th>Scope of data collection in England</th>
<th>Scope of data collection in Tanzania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health policy makers</td>
<td>All party working group on social enterprise (House of Commons)</td>
<td>Senior civil servants responsible for health policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Enterprise policy lead at Department of Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Politicians</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health policy</td>
<td>The actors approached for interview were CEOs of those organisations which hold state funded contracts for the delivery of health services. These included:</td>
<td>NGO Board level employees whose organisations hold contracts with the State for delivering health care services.¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implementers</td>
<td>CEOs of social enterprises in England</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEOs of charities holding NHS contracts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private for profit enterprises who</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ In Tanzania, there is a traditional medicine system which works alongside the allopathic focused health system. Interviews with policy makers indicated that different types of traditional medicine are practiced, linked to communities ethnic group. Practitioners are registered individually, and by recommendation from their community. At interview it was not known whether or not these individual practitioners organised themselves into groups to practice. For the purposes of this research, they were therefore excluded from further analysis.
There was some difference between the two countries in the organisation of the interviews. In England, these were undertaken over a six month period between November 2013 and March 2014. In Tanzania they were done between July and September 2015. Not all potential interviewees agreed to be interviewed, summarised in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Actor</th>
<th>Scope of data collection in England</th>
<th>Scope of data collection in Tanzania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>use the social enterprise term</td>
<td>Professional associations, head offices of networks of faith based health care providers, social enterprise and private sector lobby groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two private for profit enterprises were approached to be part of the study, and both refused. Each of them had also held senior policy roles in the Department of Health during the period of study.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health policy influencers</td>
<td>Think tanks, unions, professional associations, private sector health care lobbyists, social enterprise and cooperative lobby groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6 Number of interviewees approached compared to the number agreeing to interview in England

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of actor</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Tanzania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number approached</td>
<td>Number interviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy maker</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy implementer</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy influencer</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*one of whom was also a policy implementer but for the purposes of this research was classified as a policy maker

+One of these was also a policy influencer. They were classified as an implementer for this research because of the focus taken at interview
Interviewees gave retrospective accounts of policy formation or policy implementation that were relevant to the interviewee. This means that the account may relate to a number of situations, all or some of which were viewed as important context for this research. For example, the account might relate to a particular policy concerning the development of the idea of social enterprise at a national level, equally an account might be an example of how the health system is designed, which affects the operation of a social enterprise.

The interviews for this research needed to be undertaken with an awareness of the political sensitivity of the subject matter. In England, some policy makers approached were unwilling to be interviewed because of confidentiality concerns. Three policy makers and one policy implementer who agreed to be interviewed would not allow quotes to be used from the interviews. All the quotes used in this research were agreed with those interviewed. All interviewees, except one, of those agreeing to the publication of quotes reduced the number of quotes requested and changed the text (but not the meaning). Concern was raised by some that the quotes might enable them to be identified. If this was the case, then we agreed that those quotes would not be published in this research or future publications. In Tanzania seven interviewees agreed to the use of anonymised quotes, each of which was reviewed by them for accuracy.

3.4.3 Direct observation and participant observation

In both countries I was able to employ direct observation techniques, by attending forums for leaders of social enterprises. In England, I attended these in my role as a Director of social enterprises, rather than as a researcher. I balanced these roles by keeping a note of insights or relevant documentation if relevant to my research. I did not include any confidential information I was privy to in this research. These forums included:

- Health and social care forum, run by Social Enterprise UK for social enterprise leaders (2014-2015)
- Member of a national sub committee on financing social enterprises (2009-2010)
- Conferences on social enterprise 2006 to 2015
In 2009/10 I was appointed by the Department of Health to be a social enterprise mentor, supporting CEOs of social enterprises forming in England to manage organisational change. I also held a number of roles as either an interim manager or consultant to social enterprises, which enabled me to observe how the idea of social enterprises was being implemented in different regions in England and types of organisation. Between 2006 and 2015 I worked in Stoke-on-Trent, Birmingham, Bristol, Bedfordshire, Leicestershire, Lancashire and London for 12 health and social care organisations who intended to or had set up social enterprises. This exposure meant that I had practical experience of planning for and the ongoing management of social enterprise generating an enormous amount of data. If I used any of this experience in this research, I obtained permission from the CEO or Chair of the social enterprise concerned.

3.5 Data analysis

I begin this section with an overview of the analytical procedure I followed. To clarify how I have applied the procedures, I provide an example under each research theme of how the data were analysed with reference to the relevant section in the results chapters. I conclude this section with a discussion on how I believe the analysis contributes to theory building, what I have learnt from the process and approaches I might consider adopting in the future given the lessons learnt. All documents, interview recordings and transcripts were stored electronically on the university server and password protected laptop to prevent unauthorised access.

3.5.1 Overview of analytical procedure

Having read the literature which record the various debates that have taken place extolling the virtues of both content analysis and grounded theory approaches, I recognised that in fact what existed was not two polar extremes but rather, a continuum of practice. I believe that the approach I took in terms of the way I interrogated the data, developed themes and categories and presented the findings, was closer to grounded theory than to content analysis. (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015). The steps I followed and the insights gleaned through the reflective process applied to the data to present the findings was
the means by which I was able to theorise. This process also required gaining an understanding of the cultural and historical dimensions of each of the case studies. Charmaz (2014) has described some of the issues that international researchers who have used grounded theory in their research practice in countries or cultures outside of the UK and North America need to consider when undertaking cross cultural research. In this research, I was particularly careful to build into my analytical approach the different cultural interpretations of the terms used to describe social enterprise and, where appropriate, that the categories developed had a common meaning across both sets of data in each country. However, I also recognised that much research had already been undertaken on the meaning of social enterprise. My approach to analysis aimed to combine this overall grounded analytic approach with some content analysis, (by using some terms or ideas from the literature review) when analysing the meaning of social enterprise. (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005; Flick, 2009) . I attempted to keep the approach as inductive as possible in order to allow new categories and therefore interpretations of the data to be developed. When reading and reflecting on the breadth of data I collected, I feel that by taking this analytical approach it allowed me to build in my personal reflections and experience.

I analysed the data in two stages, within which there were many iterations of the data analysis. These were:

1. Analysis of the data after completion of the in depth interviews in England
2. Analysis of the data from England and Tanzania following completion of the in depth interviews in Tanzania.

As already indicated, the iterative process I used, drew on my reading and understanding of both content analysis and grounded theory but I also read about and incorporated aspects of narrative analytical procedures within the overall grounded analysis approach. This continual review of the data, using the three different analytical procedures meant that I tried to work critically with the material to reflect on interpretations of the data without bias, not necessarily following the concepts of actors. (Stake, 2007) One important illustration of this is that it was not until all the information had been collected and I was in the
process of writing up this research that I was able to place the Right to Request policy in England correctly ie as one policy initiative rather than, as I had interpreted it in earlier conceptualisations, as an ongoing policy. This decision was partly informed by the process of triangulation and corroboration to support the interpretation of the data. It became clearer over time, in policy documentation, that health policy had evolved to focus on mutuals rather than social enterprises. This distinction became important, not just for interpreting the meaning of social enterprise, but also to the analysis of the health system context.

Nvivo was used for analysing the content of the interview transcripts and documents that were collected in England. Interviews from both countries were transcribed word for word in NVivo. However, by stage 2 in the data analysis, given the small number of in depth interviews, I realised that I did not need the data management functionality offered by NVivo. Further, NVivo did not allow time series to be easily developed. Whilst it was possible to do by coding each interview transcript or section of transcript into time defined sets, with such a small number of interviews it was easier to organise the data manually. Some high level coding of the data collected in England, was undertaken in Nvivo and interview transcript sections and documentation organised into themes. It was quicker and more accurate to then examine the detail within each themed group, rather than to continue with detailed coding in Nvivo. I therefore stopped using NVivo after the first stage.

It was important to locate the historical and socio-political context when using all three analytical procedures. This was a fundamental requirement of institutional logic meta-theory. It framed the social enterprise policy process, to provide insight into health system reform processes and underpinning theories. This meant that all the analysis was contextualised to identify historical trends in each health system. For example, I aligned the content of legislation or health policies referenced by interviewees with their views on time and socio-political contexts when non state managed organisations were introduced into each health system (eg Figures 6.1 and 6.2).

Time periods were created by organising the data sources into sets. Analysis of the documentation over time informed identification of path dependency and
causal complexity underpinning decisions made by actors when introducing social enterprise as a strategy in health system reform. For example, Figure 6.2 was developed by analysing the policy documents in England to review when and how the term ‘social enterprise’ began to be used in health policy and what the key policy priorities were at each period in time. This was then compared with the interview transcripts to create a timeline which documented when different policies associated with the introduction of private health care provider organisations and the market was introduced. This analysis underpinned Chapter 6 on the introduction of social enterprise into the health system in England.

3.5.2 How analytical steps were followed
At each stage of analysis, I set out to follow the seven step process suggested for a grounded analytical approach that is suggested by Easterby-Smith et al (2015, pg 192):

- Step 1. Familiarisation
- Step 2. Reflection
- Step 3. Open coding
- Step 4. Conceptualisation
- Step 5. Focused re-coding
- Step 6. Linking
- Step 7. Re-evaluation

Finding this useful, I decided to follow the same analytical process for each theme being examined. At the beginning of each stage in the research, Step 1, I read through each interview transcript to familiarise myself with the data and to reflect on patterns and meanings. In stage 2, I also reviewed the statistics on the socio political and economic context of each country from published policy documents, agencies such as the Office for National Statistics in the UK and WHO. Stage 2 involved a more detailed analysis of the data. This was because the data from Tanzania challenged my conceptual framework in the following areas: the meaning of social enterprise and organisations strategies to achieve social value, health systems strengthening to support the development of social enterprises and business planning. As the research proceeded, I developed new insights. As these emerged, I added them to the analytical process.
At the end of each stage, I wrote a short report which summarised the research results from the interviews. I emailed the report to each interviewee seeking comment via email. In this way, I tried to check my interpretations of the data with those I interviewed. One of the interviewees in England raised concerns about the definition of social enterprise as she felt strongly that the meaning related to employee ownership. I noted her argument for consideration in the next stage of analysis. I decided that when compared to other interviewees that her views did not justify considering employee ownership as a core characteristic but could be adequately represented as a non core characteristic of social enterprise. Her strength of feeling reflected the political tensions present in the debate. None of those in Tanzania raised any matters of accuracy or commented on the content.

There were differences in the analytical procedures I followed in each research theme due to both context and my own learning. Some examples of the types of analysis when analysing the different themes and how these differed are illustrated below.

**Research theme: Socio political and economic context of the health system.**

In this theme, an early process I adopted was to align health priorities with each policy implementer organisation’s scope of services, the results presented in section 4.3.

At step 3, I reviewed the latest published national health strategy document and identified health priority areas in each country. I made a list of priorities. I then reviewed each organisation’s website, documenting the scope of services provided, noting the services on the table against each priority area. Step 4 involved reflecting on the two lists. Of interest to this research was the breadth of services provided by some of the policy implementers’ organisations, which I used later on in the analysis when I developed my conceptualisation of the social determinants of health and social purpose.

For the purposes of the analysis of health priorities, step 5 involved a review of how I had categorised services against national health priorities. There were no changes required. I then reviewed the policy implementer interview transcripts against each health policy priority to identify if they specifically mentioned the
service at interview as an opportunity for the social enterprise. These were noted against each health priority. Any services which were not national health priorities were noted separately and used in the analysis of the social determinants of health below.

The services mentioned at interview were added to the table (step 6) with the description of how the interviewees viewed these as opportunities.

Research theme: Meaning of social enterprise

When interpreting the meaning of social enterprise to produce the results presented in sections 5.2 and 5.5, I used two different approaches to coding. In step 2, I used codes derived from the literature to do an initial content analysis of each interview eg using terms 'social enterprise', ‘mutual’, ‘charity’, ‘social’, community’. Then, in step 3, I analysed the interview transcripts using open coding to identify other terms which might have been used to describe not for profit organisations. Themes were collected together and when found in another transcript, it became a category. I derived four categories which included faith, non governmental organisation, not for profit and for profit. The sections of the interview transcripts that related to questions on the meaning of social enterprise were sorted into a matrix by interviewee and type of interviewee in each country (step 4). In step 5, new categories were defined by reviewing how interviewees describe the meaning of social enterprise. Seven new categories were developed. To complete the table, in step 6 I counted the number of interviewee responses against each category and used this count to identify the core and non core characteristics of social enterprise. These characteristics were linked with the institutional categories found in the institutional order community to identify the underpinning logic behind the meanings of the terms.

From the analysis above, social value became a core characteristic of social enterprise. I reflected on the policy implementer interviewees in Tanzania, all of whom were very clear about how their social purpose aligned with the social determinants of health. I developed three new categories which related to types of social enterprise: holistic, health care and lifestyle social enterprises. I started with step 3 and reviewed interviews transcripts and coded any sections which referred to social value. I conceptualised these transcripts by sorting all those
sections of the interviews which mentioned social value into a separate excel spreadsheet, by interviewee by country. I noted on a table which organisations’ social value reflected a social determinant of health, allowing for more than one social determinant of health to be identified per organisation. In Step 5, I re-coded these organisations into three client groups. I linked, step 6, the new client grouping and went back to Step 5 to review from the organisations websites and interview transcripts what organisational strategies were followed. These were noted against each client group by organisation. Step 7 then involved constructing a table which showed each policy implementer, their client group, their social purpose and organisational strategies. I then anonymized and summarized the data for presentation in section 5.7 in this thesis.

I feel that this iterative approach to the data analysis, allowed me to develop new insights as the research progressed. It could not have been done in one linear process. Taking this grounded approach with an iterative process of analysis and reflection allowed me to develop this new idea, which has not been attempted before in health systems research.

**Research theme: Social change processes**

Policy actors used storytelling to advocate for or respond to social enterprise policies in England. From my analysis of policy processes related to social enterprise in England, it was evident that storytelling was used by several policy actors to illustrate their perspectives on the policy. I therefore thought it was important to undertake a narrative analysis of interview transcripts, politicians speeches and policy documents to find out how people created and used stories to argue for or against social enterprise policies. Story telling also emerged as an important way for policy actors to advocate for change in England and in Tanzania. It also helped me to order ideas and events into the appropriate historical time period.

My approach to narrative analysis focused on how policy actors express their vision and goals as a management tool for change (Lawler, 2002). I followed the four stages of analysis described by Easterby-Smith et al (2015, pg 208) ie selection, analysis of the narrative, re-contextualisation and interpretation/evaluation. I was interested in analysing what was said by whom and in what
context. From the interviews I identified two documents (Hewitt and Unite) as being important. These were analysed to provide insight into how the idea of social enterprise was ‘sold’ to (in the case of Hewitt) or resisted (in the case of Unite) by policy actors. These authors used storytelling to advocate for their perspective on the implications of the policy, contextualised in relation to time and interpreted in relation to their ideological stance on the introduction of social enterprise. The results of these analyses are presented in sections 7.2.4 and 7.2.5.

Further analysis of the interview transcripts from England was undertaken, using narrative analysis to interpret how stories were used by interviewees to illustrate their views on the reasons for the policy and how the change was managed. Where appropriate, exerts of these stories were presented as quotes in Chapters 6 and 7. The interview transcripts were also analysed to identify if different interviewees used narratives to advocate for social enterprise. In both countries policy implementers used storytelling to describe social innovations their social enterprises had facilitated. Some of the quotes in sections 7.3, 7.4.2 and 7.4.3 illustrate this.

If I had restricted my analysis to a single procedures (eg grounded or content analysis), I would have missed an exciting opportunity to develop my understanding of how storytelling was used to effect or challenge change. Greater understanding of this process, gained through my use of narrative analysis techniques, enabled me, as a practitioner, to consider how it might be used to advocate for developing the evidence base of the value social enterprises offer health systems.

There was much personal learning from undertaking this research and inevitably, I would make several changes to the research methodology if I were to repeat this study. The data collection process was inefficient. Much of the data I collected was not used, for example, I collected conversations and articles from journalists and social media about social enterprise. From my experience of analysing the data for this project, I have a better understanding of the relationship between data collected and how the data analysis process builds theory. The use of the research themes worked well. I was surprised at how clear the results were when the data were analysed by research theme. In
retrospect the analysis within each theme could have been developed more at the beginning of the study. However, this was the first time I had used qualitative research analytical procedures and needed to ‘try out’ how different procedures could be used on my research data. In the future I will be able to build on this experience to plan more thoroughly how these techniques can be applied. My periods of reflection were also critical to allow me to think inductively and creatively about the data, rather than taking a mechanistic approach to the data analysis. Next time I will feel more confident about focusing the scope of data collection, and building into my approach more periods of reflection. It was during these reflective moments in the research process that I made the theoretical links between the results and the development of theory.

Following these two stages of analysis, I reviewed the results to review how far I had met all the objectives for the research and addressed each of the research questions. The next section describes how I built on the analysis to develop theory.

3.5.3 Theory building

I approached data collection and analysis continuously so that new concepts, variables and relationships could emerge. (Eisenhardt, 1989, Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007) In this way, I iteratively evolved the constructs until I felt that the results from the analysis and the theoretical implications had been fully developed. In this process, I kept up to date with the academic literature on health system reform and social enterprise, as research in this area began to be published. Conflicting results between England and Tanzania were used constructively to build theory. I tried to ‘unfreeze’ my thinking (Eisenhardt, 1989 pg 546), by selecting research themes to examine within group similarities with intergroup differences, exploring the similarities and differences between each case study and then developing new categories and concepts.

Eisenhardt (1989) suggests that tying together underlying phenomena which would not normally be associated with each other should result in theories with stronger internal validity, wider generalizability and higher conceptual level. The resulting theory is more likely to be empirically valid. I approached this challenge by bringing together the management and health policy research
approaches. The two disciplines are different in a number of ways. Health policy research recognises the multi disciplinary nature of the subject, and broadly focuses on power, structure and processes. Management research concentrates on the nature and consequences of managerial actions in organisations and business research is more likely to focus on the determinants of corporate performance. (Easterby Smith et al, 2012). Gilson (2012) highlights the importance of qualitative studies in health system analysis to derive analytical generalisations which enable comparisons between countries and contexts over time, and in patterns of behaviour or features in the context that influence policy change. My approach to theory building has been to build on these two disciplines, combining the health system approach to context with the management and business focus on organisations. This research methodology therefore attempts to bring the two approaches together to build on or develop new theories about health system change. It recognises the role of power in the actions of actors, but also the role organisational actors play in shaping and making sense of the health system context.

The case study approach drew on analysis of historical context, helping to create order from the considerable data generated from this research approach and to identify patterns. (Gummesson, 2000). Whilst no two sets of circumstances are identical, I used this historical perspective to help me to compare the two health systems. It helped formulate my strategic thinking behind the three discussion themes.

In this way, I built from the research results, to identify any additional learning and implications to inform the discussion chapter. Three discussion themes emerged. Construction of the logic model to inform the meaning of social enterprise was done using core and non core characteristics drawn from the results presented in Chapter 5. I was able to identify the common meanings across both countries (the ‘core characteristics’), which could then be distinguished from local perspectives of the idea of social enterprise (‘non core characteristics’). The second theme was the relationship between organisational strategies, business models and achieving a social mission. New models for aligning business models with the social purpose of the organisation
and organisational strategy were drawn from the results in Chapters 5 and 7. The proposed approach to business planning describes how they can be applied by social enterprise practitioners. The third theme was the relative importance of health system context in comparative research of implementation of social enterprise in health systems. The diagnostic tool which was developed in the discussion chapter drew on all the results. It brings together learning from social enterprise leaders and influencers in both countries, and policy makers in England, all of whom recognised that health system context was important, influencing social entrepreneurs strategies for social change and health care delivery.

3.6 Role of the researcher

As a consultant and senior manager in health systems planning and implementation, I had experience of managing change within organisations and in health systems at regional and national levels. I was aware of the important role of management agency in both influencing the development of health policy and in its implementation. In my various roles, I had worked with Boards to manage risk, plan for strategic change and develop ways of demonstrating the impact of social enterprises. However, I was unprepared for the gap in research on the dynamic relationship between the institutional environment and organisations, particularly when organisations, as in my case, were viewed by some policy actors as having a distinct logic. This section describes how I brought together the practitioner and research perspectives in my approach to this research, including the benefits my experience brought to this research project and also the personal challenges. Further detail on the impact of this research on my personal practice is provided in Annex A.

As I work in the field of social enterprise in England, it was pragmatic to choose England as one of the case studies. The social reality and knowledge obtained for this research was, at least in part, influenced by my own subjective context in both time and place. As the study proceeded and particularly when I visited Tanzania, I became increasingly aware of this. I tried to distinguish between reflection and dialogue/action ie as a researcher, I tried to maintain my distance and develop concepts and theories about social enterprise in health systems.
whilst as a consultant I needed to intervene to deliver project outcomes or business objectives.

In this study, over a number of years, I was also a policy actor, drawing on my experience and involvement of social enterprise in England to support government policy makers to implement social enterprises in the NHS in England. I have held various policy implementation roles as interim CEO of new social enterprises delivering health care services and these different roles again have enabled me to see social enterprise from different perspectives.

As a consequence I have built this autoethnographic perspective into the study design and shown where my knowledge and understanding changed as the study progressed. In this way, I became both the subject and object of the research. This learning occurred at the very beginning of the research. As a consultant, I have been used to looking for solutions. The research process has helped me focus on wider understanding prior to acting. I took a reflexive stance, both belonging 'inside' the research as well as observing from the 'outside' (Hayes, K, 2012).

The advantage of recognising and building on my role and experience as a consultant is that in England I had better access than others to interviewees and information about social enterprise context. Those I interviewed in England shared my experiences in setting up social enterprise. Some were peers with common interests and outlook as my own. These shared experiences need to be recognised, perhaps more approximating ideas of 'collective ethnography' (Cohen et al, 2009). In this way the relationship between myself and interviewees reflected a continuing dynamic between us, which is present even today after the research has been completed. I have come to see that collective understanding as a consequence of my research is the first step to real change based on a common purpose. Those who I interviewed in England continue to be supportive and interested in the outcomes of this research, facilitating dissemination of results. Through my intervention they became more aware of the issues facing them, their own views, how they were formed and how they might be changed. This experience suggests that the relationship goes beyond the interaction between the interviewer and interviewee from a shared knowledge and understanding developed from historical interactions (Garton
and Copland, 2010) to include a perspective on the future dynamic of the relationship as well. In this way it could be possible that the process of doing research and my research findings initiated change. (Gummesson, 2000)

As a researcher and consultant I was also acting as a change agent. This required a trusted relationship between me and decision makers, which depends in part on my preunderstanding and professionalism. (Gummesson, 2000). I recognised that the act of entering into dialogue with policy actors may influence their knowledge and interpretation of social enterprise phenomenon. In Tanzania, the relationship between myself and the interviewees was as a peer interviewing a peer. We were jointly constructing meaning (Garton and Copland, 2010) by exploring definitions, outlooks and inter cultural differences in interpretations of terms. In Tanzania the interview contents became increasingly disruptive to my preconceived ideas of social enterprise. This critical reflexivity, described by Hayes (2012), was important for the development of the theories arising from this research project.

This personal, autoethnographic perspective to my research complemented the concepts of institutional logic meta theory. Using the institutional logic orders and the change processes to guide my thinking it challenged my own cultural and experiential perspectives on social enterprise. In this way I allowed for the differences between individuals, between individuals in different countries and the way the meaning of social enterprise has developed in each country over time. It assumed that:

- socially constructed realities emerge over time and may be objectified and sometimes contested. Different realities, created by human action and interpretation, may co-exist, be contested and fragmented; (Cunliffe, 2011)
- construction of reality is a process with inter related actions, elements, structures and system which are context dependant (Cunliffe, 2011)
- cultural differences in the social construction of reality can be discerned by comparing why and how policy actors in different national health systems use the idea of social enterprise.
The autoethnographic aspect to this research influenced the methodology by recognising my role and experience as a practitioner in socially constructing meaning in each health system. That actors (including myself as researcher and consultant) aim to change the underpinning logics of a health system to further their social missions to effect change in societies. The approach to ‘case’ was fundamental to this research approach and will be considered in the next.

### 3.7 Study Limitations

This study has been scoped to enable it to be completed within the timescales and resources of a PhD. If more resources were available, more case studies could have been undertaken. The results of this study provide a starting point for further research. By undertaking research across two contrasting case studies the framework(s) developed from this study can be tested in other domestic health systems in further studies. Limiting the case study selection criteria to English speaking countries was pragmatic, reflecting the resources available. Further studies can be undertaken in the future using the framework(s) developed from this study to apply the learning to non English speaking communities in different cultural contexts.

The conceptual challenge of applying social enterprise within a health system context remains throughout this study. The lack of consensus on the meaning of social enterprise and the lack of clarity on the conceptualisation of a health system offers opportunities for this research to contribute to the ongoing debate amongst researchers and policy makers on what these terms mean in different contexts. Rather than considering these conceptual challenges as a limitation, I would argue that they offer scope for innovation in the research that is undertaken and for policy actors to design culturally and historically specific improvements to domestic health systems.

Preparation for this research project indicated that very little previous research had been undertaken on the relationships between health system reform and social enterprise. There was also no research that I was aware of which compared case studies in health systems in low to middle income countries and a high income country. This introduced several methodological challenges:
1. Taking a social constructionist approach to this research meant that my understanding of the subject area was shaped by who I interviewed, the authors of the documents I read for this study, and my own experiences and culture. I was conscious in Tanzania that my idea of what social enterprise means in a health system was shaped by my experience in England. When policy makers in Tanzania said they had no knowledge of the term, the task was to uncover how they interpreted the closest construct to social enterprise which was the idea of ‘not for profit’ organisations. I was looking for coherence between my culturally determined idea of social enterprise and the Tanzanian idea of not for profit organisations. Whilst it is acknowledged in this methodological approach that the observer is part of what is being observed, the degree of objectivity of myself as a researcher and practitioner may be questioned.

2. The validity of the results of this research need to be tested within Tanzania, England and others. A significant quantity of ‘data’ was generated, and some selection needed to be done to explore the patterns of interest to me as a researcher. Others will have different areas of interest.

3. The theoretical abstractions are based on just two national health systems. Both the framework for interpreting the meaning of social enterprise and the diagnostic tool were outcomes from this study which need to be tested and refined in different contexts.

4. The reflexive nature of the research based on interviews and experiences are very subjective. As outlined this subjective was partly based on my strengths and weaknesses not just as a researcher but also in my ability to reflect on my own behaviours in the work context. Not all of the change projects I was involved in that were related to social enterprise go smoothly. This emotional aspect my work needed to be managed by me to achieve results in the work place. I tried to control for alternative explanations of results, and analysis was undoubtedly influenced to some degree by my personal outlook on the work at hand, this research project and obtaining data.
5. Whilst this research methodology enabled an understanding of processes and meaning, and allowed both data and experiences to generate theory, it was very time consuming. At times it felt unfocussed and risky as ultimately, my personal goals were clear. Studying for a PhD is not a trivial undertaking.

Nevertheless, despite these limitations, this research study is the first of its kind. There were advantages in taking a phenomenon such as the idea of social enterprise rather than a programme or single policy area. This approach to the study scope allowed the research to focus on the logic of the phenomenon and how this was expressed in different ways throughout the whole health system at different levels including a type of organisation, health system environment, as well as actor agency.

3.8 Conclusions and summary

The framework developed in Chapter 2 guided the research methodology. From the literature review, I identified three characteristics of social enterprise. These were used as a starting point to define the meaning of social enterprise. The study design allowed for further characteristics to be identified. Recognising that the emergence of social enterprise as a phenomenon in health system reform may be related to and impacted by other health policies. The socio-political and economic context of a national health system acknowledged the different structural layers of a health system and how these might influence the dynamic of the health system in relation to social enterprise. (De Savigny and Adam, 2009)

Data were collected using four data collection methods. These were the review of documentation, interviews, participant observation and observation of policy actors. A grounded analysis approach was supplemented with content and narrative analytical procedures where appropriate. Data were ordered into a timeline of events for each case study which shaped the analysis of the sequence of events linked to the emergence of the social enterprise phenomenon in each country.
Explanatory theories in one country were developed and explored in relation to the other country to develop theories for change. However, this methodology was not without problems. Ensuring the scope of the research is focused on the research question was critical to the success of this project. This iterative approach meant that the research methodology was risky in that time and resources limit the extent to which new data collection could be undertaken if analysis of the Tanzanian data suggests a different data collection topic was required in England. However, these risks were managed and can be used to inform future research studies in health system reform.

Chapters 4 to 7 present the results of the research. I start in Chapter 4, by comparing the resource base in England and Tanzania, comparing both health policy and resource context in each country before illustrating how social entrepreneurs interviewed for this study developed their organisational strategies in relation to the resource context. Chapter 5 presents the different meanings attributed to the term social enterprise, comparing each country. It identifies core and non core characteristics of social enterprise and concludes with a proposed grouping of organisations social purpose against two criteria: the social determinants of health and client group. Chapter 6 explores the reasons why policy makers choose to invite privately managed companies to deliver health care services. Chapter 7 considers social change, the purpose of social enterprise, from the perspectives of social entrepreneurs acting as institutional entrepreneurs who advocate for changes to the health system.
Chapter 4 Comparing the resource base in England and Tanzania: social enterprise context

4.1 Introduction

The case study design for this research required two contrasting health systems where resources differ. This chapter compares the health system vision and priorities in England and Tanzania, locating these within the demographic and other resource context. This initial section is followed by a short description of the scope of state funding in each health system (4.3) and how this links with health system reforms described by interviewees and found in policy documents. Section 4.4 describes how this resource context influences social entrepreneurs actions in designing their investment strategies (section 4.4.1) and human resource capacity building (section 4.4.2). The chapter concludes by bringing together the results presented in this chapter to summarise how the role of governments and the institutional logic of the state influences both the social enterprise context and their resource opportunities.

4.2 Health system vision and priorities in England and Tanzania

The quotes below describe the vision for health in both countries.

England:

‘Everyone has greater control of their health and their wellbeing, supported to live longer, healthier lives by delivering high quality health and care services that are compassionate, inclusive and constantly improving’. (NHS England, 2016b)

Tanzania:

‘The vision of the Government is to have a healthy society, with improved social wellbeing that will contribute effectively to personal and national development. The mission is to provide basic health services in accordance to geographical conditions, which are of acceptable standards, affordable and sustainable. The health services will focus on those most at risk and will satisfy the needs of the citizens in order to increase the lifespan of all Tanzanians’. (Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, undated pg 17)
Both England and Tanzania aim to provide a universal health care service to all their citizens. The scope of health care includes prevention and wellbeing as well as curative services, thereby addressing the broader social context within which people live. In Tanzania health care is viewed as playing a key role in national development. Vision 2025\(^2\) (Tanzania, 1999) sees the private sector as: “an engine of growth for building a strong, productive and renewing economy”, and “unleashing the power of the private sector for economic growth and other social purposes”. NHS England has a specific mandate for furthering economic growth by supporting people with health conditions to remain in or find work. (NHS England, 2012 pg 6 para 12)

There is a significant difference in the resource base of the two countries. This observation from a policy implementer illustrates the importance of the resource environment in relation to planning organisational strategy and the influence of the state.

‘I went to India on a social enterprise tour about 6 years ago now. The thing that struck me was... they were working to 30, 40, 50 year business plans & [reference to an organisation] was working to a 200 year business plan. Thats the difference. We can't stick to a business plan for longer than a few weeks. The policy environment doesn't help because governments are working to too short a time span, so they don't want a commitment to the long term.’ Policy implementer England

For the purposes of this research I have compared the two countries from a range of perspectives, each of which has relevance to the analysis and interpretation of the data in this study. The statistics I draw from are those identified by Kerlin (2013), (described in section 2.4.3) as being important in influencing social enterprise models. A definition of the statistics used can be found in Annex B.

Firstly, the statistics demonstrate how the demographic profile of each country links to their respective health policy priorities. Adult literacy, for example, influences the nature of engagement health organisations with the general

\(^2\) Following elections in Tanzania in 2015, significant changes are being made by the new President. A new National Action Plan is being prepared, which at the time of writing this thesis had not been released (January 2016)
population particularly in areas such as health promotion and participation in
decision making at all levels.

The statistics presented in the table below demonstrates the scale of the health
challenge in Tanzania.

Table 4.1 Demographic statistics for England and Tanzania

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Tanzania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>64.16m (UK: 2014 estimate)</td>
<td>44.93m (2012) (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Expectancy at birth (England and Wales)</td>
<td>79.3 (males) 83 (females)</td>
<td>61 years (2012) (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertility rate, total (births per woman)</td>
<td>1.85 (2013) (3)</td>
<td>5.5 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolescent fertility (15 to 19 years)</td>
<td>26 per 1000 (3)</td>
<td>81 per 1000 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual population growth rate</td>
<td>0.6% (2014) (4)</td>
<td>3.2% (2014) (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant mortality rate</td>
<td>3.9 per 1000 births (2014)</td>
<td>45 per 1000 births (2012) (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal mortality rate</td>
<td>10 deaths per 100,000 women giving birth (6)</td>
<td>432 deaths per 100,000 live births (2012) (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult literacy (15 years +)</td>
<td>99% (7)</td>
<td>78% (2012) (8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) (Office for National Statistics, 2015)
(2) (Office for National Statistics, 2014)
(3) (Office for National Statistics, 2013)
(4) (World Bank, 2016)
(5) (Office for National Statistics, 2015)
(6) (Knight, 2014)
(7) (Literacy Trust, 2011)
(8) (United Republic of Tanzania, 2014)
(9) (United Republic of Tanzania, 2015)

Tanzania, compared to England has two thirds of the population of England and
significantly lower life expectancy at birth. The fertility rate is over three times
that in England, measured by total births per woman and adolescent fertility.
Infant and maternal mortality rate is high. Adult literacy, at 78% of the population aged over 15 years is lower than in England.

A comparison of selected economic data is relevant to this research. In both countries the State manages the health system and access to government funding for delivery of care. The overall ‘health’ of the economy is a factor in the availability of government resources to deliver health services. Figure 4.1 below illustrates the annual percentage growth rate of GDP in each country.

Figure 4.1 Annual Percentage growth rate of GDP.
GB (Great Britain) and Tanzania(World Bank, 2014a)

Growth of GDP demonstrates that the Tanzanian economy is growing faster than the UK economy but GDP per capita is very different. In 2013, it was US $694.77 in Tanzania compared to US $41748.47 in the UK.

Measures of household consumption and the human development index (HDI) indicate the health service organisations context and links to national health priorities and opportunities to make a social impact. The human development index (Figure 4.2) shows that although the UK is higher it is increasing in Tanzania.
Government expenditure in both countries is growing, albeit that Tanzania is starting from a lower base. (Figure 4.3)

Figure 4.3 Government expenditure (billions US$) Great Britain (GB) and Tanzania
(World Bank, 2014b)

Health services are labour intensive and require high numbers of educated staff. The unemployment rate is much lower in Tanzania than in the UK, but the age dependency ratio is higher. In 2011, Tanzania spent a slightly lower proportion of its GDP on education (4.62%, 2010) than England (5.75%) (World Bank, 2012).

Research reviewed in Chapter 2.4 indicated that perceptions of the quality of public services, the civil service and degree of independence from political
pressures, quality of policy and the extent to which citizens are able to participate in selecting governments, freedom of expression, association and a free media is an important context for social enterprises. Government effectiveness and perceptions of voice and accountability are relatively stronger in the UK than in Tanzania, where it is relatively weak but improving. Both countries demonstrated reasonably high levels of freedom of expression, which was identified by Kerlin (2013) as an important condition for the emergence of social enterprise.

Within this resource context, health spend per capita in England rose significantly up to 2007, then declined between 2007 and 2013. (Figure 4.4) In comparison to Tanzania, health spend per capita starts from a much lower base. In 2013 it was $49 per capita compared to England’s $3598 per capita. However, in comparison to England health spend per capita has increased by a multiple of four over the same period from 2000 to 2013.

Figure 4.4. Health spend per capita: UK and Tanzania (World Bank, 2014c)

Table 4.2 below summarises the health priorities in each country.
Table 4.2 Health priorities: England and Tanzania

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health priority</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Tanzania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children fully vaccinated by 12 months of age (children aged 12 to 23 months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCG</td>
<td>99% (2012) (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPT1</td>
<td>99% (2012) (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPT3</td>
<td>92% (2012) (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polio 3</td>
<td>90% (2012) (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCV</td>
<td>97% (2012) (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HepB 3</td>
<td>92% (2012) (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hib3</td>
<td>92% (2012) (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newborns protected against tetanus</td>
<td>88% (2012) (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis, Polio and Haemophilus influenza type b</td>
<td>94.3% (2) (2013-14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMR</td>
<td>92.7% (2) (2013-14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB incidence</td>
<td>17 per 100,000 (inc TB+HIV) (3)</td>
<td>172 per 100,000 (inc TB + HIV) (2013) (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaria mortality rate (per 100,000 population)</td>
<td>21 (2009) (8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV prevalence of population</td>
<td>2.8 per 1000 aged 15 to 59 (2013) (4)</td>
<td>5.1% (2012) (1) (Adult prevalence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes prevalence</td>
<td>6% (age 17+) 2013 (5)</td>
<td>8% age 20-79 years (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking prevalence (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>10.2 (6)</td>
<td>10.6 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>19.2 (6)</td>
<td>23.9 (male), 1.3 (female) (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) (Unicef, 2012)
(2) (Health and Social Care Information Centre, 2014)
(3) (World Health Organisation, 2014a)
Tanzania has significant challenges to address the high infectious disease burden of the population (malaria, HIV, TB). Access to clean drinking water is a core public health goal as it relates to the burden of infectious disease and infant mortality. Whilst in England the whole population has access to clean drinking water, in Tanzania only 77.9% of the urban population and 44% of the rural population had access to drinking water in 2012. (WHO/UNICEF, 2013) The management of chronic disease, illustrated by the diabetes prevalence in the adult population in both countries is comparable, although the overall burden is higher in England because of its older age profile.

Each country specifies priorities for action. In England, the 5 year health priorities are:

- prevention of health risks: alcohol, obesity, smoking,
- give patient greater control over their care,
- NHS to break down barriers between GPs and hospitals, physical and mental health, health and social care, more care delivered locally with some in specialist centres,
- new care delivery models to be chosen locally, improve efficiency

Malaria is the major cause of morbidity and mortality in Tanzania. (World Health Organisation, 2010) Access to health care services in general and effective service delivery are problematic, reflected in the high maternal mortality rate and high infant mortality rate. (United Republic of Tanzania, 2014) Tanzania faces a considerable HIV/AIDS epidemic with an adult (15–49 years) prevalence of approximately 5.1 percent in 2012. Approximately 74 percent of its population live in rural areas (United Republic of Tanzania, 2014) which introduces substantial barriers in the adequate provision of national health services.
Specifically the Government aims to

- Reduce morbidity and mortality in order to increase the lifespan of all Tanzanians by providing quality health care;
- Ensure that basic health services are available and accessible;
- Prevent and control communicable and non-communicable diseases;
- Sensitise the citizens about the preventable diseases;
- Create awareness to individual citizen on his/her responsibility on his/her health and health of the family;
- Improve partnership between public sector, private sector, religious institutions, civil society and community in provision of health services;
- Plan, train, and increase the number of competent health staff;
- Identify and maintain the infrastructures and medical equipment; and
- Review and evaluate health policy, guidelines, laws and standards for provision of health services.

(Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, undated pg 17)

Each health priority offers opportunities for social enterprises to obtain recognition (and funding) for delivery of government targets, summarised in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Comparison of health priorities and opportunities for social enterprises

(Number of policy implementers identifying health priority in their organisational strategy)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Priority</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Tanzania</th>
<th>Link to research findings: opportunities for social entrepreneurs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immunisation coverage</td>
<td>Yes (3)</td>
<td>Yes (5)</td>
<td>Enhance immunisation coverage to population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Support government targets by changing behaviour, improving access to preventive products and services, improving timeliness of diagnosis and tailoring health care interventions to vulnerable populations to improve uptake of treatment. In the English group a wide range of services fell into this group for example, mental health, learning disabilities, diabetes management, rehabilitation. Reflecting the ageing population, the English group also</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>Partial (1)</td>
<td>Yes (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaria</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV/Aids</td>
<td>Yes (1)</td>
<td>Yes (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Priority</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Link to research findings: opportunities for social entrepreneurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long term conditions</strong></td>
<td>Yes (all)</td>
<td>Emerging (3)</td>
<td>covered some social care services for older people. In Tanzania, the interviewees managed a broader range of services from specialist hospital and community health care services to prevention (eg sexual health). The emphasis in Tanzania for preventive services was focused on preventing infectious disease (eg by improving sanitation, screening) rather than preventable lifestyle diseases associated with smoking, alcohol or obesity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prevention</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smoking</strong></td>
<td>Yes (3)</td>
<td>Yes (0)</td>
<td>Use of profits to improve access to care, use innovative techniques to deliver high quality care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alcohol</strong></td>
<td>Yes (3)</td>
<td>Yes (0)</td>
<td>Use freedom from state management to develop innovative care models potentially in partnership with other sectors (eg social care, education, lifestyle industries). May also use cultural strategies to redesign care between staff and patients and within the organisation. This focus on redesign of care models is not found in Tanzania at a national policy level, but was found in all the policy implementers organisations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obesity</strong></td>
<td>Yes (6)</td>
<td>Emerging (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Improve quality and access to care</strong></td>
<td>Yes (all)</td>
<td>Yes (all)</td>
<td>Improve access to and/or capacity of primary care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Redesign care</strong></td>
<td>Yes (all)</td>
<td>No (all)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strengthen primary care</strong></td>
<td>Yes (3)</td>
<td>Yes (5)</td>
<td>Access financial investment to invest in change, use flexibilities from independence of state control to access different funding opportunities, use profits to strengthen financial viability of organisation, manage financial risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Achieve financial sustainability</strong></td>
<td>Yes (all)</td>
<td>Yes (all)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of the scope of services provided by each policy implementer's organisation demonstrated that all included quality and access to care, redesign of care models and achieving financial sustainability in their organisational strategies. Reflecting the social mission of the organisation, some, but not all were addressing one or more of the national health priorities. These results demonstrate that the interviewees in this study reflected the health priorities in
the health care services (but not prevention) provided by their organisations, which, in turn complemented the national health priorities in each country. There was an emphasis on services to address infectious disease in the Tanzanian group but less focus in this group on prevention (smoking, obesity, alcohol) of long term conditions.

4.3 Scope of state funded health care

Neither country specifically defines what care will be provided to whom in their health strategies. The closest the English strategy comes to defining the scope of health care funded by its collective insurance system is in its use of the term ‘comprehensive’, the specification of the locations of care ie primary care, community health services and hospital care and its focus on certain population groups such as those with mental illness or learning disabilities. The underlying assumption in the English strategies is that all health care will be available for the population free at the point of care. What is not explicit is the underpinning role of NICE in providing evidence based guidance and advice (National Institute of Clinical Excellence, 2016) and commissioners in managing the scope of care that is purchased. In England, health care will be free at the point of care only where it is commissioned. In this context, decision making (within limited state defined budgets) balances the demands of national and local health priorities with those of a ‘comprehensive’ health care system. In practice, this means that almost all care (except that requiring highly specialised care and/or that for which there is not enough evidence to justify funding such as some new pharmaceutical products) is funded by the state. Care which requires co-payments by individuals, for example, dental or optical services, is agreed through national legislation. The tension balancing public expectation with state funding is described by one of the interviewees for this study:

‘The general public understands that money is limited. There is an acceptance that you can't have everything all the time. In the end, the general public wants access to an ambulance quickly when they're ill, they want to see a doctor in a reasonable period of time, not wait too long for admission to a hospital, and free prescriptions when they need it. The principle of a free health service is important but there is a reality about it. Not everything can be afforded on current budgets though I would like to think that taxation could rise to assist people with very rare illnesses who could be treated.’ Policy maker, England
For example, charities, such as MacMillan which specialise in cancer and end of life care have always complemented NHS funded services with other sources of funding. End of life services in some regions have been wholly or part funded by charity fund raising activities, rather than NHS funding. (NHS England, 2014b)

In Tanzania, a commitment is made to provide a ‘basic’ health care service with users of state funded health services often required to make a co-payment towards the cost of care. In Tanzania a significant proportion of health funding comes from external sources ie the resources may come from international organizations, other countries through bilateral arrangements, or foreign nongovernmental organizations. These resources are part of total health expenditure. In 2013, the World Bank estimates that 33.2% of health funding came from sources outside of the country (although this was lower than the 2011 and 2012 figures : 40.3% & 38.5%) (World Bank, 2013)

This review of the two health systems demonstrate the logic of this State view on the scope of health care. Referring back to Chapter 2.2, the state, through its funding rules redistributes resources to increase community good which has implications for health care delivery organisations operating in each country. The state uses its bureaucratic power to design the funding rules to effect health system reform. In England 5 policy makers interviewed suggested that funding systems changes allow investment in innovation or the expansion of services in the private sector. In Tanzania, 5 policy implementers and 2 policy influencers suggested that these changes had implications for innovation or expansion of services. Buse et al. (2012) have identified types of health system reform. Of these the following reforms were evident from interviews and policy documents reviewed in both Tanzania and England:

- Liberalising laws on private providers
- Creating purchasing agencies
- Introducing contractual relationships and management agreements between purchasers and providers
- Decentralising health services
- Encouraging competition and diversity of types of providers
• Increasing patient choice of where treatment is provided and nature of care
• Paying providers for performance.

The resource context, the type of health system reforms adopted by policy actors has implications for social entrepreneurs delivering health care which will be discussed in the next section.

4.4 Implications of resource context for social entrepreneurs

Through its bureaucratic control of the design of the health system, it can be inferred that government also influences the rules governing institutions in the health system. In England, for example, three policy implementers illustrated how their organisations required funding from sources outside of the NHS budget, allowing them to redesign services, and negotiate for contracts with local commissioners. These funding strategies were either used to address the needs of vulnerable people with complex health and social care needs or prevent ill health. The former emphasised empowerment and poverty reduction. In Tanzania various strategies were used by social entrepreneurs to address health equity challenges.

In both countries some social entrepreneurs interviewed for this study enhanced state funding to address state health priorities either by securing additional resources or by redesigning services. The funding strategies adopted were different in the two countries, reflecting in part the rules in each health system which provided opportunities or restricted options available to social entrepreneurs. This section continues by examining two aspects of the structural and resource challenges in the health system in England and Tanzania, investment and human resource capacity building.

4.4.1 Securing investment to fund the growth of social enterprise

In both England and Tanzania responding to the limitations of state funding systems emerged, through the interviews, as an important change strategy for policy actors. Table 4.4 below summarises potential sources of investment across both countries, separating out types of organisation
### Table 4.4 Options to attract investment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State owned (Public) Organisations with a social mission (Private not for profit)</th>
<th>Cooperatives (Either Private not for profit or for profit depending on presence or not of social mission)</th>
<th>Public Companies (Private for profit, no clear social mission)</th>
<th>Specialist investors – ethical capital</th>
<th>Private investors</th>
<th>Share issues?</th>
<th>Options to attract investment?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability to taxpayers</td>
<td>Accountability to taxpayers</td>
<td>Accountability to taxpayers</td>
<td>Accountability to taxpayers</td>
<td>Accountability to taxpayers</td>
<td>Accountability to taxpayers</td>
<td>Accountability to taxpayers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on investment</td>
<td>Return on investment</td>
<td>Return on investment</td>
<td>Return on investment</td>
<td>Return on investment</td>
<td>Return on investment</td>
<td>Return on investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social impact</td>
<td>Social impact</td>
<td>Social impact</td>
<td>Social impact</td>
<td>Social impact</td>
<td>Social impact</td>
<td>Social impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieve health targets through social mission</td>
<td>Achieve health targets through social mission</td>
<td>Achieve health targets through social mission</td>
<td>Achieve health targets through social mission</td>
<td>Achieve health targets through social mission</td>
<td>Achieve health targets through social mission</td>
<td>Achieve health targets through social mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural engagement and control, belonging, influence</td>
<td>Cultural engagement and control, belonging, influence</td>
<td>Cultural engagement and control, belonging, influence</td>
<td>Cultural engagement and control, belonging, influence</td>
<td>Cultural engagement and control, belonging, influence</td>
<td>Cultural engagement and control, belonging, influence</td>
<td>Cultural engagement and control, belonging, influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A distinction is made in this table between organisations with a social mission and cooperatives as they measure their return on investment in different ways. They are presented in this table as a blended logic of corporation and community.</td>
<td>A distinction is made in this table between organisations with a social mission and cooperatives as they measure their return on investment in different ways. They are presented in this table as a blended logic of corporation and community.</td>
<td>A distinction is made in this table between organisations with a social mission and cooperatives as they measure their return on investment in different ways. They are presented in this table as a blended logic of corporation and community.</td>
<td>A distinction is made in this table between organisations with a social mission and cooperatives as they measure their return on investment in different ways. They are presented in this table as a blended logic of corporation and community.</td>
<td>A distinction is made in this table between organisations with a social mission and cooperatives as they measure their return on investment in different ways. They are presented in this table as a blended logic of corporation and community.</td>
<td>A distinction is made in this table between organisations with a social mission and cooperatives as they measure their return on investment in different ways. They are presented in this table as a blended logic of corporation and community.</td>
<td>A distinction is made in this table between organisations with a social mission and cooperatives as they measure their return on investment in different ways. They are presented in this table as a blended logic of corporation and community.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In table 4.4 the state may provide investment capital in the form of grants or loans. In England specialist government investment vehicles exist such as SIB (http://www.sibgroup.org.uk) which use state or other funding (eg charity funding) to invest in health initiatives, although all types of organisation may secure investment from private investors, the state or share issues. As described in Chapter 2, and I argue in the next chapter, of importance in considering the logic of social enterprise, only organisations with a social mission measure their return on investment through their social impact. Each type of organisation is accountable to funders in different ways. The state is accountable to its taxpayers to achieve population health targets. Public and private companies are accountable, in law, to their shareholders for realising a financial return for their shareholders, rather than any social goal. Cooperatives are in an ambiguous position. If they have a social mission, then they can legitimately be held to account for achieving a social impact to their community of interest. However, as will be discussed in Chapter 5, not all cooperatives may be held to account for realising social impact. They may be established for the financial benefit of their members, which may weaken their social accountability to a wider community of interest or be non-existent.

In England five policy makers referenced various investment vehicles which were set up at a national level to allow social enterprises to access investment monies to support the transition from a state managed organisation to an independent social enterprise. These included the Social Enterprise Innovation Fund and Mutual Fund. These funds built on already tested central government models, such as the Future Builders Fund, which were managed by bodies at arm's length from government control. The latest of these is the Social Investment Business Group http://www.sibgroup.org.uk/ which supports investment in social businesses using government, endowment capital and its own funds to support charities and social enterprises to create social change. The Social Investment Business is a social enterprise and specialist fund manager, aiming to strengthen civil society organisations through its investments. Viable, non bankable projects may be supported.
This kind of national funding infrastructure is not available in Tanzania. The implications of this were illustrated by one policy implementer:

‘We have a private department but the demand from those wanting to pay TSh50,000 is so great we can’t accommodate them. We have a Board resolution which allows us to go up to 30% private 60% public. Now we are 18% private, the rest is public. We want to expand our private services because the demand and need is there. We have a name, credibility. So we wanted a loan from our bank to expand our space, because we believe in it. The private will be able to pay for itself but the bank didn’t understand why we wanted a loan, suggested fund raising, but [our organisation] challenged their assumption about whether funders were available for private services. None of our donors understand it. We argued we would be able to generate income to invest it back into other services. Then we can reduce donor funding. But this isn’t well understood.’ *Policy implementer, Tanzania*

Social enterprises in Tanzania delivering health services adopted different investment strategies. In the example below, the social enterprise leader illustrated how, by identifying a gap in the market, undertaking specialist training overseas and then offering a service to private patients who could pay, by advocating for change at a national level, they were able to then offer a publicly funded service when public funding models changed.

‘You can be a model, so if you are successful in one then others will copy. For example, with HIV we were the first hospital to offer antiretroviral therapy in the whole country. I am an endocrinologist, because very few physicians we had to multitask, so I trained in North West University in Chicago at a centre of excellence for HIV. I started a HIV clinic here. It was private, it wasn’t free, very few people could afford treatment. The criticism I had was that I was only treating those who could afford it. But ethically, if there is a treatment and someone can pay for that treatment, I am not the one to deny that treatment. But then later on that model was expanded, free access to drugs .. Some of the patients we had in 1995 are still in my clinic.’ *Policy Implementer, Tanzania*

Of those interviewed:

- 4 providers adopted redistribution strategies, which subsidise the cost of care to those least able to afford it, supported by differential charging schemes based on ability to pay
- 2 providers explicitly redistributed resources from urban to rural localities to achieve specific health priorities
- 2 providers adopted empowerment and poverty reduction strategies by reinvesting financial surplus or applying for project funding (often through donors) which complements health funding.

In Tanzania access to health care is influenced by the ability to pay and choice of provider. Unlike in England, funding rules in the health system allowed redistribution strategies (from rich to poor) in poverty reduction strategies. Patient choice allowed these policy implementers to design services targeted at those able to pay to release investment for services to deliver to those unable to pay. Agreements for receipt of state funding were negotiated with the state through public private partnership mechanisms at regional and national levels.

It may be concluded from this section that securing investment to grow social enterprises may be limited by the way an organisation is structured, how it measures its value (through the return on investment) and ease of access to investment funding. Governments may choose to facilitate investment for social enterprises by establishing specific funds from which social enterprises can draw upon for growth. In this way, governments can use their bureaucratic domination of the health system to redistribute funds to support social enterprise. This government strategy was seen in England but not in Tanzania. Social enterprises in Tanzania had difficulty accessing investment from banks, reportedly because the decision makers in banks did not understand the new logic of emerging business models being designed by social entrepreneurs. As is illustrated in this section, social entrepreneurs in Tanzania and the UK use a range of strategies to grow their businesses, from securing funding for service delivery outside the health sector to using their surplus to invest in health services which meet their social objectives.

4.4.2 Building human resource capacity in social enterprises
A second challenging area was capacity building. Section 2.4.2 in the literature review drew on the importance of organisational culture which, it is argued by some, is one of the defining criteria of social enterprises. The interviews in both countries demonstrated this, but in different ways. In England, the capacity of actors in the health system needed to be built particularly to enhance the competencies of social enterprise leaders to engage with a market and manage social enterprises outside of direct control of the NHS management hierarchy in
a more commercial environment. In an evaluation of the right to request policy, this support system was viewed as critical to establishing these new organisations outside of NHS management control. (Anderson et al., 2011) In Tanzania shortages of clinical staff were also a challenge but offered opportunities for social enterprises to deliver additional social value to the health system.

In Tanzania, according to the HSSP111, total staffing of the health sector stands at 35% of total need (pg 29). Staffing shortages are found in all disciplines. Rural areas have more shortages than urban areas. Three policy implementers interviewed for this study and one policy influencer had embraced this challenge as part of their organisation’s social mission either by incorporating continuous professional development programmes into their delivery models and/or addressing the absolute shortage of clinical staff by improving access to specialist clinical services.

In this example, the policy influencer at PRINMAT describes how the social enterprise has chosen to invest in the professional development of maternity staff in state managed facilities, to improve the quality of referrals to their specialist services.

‘Yes we see ourselves as part of the system. The big challenge is getting the referral right. The team in maternal newborn childcare is setting up a referral system, we want the women to continue to go to government facilities and not jump the queue. If you have no complications, you should be delivering at health centres/PRINMAT facility but women go to regional centres. When we started we found a lot of health centres empty, so staff were not experienced. We helped build the capacity, training them, moral and confidence of the staff and now 3 years on the centres are performing well, they are busy. We have built up the capacity of these 22 sites.’ Policy influencer Tanzania

In this example, PRINMAT used its position as a membership organisation to influence the partnership culture of private midwives to improve clinical care for the system as a whole.

In England a range of support was provided to NHS staff wishing to form independent organisations, social enterprises, including ‘how to’ literature (see for example Directorate of Commissioning and System Management (2008)
A forum, managed by the Social Enterprise Coalition was established to support those forming social enterprises, all of whom participated. This was a peer to peer support group. Experts were invited to advise the group from time to time on key issues. Access to funding to manage the change was available to NHS teams, once approved for entry onto the right to request programme. This funding could be used to bring in technical experts (eg lawyers, accountants) to support business planning, backfill NHS staff to create the capacity to lead the team through the change and negotiate the transition with stakeholders such as the unions and contracts with commissioners. More formal training was available through the School of Social Entrepreneurs [https://www.the-sse.org/our-courses/](https://www.the-sse.org/our-courses/) and other academic providers to support the new leaders of these social enterprises to develop their skills. Some aspiring social enterprise leaders enrolled on a bespoke course at the Skoll Centre for Social Entrepreneurship in Oxford designed to support NHS staff wishing to form social enterprises. [http://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/faculty-research/skoll](http://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/faculty-research/skoll).

Social entrepreneurs respond to resource challenges in the health system by using their social missions to meet national health priorities. In England, the government invested in cultural change programmes to support teams leaving the NHS to develop the skills to become social entrepreneurs. In Tanzania, the example illustrated in this section demonstrated how a membership organisation used its position in the health system to not only increase capacity and skills of the state managed health system but also to instil a culture of partnership working to achieve its social purpose amongst its membership base.

### 4.5 Implications of the resource base for social enterprise logic

Institutional logic considers the cultural and national context important when analysing a field. This aspect of institutional logic was reviewed in chapters 2.3 and 2.2. Using institutional logic as a guide to interpreting these results, the logic of the state in relation to the health system emerges as an important context for social enterprise. At the beginning of this chapter, the different resource base of the two countries was compared. Despite having different
demographic and economic resources, both countries aim to deliver a state funded health service, using governments bureaucratic power to redistribute resources to meet the health needs of its populations. Both countries demonstrated reasonably high levels of freedom of expression, which, in section 2.4.3 was identified as an important condition for the emergence of social enterprise.

The differing resource base in the two countries offer opportunities for entrepreneurs to develop their business models and grow the size of their organisations. Investment structures are an important aspect of organisational strategy, but not the only contextual factor. Cultural and structural constraints and enablers such as the knowledge and skills of investors about social enterprise businesses and the actors leading policy development and implementation were also important. Contrasting systems to support growth, capacity and capability were able to be evidenced in both countries.

Social enterprises use strategies to both secure funding to grow their organisations and achieve their social purpose. This chapter demonstrates that the scope of health services provided by the social enterprise leaders interviewed for this study, complemented national health priorities. Further, social entrepreneurs adopted strategies to secure additional funding to develop health services, beyond that provided by the state. These funding strategies were influenced by the rules governing financial institutions, the structure of the social enterprise and the way they measure return on investment by achieving a social purpose. However, the lack of investment opportunities for social enterprises in Tanzania created barriers to social enterprise growth.

Institutional context therefore emerged as important. It allowed certain investment strategies to be followed, but not others. In England and Tanzania social enterprises used investment to support national health priorities, health equity strategies, health services redesign or the introduction of services which were not funded by the state.
Chapter 5 Meaning of Social Enterprise in England and Tanzania

5.1 Introduction
This chapter's focus is on the use and interpretation of the term across England and Tanzania against the logic of the institutional orders described by Thornton et al. (2012) Section 5.2 describes the definitions and characteristics of the term social enterprise in the two countries. It separates the core characteristics which emerged from the analysis of interviews from the non core characteristics. Section 5.3 then focuses on the particular uses of the terms social enterprise and mutual in England followed by the use of the term in Tanzania in section 5.4. Using the institutional categories described in Chapter 2.2 to guide the analysis, these characteristics of the term social enterprise are then analysed in relation to the institutional order ‘community’ in section 5.5. This analysis is expanded in section 5.6 to illustrate how social enterprises can also exhibit characteristics found in the institutional orders: profession, corporation and religion. Section 5.7 builds from Chapter 4, describing how social enterprises enhance state health service capacity, helping to achieve health priorities for the population. It demonstrates how the social purpose of organisations can be aligned with the social determinants of health by identifying three types of social enterprise. Section 5.8 presents ways in which the market is designed in England to recognise social value.

5.2 The term social enterprise: definitions and characteristics
Various definitions of the term social enterprise are available in England. These include the following:

Department of Trade and Industry: 'a social enterprise is a business with primarily social objectives whose surpluses are principally reinvested for that purpose in the business or in the community, rather than being driven by the need to maximise profit for shareholders and owners' (Department of Trade and Industry, 2002 page 13)

The Social Enterprise Mark goes further with an explicit reference to limiting profits for personal gain:
‘awarded to credible social enterprises that can prove they operate with the central aim of using income and profits to maximise positive social and/or environmental impact, taking precedent over a requirement to maximise personal profits for owners and shareholders.’ (Social Enterprise Mark)

The European Union definition also emphasises innovation and entrepreneurship, transparent and ethically responsible governance within a culture of engagement. Of interest to this research is that the definition recognises that some social enterprises may be structured to link their social mission to their ownership or method of organisation which is implicitly rejected by the Social Enterprise Mark. The definition is:

‘A social enterprise is an operator in the social economy whose main objective is to have a social impact rather than make a profit for their owners or shareholders. It operates by providing goods and services for the market in an entrepreneurial and innovative fashion and uses its profits primarily to achieve social objectives. It is managed in an open and responsible manner and, in particular, involves employees, consumers and stakeholders affected by its commercial activities.’ (European Union)

The EU definition allows cooperatives and other organisations which recognise a role for stakeholder control. In this way it incorporates ideas of civil society but explicitly integrates these principles to describe the types of business which might be viewed as social enterprises including:

- ‘Those for who the social or societal objective of the common good is the reason for the commercial activity, often in the form of a high level of social innovation.
- Those where profits are mainly reinvested with a view to achieving this social objective.
- Those where the method of organisation or ownership system reflects the enterprise's mission, using democratic or participatory principles or focusing on social justice.’ (European Union)

Both the UK and EU definitions recognise that social enterprise may be constituted using many different legal forms.

The table below presents the number of those interviewed by interviewee type who recognised the term social enterprise.
(Numbers in brackets are total number interviewed)

The social enterprise term was recognised by all those interviewed in England. In Tanzania none of the policy makers interviewed recognised the term. In Tanzania 5 of the 7 policy influencers interviewed recognised the term and five of the six policy implementers recognised the term.

The table below summarises the perceived characteristics of social enterprises by those interviewed. Those not recognising the term in Tanzania were excluded.

Table 5.2 Perceived characteristics of social enterprises in each country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Tanzania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. mak</td>
<td>P. imp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose of the organisation social mission</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use surplus to further social mission</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trading in market, entrepreneurial outlook</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff ownership</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture – involving staff</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture – involving patients</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribute to development of communities</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

() defined as quality of care by two respondents

From this table three core characteristics of social enterprise emerged which were common to all those who recognised the term in both countries. However, other characteristics were also perceived to be important. The rest of this section analyses these results in more depth, focusing first on the core characteristics of social enterprise, followed by the non core characteristics.
5.2.1 Core characteristics of social enterprise

The three criteria that all interviewees recognised across both countries included:

1. Purpose of the organisation defined by a social mission
2. Use surplus to further the organisation's social mission
3. Actors in the organisation demonstrating an entrepreneurial outlook when trading in a market.

In England these perceptions followed the DTI definition of a social enterprise (Department of Trade and Industry, 2002). Whilst 5 of the policy influencers in Tanzania had heard of social enterprise, only three felt able to define it. However, in the discussion at interview, all five identified the same three criteria summarised in the table above.

The integration of the three characteristics social mission, use of surplus and trading in a market with an entrepreneurial outlook is illustrated by this policy implementer from Tanzania:

‘Social business… there is a social part and a business part. We run our organisation as a profitable business. It should be self running, generating enough income to be sustainable and generate some profit to improve and expand the services. Social means injecting back profits into the social to give back to the community’ Policy implementer, Tanzania

In both countries interviewees separated the social purpose from personal gain, illustrated in this quote from a Tanzanian policy influencer:

To me the difference is always the purpose of what you are doing but the means might be the same but the point should be why did you start did you start to make a lot of money for your own gain or were you starting to resolve a certain social issue or create a social impact… to me that is how we differentiate Policy influencer, Tanzania

Use of surplus to further a social mission were two important characteristics which distinguished social enterprises from organisations which use their surplus for corporate social responsibility. Policy makers and CEOs raised concerns about the role corporate social responsibility plays in shaping government thinking in England:

‘There is a fight going on - within the body politic - the government would quite like the big companies and corporates to say that as long as you're
supporting good things (eg Price Waterhouse Coopers puts investment in SE UK, Lloyds have a deal with the School for Social Entrepreneurs), that this is the definition of social enterprise….. There is no doubt at all that some of the social enterprise mutual initiatives that this government have taken have been trojan horses for privatisation because they are very resistant to asset locks.' Policy maker, England

In both countries all interviewees recognised that any number of organisational forms may be used. Of importance in England was the common understanding across policy makers, policy implementers and policy influencers of social purpose linked to service redesign illustrated by this quote from one of the policy makers interviewed:

‘Clarity about social purpose is essential. Creating social value is equally crucial. As policy makers, we need to enable organisations and their staff, together with users and carers to redesign services creatively to deliver sustainable, personalised care and support' Policy maker, England

This link with service redesign was not explicit in the interviews held in Tanzania. However innovation was mentioned by one policy implementer in Tanzania. Two policy makers in England also emphasised the importance of social enterprises demonstrating innovation, for the benefit of society.

The emphasis on the market and the accompanying entrepreneurial outlook was mentioned by all those interviewed in England and all those who recognised the term in Tanzania. In both England and Tanzania interviewees raised the difference in outlook required to lead a social enterprise compared to a donor or grant funded NGO. See for example, this quote from a policy influencer in England:

‘On voluntary and community organisations : one of the first pieces of work I commissioned was an evaluation of the extent to which members are socially entrepreneurial or enterprising. Not the term social enterprise so much that the notion even back then (approx. 2003) there was a need to think about how to diversify income. It was much more about do you see yourself as an enterprising organisation rather than a social enterprise. Organisations characterised as entrepreneurial were looking at least to the horizon if not beyond…… the notion of being enterprising - seeing opportunities, how you can meet them, whilst at the same time, especially for charities with clearly set charitable objectives, that they keep their eyes on their mission.' Policy influencer, England
Entrepreneurial outlook was viewed as a form of innovation from two perspectives. The first perspective was to generate income, the second in how profits are used to make a social impact to further the organisation’s social purpose.

A distinction was made for analysis purposes between adoption of business ideas such as marketing techniques or management systems found in ‘for profit’ organisations. All those interviewed, except for one interviewee in Tanzania, made a distinction between these business ideas and the meaning of social enterprise. The discussion with the interviewee in Tanzania, illustrated in Box 5.1 below, is illustrative. Despite several questions, the respondent didn’t equate the adoption of commercial business models to achieve social objectives with a strategic approach to achieve the sustainability of the organisation ie to remove itself from dependence on donor funding.

Box 5.1 Business principles and Social Enterprise Characteristics: Interview discussion

In Tanzania, one policy implementer, equated adoption of business principles (marketing and franchising) with social enterprise. This discussion was challenging for me, as I had to be very careful not to impose my own interpretation of the terms on the respondent. Key points in interview:

- Use of the term ‘social marketing’ to mean that the organisation adopted marketing techniques and processes used in business to achieve social objectives
- Use of the term ‘social franchising’ to mean that the organisation adopts commercial franchising models to achieve social objectives
- Both viewed as synonymous with the term social enterprise ie social enterprise is adoption of commercial techniques, processes to achieve social objectives.

‘We are a social enterprise, a personal view, by using the word social marketing, we really mean social enterprise. The words social marketing put aside the word marketing and use social enterprise … We are using marketing techniques. We are not making a profit. So we are 100% a social enterprise, not for profit. …… Social marketing uses the commercial principles, techniques to achieve social good. With social franchising, we are using the same franchising models as the commercial.’ Policy implementer, (Tanzania)
A key characteristic of social enterprise, implicit in all interviews in England and the other health care delivery organisations recognising themselves as social enterprises in Tanzania was that they were transitioning or had already transitioned to participate in a market for health care services in order for their organisation to become sustainable and that the process of transitioning involved adopting business principles. In Tanzania this was an explicit strategy adopted by organisations to reduce dependence on donor funding. This organisational strategy was also referred to by interviewees in England who lobbied for and adopted this strategy to reduce historical dependence on grants during the 1990s. For me, this distinction between adoption of business ideas and the creation of a sustainable organisational strategy challenged an implicit assumption on my part. I had assumed that adoption of business ideas to achieve social objectives implied that an organisation was also planning to achieve a sustainable social enterprise organisation which was independent of donor or grant funding. This distinction was mentioned by one of the interviewees in England as a fundamental issue, but which I did not fully appreciate at the time.

‘[Meaning of social enterprise] Its about seeing the opportunities and being entrepreneurial and it doesn't necessarily mean being business like although there might be business like processes you adopt but doesn't necessarily mean being like a business. You have to be careful about being too business like, as we might lose our distinctiveness . Its about recognising the need to be current, to accept there is a diversity of income streams, being entrepreneurial and having social objectives. Its clear many charities would fit into that description.’ Policy influencer, England

I concluded therefore that entrepreneurial outlook, is not a sufficient characteristic by itself unless it is tied to sustainable business strategies. Adoption of business ideas such as marketing or business processes are not a defining characteristic.

Comparing these results with research summarised in section 2.4.1, these characteristics meet all the economic criteria described by Defourny and Nyssens (2008, pg 5) and one of their social criteria: an explicit aim to benefit the community. Implied in these interviews is limited profit distribution, a second
social criterion identified by Defourny and Nyssens (2008). Of interest amongst this group of policy implementers was that no one mentioned it at interview. This could be because none of the social enterprises in Tanzania had a shareholding structure. In England those with a shareholding structure had all written into their constitution an explicit clause that no dividends would be paid, or, if set up as a CIC, employees would not be eligible for a dividend as they had not invested capital in the organisation.

5.2.2 Other characteristics of social enterprise

Table 5.2 presented the numbers of interviewees who viewed contribution to the development of communities as an important feature of social enterprises. Arguments for a community perspective were favoured by policy implementers in both countries all of whom viewed it as an important characteristic of social enterprise. Four of the seven policy influencers in England and five in Tanzania also viewed it as important. The idea of community will be analysed from three perspectives, the community benefit with its associated asset lock, in terms of geography and from an employee and/or patient perspective.

Preservation of assets for community benefit through an asset lock was perceived to be important by some of those interviewed in England but was not mentioned by interviewees at all in Tanzania. In England, the new community interest company organisational form was viewed by interviewees as important because it included an asset lock in its constitution which is enforced by legislation. However, asset locks are found in other organisation forms (e.g. charities, community benefit societies) and are not exclusive to community interest companies. Whilst an important consideration, I therefore classified an asset lock as a non core characteristic of social enterprise.

The importance of space was tied to the localism political agenda by one policy maker.

‘Social enterprise can deliver better outcomes than a commercially-based organisation because it tends to be geographically based, in places where people running a social enterprise are the same people who will achieve the outcomes for the people they are working with’.  
Policy maker, England
Other social enterprise leaders emphasised the importance of building relationships within communities to achieve social impact and deliver care in different ways.

‘the collective... its the whole thing.. its about finding ways to benefit everybody in the round... ... so that the local printer, the people who support the local restauranteurs who make sandwiches for your meetings, its everybody.. you have this responsibility to develop a rich community because lets face it ....... there's not going to be enough to meet people's needs so we have to do something to build resilience’  

Policy Implementer, England

The idea of community could therefore be a community of interest which may be bound by geography.

The idea of a community of interest extended to the difficult and sometimes conflicting views on staff engagement as a defining characteristic of social enterprise. In Table 5.2 staff engagement in the context of social enterprise was found in England but not in Tanzania. It took two perspectives. The first was staff ownership, the second was staff involvement. Those viewing staff ownership as an important characteristic of social enterprise were in the minority: only two policy makers, two policy implementers and one policy influencer viewed it as a characteristic of social enterprise. Many more interviewees viewed social enterprises as demonstrating a culture of staff engagement. Of these five were policy makers, six were policy implementers and four were policy influencers. Almost the same numbers viewed patient engagement as an important feature of social enterprises. 15 of those interviewed in England considered that social enterprises had better ways of creating a culture which engages staff than other types of organisations, some arguing that this is because they have the flexibility to provide financial incentives to staff based on performance.

This culture of staff engagement was mentioned by one policy implementer in Tanzania, but in the context of improving staff performance by increasing their understanding of why there had been a recent increase in fees associated with moving to a more commercial model (to reinvest in achieving their social mission). In this example staff engagement was not viewed as a distinguishing characteristic of its transition to a social enterprise, but as good management
practice. Neither staff ownership nor staff engagement were mentioned by interviewees in Tanzania as a defining characteristic of social enterprise.

Concern was expressed by one CEO in England that staff engagement should not be done at the expense of a social mission.

‘We are a community benefit society, not a staff benefit society’

_Policy implementer, England_

In England the health policies which guided the emergence of social enterprise in England were important in framing the meaning of the term. However a review of the three White Papers, Our Health Our Care Our Say, High Quality Care for All, Equity and Excellence, (Department of Health, 2006, Department of Health, 2008, Department of Health, 2010) which were published between 2006 and 2010 revealed that it was not until 2010 that social enterprises were explicitly linked with employee engagement.

‘Our ambition is to create the largest and most vibrant social enterprise sector in the world. …. As all NHS trusts become foundation trusts, staff will have an opportunity to transform their organisations into employee-led social enterprises that they themselves control, freeing them to use their front-line experience to structure services around what works best for patients.’ (Department of Health, 2010 Para 4.21 pg 46)

However, the expectation for employee engagement was clear in Patricia Hewitt’s pamphlet on social enterprise, published in 2006. This view was reinforced by journalists in the specialist press (see for example, Helen Mooney in the Health Service Journal (Mooney, 2006)) in relation to staff membership of social enterprise organisations. One interviewee strongly argued that employees as owners of social enterprises could effect improvements to care.

‘We spent a lot of time developing a vision with employees about what people wanted. There is huge frustration that the NHS reinvents itself every few years. Patient care doesn't seem to improve, and the employees get lost in it all. People working in PCTs hadn't a clue who they were really working for which impacts upon employee loyalty and patient care. So for us, it was about developing a sustainable model which values employees. If we get that right we will get the patient focus right. Its why we were interested in employee ownership model.’ _Policy implementer, England_

Social enterprises were viewed as offering better patient engagement. Table 5.2 shows that this was found in all three categories of interviewee in England.
but not in Tanzania. Ways of engaging patients in England varied. Two policy implementers described how they tailored their service to take a holistic (ie multi system) approach to individual need. Another described how they worked with patients and their families to improve health literacy to enable them to manage long term conditions more effectively. In all cases, the examples were presented as a result of change in culture: for those who had delivered their service in the NHS this was a different model; for those who had never been managed by the NHS this had always been a distinguishing feature of their approach.

When compared to the breadth of definitions outlined in Chapter 2.4, social enterprises demonstrated many features of ‘hybrid’ organisations (Battilana and Lee, 2014; Doherty et al, 2014). In England, organisational culture was viewed as important in relation to staff/patient engagement which was seen as distinct from an entrepreneurial culture within the organisation. The latter I described as a core characteristic of social enterprise. In Tanzania, interviewees descriptions in section 5.2.1 described how they adopted ‘business principles’ which I decided did not represent a core characteristic but can be viewed as a non core characteristic, and therefore a hybridisation of logic, which I will explore in more depth in section 5.5.

5.2.3 Core and non core characteristics of social enterprises
The results suggest that there are core characteristics of social enterprise which cross national boundaries. The idea of community was an important feature of social enterprise and its meaning varied in different contexts. It could be viewed as a community of interest by employees or patients, in geographical terms or represent ideological beliefs about, for example, the preservation of assets. The emphasis in England on staff and patient engagement is important and will be further analysed in the next section in relation to the political context in which the terms are used.

5.3 Political definitions of the term social enterprise in England
The Coalition’s White Paper Equity and Excellence, (Department of Health, 2010) has, as one of its aims to:
‘create the largest social enterprise sector in the world by increasing the freedoms of foundation trusts and giving NHS staff the opportunity to have a greater say in the future of their organisations, including as employee-led social enterprises.’ (Department of Health, 2010)

There were some high profile requirements. For example, the NHS and Social Care Act 2012, (UK Government, 2012a para 183(2)) required Local Governments to set up Health Watch in the form of a social enterprise in each Local Authority area. However, despite the use of the term, in England it was felt by some interviewees that from 2010 onwards the term ‘social enterprise’ had become subsumed into the term ‘mutual’12. The quotes below from those who raised this during interview reflect the frustration many feel13.

‘If the crash hadn't happened in 2008 [after which ] governments tried to look in desperation for solutions. Social enterprises were able to fill that void. Not strong now. Employee owned association going from strength to strength and has ministers’ ear. If Francis Maude walked through that door now we’d be talking about us as a mutual not a social enterprise. We never use that term now. Hazel was a strong advocate. Milburn didn't get it but wasn't against. Denham got it. Dobson got it. Those connected to the Coop party got it. Strongest minister was Norman Lamb. Even when in opposition he is the only politician who could stand a platform for half an hour with no notes who could talk intelligently & passionately about social enterprise. Even Norman stopped using that language and used the mutual language.’ Policy implementer (England)

‘Traditionally you think of social enterprise as no shareholders, profits used to impact upon community - social value stuff – with variety in the governance/ownership model. I wouldn't disagree with any of that. I think the current government has a different idea for it than the previous government, probably from what the sector itself would say, especially the cooperative movement. Lansley himself …. said Foundation Trusts should be outside government control with their own objectives - no social - just enterprise. Away from government is the key thing. Peter Holbrook at SE UK lodged various complaints about it. We weren't alone in being concerned. ‘ Policy influencer, England


13 Reference is made in this quote to various English politicians. Annex B contains a list of all politicians referenced by interviewees and their roles.
Their concerns were well founded. Following these interviews, Chris Ham, CEO of the Kings Fund, published the results of his working group’s research on the positive relationship between quality of care and staff engagement. (Ham, 2014) The Department of Health subsequently focused on exploring how Foundation Trusts might benefit by moving to a model of organisation which valued staff engagement. Building on Chris Ham’s report (Ham, 2014) Francis Maude, Minister for the Cabinet Office and Norman Lamb, Minister of State for Care and Support, invited Foundation Trusts in a letter dated 28th July 2014 to apply for a pathfinder programme to explore the opportunity to form staff owned mutuals (Maude and Lamb, 2014). In their letter to Foundation Trust CEOs, the social enterprises which had been formed between 2006 and 2010 were reframed as ‘mutuals’ which, they argued, had achieved better patient care through creating a more engaged and empowered workforce. The original emphasis on social mission was all but lost. This reflects a confusion between the social aims of an organisation and its means, an important distinction illustrated by this interviewee:

‘Can have a social aim and a social means. Cooperative democratic models emphasise the means; important because a number of benefits…. Social enterprise mark tried to rule out other organisational forms in favour of a more philanthropic model ie business - role is to generate profits, how you use those profits for social benefit or social good, ruled out the idea that you might trade out profits to benefit those involved in the business.’ Cooperatives are a form of social enterprise that are distinctive for members with a democratic model ..... Policy influencer, England

This tension between democratic forms of control and social purpose is illustrated below:

‘Social enterprise should be controlled in the interests of the communities they serve. Attempt to say social enterprise could be wholly investor owned … we disagree with that… our position is that the control of the social enterprise should be held by no-one or in the interests of the people who’s mission it says it supports.’ Social Enterprise UK

This blurring of the terms mutual and social enterprise reflects political tension between advocates of social enterprise and mutuals. This research therefore supports the findings of others, reviewed in Chapter 2.4.4. The social enterprise term can be used as a political tool to support political agendas. As illustrated in England, by conflating the two terms, social enterprise and mutual,
not only resulted in loss (or at least a lessening in importance) of the criteria of social mission, but also demonstrates how important the historical context is when interpreting meaning.

5.4 Awareness of the term and ‘fit’ with health policy in Tanzania

An operational tension is found in Tanzania in the distinction between ‘not for profit’ and ‘for profit’ companies. Whilst clear in legislation in Tanzania, the distinction is unclear in the context of social enterprise. All those interviewed who had needed to argue for ‘social enterprises’ to be classified as ‘not for profit’ had been successful. They argued the following points:

1. There is a problem with the general level of awareness of social enterprise as an idea.

‘I think first of all the challenge is on understanding the concept of SE. Most of the NGOs don’t count themselves as SE, although you may find some of them behaving like social enterprises, according to how you define it. But no one counts themselves as social entrepreneurs and there are few social enterprise in Tanzania. Most of them are actually relying on donor funds directly. If there are no donor funds, they die. Most of them are not involving business models in their projects or programmes. There are a few doing so but very few.’ Policy influencer, Tanzania

2. The institutional environment does not provide a way for social enterprises to be classified easily into ‘for profit’ or ‘not for profit’ status.

Challenges included recognition of the meaning of the term social entrepreneurship by company registration and revenue authorities.

‘When I was training, some of my students started their own projects and when they went to register the company they were sometimes rejected simply because they mentioned social entrepreneurship in their papers. They were told that we are not here for entrepreneurship so you should remove these from your name.’ Policy influencer, Tanzania

But registration of a social business as a not for profit NGO had not been a problem for an NGO calling itself a social business.

‘I have heard that the certificate of compliance is now provided because last week I went to the business registration agents & I was told that because we wanted to register a not for profit company that I can register it but go to the NGO offices to get the certificate of compliance. So I think that is happening but for sure in our systems there is no recognition
of social entrepreneurship as it is…. but ….. according to how the system is you can still register and come up with those kind of certificates to operate.’  *Policy influencer, Tanzania*

As shown at the beginning of this chapter, social enterprise is not a recognised term in health policy in Tanzania. If the three common characteristics of social enterprise across the two countries are taken, it can be argued that policy makers are missing an opportunity to recognise the role that social enterprises could play in achieving national health priorities. The ambiguity in classification systems between not for profit and for profit organisations in relation to social enterprise means that profit making enterprises which reinvest their surplus to achieve social objectives need to justify to government authorities why they should be treated as a not for profit organisation to receive the benefits, such as tax benefits, enjoyed by not for profit organisations.

‘If we want to establish a private clinic and we register it differently for social enterprise, we would have to pay 100% tax, everything like a corporate. But then the whole idea goes. There is no clear understanding. The moment I register it differently then I have to pay taxes, I’m not exempted. You are either a charity or a private organisation. There is no middle ground with a different registration. I think the solution will be at policy level, that they recognise social initiatives, that the business model built in which is aimed at social good.’  *Policy implementer (Tanzania)*

Lack of clarity in Tanzania, found in the institutional context of the meaning of social enterprise shows that social enterprises do not neatly fit into existing legislative descriptions of ‘for profit’ and ‘not for profit’ organisations. The fact that social enterprise leaders mentioned it as an issue, and were able to give concrete examples of situations when they had been concerned that their trading activities might result in a change in their status to ‘for profit’ enterprises suggests social enterprise is emerging as a new type of organisation in Tanzania.

Four organisations in Tanzania did not identify their organisations as social enterprises. However, using the core characteristics described in section 5.2.1 they do meet the criteria of a social enterprise. One of these was both a health care delivery organisation and lobby group. The others were lobby groups. All three lobby groups demonstrated a social mission in the core purpose of their
organisation, used any surplus to achieve that social mission and engaged in the health market.

All the lobby groups were engaging in the health market to secure commercial contracts to deliver health services or to provide infrastructure support to their constituency. Of interest in this research is the way in which one lobby group used its role as a membership organisation to demonstrate its social entrepreneurial outlook. This organisation had enhanced its infrastructure support by negotiating and managing a financial investment fund for members of their organisation wishing to set up or expand their health care organisations. Another had successfully bid for the provision of capacity building support to citizens to enable participation in health care delivery and planning structures.

Whilst policy makers may not recognise the term social enterprise, it may be argued therefore that in the Tanzanian context, ‘not for profit’ organisations are already making the transition. All leaders of health care delivery organisations and some policy influencers interviewed in this study were growing their health care businesses by negotiating or bidding for new health contracts with the state, developing new commercial health care services and using their profits to invest in achieving their social purpose. These results provide further support for the idea of social enterprise as a ‘hybrid’ organisation. (Battilana and Lee, 2014). In Tanzania, social enterprises are challenging the historical interpretations of the terms ‘for profit’ and ‘not for profit’, which are built into legislation.

The next section analyses the results concerning the meaning of social enterprise against the logic of the community order in institutional logic. If social enterprise expresses a separate community logic to other institutional orders, then health system actors may be able to develop health policies which leverage their unique characteristics.

5.5 Aligning social enterprise with a community logic

As described in the preceding sections, common defining characteristics across the two countries were able to be identified. These were:

1. Purpose of the organisation defined by a social mission
2. Use of surplus to further the organisation’s social mission
3. Trading in a market which includes actors in the organisation
demonstrating a social entrepreneurial outlook.

I argued in the preceding sections of this chapter that social enterprise is an emerging term in Tanzania. In England, I suggested that it is a politically contested term with the term ‘mutual’ replacing the term ‘social enterprise’ after 2010. In England, but not in Tanzania, I argued that politicians have blended the term social enterprise with the term ‘mutual’ to mean various forms of employee control and to further their own political agendas.

The institutional logic framework through its various logic categories, offers an opportunity to explore whether the community institutional order can be used to distinguish social enterprise from other forms of organisation. Table 5.3 below compares the categories of the community institutional order described by Thornton et al (2012) with the interviewee responses. Those aspects of the logic categories specific to Tanzania but not England are identified separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Anything in italics are the results from my research</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Text which is not in italics is taken from Thornton et al (2012) framework</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Categories</strong></td>
<td><strong>Community Logic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Root metaphor</strong></td>
<td>Common boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(community of interest)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sources of legitimacy</strong></td>
<td>Unity of will. Belief in trust &amp; reciprocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A comparison of the community logic described by Thornton et al (2012) with the interviewees responses suggest that they are not quite aligned. Social enterprises have an emphasis on social value and organisational social mission which is a narrower theme running through each of the categories. Social enterprise in Tanzania also had a stronger international logic in their root metaphor, identity and basis of norms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of authority</th>
<th>Commitment to community values &amp; ideology</th>
<th>Responsiveness to community of interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sources of identity</td>
<td>Emotional connection. Ego-satisfaction &amp; reputation</td>
<td>Less evident in this research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basis of norms</td>
<td>Group membership</td>
<td>The social enterprise leaders interviewed for this research demonstrated a logic which was more aligned to the corporation, rather than this description of community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basis of attention</td>
<td>Personal investment in group</td>
<td>As for the basis of norms above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basis of strategy</td>
<td>Increase status &amp; honor of members &amp; practices</td>
<td>By allowing communities of interest to influence or lead services delivered (‘empowerment’) either through organizational strategy or service models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal control mechanisms</td>
<td>Visibility of actions</td>
<td>Community cohesion through partnerships, visible support to community of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic system</td>
<td>Cooperative capitalism</td>
<td>Based on this alignment of the research results against the different logic categories, this does reflect the overall logic of the economic system. Social enterprises’ focus on communities of interest, tied to achieving social value for its community is reflected in each logic category. The sources of identity, focus on common community rather than individual, ego focused goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison of the community logic described by Thornton et al (2012) with the interviewees responses suggest that they are not quite aligned. Social enterprises have an emphasis on social value and organisational social mission which is a narrower theme running through each of the categories. Social enterprise in Tanzania also had a stronger international logic in their root metaphor, identity and basis of norms.
Social mission and the link between this and social value emerged in the results as one of the important core characteristics of social enterprise. In terms of the logic categories in this table, it links not only to a source of legitimacy, but also to the root metaphor. Sources of authority, in terms of responsiveness to the community of interest defines how the social value is measured ie by linking the root metaphor with the social mission. Social enterprise leaders in England identified themselves as social entrepreneurs and separate from NHS managers and leaders in the for profit commercial health sector. In both England and Tanzania, the basis of attention is their personal investment in the group, where the surplus from trading activities is reinvested for the benefit of those communities of interest expressed in the organisation’s social mission. Innovation and patient or staff engagement is a strategic focus, not necessarily to increase the status and honour of members and practices (as suggested by Thornton et al, 2012) but to allow communities of interest to influence or lead services.

The next section analyses the results from the perspectives of the other institutional orders religion, corporation and profession. It illustrates the results in relation to two types organisation. The first integrates its community logic with those of religion, profession and corporation. The second integrated the community logic with profession.

5.6 The institutional orders of religion, corporation and profession

In Tanzania not for profit organisations play an important role in the health care delivery system. Many of these not for profit organisations are founded on religious principles; their social mission is based upon their faith. This section of the analysis refines the alignment of social enterprise with the logic underpinning community by exploring how social enterprises in Tanzania reflected the other logic of the institutional orders, religion, corporation and profession in their organisation. The first section draws on publicly available documentation from the Christian Social Science Commission (CSSC) in its role shaping the health system, and the Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre (KCMC) providing an organisational perspective. The second analysis draws
on the functions and scope of a membership organisation with a professional logic, PRINMAT.

5.6.1 CSSC and Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre (KCMC)
The CSSC own and manage about 42 percent of health services at hospital level in Tanzania (56 percent in the rural areas) and more than 10 per cent of education services (Christian Social Services Commission, undated). It was formed in 1993 by the Tanzania Episcopal Conference (TEC) and Christian Council of Tanzania (CCT). It facilitates social services provided by member churches. The KCMC is a zonal referral and teaching hospital. It provides the following five functions:

1. To provide the public high quality of health care services
2. To provide to the public super-specialized health care services
3. To serve as a centre of excellence for certain specific diseases that can be utilized by local stakeholders for the development, optimization or implementation of medical interventions and health policies.
4. To conduct clinical research
5. To train different levels of health cadres (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015 pg 9)

A comparison of the missions of each organisation is illustrated below:

CSSC:
‘Support the delivery of social services by church institutions in Tanzania through collaboration and partnership, advocacy, lobbying, capacity building and selected interventions, with the compassion and love of Christ.’ (Christian Social Services Commission, undated)

Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre:
“To render God’s healing services to set mankind free from the bondage of sickness, suffering and sin”, “To reflect Christ’s character of love, mercy, compassion and faithfulness in the course of fulfilling the call to care and heal the sick” and “To share God’s grace and love through the power of the Holy Spirit in the course of treating and caring for the sick”. (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015 pg 5)

Within a Christian ethos:
‘We pray to Almighty God, to continue giving KCMC staff good health, courage and love so that they continue to serve with humility and dignity for the benefit of patients, students and visitors who come to KCMC.’

Prof R M Olomi ACTING: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, KCMC AND
Those interviewed for this research made the following observations of faith based health care organisations in Tanzania:

1. The scope of health care provided is bounded by faith. Some services such as family planning services to those who are not married are therefore not provided.
2. There was a perception by some policy makers and influencers that faith based health care delivery organisations have strong financial systems underpinning their operations, which ensure their financial survival. Systems require patients, in certain cases, to make a co-payment for care. Money is claimed back from the state for care provided under the service agreements with local and national governments.
3. The meaning of ‘not for profit’ when charges were being made to patients which were perceived to be higher than some ‘for profit’ organisations.

The predominance of faith based organisations in Tanzania introduces a separate logic. In relation to the institutional order of religion, the legitimacy of the CSSC and KCMC is provided by faith and sacredness. The church’s authority of the CSSC and KCMC is illustrated by their governance structure. At CSSC church representatives, the bishops, govern the CSSC and are its source of authority. At KCMC The Good Samaritan Foundation (GSF) Board of Trustees are the source of authority.

However, KCMC also demonstrates many aspects of the corporation. The strategic plan for the Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre demonstrates one or more of characteristics of the other logic categories found in the institutional orders Community, Religion, Market, Profession and Corporation. (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015). For example, KCMC measures its performance on the basis of the quality of the care provided, its financial viability and their market share. Its strategic plan demonstrates the challenge balancing the delivery of high quality health care services in a competitive environment with the need to incorporate up to date international scientific and technological developments. In its market position it acknowledges its responsibility to
contribute to national strategies to attain health related Millenium Development Goals. (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015 pg 10 para 3.2) In the context of the national environment, entrepreneurship is seen as an important strategy to achieve its goals:

‘KCMC community needs to acquire and develop entrepreneurship skills so as to be able to mobilize resources to cover the budget deficit and meet its recurrent and capital development budget’ (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015 pg 10 para 3.3)

However, both organisations also demonstrate features of the corporation. Bureaucratic roles such as Executive Director, Heads of Department at KCMC and at CSSC provide identity. In institutional logic categories, the basis of norms are employees and status in hierarchy the basis of attention.

KCMC’s strategy is to increase its size and diversification. It aims to remain competitive by devising novel ways of conducting its business, building good relationships with all key stakeholders/ and the surrounding communities. (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015 para 3.4.8 pg 14) However, as at CSSC, the delivery of health care services and achieving excellent clinical services, requires strong clinical leadership, demonstrating the importance of the professional institutional order.

‘The competitive environment with which the Hospital operates demands quality performance in its core function of patient care. In order to ensure quality delivery of services the hospital needs to improve its specialist patient care. This strategic objective is geared towards achieving this goal.’ (First strategic objective, Improved Quality of Clinical Services: (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015 pg 22)

KCMC’s strategic plan brings together the clinical perspective for excellence with the market. For example, clinical threats include KCMC’s unpreparedness for internal competition e.g. East African Community (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015 pg 16) and the establishment of private hospitals offering health services. (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015 pg 18). One of its key growth and sustainability strategies is to attract funds for specialized and unique services, thereby differentiating itself in the health care market (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015 pg 18). The plan also identifies one of the opportunities for growth being a ready market for projects if operated on a commercial basis (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015 pg 19).
financial section of the strategic plan identifies the opportunity to attract loans for investment. Its status as a not for profit organisation, with various tax exemptions, is viewed as critical to maintaining cash flow. (Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, 2015 pg 19)

Drawing on the analysis of the CCSC and KCMC roles, plans, purpose and values, the table below demonstrates how the idea of institutional orders might be applied in this context. In this table, not all cells need to be completed. It is the combination of different logic categories across each institutional order which gives the organisations their distinctive characteristics.
### Table 5.4 Application of Institutional Orders and Categories of Institutional Logic to Case Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Celebrity</td>
<td>Efficiency of Profit</td>
<td>Efficiency of Profit</td>
<td>Effort to Profit</td>
<td>Effort to Profit</td>
<td>Effort to Profit</td>
<td>Effort to Profit</td>
<td>Effort to Profit</td>
<td>Effort to Profit</td>
<td>Effort to Profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionals</td>
<td>Memberships in Congregation</td>
<td>Memberships in Congregation</td>
<td>Memberships in Congregation</td>
<td>Memberships in Congregation</td>
<td>Memberships in Congregation</td>
<td>Memberships in Congregation</td>
<td>Memberships in Congregation</td>
<td>Memberships in Congregation</td>
<td>Memberships in Congregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>Calling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity &amp; Ideology</td>
<td>Membership in Congregation</td>
<td>Membership in Congregation</td>
<td>Membership in Congregation</td>
<td>Membership in Congregation</td>
<td>Membership in Congregation</td>
<td>Membership in Congregation</td>
<td>Membership in Congregation</td>
<td>Membership in Congregation</td>
<td>Membership in Congregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to Community</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom to act in the interests of those Tanzanians</td>
<td>Freedom to act in the interests of those Tanzanians</td>
<td>Freedom to act in the interests of those Tanzanians</td>
<td>Freedom to act in the interests of those Tanzanians</td>
<td>Freedom to act in the interests of those Tanzanians</td>
<td>Freedom to act in the interests of those Tanzanians</td>
<td>Freedom to act in the interests of those Tanzanians</td>
<td>Freedom to act in the interests of those Tanzanians</td>
<td>Freedom to act in the interests of those Tanzanians</td>
<td>Freedom to act in the interests of those Tanzanians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence of Effectiveness</td>
<td>Evidence of Effectiveness</td>
<td>Evidence of Effectiveness</td>
<td>Evidence of Effectiveness</td>
<td>Evidence of Effectiveness</td>
<td>Evidence of Effectiveness</td>
<td>Evidence of Effectiveness</td>
<td>Evidence of Effectiveness</td>
<td>Evidence of Effectiveness</td>
<td>Evidence of Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worship of Temple as bank</td>
<td>Worship of Temple as bank</td>
<td>Worship of Temple as bank</td>
<td>Worship of Temple as bank</td>
<td>Worship of Temple as bank</td>
<td>Worship of Temple as bank</td>
<td>Worship of Temple as bank</td>
<td>Worship of Temple as bank</td>
<td>Worship of Temple as bank</td>
<td>Worship of Temple as bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrity</td>
<td>Professional expertise</td>
<td>Professional expertise</td>
<td>Professional expertise</td>
<td>Professional expertise</td>
<td>Professional expertise</td>
<td>Professional expertise</td>
<td>Professional expertise</td>
<td>Professional expertise</td>
<td>Professional expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious networks</td>
<td>Relational network</td>
<td>Relational network</td>
<td>Relational network</td>
<td>Relational network</td>
<td>Relational network</td>
<td>Relational network</td>
<td>Relational network</td>
<td>Relational network</td>
<td>Relational network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation as Market</td>
<td>Corporation as Profit</td>
<td>Corporation as Profit</td>
<td>Corporation as Profit</td>
<td>Corporation as Profit</td>
<td>Corporation as Profit</td>
<td>Corporation as Profit</td>
<td>Corporation as Profit</td>
<td>Corporation as Profit</td>
<td>Corporation as Profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Profession</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Drawing on section 5.2 at the beginning of this chapter and table 5.3, the core characteristics of a social enterprise can be found in their root metaphor. The community of interest is the health and social care services provided to Tanzanians. They are also free to act in the interests of Tanzanians using their services, demonstrating their accountability to the community (via their contract with the government) through their social value and quality of care. Their status in the market is reflected through their market share. CSSC aims to grow the number of their faith based facilities in Tanzania. KCMC aims to grow their hospital. There are also non core characteristics of social enterprise. This community and market focus is managed within a professional logic which can conflict with those of the market and community. Clinical professional logic, for example, derives its authority not from the organisation’s community of interest but from clinical colleagues, creating identity through personal reputation and their status in their profession. This professional logic may, in turn, conflict with the bureaucracy of a corporation, where a hierarchy with a Board of Directors, is reinforced by bureaucratic roles with its associated status and employee/employer power relations. These non core characteristics described in section 5.2 are blended with faith. The power of faith leaders in legitimising the purpose of both organisations is demonstrable where the church is also funding and/or negotiating with the state health care delivery services.

Each of the institutional logic categories demonstrates a blending of different and potentially competing logics at organisational and health system levels. The root metaphor in the example above, is a combination of religion, market, profession and corporation logic categories. Sources of authority logic category is a combination of community, religion, profession and corporation. This finding reflects previous research that social enterprises can be viewed as hybrid organisations ((Doherty et al., 2014, Battilana and Lee, 2014). Applying the framework of institutional logic provides an interpretation of how the logic associated with different institutional orders might be combined in different ways.
5.6.2 PRINMAT: an example of Professional and Community Institutional Orders

The literature review outlined other health system research which analyses the changing logic over time between the professions and other institutional orders. In relation to this research, two policy implementers in England emphasised the role of the clinical professions in influencing the quality of care and respect for professions as an important component of their culture. In Tanzania, one policy influencer, who represented a professional group, and whose membership organisation demonstrated the core characteristics of a social enterprise provides a useful example of how a professional logic might be reflected in the logic categories without the logic of the corporation.

Private Midwives and Nurses Association of Tanzania (PRINMAT) [Box 5.2] is an example of a Tanzanian organisation which combines professional logic with social value. Its organisational purpose includes clear social objectives and it derives its authority as a professional association. Quality of care is important. Quality of care was supported through, for example, a system of competition on performance amongst members. A performance based funding mechanisms was in place for 6 years with the support of a donor agency. The table below summarises how the organisation brings together the professional logic with social value in a market. (Table 5.5)

Box 5.2 PRINMAT

A non governmental, not for profit organisation. Its mission is to: ‘reducing morbidity and mortality of underserved community through provision of quality, general sexual/reproductive and child health services and mobilizing community.

PRINMAT does so to compliment Government efforts. In achieving this mission, PRINMAT will adhere to Human rights and professionalism.’ (Prinmat, undated)

PRINMAT is organised as a professional network of qualified independent midwives and nurses.

It has membership from midwives in 22 regions of Tanzania who run 85 nursing homes
Table 5.5 Combining Professional logic with social value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutional orders</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Clear and rapid referral criteria to ensure high risk pregnancies are referred to specialist facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Manage clinical risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Improve health outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>Confidentiality, friendliness, respect, customer focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Provide high quality service to encourage people to use service again</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Focus on customer service, respect confidentiality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health system - State</td>
<td>Reduce workload of the district hospital by appropriate referral of high risk pregnancies, reducing costs to health system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrate private midwife service with other health care organisations, so part of whole health system, not separate entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social determinants of health – multi system change - Community</td>
<td>Through empowerment to encourage women to take responsibility for their health, education, food, nutrition, broader socioeconomic circumstances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of interest in applying the institutional logic framework is that none of the logic categories of the corporation were evident at PRINMAT. Similar professional network organisations were not interviewed in England for this research, however, they do exist in the English health system. For example GPs and Dentists in England are organised around a professional logic. The majority (a specialist medical accountant suggests it might be in the region of 95% ) of GP practices are partnerships of GPs, who work together across a region as a professional network to deliver care to a geographically defined population.

Social enterprise core characteristics may be found together with corporation, profession and religion institutional orders. Examples of different combinations of the categories within the institutional orders can be found in organisations delivering health care services in Tanzania and England. A combination of
social value, social purpose with one or more logics from other institutional orders therefore describe the underpinning logic of social enterprise.

Against the institutional logic framework and with the refinements proposed from this study, it can be argued that the principles underpinning social enterprise contain a distinct logic and are responsive to a market logic in health care services. The next section will explore the interaction between the logic of a social enterprise’s social mission, its basis of strategy and client group in more detail.

5.7 Integrating the social mission with social determinants of health

The idea of social enterprise lends itself to different ways of designing organisational culture, structures and processes within the organisation and between the organisation and the health field to further a social mission. The results suggest that this might allow flexible business models to be designed.

‘Social enterprise will potentially be seen as a solution, because its the idea that its a loosen structure. You can try to get integrated care under a social enterprise umbrella….social enterprise can support fundamental integration - structures - not just organisational structure, funding systems, the systems underpinning the structure. ‘ Policy influencer, England

As described in Chapter 2, the WHO has published a framework which categorises the social determinants of health across four dimensions. (World Health Organisation, 2008a) For the purposes of analysis, each of the policy implementer interviewees in this research was allocated a number. The organisations’ social mission, as described by the interviewee (policy implementer) was aligned with the WHO’s social determinants of health categories. The alignment is illustrated below.
Table 5.6 Alignment of social mission with social determinants of health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Socioeconomic and political context</th>
<th>Material circumstances</th>
<th>Social position</th>
<th>Health care system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social cohesion</td>
<td>Psychosocial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Behaviours</td>
<td>Biological</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>factors</td>
<td>factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this analysis, it can be seen that each organisation was addressing one or more aspects of the WHO’s social determinants of health framework. When compared to the organisation’s target client group, a different pattern emerged.
Table 5.7 Alignment of Social enterprises client groups with their social mission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client group targeted in social mission</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Tanzania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerable people with complex health and social care where interventions are made across multiple sectors (Group A: Holistic)</td>
<td>1, 2, 4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clients with health needs who may also require social care interventions or advocacy in the health system (Group B: Health care)</td>
<td>3, 6</td>
<td>1, 2, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clients with an interest in investing in their health and wellbeing (Group C: Lifestyle)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I will argue in sections 5.7.1 to 5.7.3 that organisations in each of the three groups shared similar strategies for achieving their social mission. However, the social determinants of health by themselves did not result in any obvious grouping of organisations. Each group of social enterprises will be described in more depth below.

5.7.1 Holistic social enterprises (Group A)

In Group A social enterprises in England aimed to achieve their social mission by designing interventions tailored to the whole needs of an individual client. I have called these ‘holistic’ social enterprises. Long term strategies aimed to secure funding from different sectors, for example, two of these organisations secured funding from housing and employment as well as health and social care. Leaders of these organisations believed that multiple funding sources enabled them to improve daily living conditions for users more than they could with health funding alone.

‘We do have a social care contract alongside our primary care contract. If you are working with all the drug users or whatever else, a primary care intervention isn’t going to solve the problem. All we ask is that its put together with social care. If we get that right, there will be savings elsewhere. ……. If you want to cut costs you have to recognise that your most complex people cost you lots of money and working differently with them will save money, but not necessarily your budget.’ CEO of social enterprise, England

In Tanzania, the organisation had a strategy to build capacity for people living in marginalised communities. Areas covered including how to start a village
community bank, how to secure public funding for community projects, how to track resources to ensure that they reach the intended target.

All four organisations took a long term view of community engagement. Two of the social enterprises in England actively implemented partnerships with schools, using their position in the health market to influence health behaviours of children and their families. One of these also worked with refugee families who had children at the school to enable them to engage with the English school system effectively. They aimed to influence the social position of the children by improving their educational achievements and their future employment prospects.

5.7.2 Health care social enterprises (Group B)
Organisations in Group B focused more narrowly on delivering health care services. I have called these ‘Health care social enterprises’ in these cases social care was still an important component of the care provided, but was more narrowly defined than in Group A. For example, both social enterprises in England falling into this group deliver community health services and include within their service philosophy the principle of embedding patients control over their own health. In that many of these patients experience long term health conditions, the aim is to stop health conditions becoming more complicated, rather than curing them.

Both organisations were actively developing partnerships with other service delivery organisations to develop more integrated care models which cross health and social care services. Like social enterprises in Group A, both social enterprises in the English Group B category, managed social care contracts as well as health care contracts, but unlike Group A not housing, education or employment contracts. Care models focused on integrated health/social care and working in partnership with others to address the broader health or social care needs of their clients.

In Tanzania social enterprises in Group B also delivered health care services. Unlike in England, they delivered specialist and general hospital services as well as community health services. These organisations demonstrated a
number of organisational strategies which contrasted with those found in the English group. These include:

- Building the capacity of the state managed health system, to improve the quality of referrals to their service and to confirm their position as a provider of specialist services (organisation 2) or to provide specialist services in regions where skills in state managed facilities are not available (organisations 4, 5)
- Building into their service model the empowerment of women (organisations 2, 4, 5)
- Implementing new clinical services for those able to pay whilst advocating for public funding for those unable to pay (organisation 1)

5.7.3 Lifestyle social enterprises (Group C)

In Group C both organisations in England and Tanzania focused on achieving lifestyle changes. I have called these ‘Lifestyle’ social enterprises. In the English organisation, funding for the full range of services was obtained from the self insured, those privately insured, employers or the NHS, reflecting the company philosophy of not being dependent on government contracts. In contrast to the English organisation, the Tanzanian organisation aimed to create behaviour change in targeted populations (health care consumers and health care professionals) by building delivery channels for subsidised health products and services. The organisation actively engaged with government to influence changes to legislation and/or to promote the uptake of its products.

In this group (C), whilst both are social enterprises, the English organisation engages with the social determinants of health through its behavioural change lifestyle programmes for those able to pay. In contrast, the Tanzanian organisation takes a broader approach to behavioural change by addressing the systemic challenges at all levels in the health system including influencing

14 In England, the organisation had a group structure. One of these groups aimed to maximise health and wellbeing of its customers and engage citizens by providing lifestyle services to those able to invest in their own health. The scope of services in the remaining company groups included specialist hospital care, general hospital and community health services.
government policy and legislation, commercial distribution of health products and retail models.

5.7.4 Using the social determinants of health and organisational strategies to effect social change

The results in this section suggest that the social mission of a social enterprise cannot be decoupled from its organisational strategies and client group. A social mission can be categorised by the five social determinants of health in the social determinants of health framework. When linked to client group and organisational strategy, the three groups emerge.

The health system design and other systems, particularly social care, influence the strategies pursued by organisations aiming to achieve a social mission. The client group and the social mission adopted by the organisation is influenced by the perceived need for change in the distribution of health and wellbeing. Actors from within and outside the organisation will influence the strategies adopted. These actors and the outcome of the strategies pursued influence system design. Building on the WHO Social determinants of health framework, (World Health Organisation, 2008a) this dynamic is illustrated below in figure 5.1.

---

Figure 5.1 Aligning social enterprise with social determinants of health conceptual framework

(World Health Organisation, 2008a Fig 4.1 pg 43 (adapted))
The social determinants of health include the socioeconomic and political context as well as the material-cultural-psycho-social factors found in individuals. The social mission of a social enterprise is influenced by these social determinants of health and client group needs. The distribution of health and wellbeing influences perceived needs of the client, for example whether organisational strategies which address employment or housing should be followed as well as health care.

Taking the WHO’s social determinant of health framework as a starting point, the results from this study suggest that actors with an interest in social enterprise delivering health services integrated their social mission and organisational strategies to achieve improvements in one or more social determinants of health experienced by their client group. Other systems may be tightly coupled (Group A: holistic) or loosely coupled (Group B: health care) by integrating funding sources or through other mechanisms such as partnerships between organisations. Social entrepreneurs, by combining social enterprise organisational strategies and systems context, aim to influence the distribution of health and well being interventions in a population, to address the perceived needs of their client group and the broader social determinants of health of the population. These results build on previous research. In Chapter 2.5.2, Roy (2014) found only five studies linking the social determinants of health with social enterprise. The results presented here go further, demonstrating not only that a link with a social enterprise’s social mission can be made, but that also, there is a relationship between the social mission and the organisational strategies used to meet need. The implications of this finding for social enterprises’ business planning approach, will be discussed in more detail in the concluding chapter.

The next section explores how the logic of a market in health care services is related to social entrepreneurs organisational strategies. It builds from the review of research in section 2.5.3.

5.8 Using social value in health care markets

As a market mechanism the idea of social value and the way in which social enterprises demonstrate social value needs further development if the concept
is to be embedded as a currency (i.e., payment formula for health care interventions) for health services. However, if the market currency is price and quality of care, social enterprises are left with no recognition of their social impact in the market. In this context, a separation needs to be made between social impact at an organisational level (as in the previous section of this chapter) and the social impact at a service level. Whilst the two are not mutually exclusive, in England, commissioning is undertaken for services. Organisational impact in terms of the social impact of the organisation’s strategies as a whole is not built into commissioning mechanisms. The commissioning system in England is designed so that organisational type is not taken into consideration. (Monitor, 2013)

The investment in social enterprises in England was done without investment in market mechanisms to allow competition in social impact. A recent publication identified 75 different ways of measuring social value (Lord Young, 2015). Whilst social enterprise as an organisational type could be introduced into the market, there were no agreed system or currencies to measure their differentiation via social impact.15

The Social Value Act (2012) was advocated by social entrepreneurs and lobbying groups such as Social enterprise UK as a way of building social value into the operation of the market for health care services funded by the state. It aimed to:

\[
\text{\textquote{require public authorities to have regard to economic, social and environmental well-being in connection with public services contracts; and for connected purposes.}}
\]

A recent review of the Social Value Act (Lord Young, 2015), whilst finding commissioning examples where the deployment of social value had led to some successes also found the following barriers:

1. Awareness and take-up of the Act is a mixed picture.
2. Varying understanding of how to apply the Act can lead to inconsistent practice, particularly around:
   - knowing how to define social value and how and when to include it during the procurement process
   - applying social value within a legal framework and procurement rules
   - clarifying its use in pre-procurement.
3. Measurement of social value is not yet fully developed.

The Social Value Act (UK Government, 2012b) (Box 5.3) was a first step towards this but has had little impact on the operation of the market.

In England, recognition of social value was confused further by the role of volunteers in delivering social value. One policy implementer interviewed for this research, described how some health care commissioners confuse social value with volunteering believing that use of volunteers reduces the overall cost of the service.

\[
\text{\textquote{Some commissioners think that if you're a social enterprise you can make money for yourself so they don't have to pay so much. We see volunteering as added value because we're giving people skills, contributing to the community, building confidence so they can move into work. Their [commissioners] view is that we'll pay half the service because half of it is free.}}
\]

\[
\text{\textquote{Policy implementer, England}}
\]

For this client group, in a Group A: Holistic social enterprise, the role of volunteers in service delivery was completely misunderstood by some commissioners, yet others recognised the complexity in terms of system
changes (structural, cultural, behaviour) required to improve recognised that if they wanted innovation, they paid for the design and then the delivery of the service.

‘So they are using commissioning as a way of saying we want something different to what we’ve got as opposed to saying what’s the cheapest’.

Policy implementer, England

A lack of understanding of complexity was further confused by different ways of defining social value. The SE UK guide to the Social Value Act defines social value as:

“Social value” is a way of thinking about how scarce resources are allocated and used. It involves looking beyond the price of each individual contract and looking at what the collective benefit to a community is when a public body chooses to award a contract.

Social value asks the question: ‘If £1 is spent on the delivery of services, can that same £1 be used, to also produce a wider benefit to the community?’ (Social Enterprise UK, 2012b)

Reviewing the social mission of the organisations whose leaders were interviewed for this research demonstrated that a social mission of an organisation may be focused quite narrowly on simply the delivery of health and social care. Measurement of social value, therefore, may not ‘fit well’ with social enterprises that are primarily focused on employee benefit rather than to achieve broader social benefit. The community interest company regulator, for example, established to oversee the social purpose of community interest companies, one form of organisation adopted by some social enterprises, uses the community interest test to establish whether a community interest company is operating for the benefit of the community. The guidance specifically excludes companies set up for the benefit of employees (Office of the Regulator of Community Interest Companies, 2013 Chapter 4) However, the guidance also describes ‘community’ in broad terms to include the delivery of health and social care services, rather than social value in the terms of the Social Value Act.

Arguably, lack of precise meaning of the terms social mission and social value allow variation in the institutional field (the health system) through interpretation and experimentation, allowing ideas and organisational strategies to evolve over time. The results from this research in relation to the logic of the market
will be explored in more depth in the next chapter. From an organisational perspective, the introduction of terms into the health care market, which include the ill defined ‘social’ are contested and, as illustrated with the review of the impact of the Public Services (Social Value) 2012 act, (UK Government, 2012b) the intended impact can be diluted. Aligning social value with achieving change in the social determinants of health of target populations may be a way of embedding the concept into commissioning mechanisms at a service level and will be considered in the concluding chapter.

5.9 Conclusions

In this chapter, the core characteristics of a social enterprise can be found in both countries. These are: social mission, reinvestment of surplus to contribute to achieving an organisation’s social mission and trading for a profit within an entrepreneurial outlook. Other non core characteristics may be present. For example, adoption of employee ownership may be found in social enterprises in England but not in Tanzania. This blend of characteristics supports other research (Battlana and Lee, 2014, Doherty et al, 2014) which demonstrates that social enterprises can be viewed as hybrid organisations drawing on different organisational structures and cultures to blend logics in the development of organisational strategies to achieve their social mission.

There is a benefit in leaving the definition loose from a structural perspective (ie not linking it to a specific organisational form) as this enables a variety of business (including structural and cultural) strategies to be adopted to generate income to further the social mission. The three characteristics of social enterprise can be found in combination with other institutional orders including religion, profession and corporation. This finding suggests that this blending of logic is not fixed but flexible across social enterprises operating within the health care delivery system.

In England and Tanzania the meaning of the term social enterprise needs to be contextualised within the broader context of ‘not for profit’ organisations. In England the three core characteristics of social enterprises could equally be applied to charities, voluntary and community organisations. In Tanzania there is no similar debate in relation to the meaning of social enterprise by policy.
makers. Those arguing that social enterprise is a separate type of organisation, argue on the basis of entrepreneurial outlook, and that its social purpose and reinvesting of profits to achieve that social purpose place it within the broader definition of ‘not for profit’. However, social enterprise is not found in Tanzania’s health policy. It may be anticipated that this lack of clarity concerning the meaning of social enterprise may emerge in the future as ‘not for profit’ organisations refocus their business models on income generating, sustainable models, independent of donor funds.

Aligning the social purpose of the organisation and their client groups with the WHO’s social determinants of health framework (World Health Organisation, 2008a), three groups of social enterprise were identified. These were: Group A, holistic social enterprises, Group B, health care social enterprises and Group C, lifestyle social enterprises. These results begin to fill a recognised gap in the research, highlighted by Roy (2014) on the alignment of social enterprises’ social purpose with the social determinants of health. The type of classification system developed from this research, goes some way towards differentiating those social enterprises managing complexity across multiple systems (including health) from those with narrower (in systemic terms) approaches to their business scope.

Recognising that social enterprises do have a distinct logic through its three core characteristics, they are privately managed organisations in a market based health system. The next chapter therefore compares why and how each health system is designed to allow privately managed organisations to receive state funding to deliver health care services.
Chapter 6 Rationale for and process of introducing social enterprise

6.1 Introduction

Health services may be state funded, privately funded or a mixture of both. Each health system enables the involvement of private providers in delivery of state funded health services. This chapter draws on the three change processes described in institutional logic theory in the introduction to section 2.5, ie the actions of institutional entrepreneurs, structural overlap and event sequencing.

Section 6.2 presents interviewees views on the benefits private providers bring to a health system. These results provide the context for the rest of the chapter.

In Section 6.3, the analysis contextualises this public/private mix of organisations in relation to the history of each health system and the development of a state managed market in health services. Application of the first change process, event sequencing of health policies, demonstrates how introduction of private sector organisations is historically contingent on the socio political context of the time and previous policy decisions. This section also examines the logic of the market in health services, compared to the ideal description of the institutional order described by Thornton et al (2012) and presented in Chapter 2.2.

The period between 2006 and 2010 in England is then examined to analyse why NHS managed staff were offered the opportunity to establish their own social enterprises. This section (6.4) illustrates how institutional entrepreneurs, the second change process, influenced the development of social enterprise policy in England. It also demonstrates how their actions were bound by their historical context. Event sequencing and the actions of institutional entrepreneurs are bound together.

Building on the learning from the English case study and the analysis of the health system context in Chapter 4, section 6.5 draws together the data from the interviews in England and Tanzania to analyse how social enterprises’
respond to structural challenges in the composition of the health systems field. In this section, I focus on the third process, structural overlap to explore how social entrepreneurs develop their organisational strategies in support of health priorities, enabling them to receive state funding whilst also achieving their social mission.

6.2 Why have privately managed organisations in health systems

Albeit starting from different resource bases, both countries health strategies recognise the role of different types of organisation (public/private) in achieving their goals. In England and Tanzania policy makers have introduced a state designed and managed market in health services which allows organisations which are not managed by the state, such as social enterprises, to receive state funding. By introducing market mechanisms to redistribute state resources, policy makers interviewed in both countries suggested that privately managed organisations will bring benefits to the health system not found in state managed organisations.

Table 6.1 presents the arguments made by policy makers for involvement of the private sector. Five of the six arguments in both countries were the same.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arguments for involvement of the private sector by interviewee</th>
<th>England (number)</th>
<th>Tanzania (number)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice of provider</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance capacity of the health system</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to new expertise</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer financial risk from public to private sector</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Social enterprises, as non state providers of care, may therefore need to demonstrate one or more of these characteristics. Each of these arguments will be considered briefly below.

6.2.1 Innovation

The private sector in England was mentioned as being more innovative than publicly managed organisations by four of the policy makers interviewed. One of these, however, was clear that this was not always the case by giving examples of private sector organisations which in his view were not innovative. These policy makers viewed innovation in terms of new care models which challenged the status quo. They cited examples of initiatives such as the Independent Sector Treatment Centre (ISTC) policy which was widely viewed as challenging clinicians entrenched care models resulting in more efficient and productive service delivery.

In Tanzania policy makers gave two examples of innovation that private sector providers might introduce. The first was the example of one aspect of the PSI (Population Services International, 2016) business model where the NGO builds commercial relationships with retailers and wholesalers to distribute subsidised health care products. The objective of the business strategy is to reduce the prevalence of HIV/AIDS in the population. The second was leveraging experience from the private sector to introduce more efficient management systems.

In England policy makers valued new ways of expanding business models to cover large geographical areas thus enabling more communities to benefit from innovation. The literature review for this thesis refers to this scaling up of social enterprise as one important aspect of innovation to achieve social transformation. (Anderson, 2014, Yunus et al., 2010). Issues of scale were not mentioned by any of the policy makers in Tanzania, possibly because there are already examples of private organisations, including not for profit organisations working nationally or regionally. In England, there were clearly tensions between scale and the social mission of some organisations who tied their organisations strategies to a small geographical area such as a town or neighbourhood. In this example below, the policy influencer illustrates the...
difficulties scaling up a social enterprise model which achieves its social mission by creating strong links in a community:

‘I don't think it means big is always the solution… there's something about scaling out. How do you bring a range of providers in an area together to give a more consistent person centred service…. Example of a neighbourhood: recognise there are many different communities. By scaling we need to bring all the factors to bear looking at provision across a place so a person from a community, whatever their characteristics, can get the right service from an organisation ie scaling across an area, recognising diversity. Won't necessary be able to transfer what works in [one area to another]. Policy influencer, England

The same policy influencer expressed concern about the motivations of policy makers.

I don't think this is what it means to policy makers - who think bigger because its cheaper, easier to manage (transaction costs appear to be smaller) but if people get missed because they don't fit the conceptualised model then people drop through the net, and appear somewhere else eg A&E.’ Policy influencer, England

In this example, a social enterprise leader in England highlights the challenges between working within a planned health economy with strong national rules and the lack of local flexibility to influence the design of regional operating environments.

‘No government yet has the balance right between localism and central control. They give with one hand and take away with other eg everything is local but then more regulators than ever, who don't speak to each other then cause us problems. Things like we were guaranteed 3 year contracts and then 6 months later they invented AQP. Then 40% of my contract could have been out to the world if my commissioners had felt like it. Contracts aren't worth the paper they are written on. Have to do the dance otherwise you risk isolating yourself which isn't good business. So increasingly we get sucked into behaving like everyone else - sucked into that centralised control …. we all end up starting to look the same again which was why we came out.’ Policy implementer, England

Of those interviewed in England, 19 mentioned the importance of civil society in the discussion on social enterprise. In their descriptions of the idea of community, interviewees mentioned the importance of geography in relation to building local relationships to tailor services to the needs of local populations to deliver better outcomes.

‘Social enterprise can deliver better outcomes than a commercially-based organisation because it tends to be geographically based, in places where people running a social enterprise are the same people
who will achieve the outcomes for the people they are working with.’

Policy maker, England

Five of the policy makers I interviewed spent time describing how social enterprises delivering health and social care services had been able to design more innovative care models. What was not clear from this research is whether the social enterprise leaders who chose to form social enterprises were more entrepreneurial than their colleagues who stayed in the NHS. One of those interviewed, for example, described how throughout his 20 year career, he had always challenged the status quo. Two policy implementers led charities which had never been managed by the NHS, although both had worked intensively with NHS policy makers and commissioners at national and local levels to influence change.

5 policy implementers in England emphasised that innovation is driven by the culture of partnerships and cooperation at a regional level, rather than competition in the market place. For example, some social enterprise leaders offered specialist services to defined populations such as learning disabilities, mental health, vulnerable people with complex problems or a broad range of health care services delivered within a strong lifestyle/preventative framework. These social enterprises, delivering specialist services, were not geographically focused in their organisational strategies, but were geographically focused in their service delivery models, tailoring their business and care models according to local partnership arrangements.

Related to innovation, was the comment by two policy makers in Tanzania that the private sector was able to introduce new medical technologies faster than state managed organisations. In this way, the private sector was viewed as enhancing the capacity of the health system as a whole.

Innovation was perceived by policy makers in both countries to include care models, business models, scale and adoption of new technology. However, there was frustration by policy implementers in England that an overly controlling state limited leaders’ ability to plan for the long term.

6.2.2 Choice

In England, health policies explicitly include a commitment to allow patients choice of health care provider. In this context, private provider organisations
were seen as integral to patient choice within an NHS branded delivery system ie that all providers delivering state (NHS) funded services could use the NHS brand in addition to their own.

In Tanzania one policy maker suggested that private providers offered the government the opportunity to distance themselves from the provision of controversial health services, such as sexual health services. Private providers also offer the growing middle class in Tanzania opportunities to pay for services such as enhanced hotel services or faster access to treatment. Faith based organisations also give Tanzanians an opportunity to use providers which are aligned with their religious beliefs, particularly in urban centres where many different health facilities offer similar services.

Health system rules are an important influence on business model design. Enhanced hotel services are ‘allowed’ in the NHS but not faster access to state funded health services (as in Tanzania). Ability to co-pay for state services leads to opportunities for different business models to be designed in Tanzania.

6.2.3 Capacity

In England the private sector was also viewed by one policy maker as having a role in enhancing capacity of the health system:

- it complements state provision by allowing patients to fund their own care
- through alternative funding sources (eg personal health insurance)
- providing an opportunity to enhance public provision when demand for services exceeds supply in state managed facilities. This latter point is linked to the choice agenda above but this interviewee clearly views that private provision needs to be offered in a state managed, national insurance system.

‘The private sector can do things in the health service and do them well. There is an argument for saying that if there was only state provision it would not cope with demand, so if people can afford to pay after they’ve paid their taxes then why not? However, there is a consequence of this for private sector provision because we have to be very careful about market failure - if you had the NHS as a market-driven system only it would fail. It couldn't possibly deliver what it has to deliver. The principle of a Beveridge-based national insurance system where we insure
ourselves as well as others still matters to me. That is one of the great things about this country. We are all in the same system instead of a diverse system.’ Policy maker England

In Tanzania three of the four policy makers suggested that the private sector can enhance the capacity of the health system as a whole. For example one policy maker felt that immunisation targets for the population could not have been achieved without private sector engagement which allowed them to achieve national immunisation coverage at a rate which is comparable with England. This policy maker made the same point as the English policy maker in terms of the state’s role in ensuring the whole population has access to health care services of a certain quality.

6.2.4 Expertise
The private sector was also viewed as having access to different management and specialist expertise to those in the state management health system. The limitations of the role of the state and the importance of devolution to experts in service provision was a view held by one of the policy makers in England:

‘The state has very heavy overheads and is only as good as the people running it. Equally, a council is only as good as the officers you have, what they know and the resources they have. Often people who do know a lot about a very specific area are in the voluntary/third sector because they have an expertise - for example, homelessness. A council may have one or two officers and may run social housing but may find it difficult to provide all the services a homeless person might need – so, the state needs to be supported by third sector organisations. Some housing associations are so good at what they do you would not need a council to run it’. Policy maker England

One policy maker in Tanzania emphasised the role played by the private sector in applying their expertise to change lifestyles, describing a range of opportunities such as use of social marketing techniques, leveraging expertise in gyms and other sports facilities to promote exercise. Another policy maker also mentioned the role the private sector played in training for both clinical and non clinical roles.

6.2.5 Employment
One policy maker in Tanzania suggested that the private sector also played a role in enhancing employment of the general population through both its private
health care facilities and infrastructure investment (eg medical equipment, pharmaceutical, facilities).

None of the policy makers in England viewed employment by the private sector making a contribution to country development. However, private sector market reports in England claim private sector employment to be an important factor in national economic development. (Laing and Buisson, 2011)

6.2.6 Reducing financial risk for the state

Balancing the financial risk between state and private providers was viewed as an important component of English policy by one policy maker. Although only mentioned by one of those interviewed, various financial instruments such as payment by results have been introduced into the health care market for state funded services over the previous decade. Whilst applicable to all providers (state managed or private) linking performance to payments and therefore managing financial risk for the state, is an important part of the financial policies underpinning the health market in England.

One policy maker in Tanzania described the different views on the purpose of private public partnerships. On the one hand, the Ministry of Finance considers large initiatives where the financial risk is shared between the state and the private partner. However, many private public partnerships in health are viewed as outsourcing ie where the government funds services provided in a private health establishment and on a much smaller scale, with the state retaining all the financial risk under current financing models. In Tanzania, one policy maker said that there are no commissioning mechanisms to balance financial risk as in England.

6.2.7 Challenges for social enterprise

Policy makers perceptions of the benefits of privately managed organisations present challenges for social entrepreneurs. None of the policy makers explicitly referenced social innovation, which was one of the change themes identified in the review of research in Chapter 2.5.2. Rather, the benefits of privately managed organisations are viewed in relation to the opportunities found in a market of health services which allow consumers choice of provider through competition, for example that arising from different care models. Capacity of the health system is recognised as limited in both England and
Tanzania in terms of access to some services, delivery of some national performance targets and expertise. Social entrepreneurs therefore need to demonstrate these benefits. In both countries private organisations are embedded into the operations of the health system in a number of defined ways and is the focus of the next section.

6.3 How private organisations are embedded in health systems

The scope of the role of the private sector in receiving state funding to deliver health care services is limited in England, but not in Tanzania. Market structures and processes differ between the two countries. State defined market structures and processes shape engagement of the private sector. The importance of policy actors, who influence decision making at a national level also cannot be ignored. The overall purpose of this section is to illustrate how important an analysis of event sequencing in policy development, (one of the change processes identified in institutional logic meta-theory) is to interpreting how private organisations are embedded in the health systems in England and Tanzania. I start by comparing the size of the private sector in England and Tanzania (section 6.3.1). I then draw on the two change themes developed in Chapter 2.5.1 and 2.5.3. The first section 6.3.2 focuses on the historical contingency of health system changes, and illustrates how event sequencing is important to interpreting change. The second, section 6.3.3 examines the introduction of a market logic into the health system. Drawing on the summary of research presented in 2.5.3, together with the results from this analysis, I propose a way of reframing the market institutional order.

6.3.1 Relative contribution of privately managed organisations

In England, there are no clear definitions available for classifying non state managed providers so it was difficult to obtain accurate statistics. However, the Nuffield Trust estimate that in 2011/12 NHS funded care provided by non NHS providers was £8.7 billion of £105 billion total funding (8.2% of NHS budget). Services commissioned included general and acute hospital care, mental health, community and learning difficulties services. Care was provided by private, voluntary and local authority providers.(Arora et al., 2013 pg 4) In 2011/12, 12% of care was purchased from secondary care providers, less than
1% was spent on the voluntary sector, and 'others' was 3.7% (Arora et al., 2013 pg 15).

In contrast to England, Tanzanian government policy does not specify organisational types to the detail followed by the British Government. Instead, it has focused on making a distinction between 'not for profit' organisations and 'for profit' organisations. Historically, Tanzanian private health providers (particularly Faith Based Organisations) have played a significant role in expanding service delivery and providing supportive functions such as pharmaceutical dispensing and laboratory diagnostics (White et al., 2013). The table below illustrates the types of facility providing health care in Tanzania. Private ‘not for Profit’ facilities account for 13.6% of the total health care facilities providing care.(Quoted in (White et al., 2013 pg 41)

Table 6.2 Total Number of Facilities in Tanzania by Facility Type and % of Total Health Expenditure by Facility Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Type</th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Parastatal</th>
<th>PNFP</th>
<th>PFP</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Centers</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensaries</td>
<td>3,889</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>5,469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4,418</strong></td>
<td><strong>186</strong></td>
<td><strong>860</strong></td>
<td><strong>878</strong></td>
<td><strong>6,342</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent of Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>69.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.0%</strong></td>
<td><strong>13.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>13.8%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total health expenditure(^{16})</td>
<td><strong>46.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>13.5%</strong></td>
<td><strong>7.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>67.7%</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aside from public facilities, the ‘Private Not for Profit’ sector is the second largest group offering health and support services in Tanzania. It includes Faith Based Organisations, charitable not-for-profit organizations, NGOs, and community-based organizations. Of these, the Faith Based Organisations, are most prominent in terms of total infrastructure, number of staff, and geographic reach (White et al., 2013), particularly in rural areas, where they may be the

---

\(^{16}\) Total health expenditure is the sum of public and private health expenditure. It covers the provision of health services (preventive and curative), family planning activities, nutrition activities, and emergency aid designated for health but does not include provision of water and sanitation. (World Bank)
only health care provider. (White et al., 2013 pg 11) In Tanzania there has been a partnership between Faith Based Organisations and State at policy and service delivery levels since 1967. Faith Based organisations have a recognised place in the health system as ‘designated facilities’ – particularly in rural areas where state managed health care organisations are not present.

In Tanzania there has been a partnership between Faith Based Organisations and State at policy and service delivery levels since 1967. Faith Based organisations have a recognised place in the health system as ‘designated facilities’ – particularly in rural areas where state managed health care organisations are not present.

Authoritative market reports, such as that by Laing and Buisson in England (Laing and Buisson, 2011) equate social enterprise with employee owned companies, rather than organisations which demonstrated the three core characteristics identified in this research. For example, Laing and Buisson (2011) profiled the company Circle as follows:

‘Circle is a social enterprise co-founded, co-run and co-owned by clinicians. As such, the consultants and healthcare professionals who work for Circle own the facilities they work in and are empowered to put patients first in everything they do.’ (Laing and Buisson, 2011)

Inaccurate classifications of social enterprise contribute to different interpretations of the term and therefore their role in the health system and how they contribute to health priorities. In Tanzania, in contrast to England the contribution of ‘for profit’ and ‘not for profit’ organisations are explicit in policy documents although interpretation of terms is often contested.

6.3.2 Historical contingency in the role of the private sector in health care systems
In both countries, the state has used legislation or policy initiatives to change the balance of contribution of the private sector in delivering health care services. However, each country has used each mechanism differently.

In Tanzania distinct legislation over 45 years has reduced or expanded the role of private health care organisations in health care delivery. These changes are summarised in figure 6.1 below.
The first of these is The Arusha Declaration (TANU, 1967) when a commitment to provide a universal health care system in Tanzania was made. This legislation also banned private sector delivery of health services although in practice, public sector services were delivered in partnership with Faith Based Organisations. The principle of excluding private for profit enterprises in health care delivery was reinforced in 1977 with the Private Hospitals Act (United Republic of Tanzania, 1977) which banned all Private For Profit hospitals. Of importance for this research was that it made exceptions to those hospitals operating with a social purpose:

‘An organisation shall only be eligible for approval under this section if-
(a) it has as its objects the advancement of religion; or
(b) it has been established for the promotion of the welfare of workers or peasants; or
(c) it is engaged in the advancement of any other' public purpose’ (United Republic of Tanzania, 1977 6.2)
The Private Hospital Regulations Amendment Act, 1991 (Tanzania, 1991) reestablished private medical and dental services. (pg 19) This move coincided with the introduction of a market based economy (although the market was not extended to the health sector at this time). It was followed by the Health Sector Reform policies of 1994 and 1996 and a Health Sector Reform Program and Action Plan for 1992–2002. In these strategies and programmes, partnership with the private sector was identified as one of six strategies to reform and modernize the health sector. (White et al., 2013 pg 19) It also included the devolution of all planning and delivery of health services to local government authorities in 1998. (COWI, 2007) The Public Procurement Act of 2001, (updated in 2005) provided the regulatory basis for the Tanzanian government to outsource public services to private operators including procedures to respond to solicited and unsolicited proposals for Public Private Partnerships (PPP). (White et al., 2013 pg 19)

In England, even the 1946 NHS Act, which absorbed voluntary hospitals into the state managed and funded NHS did not explicitly limit private sector organisations from receiving state funds to deliver health care services although in practice most hospitals and other health care providers organisations came under state management. (1946) Subsequent legislation focused on extending decision making freedoms of state managed organisations ie decentralising management of NHS organisations. For example, the NHS Act 2012 (UK Government, 2012a) extended the power of NHS Foundation Trusts to earn non NHS income, thus building on previous legislation which allowed greater independence of NHS Trusts from state control, through Foundation Trust Status (2003). At the same time, expansion of privately managed organisations delivering state funded health services in England has not been achieved through changing legislation but by policy initiatives which expand the market to allow competition for health care services contracts. The diagram below illustrates how private sector involvement of organisations with a social mission or democratic structure has been reflected in policy changes over time in England.
In England not for profit organisations such as voluntary organisations, community groups, charities and mutuals have always been present in the health system, albeit with varying levels of involvement. They complement state funded health care provision for the privately insured (or self payers) population but also deliver and sometimes fund health care services on behalf of state funders. Since the 1990s, health policy makers have also explicitly permitted state managed organisations and/or teams to move outside of state management. These included the quasi-independent Foundation Trusts in 2003, Social Enterprises in 2006 and Mutuals in 2010. The underpinning logic behind these different types of organisation has been fluid and politically contested. For example, Foundation Trusts were built on cooperative principles of engagement with local communities, allowing community representatives to influence Trust policy through membership schemes (Department of Health, 2005). However, this community empowerment aspect of their constitution was diluted significantly on implementation (Brettingham, 2005) and they have never been completely independent of state control (Milburn et al., 2014).
Policy makers interviewed for this research said that the significant increase in NHS funding between 1998 and 2010 was, in part, invested in enhancing the capacity of commissioners to manage local markets in health care delivery. It was also used to support NHS teams interested in forming social enterprises to make the transition into a corporate operating environment. Most of this investment coincided with the Pathfinder and Right to Request initiatives to externalise community health services into social enterprises. Similar opportunities offered to hospital staff resulted in very low uptake. At this point investment in supporting the change was significantly decreased.

To complement the legislative framework, the role of private organisations in each health system is clearly defined. In both health systems the state retains responsibility for monitoring and regulation, data and evidence and commissioning services, whilst allowing private providers involvement and management in health care delivery, prevention of ill health services, education providers and others such as diagnostic services and capital developments. 17

The next section will review how the market is designed in both countries to enable private organisations, like social enterprises, to participate in health delivery. It focuses on the logic behind the design rather than its structure and processes.

6.3.3 Market Logic

In this section, I build from the presentation of the results in section 5.8 on the attempts made in England to build social value into health markets. Initiatives such as the Public Services (Social Value) act (UK Government, 2012b) were shown to have limited impact on the operation of the market in health care services.

In England the historical evolution of the market in health care is not new:

'In the health context its [social enterprise] about delivering services in a better way, better value than the public sector or the private sector can. The provision of health care in the UK has always had a diversity of suppliers eg trade unions running hospitals, mutuals, Benenden, Bupa.

17 For the purposes of this research, I am excluding ‘others’ and provision of education services from further analysis.
It's not a new idea that organisations other than the State can provide health care. On that basis … [policy is] a progression of growth of different ways of supplying health and social care’. Policy maker, England

The diagram below illustrates which health care services are subject to competition in the NHS.¹⁸

Figure 6.3 Overview of the NHS Market

The diagram illustrates that almost no market exists for certain services, such as very specialised services or Accident & Emergency Services. There is, however, a market in most general consultant led care in hospital services, community health services, and primary care (including prevention). A broad range of non state managed organisations (excluding Foundation Trusts which are quasi-independent) including social enterprises, charities, cooperatives, partnerships and companies limited by shares are contracted to provide health care services.

The logic underpinning the health care market in England demonstrates several differences to the institutional order of market described by (Thornton et al., 2012). Competition and status in the state managed health system in England is

¹⁸ Primary health care services for offenders are subject to competition. Defence medical services not subject to competition
defined by criteria other than share price and includes health criteria such as quality of care, effectiveness, innovation, employer standards and financial robustness. Social enterprises were seen as having an important role to play in the state defined market by all policy makers interviewed.

‘Competition can never be only on price. This is a massive issue for the current government (and any government) which is so driven by price. When you want to maximise the size of a contract things can go wrong because organisations can end up being driven by the bottom line not by social value. This is why social enterprise is so important’. Policy maker, England

One social enterprise leader interviewed for this research in Tanzania, emphasised that even in a market where patients pay for services according to ability to pay, in their organisation the care provided is the same to all, regardless of ability to pay.

‘Here, we have standard services and private health care services. You are flying on an aeroplane, 1\textsuperscript{st} class, 2\textsuperscript{nd} class, same pilot, you all reach the same destination, it is just the hotelier that is different.’ Policy implementer Tanzania

In England, experiments with market creation can be found historically, firstly in the commissioning of elective hospital care in the 1980s when GP Fundholders (Carson, 2000) were given a budget to purchase some hospital services. After the demise of this policy, some elective hospital services were again contested and private sector organisations explicitly invited to bid for services through the ISTC (Department of Health, 2000). Three Policy Makers in England suggested that the ISTC policy shaped the views of politicians on the potential of the market for the future:

‘When Labour were in government in early 2000, we were trying to diversify the supply of health care to unlock big problems like the backlog on hip replacements, to challenge the vested interests of consultants and Royal Colleges who were prepared to allow 2 or 3 year waiting lists for hip replacements and one of the ways we challenged was getting the private sector in to buy hip replacements. Those of us interested in coops, mutuals, social enterprises realised there was no reason why people in the health service couldn’t deliver health services through the establishment of Social enterprise. The genesis of that idea really comes from the labour party, government policy on diversity of supply and people like yourself and others who thought this was an opportunity.’ Policy maker, England
It was not until 2006, with the Social Enterprise Pathfinder Programme, that policy makers experimented with the market by offering teams employed by the NHS the opportunity to set up their own social enterprises independent of state control. The social enterprise Pathfinder programme offered clinical teams, who were managed by state owned and managed organisations, an organisational vehicle to ‘externalise’ into organisations of their own. Successful participants in the scheme were awarded contracts to deliver NHS services for 3 to 5 years. This programme is examined in more detail in section 6.4.

Social enterprise leaders interviewed for this research questioned the role of the market in health care delivery.

"I'm not even sure it's the market driving innovation. Why charitable sector has driven innovation is because they haven't been led by politicians and traditionally people recognise people are not getting a good deal, they find other solutions. The charitable sector has always worked with people not getting a good deal from public sector. … I do believe there should be a public sector. I don't necessarily believe having a market of private sector providers will drive innovation. In fact I don't think it will. I don't think there is any evidence it ever has. I haven't seen any. What they do see is evidence driving down cost and evidence from the social enterprise sector of people innovating. And that is a different thing. " Policy implementer, England

Some unions, eg Unison (2007) supported by academics have also questioned market driven strategies because they argue that the market drives down costs and long term investment

In Tanzania, policy development in relation to the market has focused on PPP structures. In the HSSP III, the MOHSW defines the PPPs as:

“PPPs in health can take a variety of forms with differing degrees of public and private responsibility and risk. They are characterized by the sharing of common objectives, as well as risks and rewards, as might be defined in a contract or manifested through a different arrangement, so as to effectively deliver a service or facility to the public.”

(Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, undated pg 33)

One interviewee from a donor agency described the basis for their approach to private sector development in health:

The private sector thinks differently from the government. There is a view that the state is to say ‘give me money, give me money’….but in fact it is the way the private sector thinks and plans and are adaptable to
sometimes volatile market places that the government doesn’t understand. This is why building these partnerships are very very difficult because the government has a certain mentality and the private sector has a different mentality and those are two different worlds. The private sector has to be market and customer responsive whereas the public sector tends to be more responsible to its politically constituency. The civil service have to respond to that as well so those starting places are different. *Policy influencer, Tanzania*

Regulation of the market in England was devolved to government funded and quasi-independent organisations, such as Monitor and the Cooperation and Competition Authority. In its role as regulator, The Ministry of Health and Social Welfare in Tanzania has a specific role to play in facilitating PPPs. The 2003 Policy explicitly states:

“The Ministry of Health anticipates that a mutually beneficial cooperation of public-private partnerships shall exist among, public, faith-based organizations, NGO, private and informal and civil society sectors in the identification and prioritization of health needs of the population through a joint for a (sic). The partnership will jointly and transparently mobilize and share resources for development and efficient delivery of well-regulated health services while ensuring accountability to the public they serve.” (United Republic of Tanzania, 2003 section 4.3.2).

The regulator of health care organisations in England, Monitor and PPP structures in Tanzania have clear roles, compared in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitor</th>
<th>PPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) independent NHS foundation trusts are well-led so that they can provide quality care on a sustainable basis</td>
<td>Collaboration and relationship between the public and private sectors, including: 1) mutually beneficial cooperation;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) essential services are maintained if a provider gets into serious difficulties</td>
<td>2) jointly and transparently mobilizing and sharing resources;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) the NHS payment system promotes quality and efficiency</td>
<td>3) continuing communication, cooperation, coordination, and collaboration;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) procurement, choice and competition operate in the best interests of patients</td>
<td>4) jointly regulating health facilities in both sectors; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Monitor, 2015)</td>
<td>5) promoting health services by private sector organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(United Republic of Tanzania, 2003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

19 A recent restructure in 2015 has incorporated Monitor into a new organisation called NHS Improvement
Historical investment in the development of a market infrastructure including experimentation with state managed markets meant that there was already expertise and capacity for commissioning health services in the NHS. Experience of developing national payment systems for hospital services based on a national tariff and new payment systems such as Any Qualified Provider meant that commissioning structures and meaningful payment tariffs for some services were already in place but not for others. Payment tariffs for community health services only begun to be piloted in 2015, (Monitor, 2014).

In both countries the state retains responsibility for designing and managing the implementation of market logic. It may be inferred from these results and those presented in section 5.8 that in the state managed markets of England and Tanzania, the market institutional order is best reflected by making a number of changes to the defining institutional categories. In both countries, in the context of the state using market transactions to redistribute resources, the logic of a market needs to reflect the importance of social value, citizen democracy and health impact rather than price. Whilst shareholder activism is viewed as sources of authority and legitimacy in a market, in a state managed health context, the state, citizens and communities of interest are more relevant sources of authority. Whilst share price might be relevant to for profit shareholder based corporations, in the context of social enterprise and health care delivery, health impact, efficiency and social impact are more relevant. Status in the market is defined by local and national commissioners. Whilst efficiency and profit may be important, they are not the only bases of social enterprise's organisational strategies.

6.3.4 The role of event sequencing as a change process
Event sequencing is therefore an important change process, illustrated in this analysis of the introduction of private organisations into state funded health systems. The analysis presented here demonstrates how health system reform was influenced by historical policies on socio-political change and the introduction of a market. When compared to previous research summarised in Chapters 2.5.1 and 2.5.3, however, this analysis did not find any clear logic in the design of the market to support organisations such as social enterprise
which aimed for social change. Whilst in section 6.3.2, it can be demonstrated that event sequencing in policy formation allowed the gradual introduction of private providers, there was no evidence in section 6.3.3 that the development of the health market was designed to favour social enterprises. It may be inferred from these results that the design of the market in England focused on using health currencies designed to improve the quality of care, rather than social impact. Arguably, in England, the promotion of democratic types of organisation like Foundation Trusts and Cooperatives plus those with a social mission like social enterprises were believed to offer higher performance through their organisational culture alone rather than through the design of the market. In Tanzania, where the introduction of the private providers is undertaken within the context of a clear legislative framework, developed over decades and which separates for profit from not for profit providers, there is also no evidence that the health market is being designed to build on this distinction.

The next section will explore why, in one particular historical period in England, clinicians and managers in England were invited to form their own social enterprises. It provides insight into the second change process of institutional logic, the way in which actors use their position as institutional entrepreneurs to change a field. In this case, policy actors, acting as institutional entrepreneurs influenced the agenda in relation to the formulation and implementation of health policies to introduce the idea of social enterprise into the health market.

6.4 NHS managed staff form social enterprises in England

Unlike in England, in Tanzania there has been no policy to allow employees in state managed health facilities to form their own social enterprises. The question why the British government decided to pursue the idea of social enterprise in England between 2006 and 2010 provides insight into how the socio-political context of health system reforms influenced social enterprise policy development. Building on the previous section, this event sequencing in national health policy development was important context for institutional entrepreneurs advocating for change.

Given the importance of social enterprise in health policy between 2004 and 2010, why were staff managed by the NHS invited to form social enterprises? In
England the key themes which emerged from the interviews are illustrated in the table below.

Table 6.4 Number of interviewees referencing reasons for social enterprises emerging in policy making in England

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Policy Maker (Number)</th>
<th>Policy Influencer (Number)</th>
<th>Policy Implementer (Number)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Values based arguments on social responsibility of social enterprise</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More efficient, productive services which improve the quality of care</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging from the organic policy making process</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fit with ideological context of the day</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was a consistency in policy makers’ beliefs that social enterprises were to be encouraged. They used values based arguments which recognised that social responsibility is built into social enterprises’ business purpose and surplus reinvested to further that social mission. This social mission was viewed as aligning with both NHS staff values and society’s expectations on the values behind the NHS. Of those interviewed five policy makers explicitly referred to this as a reason (although not the sole reason). Only two policy implementers viewed it as a reason behind its emergence in health policy in 2006 and none of the policy influencers. Of those policy makers which did not emphasise this social responsibility, one considered that social enterprises were staff owned enterprises; in this case the social mission was not viewed as a critical factor. One other policy maker linked social responsibility with an emphasis on the democratic opportunity of social enterprises to engage geographically discrete communities within a broader political ideology of local democracy, ‘localism’. It is of note that only two policy implementers and no policy influencers mentioned the social responsibility of social enterprises as a reason for policy interest.

Of equal importance was the view amongst policy makers that social enterprises also offered opportunities for the provision of more efficient, productive services which improve the perceived quality of care. Three policy
makers considered social enterprises as being better able to be innovative, because they are independent of the NHS and therefore free from the perceived stifling bureaucratic management of state control. Five offered arguments based on financial crises. These differed in type, from the shock of the financial crisis in 2008, to the financial consequences of the political commitment to address waiting lists in the 1990s, and the emerging crisis arising from the costs and complexity of delivering care to an ageing population and managing long term conditions. One policy maker also believed that social enterprises (in common with all private sector organisations) could attract funding not open to state providers. This view was also found in Tanzania amongst some of those interviewed. This implies that state funds can be ‘topped up’ by other sources of funding for services such as co-payments from patients or donations from the public or international donors.

Social enterprises were viewed as offering an opportunity for services to be provided more efficiently and effectively. Two policy makers suggested that the authoritative research by the Cass business school (Lampel J, 2012) on the greater productivity of staff controlled organisations subsequently confirmed this view. This research built on influential Think Tanks, such as the Kings Fund, which had published reports on the opportunity of mutual forms of organisation and social enterprise since 2006. (Lewis et al., 2006, Addicott, 2011, Ham, 2014) One policy maker raised the need to challenge the vested interests of clinical consultants to improve care, raising the ISTC programme as an example of an effective strategy to effect system change by using competition to challenge entrenched practices of powerful clinical groups. This view was balanced by two policy makers who suggested that social enterprises offered clinicians and other staff a bigger say in how services are run. However, social enterprises were not viewed as a solution in themselves. As one policy maker said social enterprises must have good leadership to achieve its objectives.

Some social enterprises are driving and delivering service transformation, but not the majority. Whether they’re delivering transformation does not seem to relate to issues of ownership or governance, rather leadership and values – particularly whether there’s a strong focus on users’ needs. Frankly, it’s not worth spinning out services or bringing in new contractors unless this is going to enable
major transformation which improves services and outcomes for patients. *Policy maker, England*

One policy maker emphasised that the right culture of staff and patient engagement is also seen in some ‘for profit’ organisations. In his view, it is not related to type of organisation, whether for profit or not for profit.

One social enterprise leader argued passionately that clinicians in their social enterprise, had been able to be more productive and offer a better quality of care than they had in an NHS organisation, because of the change in culture they had effected as leaders. They equated this change in culture to their organisational form where staff were given shares and therefore some degree of control over company policies and strategic direction. However, improvements in the quality of care were not linked to staff control by other social enterprise leaders, who pointed to a change in culture that they had managed to effect as leaders. In the quote below the social enterprise leader suggests that the act of transitioning out of the NHS was energising rather than the result of any planned local or national policy.

Neither at the time, nor retrospectively can I really see what the clear flow of logic was that drove the policy. However, it has been hugely beneficial for this health community. It was an unintended consequence of policy. As a manager of public sector services you are being swept away by a flood of policy so you pick some things up along the way that might make sense - bits that you can act on that seem a good idea. [Becoming a social enterprise has] given us an energy that wasn’t there before. [It has] done good things for a lot of people; things we weren’t doing in NHS. *Policy implementer, England*

Those who led organisations which had always been independent of the NHS also argued that the culture in the organisations they led was not linked to staff control, but to a broader philosophy of engagement in the culture of the organisation and its interaction with service users.

I was quite involved in the development [of social enterprise policy]. I went to lots of workshops and discussions, conferences. Before 2006. Rationale: the whole self help self reliance. I have a real belief in that. It’s absolutely right. There’s something in the drive of social enterprise which is about being innovative, finding new solutions, not being reliant or passive recipients of the service……. It is something we want to promote and other people did as well. *Policy implementer, England*

These different perceptions amongst policy makers and policy implementers on the reasons behind the emergence of social enterprise in health policy, all
suggest that the narratives for change, the framing of the argument and the underpinning theories presented for change will be important areas for consideration in this research. These are analysed in more depth in Chapter 7.

Four policy makers emphasised that these narratives for change cannot be decoupled from the broader political environment of the day. They emphasised that a reduction of direct management of services and embedding the purchaser/provider split in health care services was part of the overall government strategy. Four policy makers emphasised the democratic ideology of the time under New Labour which, they said, took the following forms:

- an emphasis on supporting geographical communities to be self reliant,
- using the democratic process to create more responsive organs of government,
- involving citizens in service design to improve the quality of services,
- broader democratic argument about accountability of the NHS to UK taxpayers for not only the quality of service delivery but also the means of delivery (ie that social enterprises offer a values based alternative to ‘for personal profit’ organisations and therefore should be supported in the managed NHS market).

Of relevance to this research is the broader legislation in England relating to Community Interest Companies, a new company form, introduced in 2004. (2004) This act specifically includes statutory clauses for companies established as community interest company, including an asset lock which retains assets for the benefits of communities and member control, and clauses to prevent demutualisation and windfall profits being paid to directors and members without checks of mutuality and charitable status. (The CIC Regulator, Undated) It was viewed by health policy makers at the time as a key plank of legislation, which subsequently underpinned NHS policy initiatives to externalise state managed services to social enterprises between 2006 and 2010.

Two policy influencers suggested that the market ideology, which assumes competition will improve efficiency and quality of care and within which social enterprises would operate, was driving the emergence of social enterprise. One was pro market, the other anti market.
Some of the views of policy implementers on the reasons behind the emergence of social enterprises were not mentioned by policy makers including the reduction in political accountability by removing the cost of health services from the government balance sheet (3 interviewees), and the need to introduce different types of provider to promote diversity (2 interviewees). The former was robustly denied by one policy maker, who pointed out that only 10% of NHS managed community health services became social enterprises. Rather, the approach to managing the logic of policy making and implementation, which is examined in more detail in the next section, would suggest that there is some truth to one policy maker’s comment that social enterprises were a social experiment to resolve a problem. The perceived problem included poor productivity and what one policy maker described as the ‘white elephant’ ie community health services were believed by some to be expensive, poorly performing and policy makers did not know what to ‘do’ with them.

Despite the range of arguments put forward to encourage staff to form social enterprises in England, uptake varied across regions. A study in the West Midlands, one of the regions with low uptake, indicated that staff faced several barriers to setting up a social enterprise in this region including lack of staff support, lack of leadership, and lack of organisational or commissioning support. (Miller and Millar, 2011)

However, there was also a socio-political and historical context to social enterprise advocacy. Figure 6.4 illustrates the breadth of policy actors, working as a community of interest to argue for change from their different constituencies. These policy actors were working as institutional entrepreneurs, aiming to develop the market in health care services to allow for social value creation.
From the 1990s, policy actors included leaders from voluntary sector lobby groups including ACEVO and NCVO, argued for their constituencies to be offered government contracts to deliver health services. The newly formed Social Enterprise Coalition lobbied the Labour government ministers and policy makers directly, offering a new opportunity for new Labour to differentiate themselves from previous governments. One charity, Macmillan was specifically mentioned by one policy maker as illustrative of what they were trying to achieve. The larger Charities such as MacMillan were powerful advocates for change because of the size of their charities and the scope of health care services that they delivered and sometimes funded in partnership with NHS providers. They wanted more opportunities to grow their organisations. Towards the end of the Labour administration, Macmillan, for example, were able to negotiate with NHS commissioners across Staffordshire for a new way of commissioning cancer and end of life services. (MacMillan and NHS, 2016)
As outlined in this section some NHS managers and clinicians involved in policy dialogues with policy makers and politicians were also advocating for more independence from NHS management. Policy making and agenda setting was viewed as a demand driven process, policy makers responding to ‘bottom up’ ideas for change. Figure 6.2 (Section 6.3.2) also showed that there were resources available to invest in health system reform experiments, unlike in previous administrations, when financial challenges left little room for large scale investment in significant change programmes. Three policy makers also pointed out that political sponsorship from some politicians of all parties was important together with ego driven agenda setting by Health Ministers looking for an exciting opportunity to transform health which they could say was theirs. Think tanks, such as the New Economics Foundation (Lea and Mayo, 2002, Mayo and Moore, 2001) were also proposing that social enterprises offered a values based alternative to state managed public services.

The relative contribution of privately managed organisations is influenced by different actors. For example, interviews with policy makers in England demonstrated the extent of backroom politics in developing the social enterprise programme. None of those interviewed agreed to the publication of quotes from their interviews on this topic. The following lists the information provided into two groups based on comments on the market and advocates for the promotion of social enterprises:

**Market:**

- In England the for profit private sector lobbies at the top level of government, directly with the Prime Minister, whilst the not for profit organisations lobby at lower levels
- Decisions are made in the pub in Pimlico, which is where the Conservative party politicians and for profit lobbyists live

**Social enterprises:**

- In England, politicians look for a cause which will leave a lasting legacy. Ego driven politics influenced the emerging social enterprise agenda. Politicians championing social enterprise paid close attention to civil servants’ progress in rolling out the idea
In England, some politicians were driven by ideology and a long term belief in the values behind social enterprise. Within political parties there was tension over the idea of social enterprise and the market; sometimes the difference between for profit and not for profit companies was not recognised as important. Generally, committees were viewed as ineffective in England, although when challenged by the researcher, policy influencers recognised that they did not use the committees to put forward alternative policy proposals. Unlike in Tanzania, where policy influencers felt that, in general, the committee process was a useful way of influencing policy.

Over time, there was increasing public unease about what was perceived to be the ‘privatisation of the health service’ by some clinical groups (Socialist Health Association, 2013). Increasing choice of provider and the role of and quality of care provided by large ‘for profit’ corporations in the market came under scrutiny. The literature review in Chapter 2 emphasised that civil society ie freedom to associate and freedom of expression is a fundamental building block for the environment within which social enterprises operate. In both countries legislation embeds involvement of civil society in commissioning service decisions through regional Health and Wellbeing Boards and Health Watch Local in England, and consumer participation in regional structures in Tanzania. In both countries there are organisations established to perform this role at a national level but only Health Watch in England is mandated by legislation. (UK Government, 2012a). Sikkika20 and Twaweza21 in Tanzania perform an informal oversight role, each contributing in different ways to facilitating consumer engagement. Neither claims to represent health consumers at a national level. However, what this questions is the relative power of Health and

---

20 Sikkika is a health advocacy NGO focused on health governance and financing, human resources for health, medicines and supplies. It is expanding its role in rural areas to complement urban and semi urban focus in Kibaha and Dar es Salaam. SIKKA. 2016. Sikika [Online]. Available: http://sikika.or.tz [Accessed 29/1/16.

Wellbeing Boards and HealthWatch in England to influence the ideology of the time. Despite legislative structures and policy processes which invite the contribution of English citizens in policy formation, the institutional entrepreneurs influencing the development of social enterprise policies in England were not citizens working through these established engagement mechanisms but those with an interest in extending the market for their own communities of interest.

What was evident from all the interviews held with policy makers was that at no time were the development of strategies which built on the idea of social enterprise to reduce health inequality viewed as a policy priority. Eventually the idea of social enterprise resulted in a split between those which were predominantly employee owned (‘mutuals’) and those with a social mission. Chapter 7 will examine this in more detail and how a narrative for change was used by English policy actors which stemmed from the underpinning logic of the idea of social enterprises. The next section of this chapter will bring together this policy context to examine how social enterprises’ organisational strategies use structural challenges in the composition of the health field to further their social purpose and meet health priorities.

6.5 Using structural overlap as a change strategy

I demonstrated in Chapter 4 how social enterprise policy implementers interviewed for this study addressed national health policy priorities. This section considers how social enterprises, through their organisational strategies, may help to address some of the structural challenges which were identified as implementation priorities in each country’s health policies. It suggests that policy actors may argue that these organisational strategies provide a further reason for introducing social enterprise into a health system. In this way, the third change process found in institutional logic can be illustrated, structural overlap. In England, it is the need for better integration across hospital and community boundaries of care, and between health and social care services. In Tanzania, better integration is required across vertical programmes, such as malaria, HIV/AIDS and TB programmes (which are often donor funded) with the basic health care services funded by the state.
Five different types of organisational strategies were used by policy implementers to address these structural challenges:

1. integration of health, social care, prevention of ill health by pooling funding from different sources
2. bringing together multi-sectoral solutions to impact upon the causes of poverty
3. developing commercial partnerships
4. building capacity or infrastructure
5. redistributing profits from other income generating activities

Integration of health, social care, prevention of ill health by pooling funding from different sources enabled leaders to amend perceived flaws in the redistribution mechanism of the state to develop care models which integrate preventive and curative interventions for patients. In Tanzania one organisation had developed a strategy to build the capacity of the state managed health providers to improve the appropriateness of referrers to their service. In England, an organisation had developed partnerships with domiciliary care providers to develop skills for these low paid, transient staff providing care in people’s homes. Both organisations strategies focused on a core group of clinical staff and staff trained in health improvement (prevention), within a network of care providers who were linked to the success of their organisational strategy.

Freedom from bureaucratic control of the state allowed their organisations to develop strategies which gave them flexibility in the way in which they developed partnerships with others and built the capacity and skills of their workforce.

Those taking a multi-sectoral approach to reduce poverty by addressing the causes of poverty viewed health care as one of many potential funders. They pooled funding to create care models tailored to the holistic needs of individual users. In England, policy implementers leading these organisations emphasised how important other sources of funding were to promote employment or improve housing. In Tanzania, organisational strategies which address the causes of poverty such as access to financial services, improving financial literacy, education and empowerment of women were implemented. These organisations strategies aimed to overcome perceived barriers to state
redistribution of resources by pooling state and other funding (eg donor or grant funding) from different sources. Organisational strategies were set over the long term (more than 10 years) and care models redesigned in the short term in response to funding and need. Capacity and capability of staff and partnerships are built over the long term to support organisational strategies, often with partners outside of the immediate health context (eg schools).

One of the policy implementers interviewed from England described commercial partnerships they had developed with ‘for profit’ organisations to leverage management expertise, achieve efficiencies of scale or access infrastructure that they did not have. One of the main sources of tension she described was the conflicting value set between the actors. The ‘for profit’ company’s values expressed through its focus on shareholder return, and its status in the market as a large multinational corporation conflicted with the culture of the social enterprise. In contrast, in Tanzania, one of those interviewed had used commercial partnerships with distributors, wholesalers and retailers as an organisational strategy to increase uptake of health products developing expertise within the organisation to integrate this strategy with their social mission. The different logic of these commercial partners were integrated into their business model by allowing them to build their status in the market (ie grow their business by selling health products).

Infrastructure/capacity building was found in one policy implementer in England and three policy implementers in Tanzania. In both countries the organisational strategy aimed to build the capacity of the health system by training health workers or, in the case of the English example, to create a new clinical role for the treatment of muskulo-skeletal problems. In the examples in Tanzania, both delivered specialist care and were training clinical staff in state managed hospitals to improve the quality of care provided. In this way they were overlapping the hospital/community and state/not for profit structural barriers found in the health system to effect change.

Redistributing profits from commercial health care services and other income generating activities to deliver health care services is the final example of organisations strategy used to overcome structural challenges. There were no examples amongst the policy implementers interviewed for this research of
redistribution of profits in England. However, although not evident in this research, they do exist in some parts of health care delivery, for example, end of life care. In Tanzania organisational strategies which redistribute profits from those able to pay to those who are the beneficiaries of the social mission of the organisation were found. An example from this research included strategies to provide primary health care services for middle class Tanzanians, the profits from which are used to fund maternal and child health programmes in rural or urban deprived populations. This NGO in Tanzania was able to use its position in the market as a provider of a vertical health care programme (maternal child health) to introduce a new service, primary care, which delivers general community based care (a ‘horizontal’ service) to a different population. The state rules for redistribution of resources are important context in this strategy. Business models which rely on co-payments for NHS funded care are illegal for most services in England, but allowed in Tanzania.

Using the change process, structural overlap, to interpret these results demonstrates how the design of a health system offers possibilities and closes off opportunities for organisational strategies and business models to be designed to meet health priorities. Social entrepreneurs blend roles, functions or organisational structures to implement change. They may specifically address challenges at the field level, or to develop their own internal organisational culture or capacity.

6.6 Summary and conclusions

In England and Tanzania health system priorities and the resource base are significantly different. However, both countries’ policy makers believe that privately managed health organisations have a role in achieving national health priorities. In both countries, one of the roles of the state is to design and manage a market in health care services. This market allows privately managed organisations to contract with the state to deliver some state funded services. Tanzania differs from England in that a distinction is made in legislation between private for profit and private not for profit organisations.

All three processes of change described in institutional logic meta-theory can be found in this research. These were event sequencing, the actions of
institutional entrepreneurs and structural overlap. The private sector was viewed as enhancing health system performance by interviewees from both countries. The results from this research show how the three change processes are interdependent, and used by social entrepreneurs in their organisations and when advocating for changes to state funded health care systems.

The historical socio-political context of health system reform is important. The results presented here demonstrated that control of the market for state funded health services has evolved over time. In England the percentage of services provided by private organisations is lower than in Tanzania, despite the English government specifically encouraging NHS staff to form social enterprises between 2006 and 2010 and increasingly offering management of health care services to the market. By locating the development of policies on private sector development in both countries in their historical context, event sequencing demonstrated how private sector organisations emerged in both countries despite different socio-political contexts of health system reform.

In England, institutional entrepreneurs worked together as a community of interest to influence the development of the market in health care services. These institutional entrepreneurs, demonstrating the second change process in institutional logic, were motivated differently, some from ideological beliefs, others by ego centred political self interest, or, as in the case of charities, to secure the survival of their organisations.

The organisational strategies adopted by social enterprise leaders interviewed for this research provided useful examples of how they aimed to overcome perceived structural problems in the health system to achieve their social mission. This section illustrated how the third change process, structural overlap was contingent on the socio-political context of health system reforms and the advocacy of institutional entrepreneurs. Whilst these organisational strategies are clearly linked to achieving their social mission, the system context enabled or limited their business or care models.

The results presented here demonstrate that all three types of change described in institution logic meta-theory can be found in health system reform. The logic of the market introduced over time in England demonstrated many of
the state logic categories. It may be inferred that this reflects how the state retains its authority over market rules, particularly in defining the legitimacy of the market in terms of quality of care, health outcomes and health impact rather than share prices, as described by Thornton et al (2012). In Chapter 8 I will return to this topic to discuss the breadth of change required in the health system context to support the introduction of social enterprise.

In the next Chapter, I examine in more depth how institutional entrepreneurs advocate for the introduction of social enterprise.
Chapter 7 Institutional entrepreneurs advocacy strategies to introduce social enterprise

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5 the analysis of the meaning of social enterprise demonstrated that these organisations have a distinct logic articulated through the purpose of their organisation, the social mission and a culture of social entrepreneurship. The analysis in Chapter 6 demonstrated how private providers, including social enterprises were introduced into both health systems. Event sequencing, institutional entrepreneurs and structural overlap change processes were all evidenced in this research. This chapter explores the dynamic between the health system and social entrepreneurs. Social entrepreneurs may act as institutional entrepreneurs, lobbying and negotiating for change in health system design to create a more favourable environment for the successful deployment of social enterprise strategies.

In England and Tanzania many individuals advocate for organisations with a ‘not for personal profit’ to have a role in delivery of state funded health services. Table 7.1 below summarises the six strategies for change adopted by interviewees, advocating for social enterprise.22 Four policy influencers from Tanzania were included in the analysis for this table because they were either advocating for social enterprises to be recognised by policy makers or were actively advocating for a change in the health system to allow privately run organisations (including social enterprises) to be given greater opportunities to deliver health services.

22 In Tanzania policy makers were excluded as neither social enterprise nor entrepreneurship was included in health policy.
Table 7.1 Change Strategies adopted by social entrepreneurs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of change strategy</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Tanzania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How social entrepreneurs influence the social enterprise agenda</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of ideas on social value</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisations affiliated with different organisational fields</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translating wants of customer into advocacy for system change</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing the relationship between employee and organisation / health system</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of evidence</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the policy implementers interviewed in England, 5 change strategies were adopted. One interviewee adopted all 5 change strategies, 3 adopted four of the strategies, and one adopted two of the strategies. In Tanzania, the most common strategies adopted by policy implementers were influencing the policy agenda and translating ideas of social value into meaning. Use of evidence and translating customer wants into advocacy for system change were also used by three policy implementers.

Of the policy influencers, the same strategies were used across both countries. The influencers in England used strategies which brought in ideas from other organisational fields particularly those focused on the way employees are engaged by the organisation and the organisational culture.

Each of these strategies is analysed separately below.
7.2 How social entrepreneurs influence the social enterprise agenda

Those interviewed identified seven ways in which they influenced the social enterprise agenda. These were:

1. Engaging in formal committee structures
2. Change by example
3. Lobbyists advocating for an organisational form
4. Advocacy by politicians
5. Influencing the influencers
6. Stakeholder management
7. Sharing knowledge

Each of these will be described below.

7.2.1 Engaging in formal committee structures

In England, five of the social enterprise leaders interviewed and all the policy influencers demonstrated involvement at health policy level, participating on committees both to advocate for social enterprise to be placed on the policy agenda and to set up and manage the implementation of social enterprises under right to request or pathfinder policies. One of the policy implementers interviewed withdrew from engagement at a national level in 2006 because he felt that policy making was too fluid and policy makers too ‘fickle’ demonstrating a lack of urgency on the big strategic issues facing nationally funded health services. Two of the policy implementers interviewed had been involved in engaging with policy makers through formal committee structures since the early 1990s. They viewed the emergence of social enterprise in health policy as a significant step in a strand of advocacy which could be traced back to the 1970s. Both emphasised that social enterprise is a new term that was only recognised from circa 2003, but that the idea of organisations which trade for a social purpose is not new.

In England and Tanzania policy makers structure engagement with policy influencers through committees. Membership is by invitation either because individuals are known to policy makers or because they represent a group of stakeholders (e.g. unions, representation bodies such as the NHS
Confederation). In Tanzania engagement with the private sector is structured through various technical working groups, all of which have stakeholder representation, and a Public Private Partnership cross government structure. A small team at the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare manage engagement and national health policy development concerning private sector partners.

All policy implementers were involved at either national or regional and community levels. This finding illustrated the multi-layered nature of engagement. Social entrepreneurs may aim to influence the environment to develop their businesses across different geographical configurations at the same time, working nationally and/or regionally.

How effective these national and local structures are at embracing new ideas and translating these into policies is a different research question. Contrasting views were expressed by policy influencers in England and Tanzania. In England three policy influencers questioned the effectiveness of these national committees in enabling policy change. In Tanzania all but one of the policy influencers felt engaged at a national level. Those that were positive about their ability to influence national policies were able to give examples of policy change as a result of their lobbying efforts which included changing tax treatment of private health care providers, obtaining recognition for social enterprise as a new type of not for profit organisation (outside the health system), changing the regulations on hazardous substances to allow home based treatment of mosquito nets, changing the branding of free state condoms to change the behaviour of the target population, and introducing social accountability monitoring.

The policy making process in both Tanzania and England encourages relationships at different levels of the health system through their committee structures but not all organisations feel that they are representative structures with processes which allow them to influence national policy processes. The perceived effectiveness of these committees differed between countries with policy implementers and influencers in Tanzania reporting that they were able to influence policy more than those in England.
7.2.2 Change by example
All policy implementers interviewed emphasised the role of clinical teams within their organisation to develop new ways of working. The CEO was perceived to be responsible for being responsive to new ideas to allow innovation to occur within the social enterprise.

Specific examples from England included one policy implementer’s reference to AGUBA, (Association of GPs in Urban Deprived Areas). Active in the 1990s, AGUBA tried various forms of organisation in primary care, demonstrating how to address social value as part of day to day clinical practice. In addition, Dr Sam Etherington, founder of the Bromley by Bow social enterprise in primary care was mentioned by three policy makers and one policy implementer as being influential in advocating for social enterprise. Bromley by Bow was cited by politicians in policy documents as an example of a successful social enterprise, demonstrating new care models which address the social determinants of health in vulnerable populations.

One policy implementer in Tanzania used his training as a clinician to influence policies in clinical care. He viewed this as an important leadership role that he performed in his position as a CEO, contributing to shaping health policy in non communicable diseases, linking patient groups, and drawing on the resources of international organisations such as WHO. Another policy implementer demonstrated, how, through their use of a national network of Community Ambassadors, they integrate enhanced community awareness of the opportunity for the social enterprise to provide specialist treatment with a supporting referral system.

7.2.3 Lobbyists advocating for an organisational form
Academics in England were also influencing the agenda. For example, one policy maker described how Julian LeGrand at the LSE was advocating a professionally (clinically) led, employee cooperative as a form of social enterprise within a managed health market.

Mutuo (http://www.mutuo.co.uk), founded in 2001, was and remains influential. Its founder, Peter Hunt, actively lobbies policy makers to further the cause of mutuals and cooperatives. In 2010 they published a paper showcasing four
social enterprises delivering community health services, which, they claimed demonstrated the benefits of mutual forms of organisation. (Mills and Brophy, 2011) In so doing, they blur the distinction between ownership and the social purpose of the organisation, reflecting the period in time when the terms social enterprise and mutual were used interchangeably.

7.2.4 Advocacy by Politicians
In England, the emergence of social enterprise in policy was championed by some politicians from all parties. The All Party Social Enterprise Forum although viewed as not influential by two policy makers, met to discuss social enterprise. In 2013 the All Parliamentary Group for Mutuals was established, illustrate the emerging separation of social enterprise and mutual forms of organisation. Fourteen politicians were mentioned by interviewees as being influential in the emergence of social enterprise, from all three main parties and across both Houses of Commons and Lords. These are listed in Annex C.

Policy makers interviewed who were responsible for implementing the right to request policies between 2008 and 2010 were inspired by the way in which social enterprises had translated their social mission into addressing inequalities. Analysis of Patricia Hewitts policy paper on social enterprise in primary and community care (2006) illustrates how politicians shaped the agenda. Choice of publication was noteworthy in itself. Breaking with the way in which policy papers are normally published, which is through the Department of Health, this paper was published by the Social Enterprise Coalition, with a forward written by Baroness Glynis Thornton, SEC Chair in support of the policy. Box 7.1 provides an analysis of the policy paper, drawing out the guiding principles of social enterprise, why and how they should operate in the health system in England. These theories are framed to allow health service employees and other stakeholders to identify with the theories proposed. Not only are social enterprises presented as something not new but also as exciting opportunities for professionals to implement new ideas for better care. State

---

23 APPGs are informal cross-party groups, with no official status within Parliament. They are run by and for Members of the Commons and Lords.
managed organisations (NHS) were viewed as out of date, backward looking. The case studies give meaning to clinicians and managers, creating legitimacy. Organisational culture and social mission is emphasised in this key paper. It gives permission for social enterprise implementers and policy makers in England to make change. The community emphasis that local people and/or staff and/or patients can be empowered through a culture of responsiveness will lead, it is suggested, to better services delivered by happier staff. These perspectives were also reflected in interviews with 4 right to request leaders and 3 policy makers who were in post during this time.

The market logic presented in the paper mentions competition but suggests that social enterprises will thrive. This optimistic view of the way the market will operate is presented with no analysis of alternatives or the challenges social enterprises might face in the future.

The role of the state is in theory reduced as social enterprises will be independent of state control, but it is also changed through application of market principles, which are state managed. State responsibility to ensure that social enterprises will not be disadvantaged in the market is not discussed.
Box 7.1 Social Enterprise in Primary and Community Care.

Patricia Hewitt, 2006

The theory proposes that social enterprises can make a significant contribution to health sector reform, particularly in primary and community care because of its ‘capacity to engage and empower patients, staff and other stakeholders in new models of delivery’. Patients, staff and others will be engaged and empowered resulting in new and better care through innovation and flexibility, addressing the determinants of health, wealth and employment. She suggests that staff in the NHS have untapped potential which can be unleashed to deliver better services for patients. The ‘old nationalised industry model of health care provision’ needs to change. Hewitt argues that ‘greater plurality of provision will ensure the best value for patients and users’. Hewitt reminds the reader that the big challenges faced by health care systems: increasing patient expectations, ageing populations and new health technologies and drugs, can be helped by the third sector and social enterprises whilst also ‘safeguard the founding values of the NHS for another generation’.

This theory is framed within the context of a vision for the future health system where ‘social enterprises are delivering transformational change and new solutions’ within a market. ‘We want to promote a level playing field so that third sector organisations including social enterprises, can compete fairly with other providers’. Emphasis is placed on the diversity of providers in community and primary care: the reader is reminded that GPs, dentists, pharmacists, opticians are independent, profit making businesses; that a range of for profit, social enterprises and NHS managed organisations provide out of hours care. Charitable trusts and third sector organisations run 75% of hospices. Household names such as MIND, Shelter and the NSPCC are specifically mentioned. Commissioners are viewed as a barrier to implementation. They need to change their mindset, and they lack understanding of the third sector and their potential. To address this commissioning will be strengthened and third sector organisations need to improve their ability to communicate their unique selling points and demonstrate delivery of the highest quality care. Hewitt wants ‘third sector providers becoming mainstream partners in local health communities’.

Benefits of the third sector include its independence from government and private shareholders, its commitment to a wider social good, passion and commitment from staff and capacity for innovation and rapid change. In particular, emphasis is placed on the way in which they allow a stronger voice for users of services and staff.

Building on this idea of community. ‘We need to give local communities a stronger voice in how local health and social services are developed.’ Hewitt goes on to draw on the learning from the implementation of Foundation Trusts ‘the benefits of local membership and accountability, strong governance and greater autonomy need not be restricted to acute and mental health services’.. Continuing with this energising theme, a Social Enterprise Unit, set up in the Department of Health will ‘act as a catalyst for change, providing a ‘hub’ of ideas, energy and support for existing and emerging social enterprises’.
7.2.5 Influencing the Influencers

Policy makers in England actively engaged with unions and professional groups in an attempt to secure support for the implementation of right to request social enterprise policy. Professional groups, such as the nursing unions and associations and the British Medical Association (BMA) demonstrated varying degrees of interest. According to one interviewee the BMA were neutral, the Royal College of Nursing (RCN) were opposed to the idea, then changed their views to become supportive, Queens Nursing were supportive, Unison, Unite and GMB viewed right to request as privatisation, a threat to jobs and unionisation and thus were actively hostile to the idea.

Box 7.2 below analyses the content of one union’s briefing on social enterprises, Unite.

Box 7.2 Health B4 Profit Unite the Union. An example of stakeholder resistance

The paper specifically challenges the government’s right to request programme, which allows staff managed by NHS organisations to form their own social enterprise. The authors argue against the proposed market in NHS services, rather than the idea of social enterprises. They suggest that the market will lead to fragmentation of the NHS by creating multiple organisations which will damage the quality of patient care by making sharing of patient information difficult and therefore delivery of holistic care. They argue that long term public health needs will not be met by short term contracts. They question the ability of these new social enterprises to compete effectively for services with large and more experienced multi national firms. They also theorise that staff will be disadvantaged, arguing that better staff involvement can be achieved without creating social enterprises. Furthermore they rightly draw attention to a key concern of staff that access to the NHS Pension scheme will not be open to new employees of social enterprises. They frame their theories with references to the cost of the right to request scheme, citing the Social Enterprise Investment Fund as an example of poor use of public funds which could have been used for patient care. They appeal to staff reminding them that the decision to form a social enterprise can be challenged by staff themselves, referencing the result of a ballot in Luton where, as a result of their successful campaign, 97% opposed the transfer. Tensions between management and staff are mentioned, appealing to their representation role as a union, whose members are largely composed of administrative, rather than clinical or management staff. Finally, Unite envisions a reformed NHS, which is ‘public owned and public accountable’ which involves staff, allowing them to participate in decision making about services. The argument is that privatisation is not needed. ‘A well resourced NHS, where investment is used wisely and staff are motivated’. Their refrain ‘Together we can keep our NHS whole’ is used to campaign to stop ‘social enterprises’. (Health B4 Profit, Unite the Union. Unite Briefing on Social Enterprises, 2009)
Unison were also concerned about the undermining of unions, and increasingly a lack of accountability by the government for publicly run services (Marks and Hunter, 2007). The union commissioned academics at Durham University to examine the idea of social enterprise which reflected many of the concerns articulated in the Unite paper. (Marks and Hunter, 2007) However, as the implementation of the right to request programme progressed, some of the concerns rightly expressed by unions were addressed. For example, rules governing access to the NHS pensions were changed in 2014 after much lobbying by politicians, civil servants, unions and social enterprise leaders themselves to allow staff in independent organisations holding certain types of NHS contract to be eligible for NHS Pension Scheme. (Unison, 2010, NHS Business Services Authority, 2015) The use of ballots was discouraged by civil servants responsible for the right to request programme, following a number of unfavourable outcomes where staff voted against the proposed social enterprise, but there were exceptions. When I was CEO of an emerging social enterprise delivering dental services, a ballot received over 70% support from staff for the formation of a social enterprise in 2011. From my experience, Unite’s use of local union representatives, who weren’t trained in understanding the complexities of forming social enterprises resulted in inaccuracies and misinformation being provided to staff. Two policy makers interviewed described one meeting where social enterprise leaders were invited by civil servants to a meeting with union leaders to advocate for social enterprise, but the union leaders turned their backs on them in the meeting and refused to engage.

One strategy policy makers adopted to change the minds of the detractors was to invite social enterprise leaders to demonstrate how social enterprises improved the quality of health care and productivity. One policy influencer representing a professional group, emphasised how messages about social enterprise needed to be tailored to the audience’s experience of clinical care, focusing on the way in which the social enterprise could help them to deliver better clinical care.

The Social Enterprise Coalition was very influential throughout the period of this study. They issued a social enterprise manifesto in 2010 to advocate for social
enterprise to be included in all parties election manifestos. (Social Enterprise Coalition, 2010)

Managing those influencing opinion within the NHS was only one aspect of broader stakeholder management. There was no similar process identified in Tanzania. This was almost certainly because health policy makers in Tanzania had not embarked upon a similar contentious policy like the Right to Request programme in England. However, insight into stakeholder management required to implement social enterprise in health care delivery systems in England is provided in the next section.

7.2.6 Stakeholder management
Within the Department of Health in England there were also tensions between the Public Health policy makers and the Social Enterprise Unit. The former didn’t recognise the value that social enterprises might make in addressing key public health priorities on health inequalities through their social mission. One policy maker viewed this as a missed opportunity. There were examples, however, of public health engaging at regional levels. Four social enterprise leaders emphasised how their local public health teams had been supportive of their strategies. One of these had also secured the public health function within their operations. A policy implementer contrasted the approaches taken by their regional Public Health functions with national policy makers:

Our public health commissioners are the one group ..[who]. are really supportive. They are in a difficult position because their Local Authority asked them to save money... Schools put forward money and asked public health to match fund, if they combine the curricula they get added benefits. They love all that. They are doing their best in a crazy environment. They believe in it. Policy implementer, England

I had a conversation with a national public health person. I was sharing some successes but they were not interested because it wasn’t in the NHS. Policy Implementer, England

Table 7.2 describes my personal experience setting up Willow Bank Partnership cic in 2007, Community Dental Services in 2010 and Quay Health Solutions in 2015.
Comparison of my experiences setting up these three organisations illustrates how important time and context were when managing the relationships with these stakeholders. Comparing my experience at Willow Bank with that in Community Dental Services, by 2010, there was a small but rapidly growing number of individuals and companies with expertise in supporting NHS staff to form social enterprises. They were actively engaged by policy makers to draw learning into implementation plans at a national level, to shape policy priorities. By 2015 some of the big structural challenges identified by policy makers had been addressed, and there were a number of organisations providing specialist support. Nevertheless, the GPs in QHS still demonstrated different challenges which were associated with the culture of General Practice and their expectations, skills and experience, the new way of working across geographically defined units with member GP practices delivering services as independent organisations within the boundary of the social enterprise.
Table 7.2 Comparison of personal experiences setting up Social Enterprises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Willow Bank Partnership CIC</th>
<th>Community Dental Services CIC (GP Federation)</th>
<th>QHS Community Health Solutions CIC (GP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Founding Director 2007 to 2015</td>
<td>Role: Interim CEO and consultant 2010</td>
<td>Role: Interim CEO and consultant 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Willow Bank received grant funding from the Department of Health under the Pathfinder scheme. The DH was keen to ensure that GP practices were managed by a profit provider such as a social enterprise, adhering closely to the rules governing such entities. The Chair and Managing Director of the Community Provider Unit worked closely with the team, which were in turn, in part, supported by the Chair and Managing Director of the Community Provider Unit in the establishment of the new organisation. The DH was keen to ensure that GP practices were managed in compliance with the Health and Social Care Act 2012. The Chair and Managing Director of the Community Provider Unit worked closely with the team, which were in turn, in part, supported by the Chair and Managing Director of the Community Provider Unit in the establishment of the new organisation. The DH was keen to ensure that GP practices were managed in compliance with the Health and Social Care Act 2012.

NHS was keen to support the establishment of social enterprises, and the implication of different legal forms and contractual arrangements was a key issue at this time. Willow Bank received grant funding from the Department of Health under the Pathfinder scheme. The DH was keen to ensure that GP practices were managed by a profit provider such as a social enterprise, adhering closely to the rules governing such entities. The Chair and Managing Director of the Community Provider Unit worked closely with the team, which were in turn, in part, supported by the Chair and Managing Director of the Community Provider Unit in the establishment of the new organisation. The DH was keen to ensure that GP practices were managed in compliance with the Health and Social Care Act 2012. The Chair and Managing Director of the Community Provider Unit worked closely with the team, which were in turn, in part, supported by the Chair and Managing Director of the Community Provider Unit in the establishment of the new organisation. The DH was keen to ensure that GP practices were managed in compliance with the Health and Social Care Act 2012.
Willow Bank Partnership CIC
(General Practice)

programmes. Subsequent market
research at the business planning stage
demonstrated a gap in the market with
older people in residential care and
nursing homes receiving limited dental
care. Commissioners gave mixed
messages to the team, at one point
requiring the team to reduce the size of
the service by 40% and make significant
financial savings. At one point,
consultation had been started with staff
to reduce the staff establishment
significantly. This uncertain
environment, together with strong
leadership from the clinical team, who
were able to articulate a vision for the
future, was instrumental in achieving the
70% staff support obtained in the ballot
with staff. The level of support provided
by the DH Social Enterprise Unit was
more structured with a clearer
understanding of the challenges to be
overcome. Expertise on how to move
teams out of the NHS into social
enterprises was readily available.
Unions were more experienced. Some,
like Unison and Unit published fact
sheets to guide staff decision making
(Unison, 2010) The BDA did not
oppose the change, satisfying

Community Dental Services CIC

scrutiny of the business plan (in
common with Community Dental
Services and Willow Bank
commissioners) and review by
commissioner’s committees. In
common with Willow Bank, GP practices
lacked experience at Board level, and
had limited experience of working at
senior management level.
Development support to address the
skills and capacity gap was built into the
change management plan to enable
directors elected by GP practices to
‘step up’ to the new context. QHS was
a new type of social enterprise
operating both as a social enterprise
and membership organisation (mutual).
GPs themselves clearly understood the
difference but they lacked experience
working within such a corporate
structure. The cultural, capacity and
competency challenges are significant
for different stakeholders including GP
practice teams, external advisers, health
care partners (eg NHS Trusts) and local
commissioners of health care services.

Quay Health Solutions CIC (GP
Federation)

196

required an assessment of the way in
which the health market might develop.
Financial viability of the organisation
relied upon the explicit and tacit support
of commissioners to support rapid
business growth. Within this team there
was no experience of business
planning, Board governance or senior
management. Expertise had to be
grown in house or brought in. Board
structure was a balance between staff
ownership and a strong ideology about
addressing the SDH, to improve life
chances of Stoke-on-Trent residents.
Strong support was provided by the
SEU at the DH, learning was fed into the
later and larger right to request initiative,
allowing the right to request policy
programme be shaped so that larger
teams could set up SE effectively,
including ongoing negotiation with
Treasury around some of the big issues
eg access to pensions for new
employees and tax treatment. At Willow
Bank, the unions were unprepared. The
BMA didn’t engage. Unison were
unclear about how to approach change
when staff were leading the change,
demonstrating very little understanding


challenged during the staff consultation sessions. Information to staff, which needed to be disseminated accurately, was difficult. However, UNITE were consulted. However, UNITE were themselves that staff had been
7.2.7 Sharing knowledge. International influence

The previous sections of this chapter demonstrate how continuous learning was built into the pathfinder and right to request policy processes at all levels of the health system. This sharing of knowledge was found between policy implementers and policy makers, between consultants/specialist advisers and teams wishing to set up social enterprises, and between new social enterprise teams and their stakeholders including union representatives, health service partners and commissioners. Lobby groups such as Mutuo and academics tried to influence learning. Also of interest in this research is the international influence exerted by donors and international NGOs in Tanzania.

Although in England, learning was not restricted to the UK, one policy implementer mentioned how Mondragon (a Spanish cooperative: http://www.mondragon-corporation.com/eng/), and India’s social enterprises had influenced his thinking. In Tanzania, the influence of international actors was much more evident. There were five main areas of influence: funding, providing support to committees, grants for health service delivery, ideas on social entrepreneurship and the design of business models. For example, Danida, in their policy documents, describe their aid philosophy in supporting the development of the private sector:

By growing the role of the private sector:

Denmark will therefore give targeted support to the cooperation between public and private partners with the intention of stimulating and strengthening support to the private sector’s active involvement in promoting access, availability and quality in the health services.

By strengthening capability and capacity of the PPP at regional levels:

Besides supporting public-private partnerships in the urban areas, Denmark will support the establishment of public-private partnership forums at the regional level (25 regions in total). It will strengthen the cooperation between the public and private sectors in seeking to ensure increased access and choice for the users of health and social services. (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark, 2014)

These international influencers were evident in Tanzania through an interview with one policy influencer:
When I was working, actually in Denmark we had our own definition of SE, it is cross cutting so we were defining it as a way to intervene different social issues, tracing social issues using entrepreneurial principles so that at the end of the day you have a way of solving problems and relying on making sure there is a social impact of our intervention or solution. Policy influencer, Tanzania

Three country offices of international NGOs, interviewed for this research demonstrated diffusion of ideas on social entrepreneurship and business models into their country operations. One was actively in transition to a social enterprise. They were developing their organisational strategies and options for new business models which were more responsive to the evolution of a market and were less reliant on grant funding.

Of these change strategies, one way in which the idea of social value used by social entrepreneurs to argue for change in the health system is analysed in the next section. It is a consistent theme used by social entrepreneurs in both countries and at all levels in the health system.

7.3 Implementation of ideas on social value

Social value narratives were found in both countries to effect change. This section describes how social value and social impact were not embedded in health system change processes in England. In Tanzania social impact was more readily evidenced and formed an important part of organisational strategies to demonstrate effectiveness.

Of those interviewed in England, four policy makers (who were responsible for implementing the right to request initiative) and four policy implementers used ideas of social value to advocate for change. They interpreted social value in one or more of the following ways:

- As a way of addressing the complex needs of vulnerable people ie by bringing into the service model other organisational fields eg housing, education, employment, often by creating partnerships with other organisations (eg schools, housing associations)
- redesigning the service model so that patients/clients change their health behaviours to reduce their risk of ill health and/or manage existing health
conditions (often by giving the patient and their family more control over the management of their health)

- Influencing the financial institutional and organisational fields to enable social value to be recognised as a legitimate currency for external investors and to create opportunities for social enterprises to attract investment
- Influencing government legislation to recognise social value in public sector procurement.

In Tanzania one policy influencer described how they had been able to influence policy makers to include social accountability in the health strategic plan. Five policy implementers in Tanzania demonstrated how they measured social value and used it to demonstrate the effectiveness of their services. They argued that demonstrating social value enabled them to grow their business. Measuring social value was highly structured:

It is something that we would like to do. For example, when we deliver family planning services we measure impact: we look at the outcome and the level of protection given to women so we can tell clearly what impact we have made. We can calculate out of the service we provided, how many maternal deaths we have avoided, how many pregnancies we have avoided, how many unsafe abortions we have stopped, how many child deaths we have stopped and how much money we have saved the health system. Our impact evaluation is peer reviewed. Policy implementer, Tanzania

This next example demonstrates how measuring social value was built into the narrative of a service redesign project. Social value emerged as the project progressed:

In our project on maternal/newborn capacity building, the way we are doing things is by learning by doing. There is definitely a social value which we couldn’t have anticipated including coaching and mentoring, the whole aspect of being there, being with that person and losing a child; coaching and mentoring them that they haven’t done a bad job, it’s the circumstances around you. Our [clinical lead] doesn’t say it’s a problem with individual health care workers. She talks about the problems with the system, which has so many holes. Don’t blame individuals. We have changed how interventions for maternal newborn services are done. People say wow you have achieved a lot. But it wasn’t intended, to change how the game is played, we’ve learnt and we’ve changed. [The clinical lead] is honest that she didn’t plan it from the beginning, she’s changed her game plan as she’s gone along. Policy implementer Tanzania
One aspect of social value was the spread of ideas to other organisations. For example, in the same organisation as above, the spread of their ambassador programme model to another part of the health sector was viewed as a success, even though they did not receive any monetary reward.

We are among the NGOs who use mobile technology. I know an NGO addressing cervical cancer, who are going to use our ambassadors to help pay for the transport of women to a treatment centre. Just by piloting it & seeing how it goes, it has trickled out to other parts of the health system. People are seeing how it can be used in different ways in health care. It's not strategic that we set out to do it. We find we do it and stumble into things, which people recognise, for example, we can really harness it. 

Policy implemencer, Tanzania

Social value narratives were used by the Department of Health in England to influence health service procurement by emphasising the ‘value add’ of social enterprises over the long term. (Social Enterprise Unit, 2010) However independent research conducted by Millar and Hall, (2013) indicated that the idea of social return on investment was undervalued and under used due to practical and ideological barriers. In England, interviewees for this study (described in section 5.8) drew attention to the tension between the length of contracts offered and the complexity and approach to health system change required to achieve social impact sometimes reflected a dissonance with regional commissioners.

This concern over the competency of regional commissioners to take a more strategic (ie long term) approach to system transformation was also raised by a policy maker.

On changing the commissioning system. I would start it re: social innovation and meeting the demands of the contract. [You need] collaborative working arrangements where both sides would work out what you would get. [We need a] more dynamic approach to commissioning. The evidence suggests that is the way it should go. The Government and the public sector are good at focusing on purchasing the service, then drops right off. It’s the wrong way round. You need to be spending time understanding the market, what you’re trying to buy, what’s out there, what are the best options - invest lots of time there. Purchasing process is straightforward. We invent a lot of it - an entire ecosystem which believes procurement process is about how you go about buying stuff. Its hogwash. You should take your time to understand your market, buy in quick way, and then spend time making sure you get what you want from the contract. We need more dialogue based management of a contract. Policy maker, England
The respondent interviewed articulates clearly a difference between using commissioning in a market that is a transaction to maintain the status quo versus using it as a tool for systemic change.

Despite initiatives in England through, for example, the Public Services (Social Value) Act (2012) and regulation to build social value into procurement for public contracts described in Chapter 5, policy implementers struggled with some commissioners to recognise the social impact of their business models and evidencing their social impact. In Tanzania, although more readily evidenced at an organisational level, social value was not explicitly incorporated into national or local PPP structures to support health system change.

7.4 Learning from organisations outside the health system

In England five policy makers drew attention to the tension between the Department of Health and the Treasury over matters such as tax, pensions and investment to support health system change. Five policy makers also gave examples of where ideas were drawn from outside the health system. For example, in the implementation of the right to request initiative, the three policy makers interviewed, mentioned the influential lobbying of John Lewis and the Social Enterprise Coalition. The former advocated for employee controlled business models. The latter drew on community or grass roots solutions which allowed greater community control of health. In the latter context, NAVCA, ACEVO and voluntary groups such as Big Life Group were all mentioned as advocating for policy change in the 1990s. Their reported objective was to enable a greater share of state (NHS) funded health services to be delivered by voluntary and community groups. One policy implementer who was influential in the 1990s argued that their strategy was not to replace the state managed services, but to offer an alternative for those population groups, often vulnerable people, who could receive a better service (and by implication better outcomes). These providers, who specialised in delivering services to this group argued that they could use their position in the market as experts to deliver care which merged or integrated service models from outside the health system.

Three policy influencers drew on learning from outside the health system to develop their strategies. Other individuals mentioned (from outside the health
sector) included Pauline Green (Cooperative movement), Ed Mayo (Mayo and Moore, 2001), Jonathon Bland (Social Enterprise Coalition) and his successor Peter Holbrook (Social Enterprise UK http://www.socialenterprise.org.uk). Peter Hunt (Mutuo http://www.mutuo.co.uk) and Cliff Mills (Mills and Brophy, 2011), Steve Bubb (ACEVO https://www.acevo.org.uk/about-us). Social Enterprise Ambassadors introduced by Gordon Brown in 2007 included Tim Smith (Eden Project), Anita Roddick (Body Shop) and John Bird (Big Issue). International movements such as Ashoka (https://www.ashoka.org) were also influential through their ambassador programme.

One policy maker of the right to request initiative, also noted which lobby groups were not involved in influencing policy at the time. The interviewee specifically mentioned Coops UK, the Blaxi Partnership and Consumers Association as examples of organisations that, on reflection, perhaps should have been engaged.

Similar evidence of learning from outside the health system was not evident in Tanzania. In England, there were three types of influence from actors outside the health system. These were: democratic participation in organisational form or culture, partnerships with organisations outside the health field, and building relationships within a locality to address social determinants of health. Each of these will be analysed below.

7.4.1 Democratic participation in organisational form or culture

One policy maker who had been involved in this area of policy since the 1980s mentioned how social enterprise policy emerged from traditional labour ideas stemming from the cooperative movement, referring back to various ‘failed’ attempts at building worker cooperatives (outside of the health field) during Tony Benn’s period of power in the 1970s. This historical perspective was viewed as important by all interviewees in England. For example, outsourcing of the leisure industry from local authorities, eg the social enterprise Greenwich Leisure (http://www.gll.org/b2b) was referred to by policy makers, policy implementers and policy influencers as a successful example of democratic participation by employees. The different types of cooperatives in England (consumer, supplier, employee or combinations of these), models of empowerment and self help of workers’ cooperatives were referred to by all
policy makers. Internationally, reference was made to forms of social enterprise which incorporated the idea of democratic participation into their organisational form or culture. These included Mondragon in Spain, Japanese forms of social enterprise in health and social care, Reitheiser in Germany, Italian consumer/staff social cooperatives, and Community Business in Scotland. Fair Trade was mentioned as an example of social change between suppliers and consumers.

A separate strand of argument stemmed from the advocacy of employee controlled organisations. The significant influence of John Lewis PLC in the run up to the right to request initiative has been described above. One policy implementer emphasised how important employee control was to their idea of social enterprise.

The ownership model is critical. It affects the commitment of our employees engagement in the agenda. For example, there is strong evidence of the difference it makes when compared with other NHS organisations. We do a survey with all our co-owners… year on year. 94% of co-owners said they are enthusiastic about their job compared to 68% in the NHS staff survey this year. These are dramatic differences. How do you work with colleagues: 99% said they have a good working relationship, 79% in NHS. How does your work relate to patient care? Even if staff are not directly involved, co-owners say 100%, NHS 82%. These are powerful things that tell us that employee ownership works. We have an engagement index of 83% as compared to NHS Trusts 32%

Policy implementer, England

However, this belief was not ubiquitous. Two social enterprise leaders which externalised their services into social enterprises as part of the right to request initiative argued against employee ownership. The two charities in the sample did not mention employee control at all.

Nevertheless, three policy makers viewed it as an important vehicle for change, one for pragmatic reasons, as it was needed to ensure staff were supportive of the externalisation of their services into independent organisations (social enterprises). Two drew on new research, already mentioned (Lampel et al, 2012), to argue for greater employee control as it improved productivity and the quality of health care provided. The perceived shift in policy emphasis is described below by one social enterprise CEO, frustrated with the change:
This government is more about mutuals or mutuality and they don't necessarily share our values. You don't hear politicians talk about social enterprise any more. It was important then. ... but I'm not sure some of my colleagues who left the NHS running social enterprises are necessarily running social enterprises. They've moved on re: values - following a more commercial or corporate ethic than a social one. They have followed the policy which is about employees having ownership rather than values. There is a set of values about employees having ownership, but [reference to an organisation] have employee ownership but they don't care a monkeys about the communities they live in. We are a community benefit society, not a staff benefit society.  

Policy implementer, England

In Tanzania, a social enterprise leader demonstrated the organisational change required to move from a donor funded model to a social enterprise. However, none of the interviewees for this study viewed employee ownership as an important feature of their social enterprise.

7.4.2 Partnerships with organisations outside of the health field

Five of the policy implementers specifically mentioned partnerships with organisations outside of the health field as important strategies for their organisations to deliver social value. The reasons behind this varied. In the following example, integrating services across systems enabled more holistic interventions tailored to the needs of the child and their families.

‘Systemic change requires us to work with partners. There are some really good organisations we can learn from. [Re: social enterprise taking over management of a school] We were really lucky recruiting a head teacher who was born and brought up in the area whose second language is English. We partnered with a local school. The head teacher helped set the school up. He is on our governing body. Because we have the children’s centre, nursery, school, we are developing a 0-11 tracking model so we can track child development all the way through. The important thing is to have the integration. We can look at the whole cohort and inform intervention.’ Policy Implementer, England

A very different commercial partnership was described by one policy implementer in Tanzania.

Our way of distributing condoms was very expensive from 1992 until 2002/3 because we were responsible for importing from outside the country, repackaging them in the country, distribute it with our own trucks to the agents in the regions, then we take from the agents to the wholesalers, then to the retailers ..... With time we started backing off by linking the number of condoms sold in a year by agent and the profit margin. but we have to trace where these wholesalers commonly go - where you buy your sugar, salt, condoms will be available there after 3
months, we won't be delivering to your outlet any more. Our trucks will not take condoms to the regions any more. *Policy implementer, Tanzania*

In this example, this policy implementer described how they built partnerships with retailers to reach their customers to change health behaviour and changed the relationship over time.

### 7.4.3 Building relationships within a locality to address the social determinants of health

Three CEOs emphasised the importance of building relationships within a locality to promote social cohesion (and in this way contributing to addressing health inequality). Two of the three organisations in England were referenced by policy makers as influencing their thinking about the contribution social enterprises can make to addressing health priorities at a national level. One was used to advocate for change when challenging stakeholders such as the unions Unite.

One social enterprise aimed to promote employment and quality of care provided by building new partnerships across health and social care with voluntary, private and local authority care providers:

> At the localised end we are able to articulate how we use the resources that come to us to deliver the contract, employ local people, normal thing... as we move on, so we're currently engaged in a piece of work where we are thinking in a more system based way - being willing to invest time & energy in thinking differently - try to create an employment type that picks up volunteering, apprenticeship, job coaching, [targeting the] potentially disadvantaged in order to meet need across statutory, private and independent providers for value based recruitment so you can be assured of your workforce... eg stop unsupervised people working in people' s homes. How can we work collectively to ensure for the service user there is consistent high quality care?...... Act collectively, by developing something. At the moment it's a collaboration between the Local Authority, private sector and voluntary sector. No NHS organisations, but will be, that is about system change while also addressing need in industry. *Policy implementer, England*

One CEO aimed to build social cohesion within the community by building partnerships with small private sector businesses in the community. Another CEO aimed to improve the material circumstances of his employees and users by actively engaging in regional fora to promote the development of the community and reduce health inequality by creating more affordable housing for service users and staff.
We are delivering high quality care to vulnerable people [which] has a high social impact but it’s not valued in that way... Our remit is to be more than that... It is about enabling people to do more for themselves, ...We are the 4th or 5th biggest company in [geographical area] and should be using that to leverage more change. For example, we’re looking at whether we become guarantors for housing, so if a young nurse is not going to get on the housing ladder, in the 1st 2 or 3 years we can put a deposit down. Helps attract staff. We have a massive recruitment problem. We would like to do that for customers. We inherited 14 houses where we held tenancies for housing for people with learning disabilities. [We proposed that we] will support people to hold their own tenancies which should be in their names. Feels small and piecemeal. But that is my job to turn the system on its head. ......I’d like us to be buying rubbish houses, using service users to do them up, putting tenants in who need them. High social impact is having an impact on determinants of health. Policy implementer, England

A consistent theme running through each of these three types of influence from outside the health system is how social enterprise leaders used partnerships to create social value. Some were formal contractual relationships. Others built on regional partnership structures of trust and collaboration to achieve change. At a national level advocacy of household names gave credibility and publicity to achieving social value through markets and contextualised health system leaders work.

7.5 Translating wants of customers into advocacy for system change

The mobilisation of different actors, acting collectively but often with different agendas for change has been described in the preceding sections of this chapter. One area for change which has not been considered, so far, is the mobilisation of customers (service users or patients). Examples in England and Tanzania differ in their focus. In England publicity surrounding social enterprises in health focused on the rights of citizens as taxpayers to be consulted on proposed introduction of health care organisations independent of direct management by the NHS. In Tanzania, examples related to the advocacy of organisations on behalf of patients to change the health system. Each of these will be considered below.

In England, three policy makers and four policy implementers suggested that they used this strategy to advocate for change. Yet, analysis for this research
found that evidence of this kind of grass roots mobilisation, advocated in the early 2000s by the Social Enterprise Coalition, is limited. In the context of social enterprise, it was the policy makers and the policy implementers who advocated for change on behalf of the customers. Analysis of the use of the term social enterprise, by different newspapers over time, demonstrates that one newspaper, The Guardian, politically on the left and sympathetic to Labour had significantly more coverage than others. Figure 7.1 illustrates this unequal media coverage which meant that Guardian readers, predominantly from the wealthier socio economic groups (81% of the Guardian readers are from socio economic groups ABC1) received more exposure than others. Conservative, politically right leaning papers, the Daily Mail and Daily Telegraph had noticeably less coverage, although also counting a similar proportion of readers from socioeconomic groups ABC1 (67% and 83% respectively). Whilst the Daily Telegraph’s combined print and online readership is only slightly lower than the Guardian’s (2,059,000 compared to 2,270,000), that of the Daily Mail’s is more than twice (2.28 times) that of the Guardian (5,189,000 compared to 2,270,000).(Newsworks, 2016c, Newsworks, 2016a, Newsworks, 2016b)

Figure 7.1 Frequency of the use the term ‘Social Enterprise’ by newspaper by year

This unevenness in media coverage was not mentioned by any of those interviewed. Yet, one policy maker was frustrated at the lack of accountability of government, suggesting that English citizens, as funders of the NHS, should have more of a say over important policy changes such as the introduction of a
market in health care and the types of organisation allowed to participate in that market (ie for personal for profit organisations might have restricted market access). One lobby group argued that citizens should have a legal right to influence procurement decisions and went further, in advocating that organisations with a social purpose should be prioritised. For example, if service users have grounds to make too many complaints, then the contract for service delivery should be withdrawn.

This broader perspective on the democratic right of British taxpayers to influence the type of organisations commissioned to deliver NHS services was a theme that ran through this research in England, raised by all the policy influencers and three policy makers. Moving beyond the debate on ‘privatisation’ of the NHS, a survey of 1006 adults conducted in 2013 on behalf of the lobby group ‘We Own It’ asked the question ‘Should organisations that have a “social purpose” (objectives other than profit-making) such as the public sector and the not-for-profit sector, including cooperatives, charities and social enterprises, be prioritised above private companies in the tendering process for public services?’ 56.6% answered yes, 22.7% answered no. Of those voting yes, there was an even spread across the regions and age groups. More labour and liberal democrat voters agreed with the statement than conservative or ‘other’ voters. 79.3% of respondents thought that citizens should be consulted and have their views considered before any service is privatised or outsourced.

One of the arguments for establishing social enterprises is their customer focus. (Hewitt, 2006). In the interviews conducted for this research, one policy implementer suggested that social enterprises offered an opportunity to move away from standardised care models, that they could tailor care to the needs of the individual user. However, there has been no systematic analysis which compares the care models designed by social enterprise organisations with those of state managed or for profit enterprises nor their effectiveness.

Publicity since 2014 of the withdrawal of corporations, such as Serco following an estimated £18m loss on health service contracts would suggest that corporations do need to make a profit at levels which are acceptable to their shareholders. (Illman, 2014) The same argument can be made for social
enterprises who need to make a surplus to reinvest in furthering their social mission.

The democratic role of customers (patients/users) in system change is therefore limited in England. Despite efforts of lobby groups such as ‘We Own It’ and public comment about the role of for profit and not for profit organisations, citizens had little influence over the type of organisation receiving state funding for health care delivery.

A similar debate was not found in Tanzania. However, three policy implementers and four policy influencers interviewed for this research gave several examples of where they had advocated for change to the health system. These included the following:

- Advocating for public funding for clinical services to treat emerging health conditions, including HIV/AIDS and long term conditions such as diabetes
- Developing new services in relation to customer demand in rural areas
- Providing donor funding to support business development of innovative care practices in the emerging health care market
- Advocating for changes to the health system to allow greater consumer choice in health care services.

This research identified no lobbying by consumer or public representative bodies for a greater influence on the type of organisations delivering state funded health care in Tanzania.

### 7.6 Use of evidence

In England a change strategy adopted by policy makers which was not found amongst the policy implementers was the use of evidence. Four policy makers in England referred to this mechanism. Up to 2010 the main form of evidence used by all policy implementers and policy makers was the use of qualitative case studies. Building these narratives contributed to a growing body of evidence to demonstrate the effectiveness of social enterprises. Quantitative evidence relating to the performance of individual organisations, including clinical care, staff satisfaction, and productivity also began to emerge.
On closer inspection, however, the nature of this evidence was used to argue for various forms of employee control or engagement rather than organisations with a social mission. This approach to the gathering of evidence reflects the ambiguity in the meaning of social enterprise in England, where employee control of social enterprise forms figured prominently in the right to request initiative and subsequent policies around mutuals. As one policy maker said, staff engagement was critical to the success of the right to request policy. Building on anecdotal and case study narratives various research was undertaken which focused on employee control as a form of cultural shift to improve the quality of care delivered (Chris Ham, 2014) and improve productivity (Lampel et al, 2012) but these formed a body of evidence well after the right to request policy in health had been implemented.

Of note is a move in 2014 by 22 social enterprise leaders of health organisations, who formed their own membership organisation in an attempt to control the type of research undertaken. A driver for this group was a more balanced research agenda based on evidencing the impact of social enterprises in the health system.

In Tanzania, evidencing social impact is an important aspect of social enterprises. It was used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the service provided and as a case to argue for additional funding from either donor or state sources. Donors also used and funded research to gather evidence. One policy influencer described how they had invested in research to understand the market opportunities in health for private sector organisations. Another policy influencer in Tanzania illustrated how a competitive funding model, based on performance, had been very effective in enhancing the quality of care provided by members. Evidence gathering on the social impact of interventions was viewed as critical to demonstrate the effectiveness of their organisation and advocate for change.

7.7 Impact of social entrepreneurs advocacy in England

An analysis of how institutional entrepreneurs advocate for the emerging ideas of social enterprise suggests that rather than change being a carefully managed process, there are continual contradictions between organisations actors
influencing, designing and implementing state policy and managing change within organisations over time. These contradictions were demonstrated in this research in the for profit/not for profit tensions which exist between actors in England and Tanzania, ideas of the relative importance of social value as both an objective and as a meaning for change. Beliefs about the best way to achieve policy goals of productivity and quality of care demonstrate tensions between policy makers and social enterprise leaders.

The policy makers interviewed all emphasised the fluidity of the policy making process. One policy maker in England referred to policy development as a social ecology, subject to Darwinian influences where the survival and demise of ideas and policy influences continually evolves.

In relation to policy development: I take the view that there is no such thing as “the system”. It is a false imaginings that what we’ve got is perfectly designed, balanced. The idea that there is a grand unified theory of everything was doing the rounds; starting to move away from that - comfortable with randomness and chaos. Need to be ok with that. Yes, it’s hard to create new systems what I would argue is that we’re not creating new systems, but opportunities for organisations to evolve within the current setup. We don't have a set of structured blocks that you move … around; it’s an ecosystem, don't just plonk things into an ecosystem an evolutionary process. Started small, experimental. Ministers can get frustrated as they want more people to notice the success. At the same time very sensible and long lasting policy reform is often evolutionary. It’s not necessarily where you impose a change all at once. … Policy ecosystem is about dabbing bits of ink into the mix.  

*Policy maker, England*

However, all the policy implementers criticised the disjointed nature of policy development in relation to social enterprise in England.

‘The real problem was that we didn't have it joined up at the Centre. ….At one stage [we were sending] SOS messages via the SHA to the DH…. had to keep track because people didn't value each other's bit of policy or didn't understand. It could have been smoother and more joined up and people needed to be clear what this was the solution to. It was never clear. For us it was a solution to keeping services together but I'm not clear what the policy agenda was……It would be hard to say, looking retrospectively, that there was a coherent policy rolled out from concept to prototype to implementation to adoption to spread. … [I'm] not sure how the Department of Health functions. Is it like the Wizard of Oz... sweep back the curtain and there’s nobody in there.’ *Policy implementer, England*
Arguably, this research indicates that three main preconditions were required in the health system to support the emergence of social enterprises in England. One was the presence of a market, second was the long history of ‘not for profit’ organisations such as charities which was embedded in the culture of service delivery in England and the third was a culture of experimentation amongst state policy actors who had resources (funding and capacity) to act. All three of these preconditions were controversial. The approach taken to all was the subject of much debate and tension between actors. However, it was the process of debate, the relative power of different communities of interest and the relative receptiveness to change embedded into the policy makers’ decision making that influenced the emergence of organisations which called themselves social enterprises.

Internal contradictions were present in the health field, but also external events (such as the financial crises) influenced perceptions of the need for change in England. The relative importance of these internal contradictions and external events will continue to be debated. For example, some interviewees suggest various financial crises either self imposed (eg political commitment to address long waiting lists in beginning of Labour government) or externally imposed (eg financial crisis of 2008) caused the emergence of social enterprises in health policy. However, the analysis presented here suggests that no single critical external event can be identified.

What is evident from the analysis presented in this thesis is that the emergence of social enterprise in England can be viewed as a time limited phenomenon. From 2010, political attention refocused on employee controlled enterprises, or mutuals, and largely replaced social enterprise in policy discourse. However, the analysis of the meaning of the terms presented in Chapter 5 demonstrates that mutuals are not the same as social enterprises. It is the social mission, the way in which the organisational surplus is used within a trading environment which distinguishes social enterprises from mutuals. Furthermore, an organisation may be both a mutual and a social enterprise ie a staff controlled enterprise may also have a social mission and the surplus used to further that social mission.
In relation to social enterprise, the diagram over the page summarises how change might be conceptualised in England.

Institutional logic meta-theory makes a distinction between transformational change and developmental change. Transformational change involves replacement of one logic with another. It is the type of change that some of those interviewed for this research, illustrated by the quote below, wanted to achieve, believing that the combination of social enterprises’ core characteristics offered opportunities to make more of an impact than state managed services alone.

‘Some social enterprises are driving and delivering service transformation, but not the majority. Whether they’re delivering transformation does not seem to relate to issues of ownership or governance, rather leadership and values – particularly whether there’s a strong focus on users’ needs. Frankly, it’s not worth spinning out services or bringing in new contractors unless this is going to enable major transformation which improves services and outcomes for patients.’ Policy maker, England

However, the analysis from this research suggests that only partial transformational change occurred at the health system level. This was achieved by the introduction of the community logic through the Transforming Community Services initiative, when some state managed organisations were externalised into social enterprises. This community logic of social enterprise competed with the logic of for personal profit private corporations, mutuals, and the state logic. At best there was a blending of different logics within the health field which started in the 1980s and evolved over time. Tensions between these different institutional orders and also with the professional logic created new identities and practices that contested the authority of the state, clinicians and corporations. The hybrid model (social enterprise / staff controlled mutuals) adopted by some social enterprises in the right to request initiative, subsequently evolved into a segregation of meaning, with the employee owned/managed model (mutuals) emerging as the dominant logic in policy post 2010.
### Figure 7.2 Types of Change used by policy actors to support emergence of social enterprises in England

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Form of change</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>replaces one view over another; social enterprises to overall strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Replacement</td>
<td>one view is social enterprise (or its predecessor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>One view</td>
<td>introduction multiple types of same, social enterprise to overall strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Co-production</td>
<td>combining progress and focus on addressing health inequalities with different forms of social care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Elaboration</td>
<td>evolution of forms expressed in different ways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Endogenous</td>
<td>greater accountability of organisations delivering health services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Segregation</td>
<td>separation of views from a common original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Developmental</td>
<td>change in steer control of management of health care provider organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>incorporation of external dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td>shift from one sector to another</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Contraction</td>
<td>decrease in view's scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Views are Community, Professional, Corporation, State, Market.
However, change was also developmental. Examples of assimilation of ideas about social enterprise from lobbyists arguing for change were presented in this chapter and Chapter 6. Expansion of the logic of health care delivery to incorporate ideas from social care and John Lewis PLC were used developmentally to support NHS staff to consider different ways of growing their organisations when implementing the Transforming Community Services. Chapter 6 also illustrated how politicians and other lobbyists celebrated perceived successes of social enterprise in improving health care for patients. This elaboration was a powerful developmental tool to promote the new logic of social enterprise.

The contraction of the state complemented the expansion of the community logic in some parts of the health system in England but not others. The Transforming Community Services policy only applied to some community and primary care services providers, not hospitals. This policy never resulted in a replacement of one logic with another. The underpinning logic of social enterprise expressed through the three core characteristics described in Chapter 5 never gained sufficient power to act as a transformative logic in the health system as a whole.

7.8 Conclusions

The previous sections have focused on the role of social entrepreneurs in effecting change. At least six strategies for change could be identified which were common across both countries. Individuals came together to influence change in communities of interest at different points in time. Not all strategies were equally effective. For example, in England, translating the wants of customers and their preferences on the organisation receiving state funding demonstrate ongoing lobbying for involvement at this more strategic level. Similarly, in England, social value as a strategy for change has some way to go before it is recognised as a meaningful priority in commissioning processes for services, unlike in Tanzania where both measurement of social impact and recognition was more readily referenced by those interviewed. In England employee value and engagement was supported by a body of evidence which
evidenced improvements in productivity and quality of service, reflecting an imbalance in the focus of research.

In Tanzania, the diffusion of ideas associated with social enterprise was seen amongst international NGOs, the parent organisation influencing thinking in country offices. Local NGO leaders interviewed for this research, were also behaving like social entrepreneurs: responding to market opportunities to grow their organisations to further their social mission.

In England, Chapters 6 and 7 illustrated how change was advocated by different individuals acting together as institutional entrepreneurs but with different and sometimes conflicting perspectives on what needed to change. However, a core theme running through the interviews in England was that these teams were seeking greater independence from the perceived bureaucratic constraints of the state managed NHS, within a value set which recognised the role of a ‘not for personal profit’ ethos in companies participating in a market. In Tanzania, the not for profit organisations already have a greater share of state funded health services (analysed in chapter 6) and this desire to leave the nationally managed state health system was not evidenced.

Using institutional logic, both transformational and developmental change were evident in England at different periods over time and multiple strategies were used by actors to achieve change. However, whilst it is possible to describe the underpinning logic of social enterprise in both countries, the evidence from this research does not support the idea that introduction of social enterprise resulted in a transformation of the state and market logic of state funded health care services in England.

The next chapter will discuss the implications of this analysis across several themes.
Chapter 8 Discussion and conclusions

8.1 Introduction

I draw on the three themes described in Chapter 2 to structure this discussion of the research results. I have ordered this discussion so that it is consistent with the structure of the literature review in Chapter 2 and the presentation of the results. My approach builds on my ontological premise that the conceptualisation of social enterprise as a social construction, means that it needs to be interpreted within the context of time, place, and from the perspectives of different actors, all of which may be valid.

Drawing from the methodological approach, therefore, I start this discussion in section 8.2, at the field level of inquiry, where each health system forms a distinct case study. I argue that the results from this research, can aid conceptualisation of health systems, the role of governments and markets in relation to social enterprise in health systems. This section therefore provides important context for considering how this understanding can be applied to aid policy actors wishing to introduce social enterprise into a health system. In section 8.3, I discuss the contribution of this research to the ongoing debate about the meaning of social enterprise and how socio-political processes of change influence this meaning over time. Recognising that social entrepreneurs are aiming to achieve social change, I discuss the implications for this in Section 8.4. It contains a discussion on the interface between the social entrepreneurs’ goal for social change with the management of social enterprises delivering health care services.

Section 8.5 revisits the research objectives to discuss how far this study has met each objective, concluding with recommendations. I finish this thesis with my conclusions in section 8.6 which contains observations about the implications of this study for bringing together academic and practitioner perspectives on social enterprise in health systems.
8.2 Conceptualising health systems

In this discussion, I start section 8.2.1 by revising the health system framework presented in Chapter 2.6, to reflect the competing logics which may be present in a health system. I then propose a diagnostic tool in section 8.2.2 which can be used by policy actors to plan for the introduction of social enterprises into health systems. Policy actors can use it to assess the breadth of change required in health and other related systems if social enterprises are introduced.

Section 8.2.3 summarises the contribution of this discussion on health systems to the development of theory.

8.2.1 Embedding institutional logic into health systems.

The results from this research suggest that elements of the health systems framework developed in chapter 2.6 were useful when analysing these results. The framework reflected the change dynamic and the structural conceptualisation of the health system. It also captured the institutional entrepreneurship of different actors working at multiple levels within a historical context. This conceptualisation can be further enhanced by explicitly referencing the competing logic of different institutional orders. If the institutional logic conceptualisation of a ‘field’ is used to refer to a domestic health system, then the framework can be enhanced further by reflecting explicitly the other systems outside of the health system which may contribute to social entrepreneurs strategy making to achieve social missions. This latter extension is particularly relevant for those leading social enterprises to deliver services to vulnerable people with complex health and social care needs.

The diagram below builds on Gilson’s (2012) concept including the results of this research by incorporating the institutional orders found from this research.
In support of Gilson’s (2012) model, the competing logics of different agencies exist at any point in time even when resources and health goals are significantly different. It may also be demonstrated from this research that although the resource base is very different in Tanzania and England, there are common underpinning institutional logics across both health systems. In Chapters 5 and 6, the results from this research showed that more than one institutional order may be present at any level in a health system at the same time, within organisations, nationally and internationally. Each will have different levels of ‘power’ over others. For example, section 5.6 illustrated how the profession logic is evident in social enterprises’ business plans and care models, reflected in the quality of care provided, and built into the mission of some social enterprises.

Comparing the meaning of social enterprise in Tanzania and England involved striking a balance between potential cultural differences between the two countries versus the identification of a common logic. Cultural relativities placed
a different emphasis on particular logic characteristics, particularly in the parallel and sometimes combined social enterprise/ mutual/cooperative models in England, described in section 6.4 and the importance of faith in shaping the scope of care provided and the social mission of some organisations in Tanzania (section 5.6.1). Institutional logic needs to be seen, as Gilson (2013) advised as a guide to structure thinking. This hybridisation of logic needs to be recognised by policy actors and researchers when interpreting change within health systems and understanding differences between them. However, overuse of the broad brush categories of institutional orders may lead to simplistic analyses.

Figure 8.1 also illustrates the different policy actors which influence this logic within a domestic health system. These may be state or international policy makers, professionals, religious leaders, patients and their kinship networks, citizens and communities of interest. The influence of actors on the definition of social enterprise and on processes of change were different when the two countries were compared. In particular, the international community (international NGOs, WHO, World Bank, donor countries) had much more power in Tanzania than in England. In Tanzania, this research evidenced in sections 6.3 and 7.2.7 how these actors influenced both health policy and, through making changes in social enterprise business models, at health care delivery level as well. The influence of religious leaders on the purpose of organisations and systems of authority was also more apparent in Tanzania than in England.

The national health system interacts with other systems, such as education or employment, through these policy actors. As demonstrated in Chapter 7, social entrepreneurs, through their organisations, social enterprises, bring together these competing logics to influence change in the logic of the market design (sections 5.8, 6.3.3) of the health system. This research demonstrated how these social entrepreneurs, acting as institutional entrepreneurs worked at multiple levels (eg international, domestic, organisational, and individual) to advocate for change.

However, this research also indicates that although it can be argued that social enterprise is a new cultural / cognitive logic in health systems, in section 7.7, its
relative contribution to transformational or developmental change in improving the health of populations was unclear. Its logic can be made to fit with different political ideologies. Whilst it was clear from the English case study in section 6.4, how social enterprises were used by politicians as instruments to guide change, the implementation of social enterprise varied. Advocates of social enterprise created ‘cultural resonance’ which has been described by other researchers as an important component of mobilisation with only some individuals and teams in the NHS. (Lounsbury et al., 2003)

Furthermore, multi systemic responses may be required to effect transformation in care outcomes for some client groups but not for others. The three types of social enterprise described in section 5.7 illustrates how the range of organisational strategies used by social enterprises may go beyond the scope of health funders leading to opportunities to develop cross governmental solutions. It also leaves out transformative agents such as new health technologies which may transform care for a population.

Reflecting the amendments to the institutional orders suggested in this research, there are other definitions of the meaning of the term transformation in health care including increasing efficiency, improving access to health care services, increasing health impact, and not just market share as implied in institutional logic. The logic of the ‘market’ was described as a ‘pure market’ in economic terms in the original framework. (Thornton et al., 2012) Section 6.3 demonstrated how the logic of state managed health care delivery markets when analysed in relation to social enterprise needed to be amended to allow for different market currencies and reward which supported achievement of social objectives as well as health delivery performance. This research, in sections 4.4 and 5.8, also showed how uncertainty/complexity influences resistance to change. Lawrence (2008) describes how control and domination influences the range of options open to actors. In this research domination by the state of market rules restricted the range of business models open to English and Tanzanian social entrepreneurs to further social objectives.

Whilst the meaning of transformative and developmental change may be subject to ongoing debate within a domestic health system, Figure 8.1 recognises the importance of historical policy decisions in domestic health
systems. In Chapter 6, both case studies demonstrated historical contingency in the different institutional logics present in the health system. The change process, event sequencing, described in 6.3.4 illustrated how implementation of the concept of social enterprise builds from historical policy decisions. This creates a context unique to a domestic health system. It was illustrated in Chapter 6 in the contrasting market shares of state manage, for profit and not for profit organisations in the two countries. In Tanzania, it could be argued that the separation of ‘not for profit’ from ‘for profit’ private organisations in legislation and the ban on participation of for profit organisations in health care delivery, which was only recently removed, influenced the market share of ‘not for profit’ organisations. In England ‘not for profit’ organisations, independent of the state have always been present in the health care delivery system, but following the formation of the NHS in 1947, with a much reduced role. This research shows that the role of state funded private sector health care delivery organisations in both countries evolves over time, each new legislation or policy initiative building on or reacting to previous legislation.

This research demonstrates how by using the institutional logic framework, more than one institutional order may be present in a health system at any point in time and that they may compete for primacy with each other. This research therefore complements others (Park and Wilding, 2013, Kerlin, 2013, Kerlin, 2010) in demonstrating that this cultural and material context is influenced by and influences government policy orientation. By developing Gilson’s (2012) model further to recognise the different combinations of institutional logic at different levels of the health system and within the context of the historical influence from policy actors, this research offers an alternative way of conceptualising health systems and theorising about health system change.

8.2.2 Applying health system framework to health policy development

A structured approach to evaluating the evidence for the effectiveness of social enterprise was beyond the scope of this research. However, if social entrepreneurs are correct in distinguishing their social business models from others, as described by Yunus et al (2010) and in this research, it may be inferred that encouraging the development and accountability of social
enterprises in a health system for delivering social change may be important. Results from this research show that certain institutional conditions in the capacity of the health system need to be met before an idea like social enterprise can be implemented (Helderman, 2005). I have developed a diagnostic tool to assess how favourable the health system is to the development of social enterprise organisations. The implication from this research is that the ‘success’ of social entrepreneurs and social enterprises is at least partly contingent upon the environment within which they operate.

The proposed tool is an indicative illustration of what the different contextual factors and their interdependencies could be to enable policy stakeholders to assess at a point in time how well the logic of social enterprise is embedded into policy. This tool is broader than others which are currently available. The Schwab (Schwab, 2008) for example, have proposed a narrower framework for government action as a policy guide to scale up social entrepreneurship. They identify six elements: engage market stakeholders, develop government capacity for action, build market infrastructure and capacity, prepare enterprises for growth, grow and direct private capital and review and refine policy.

However, based on the results from this research the framework is too narrow, (at least for health systems), focused on financial and market resources, rather than the broader context for government action.

It may be inferred from this research that there are three domains which need to be considered. These are social impact, government systems and health system capacity. Table 8.1 below describes how this diagnostic tool links with institutional logic meta-theory, previous research and the results presented in this thesis.
Table 8.1 Linking institutional logic, research results and diagnostic tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Institutional Logic</th>
<th>Review of previous research</th>
<th>Reference to the results in this research (section or chapter in this thesis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social impact</td>
<td>Community of interest expressed through social purpose Hybrid organisations reflect community logic combined with categories from other institutional orders</td>
<td>2.4: the concept of social enterprise and their characteristics 2.5.2: social innovation strategies</td>
<td>5.2: social value as a characteristic of social enterprise 5.5: community institutional order distinguishing social enterprise from other types of organization; 5.6 expression of other institutional orders with community institutional order 7.3 measuring or arguing for social value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government systems</td>
<td>State and market logic Change processes: Event sequencing Institutional entrepreneurs</td>
<td>2.3: role of government 2.4.4 Political influence on meaning of social enterprise 2.5.1: historical contingency of social change 2.5.3 Design of markets in state managed health system</td>
<td>3.2: Reasons for introduction of private providers in relation to health system reform 4.3: scope of health funding &amp; health system reform strategies 4.4.1: securing investment 5.3: Political use of term social enterprise 5.4 Policy makers need to build social enterprise logic into policy 6.2: policy makers perceptions of value of privately managed organisations and the market logic implemented. 6.3.2: historical contingency of policy change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health system capacity</td>
<td>Change processes Event sequencing Institutional entrepreneurs Structural overlap</td>
<td>2.3.3: Hierarchy of health system capacity linked to capacity building strategies and socio political context 2.5: change processes linked to types of change 2.5.4: social entrepreneurs as advocates for</td>
<td>4.4.2 social entrepreneurship culture 5.7: organizational strategies to achieve social value responsive to context 5.8: how social value embedded as a currency in health markets 6.3.3: design of market logic related to social enterprise 6.4: learning from England recognizing value in investing in development of skills and capacity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Social impact forms one of the three domains of this diagnostic tool because it reflects the interface between all three core characteristics of social enterprises and the effectiveness of social entrepreneurship in achieving social innovation. Management by the state of health system design in both England and Tanzania means that the second domain, government systems, is critical in creating the institutional environment within which health care organisations trade. This domain builds on the evidence of this research which links the effectiveness of social enterprises’ contribution to health equity policy priorities through the articulation of organisational strategies which address the social determinants of health. This domain recognises the importance of the socio-political context which allows social entrepreneurs acting as institutional entrepreneurs to influence and be influenced by the environment created by governments. The third domain, health system capacity, reflects the multi-faceted dynamic between social entrepreneurs and health system capacity building.

Figure 8.2 below illustrates how the idea might be developed for use by policy actors when designing policies to introduce social enterprise into health systems.
I have demonstrated how the tool might be applied comparatively by comparing the research results for England and Tanzania, using an indicative 0-9 scale which assumes that 0 is low and 9 is high. Other scales, such as 1-3 or 1-100 could be used and can be the purpose of future research. Further details can be found in Annex D about each of the three domains together with scores for England and Tanzania.

Development is needed on the dimensions themselves and the type of scale and questions that might form a validated tool for comparison purposes. If this was done, it could be used in assessing, strengthening or monitoring strategies which shape the health system environment. Further, the diagnostic tool could be used with policy actors to achieve a facilitated view about what needs to change in health system design and what capacity needs to be built into a health system before change can be made.
It could also be used in a more qualitative way, to enable policy stakeholders to discuss and review how the environment supports or challenges social enterprises. Used in this way, it might inform what future policy changes need to be made across systems and to structure consideration of the potential impact of these changes upon the dynamic between different policy actors in the health system.

8.2.3 Implications for the development of theory

This research contributes to the growing body of literature on the potential of social enterprise to support health system reforms. There is almost no research which compares how adoption and policy implementation of social enterprise varies transnationally. Social enterprise is growing in international focus, yet its meaning and implementation in a health systems context is little researched. As national donors such as DFID and DANIDA and influencers such as the British Council embrace the idea of social enterprise in their strategies for supporting development of low to middle income countries, more research on when and how these strategies are relevant will become increasingly important.

The development of the diagnostic tool demonstrates how this research has contributed to the knowledge base. By scoping the characteristics of social enterprise within the context of a health system it provides a way for institutional entrepreneurs to conceptualise the breadth of change required in the health systems and intra government fields to allow social enterprises to be introduced and developed. The diagnostic tool is an idea that one organisation has expressed an interest in to help them to understand the systemic impact of their social investments.

Chapter 2 contained an overview of other research where institutional logic has been used in analysis of health systems change. It demonstrated that the amount of research is small, and has focused on higher income countries. I could find no published literature on institutional logics in middle to lower income countries. This research contributes to previous research on the changing logic in health systems in higher income countries as well as providing one example of how it could be applied in a middle to lower income country.
The proposed amendments to the health systems framework originally developed by Gilson (2012) use institutional logic to incorporate a cognitive dimension to our understanding of health systems. This development complements existing structural, systems and actor agency approaches which are already well established in the health systems literature. The three change processes in institutional logic offer a new way to analyse change within health systems. Further, they bring in an organisational perspective which is an underdeveloped area of health systems research. Albeit only a beginning, using institutional logic offers a new way of building knowledge and conceptualising the interface between organisational and system change, and the cognitive perspectives of policy actors advocating for health system change.

8.3 The conceptualisation of social enterprise

This thesis illustrates how social enterprise has its own logic which is expressed through the institutional logic order, community. The comparative case study approach used in this research enabled a common meaning to the phenomenon of social enterprise to be identified across two contrasting health systems. Organisations with this community logic have a social purpose which is expressed through a culture of social entrepreneurship within a market. Important aspects of other institutional orders such as profession, corporation and in the case of Tanzania, religion may also be present. The combination of different aspects of these other institutional orders (‘hybridisation’) brings together structural and cultural combinations within the social enterprise organisation. In Chapter 5 of this research the results show that this mixing of logic categories from different institutional orders, around one central logic allows social entrepreneurs through their organisations to experiment with different structural and cultural opportunities to achieve social change.

However, this research also shows that interpreting this broad logic is complex. Considering different institutional logic categories and how they apply to the meaning of social enterprise can further the theories underpinning the meaning of social enterprise and the way in which control and power over these meanings are used by different policy actors. This research also demonstrates how social entrepreneurs can differentiate their organisations from others by
integrating the social purpose of their social enterprise with organisational
strategy and business models. In this way, social entrepreneurs build capability
to innovate within their organisations and in the health system.

The following sections will discuss each of these three aspects of social
enterprise. The first section (8.3.1) explores how, by using institutional logic
theory to describe core and non core characteristics of social enterprise, this
research contributes to the development of institutional logic theory and theories
about the meaning of social enterprise. If, as is argued in this research, social
enterprise has its own underpinning logic, then the way in which policy actors
can influence the change of meaning of a policy term over time in a health
system is important learning from this research. Using the example of the
introduction of social enterprise into the NHS, this politicisation of the meaning
of the term has implications for actor agency, which is discussed in section
8.3.2. I argue in section 8.3.3 that this social construction of the meaning of
social enterprise has broader implications for health systems reforms.

8.3.1 The logic of social enterprise in England and Tanzania
From the case examples examined it has been possible to distinguish between
core and non core characteristics of social enterprise. This finding contrasts
with other researchers reviewed in the literature review of the concept of social
enterprise (Chapter 2.4). These included using social and economic criteria,
organisational culture of social entrepreneurship, international definitions
associated with philanthropy, leadership and context, and political definitions
linked to political ideology and power. Figure 8.3 illustrates how the three core
characteristics identified in this research might be conceptualised. I argued in
section 5.2 that non core organisational design options may also be present, but
in themselves may not reflect the logic of social enterprise without the presence
of the three core characteristics.
The three core characteristics (social purpose, social entrepreneurship and use of the surplus to achieve the social mission) are common across England and Tanzania.

When compared with the institutional logic categories of the order community in section 5.5, some alignment could be identified. Five categories in the institutional logic framework developed by Thornton et al., (2012) can be further refined to reflect the community logic of a health system as expressed through social enterprises. These were the root metaphor, sources of legitimacy, sources of authority, basis of strategy and informal control mechanisms and are listed below.

1. The root metaphor of a social enterprise is a common boundary or community of interest. For example, this community of interest could be a staff or a client group, a geographical area, or a social enterprise as a type of organisation with a distinct identity. This fluidity of community of interest has implications for how social entrepreneurs view the scope of a health system. There is a dynamic between organisations’ social entrepreneurs and the policy makers in negotiating the scope of the health policy field. This negotiation is important because, as described in section 5.7 it influences how social entrepreneurs design their business models and strategies.
2. A social enterprise’s legitimacy, its freedom to act in the interests of its community and its accountability to that community rests on its ability to demonstrate its social value to that community of interest. This social value is reflected in the social purpose of the organization, which is also influenced by the context within which the social enterprise trades. For example, section 4.2 demonstrated how all social entrepreneurs interviewed for this research in Tanzania, were able to describe how they were contributing to policy makers’ priorities to improve access to health care and capacity building.

3. This commitment to community values and ideology is a social enterprise’s source of authority. In England, democratic accountability to a community of interest was evident in relation to some lobbyists argument in section 7.5 that tax payers have a ‘right’ to be consulted on changes made to the health system to allow the entry of ‘for profit’ organisations into health care delivery systems in the NHS. Inclusion of democratic rights at a social enterprise (organisational) level was less clear cut, reflected in the debate (sections 6.4 and 7.7) amongst social enterprise leaders and policy makers on the relative importance of democratic forms of engagement through their employees and/or client group.

4. Engagement with employees and/or client groups was used as a strategy by all leaders interviewed for this study in both countries to support service redesign or organisational governance. In this way communities of interest were ‘allowed’ by social entrepreneurs to influence or lead service design (‘empowerment’) to improve the quality of services delivered to achieve the social mission. The basis of social entrepreneurs’ strategy was not to increase the status and honour of members and practices of the community of interest as suggested by Thornton et al. (2012). Rather it was to work together as a community of interest to have a social impact. As is illustrated in Chapters 4 and 5, this social impact may go beyond the funding scope of a health system, depending on the social enterprises’ organisational strategies to achieve their social purpose.
5. Many informal control mechanisms were evident in this research. This fifth category in the institutional logic framework was made visible by social entrepreneurs through their actions, expressed through partnerships, formed to further the social purpose of the organisation. The relative complexity of partnerships in relation to the three groups of social enterprises identified in this research (section 5.7) was not understood by all commissioners of services in England in relation to the length of time contracts were required to deliver innovative service models.

Figure 8.3 also illustrates how other material or cultural features can be built into the design of the organisation as required. For example, in Tanzania and England, the following three aspects of community were identified in social enterprises:

1. Building in collective forms of engagement at an organisational level was evidenced in England through attempts to include patients/users and/or staff in decision making processes at an organisational level. This was illustrated in Sections 6.4 on allowing NHS teams to form social enterprises and Sections 5.2 and 5.3 which reflect both the changing political interpretations of the term over time and the tension between meanings which reflect democratic control versus social purpose. These tensions were not found in those organisations in Tanzania interviewed. In Tanzania, other culturally influenced meanings were evident for example in Section 5.6.1 faith based social enterprises interviewed for this research demonstrated the idea of community through religious affiliation.

2. More so in England than in Tanzania, a suggestion that, by building in principles of social value, into their organisational purpose, that an alternative economic model which is based upon achieving a social mission binds social enterprises together into a community of interest. In England, as illustrated in section 5.3, collective representation of social enterprises was viewed as weak in relation to the power of the ‘for profit’ corporations. However, in Tanzania, section 5.2 demonstrated that whilst the ‘not for profit’ type of organisation has
been a recognised classification distinct from ‘for profit’ there were no collective mechanisms in place to advocate for their place in the health system as a distinct organisational type compared with ‘for profit’ types. In Tanzania, section 7.2.7 illustrated how international NGOs and donors bring their own ideas on how health service markets can be managed to achieve their social mission, with the translation of ideas found internationally into the domestic health market.

3. Geography was another perspective on ideas of community. Geographically based state managed planning structures to set health care delivery priorities, commission health care service providers and review the effectiveness of health service provision in achieving local priorities was done at national and regional levels in both countries. These geographically based planning and delivery systems are bound by the national policy and legislative framework for health services in a domestic health system. Social enterprises delivering health care services engaged with other organisations on a geographic basis to design care tailored to the needs of their population and to achieve their social mission.

There were also important values based non core characteristics used which were drawn from ideas of business. For example, in section 5.2.2, the issue of whether or not social enterprises should carry an asset lock, which preserves the assets for the social benefit of those communities identified in an organisation’s social mission regardless of changes in company ownership, illustrated how ideas associated with business (in this case mergers and acquisitions) were translated into a social enterprise logic.

These different characteristics influence the structural and cultural identity of the organisation, for example, through its legal structure and organisational cultures. No published academic studies were found which used institutional logic to interpret the meaning of social enterprise. However, drawing on published literature which emphasise the ‘hybrid organising’ (Battilana and Lee, 2014) aspects of social enterprise and reviewed in Chapter 2, interpreting the institutional logic categories associated with the institutional order community in
this way suggests that the institutional logic framework developed by Thornton et al. (2012) can be developed further. The results from this research, presented in chapter 5, demonstrate that at least for social enterprises in a health system, the structure and culture of social enterprises are in fact blended with many aspects of different institutional orders.

In England, employee ownership of some social enterprises in the form of shareholding interests without the presence of a social mission places them in an ambiguous position depending on whether or not the employees are the objects of the organisation’s social mission. For example, an organisation structured where the benefits of the employee shareholders are also members of the target group benefitting from the social mission may also be classified as a social enterprise. An organisational culture which promotes quality of care and links to the institutional order profession through either embedding the staff in the governance of the organisation in its ownership structures or through culture further blurs the distinction.

This research therefore can be interpreted as a first step in supporting Thornton et al. (2012) argument that the community institutional order is a distinct economic order which they have called ‘cooperative capitalism’. (Thornton, 2013) England and Tanzania have significantly different health priorities yet it can be argued in general terms, that there is a common logic to social enterprise organisations in both systems (community, state, profession and corporation), all of which compete with each other for power through the actions of different actors.

8.3.2 Changing the meaning of social enterprise over time
Throughout this research, locating the correct historical period in time was important. Drawing on the three change processes of institutional logic meta-theory in Chapter 6, two processes, event sequencing and the advocacy of institutional entrepreneurs for social enterprise ideas were both important in influencing the changing meaning of social enterprise over time.

When NHS staff were invited to form their own social enterprises independent of state management, my analysis in section 6.4 showed how policy actors used their institutional power to influence policy priorities. English politicians in
government saw social enterprise as a way of furthering their political ambitions. Some policy makers and politicians were inspired by social enterprise advocates who presented opportunities to address health inequalities. Staff engagement, which was used initially as one argument for releasing NHS staff from direct NHS management, (a perceived constraining factor (Addicott, 2011) would allow them to be innovative and to deliver better patient care. Over time staff engagement became central to the meaning of social enterprise in policy discourse. Ambiguity of the meaning of social enterprise in England allowed one aspect, social value, to, over time, be down played in favour of mutual or employee controlled organisational forms.

Ideas of social enterprise found in Tanzania showed that the term social enterprise was not present historically but is emerging as a new term amongst ‘not for profit’ organisations and some policy influencers. In section 5.2, this research shows how, in the Tanzanian context, although the idea of social enterprise has not entered health policy making yet, some leaders of not for profit organisations interviewed for this research have either always viewed themselves as social entrepreneurs, but not called themselves by this term, or are actively transitioning their organisations to become social enterprises. Advocates in Tanzania who argue for recognition of social enterprise as a distinct type of ‘not for profit’ organisation make their case on the basis of culture not structure ie social enterprise leaders demonstrate a social entrepreneurial outlook which is different from the culture in other ‘not for profit’ organisations which rely on grant funding.

This interplay between power and agency shapes the meaning of policy as well as the policy environment and the decisions and priorities that follow. This research showed in section 7.7 that whilst social transformation might have been an objective for some actors advocating for social enterprise in England, the institutional environment limited its implementation. Whilst policy makers might argue, as two did in this research, that the policy making process is an ecology of ideas which are tried and discarded or further implemented in a Darwinian way, this research indicates that in relation to social enterprise this receptive culture at a national level to new ideas arguably needs to be implemented within a strategic framework and underpinning principles which
are favourable to addressing health inequalities. Without recognising the importance of social value and therefore social enterprises as a distinct type of organisation with its own logic, policy makers may miss opportunities to effect change.

The extent to which democratic forms of engagement were reflected in social enterprise structure and culture varied. These new communities of organisations were perceived to be threatening by key stakeholders such as Unite who actively resisted change. This finding complements that done in other sectors which demonstrated that new organisational forms with different values sometimes threatened stakeholders (Marquis and Lounsbury, 2007). This resistance to social enterprise was driven by ideological and political concerns about the meaning of the NHS and implications of the market driven policies for quality of care.

This research demonstrated the tension between stakeholders who enable access to resources (governments and donors) and the beneficiaries, who may lack a voice. The debate in England, described in chapter 7.5, concerning the ‘privatisation’ of the health service is a good example from this research of this systemic issue where some citizens feel that a debate has yet to be had about the underpinning values of organisations invited to deliver care using taxpayers’ money. The results from this research demonstrate the importance of other academics’ observations that societal cultural interpretations of the scope and role of a health system in a national context cannot be ignored. (Saltman & Bergman, 2005). This democratic argument has broader implications. Ebrahim et al. (2014), for example, draw on their analysis of governance in social enterprises to draw attention to this systemic dynamic between organisational governance and system governance arguing that how social enterprises may reshape the institutional order and demonstrate their legitimacy as a new form of organisation will be important for the future. The results from this research build on others (Doherty et al., 2014, Battilana and Lee, 2014) who argue that this hybridisation ie organising activities, structures, processes and meanings of social enterprise organisations result in novel institutions. But this research goes further indicating that in a health system this ‘hybrid organising’ (Battilana and Lee, 2014) is sensitive to the historical and cultural context of policy making.
at a national level and in Tanzania internationally. In Tanzania the presence of international NGOs and donors influenced not only policy making but also organisational strategy.

8.3.3 Implications of social enterprise logic for health systems design

This research has advanced the idea of community logic, proposed by Thornton et al (2012) in relation to social enterprise. Using the idea of institutional orders, I have expanded and refined the new community logic categories, suggesting various enhancements. I also proposed refinements to the market and state institutional orders in the context of implementing social enterprise in a state managed health system context. The idea of institutional orders was a useful framework to interpret the data, particularly when differentiating the logic behind social enterprises and mutuals. It also provided a useful frame of reference for interpreting the logic, rather than the use of the term itself when comparing across cultures and health systems. Without the logic categories described in institutional orders, it would have been easy (and a mistake) to assume that because social enterprise as a term is not used in Tanzania that social enterprise as an idea does not exist. Unexpectedly, therefore, use of the idea of institutional orders did do what Thornton et al (2012) have said was one of their aims which was to allow cross cultural comparison.

The analysis of the policy to support NHS staff to form their own social enterprises contributes to the existing debate on how the political interpretation of the term can be used to further policy and political agendas. The analysis contributes to policy and management practitioner’s knowledge base on how such a policy can be implemented.

It can be concluded from this research that the historical and cultural policy context will influence the way in which these core and non core characteristics of social enterprise are combined. Both countries had common principles underpinning their health systems but in neither country do policy makers explicitly make the link between social value, policy priorities and organisational purpose in the way in which they plan reform of the health system. However, if looked at from the perspective of the policy implementers interviewed for this study, their ambitions for system reform varied depending on their client group
and their social mission. Policy influencers interviewed for this study perceived the need for change in relation to their constituency views, which was sometimes narrower than those delivering care in social enterprises.

In Tanzania, those who used the term social enterprise thought it was important to differentiate social enterprises as a form of ‘not for profit’ organisation, distinct from ‘for profit’. Certainly some of the reasons respondents gave included access to investment capital, tax and other benefits enjoyed by the ‘not for profit’ organisations. They also argued that entrepreneurial focus on sustainable income strategies, and reduction in historic forms of funding such as donor funding, merited recognising social enterprise as a distinct category in itself. Arguments that the cultural shift within organisations and the health system both of which need to take a more social-entrepreneurial outlook were also persuasive.

The institutional logic change processes were therefore able to be applied to the changing meanings of the term social enterprise. Institutional entrepreneurship, event sequencing and to a lesser extent structural overlap, could be demonstrated in this research. A limitation, however, was that institutional logic does not assist in understanding the causes of change.

This research demonstrates that social enterprise is a social construction influenced by historical and policy choices. From the perspective of health policy therefore, if addressing health inequalities is a policy priority, social enterprise may present a useful tool for health system reform, but health systems strengthening may be required. From this research the type of strengthening required at state and market levels is common across both England and Tanzania. Social entrepreneurs were not just leaders of social enterprises. Many also aimed to challenge the rules found in the health system, to change the health system so that social value could be more readily evidenced and achieved.

### 8.4 Using social enterprises to achieve social change

This research demonstrated that some social entrepreneurs’ aim to make a social impact by influencing the environment within which they trade. In so
doing they extend the meaning of social entrepreneur to that of institutional entrepreneur. The views of social enterprise leaders interviewed for this research in both countries demonstrate support for the idea that communities of interest are both the genesis and mediators of organisations development and growth. For example, international donor agencies and NGOs in Tanzania, and some charities in England influence health system change. They lobby for institutional change, adapting to opportunities to further their social mission and grow their organisations.

Cultural, social and legal systems do influence actors organisational strategies and those in power can often ‘determine’ outcomes that are more coherent. When comparing Tanzania and England, it was possible to see and described in Chapter 4 that the national health system priorities and funding systems in both countries influence the organisational strategies and the types of business models adopted by social entrepreneurs. I demonstrated how the socio-political and historical context is important for social enterprise strategy making. For example, in Chapter 6, the history of the development of the market in England and the more recent PPP structures in Tanzania enabled a growing number of non state managed organisations to contribute to national health priorities by delivering health care services. When policies which affected social enterprises in England did not appear coherent to social enterprise leaders, managerial agency by social entrepreneurs made sense of the environment.

Throughout this research there was an underpinning theme in the data collected through interviews and analysis of policy documents that social enterprises enable innovative strategies to achieve social impact (eg Anderson, 2014, European Union). Building on this idea of using social impact as a way of grouping types of social enterprises, I presented the idea of social value using the WHO’s social determinants of health framework. (World Health Organisation, 2008a) This approach to the analysis of the data builds on recent published research which argues that social enterprises can align their social mission with the the social determinants of health. (Roy et al., 2013, Mason et al., 2015). By bringing together the social determinants of health with the client group and organisational strategy, the analysis presented in Chapter 5 demonstrated that there were three groupings of social enterprises, which were
common to both countries. In both countries there is an opportunity to acknowledge in policy making the contribution that social enterprises can make to address the broader determinants of health.

This research advances academic and practitioner theories on ‘social innovation’ where social entrepreneurs, through realising their organisation’s social purpose, aim to influence the rules of government systems. I have structured this section of the discussion around social enterprises planning processes for social change. From this organisational perspective, I discuss in section 8.4.1 how capability and capacity may be combined in new ways in social enterprises’ strategies to deliver their social mission. I then discuss, in section 8.4.2, the implications of this research for creating different types of service innovation to achieve social change. In section 4.4, I demonstrated how social entrepreneurs strategise to acquire resources for investment and, in sections 5.7 and 5.8, how they use a surplus to reinvest to further their social purpose. What has not been explored in this research are the tensions that might arise within social enterprise organisations between social and economic value creation. I explore this subject in section 8.4.3, in the main, to identify it as a future area for research. I then discuss in section, 8.4.4 how academics and practitioners may take a new approach to conceptualising planning for social impact within social enterprises to help them to address this potential tension. In section 8.4.5 I discuss how this aspect of the research has contributed to theory.

8.4.1 Developing capability and capacity in new ways
Results from this research demonstrate that social enterprises combine the capabilities found in people in new ways to create capacity for change. For example, in Tanzania, in Section 7.3, the use of community champions and mobile phones improved access to specialist health care. Interviewees in England in the Holistic social enterprises group, section 5.7.1, used partnerships and relationship building with others as one way of achieving social innovation, in this way combining and developing the capabilities of their teams, customers (patients/users) and partners. Two organisations leaders, one in England (section 7.4.3) and one in Tanzania (section 7.3) explicitly developed the capabilities of patients, members of the community or
professionals in other agencies to deliver their organisational strategies. This systemic outlook of social entrepreneurs to developing health system capacity supports ideas of social innovation, proposed by other researchers. (Ziegler, 2010) Consideration of social innovation as expressed by a culture of staff and/or user engagement both within the social enterprise and in its systemic contribution to social impact broadens the literature on theory of social innovation to include the possibility that culture within organisations as well as the development of partnerships with others and has potential for future investigation.

8.4.2 Creating different types of service innovation

Bringing together ideas of capability and capacity to create social innovation, classifying types of innovation are useful (Bessant and Tidd, 2011). For example, social entrepreneurs interviewed for this study demonstrate different types of social innovation including:

- new products or services which were not there before (eg in Tanzania programmes which empower women were delivered as part of the health care services illustrated by Group B social enterprises in 5.7.2)
- new processes to deliver services (eg linking community champions and specialist services to increase access to health care services in Tanzania),
- shifting market positions – altering the perspective/benefits of existing products or services to target new users without the service changing (eg extending existing primary care services to vulnerable people found in England and Tanzania) or
- evolving paradigms, for example in this research a socially inclusive charging structure was found in social enterprises in England and Tanzania, which allowed new care models to be designed. These were enabled by pooling funding from different funders in England, creating partnerships with other organisations to increase capacity in England and Tanzania, or using different charging systems in Tanzania to redistribute resources from the rich to the poor.
The importance of scale in applying service innovation (Anderson, 2014; Young, 2006) was evident in this research from a health system perspective. In Tanzania policy implementers interviewed were able to demonstrate application of these service innovations at national or regional levels. In England, none of the policy implementers were able to demonstrate national application of innovations, some equating the idea of community with geographically bound, regional ideas. Some policy makers in England expressed frustration at the slow pace of change in ‘scaling up’ social innovations which contrasted with policy makers in Tanzania who readily referenced the ‘scaling up’ of social innovations at a national level. It was unclear in this research why such a difference in scale was found in each country. This aspect of social enterprise is important for policy actors to understand. Further insight may lie from more in depth analysis of the interface and dynamic between health system policy and social enterprises organisational strategies.

8.4.3 Managing the tension between social and economic value

In a health system with a state managed market and where health equity is a policy priority, it can be inferred from the results of this research that policy makers may need to design market mechanisms which favour social over economic value creation in some segments of the health market. In this research, in section 5.8, examples of this approach emerged in the English case study when a policy implementer described how commissioners worked with them to allow time for a new service model to be tested and designed. This focus on health and social outcomes rather than service inputs was also raised by two policy makers interviewed as the preferred commissioning model, believed to result in positive social change. Yet, as described in this research, Monitor are explicitly organisational type agnostic in their management of the health market in England, and the Social Value Act (UK Government, 2012b), which applied to all state funded procurement has had limited impact on the operation of the market. (Lord Young, 2015)

Of importance in the literature is the proposal that this balance between social value and economic value creation, the so called ‘shared value creation’, (Porter and Kramer, 2011) offers a new way of doing business. This idea has been critiqued by Pirson (2012) whose longitudinal research of three social
enterprises showed that none managed to balance social and economic value creation over time ie either social value or economic value creation became dominant.

The results from this research indicate that, in health systems, the receptiveness of the state to the three core characteristics of social enterprise is important context. As shown in the English case study, the ability of social entrepreneurs to make a case for social enterprise may be a useful political tool for politicians but without complementary and favourable institutional changes within the health system implementation of objectives related to achieving social transformation may be weakened. This was illustrated in this research in section 6.4, when exploring how the policy to allow staff to leave NHS management to form social enterprises was managed, including the way the idea was sold to staff as exciting, innovative and in some way better than being managed within the NHS. (Hewitt, 2006) As explored by Chew and Lyon (2012) a conducive policy environment is important to allow social enterprises to grow. They argue that if commissioners are too risk averse or overly prescriptive in their commissioning processes and output requirements they may create isomorphism in the system, thus limiting innovation. However, as suggested by Pirson (2012), if an organisation is too business like in a competitive environment, social value might be eroded.

Research in commercial companies has shown that to sustain value creation, successful companies demonstrate three capabilities: identifying new business opportunities and experimenting and exploiting them; a balanced use of resources; and achieving coherence between leadership, culture and employee commitment. (Achtenhagen et al., 2013) This emphasis on sustainability was important learning from this research ie I concluded in section 5.2.1, that adoption of business principles alone are not sufficient in themselves to define a social enterprise. The in depth interviews undertaken with policy implementers demonstrate how, in a market of health care services, social entrepreneurs developing strategy need to manage the tension between achieving social impact and commercial activities, supporting observations made by others. (Moizer and Tracey, 2010, Teasdale, 2010) Furthermore, there is some evidence that high social performance can also have an effect on commercial
performance through a halo effect. (Liu et al., 2014) It may be inferred that the performance of social enterprise needs to reflect this tension (Bagnoli and Megali (2011) and is important to social enterprise and policy makers in health systems. The next section discusses how social entrepreneurs might plan to balance this tension.

8.4.4 Application of social enterprise logic to organisational planning

The results from this research show that there is merit in linking the logic underpinning social enterprise with the planning for social impact at an organisational level. If, as is argued in this research that social enterprises’ social purpose, distinguish them from other organisations, then there may be structures, cultures and processes which are internal to social enterprises which need to be considered. This is recognised as an under researched area in institutional logic (Thornton et al, 2012) and a detailed examination of this is beyond the scope of this research. However, organisational strategies do set the framework for the medium term. (DaSilva and Trkm, 2014) As demonstrated in this research, social enterprises develop organisational strategies to achieve their social mission by combining, protecting and rearranging their tangible and intangible assets (dynamic capabilities) to anticipate, shape and take opportunities over time.

Yunus, (2010) suggests that this approach to organisational strategy represents a distinct culture. He argues that social businesses have social business models, which distinguish themselves from other forms of enterprise because they require new value propositions based on social impact, different ways of achieving that value (value constellations) and measuring profit on the basis of social as well as financial impact.

From this research, it can be seen that fluidity of organisational structures and logics allow flexible business models, which are able to respond to and be influenced by the health system environment. An internal organisational dynamic is reflected in the development of business models in the short term, ie ‘a specific combination of resources which through transactions generate value for both customers and the organization’. (DaSilva et al, 2013, pg 4). This
research demonstrated that health system design constrained or enabled different types of business models. This interplay between people, culture and context is illustrated in the diagram below which summarises how a social enterprise might build social value into its business planning cycle.

Figure 8.4 the Social Enterprise planning cycle: Building on social value

Figure 8.4 illustrates how social entrepreneurs might implement different short term business models to achieve organisational strategies in a planning cycle iteratively over time. External systemic and internal cultural and material factors influence the development of business models. In Tanzania, for example, I showed in section 6.5 how by reflecting the health priorities of policy makers, and the rules / governance of the health system, social entrepreneurs designed different types of business model to those found in England. In this social enterprise planning cycle, business models are a consequence of strategy making but also influence organisational strategies. The latter are guided by the social purpose of the organisation and the effectiveness of the strategy and business models in making a social impact over the short and medium terms. This idea is similar to DaSilva et al’s (2013) distinction between strategy,
dynamic capabilities and business models. This model of the planning cycle, places strategy, dynamic capabilities of the organisation and business models within the three underpinning principles of social enterprise, but also reflects the synergy and differentiation between the social mission, social impact, strategy and business model.

Of importance for this research is the finding that health context is important for social entrepreneurs in England and Tanzania. In Chapter 4, I demonstrated how social entrepreneurs in both countries use national health policy priorities to guide their organisational strategies. The national and local context within which social enterprises delivering health care services operate, provides the awareness of problems and legitimacy for entrepreneurial action which are then integrated into organisational strategies and business models. Figure 8.4 captures this by recognising that ‘system influences’ may go beyond health to include other systems such as housing, employment etc, depending on the way in which social entrepreneurs choose to realise their social purpose.

This research also demonstrates that some social entrepreneurs aimed to change not just their own organisations but also the system within which they work by influencing other policy and organisations’ actors. Raghda El Ebrashi (2013) also makes this distinction. It is important because it acknowledges that some social entrepreneurs also become institutional entrepreneurs. This research demonstrates that business model design and social value creation are tightly coupled conceptually but are also influenced by context. In both countries in this study social entrepreneurs who linked social motives and innovativeness to recognised health system challenges eg health equity, capacity, access to services gave visibility and credibility to their actions. Some social entrepreneurs also chose to use their position of influence to advocate for change in the institutional context. Social entrepreneurs from the Holistic type (Group A) of social enterprise in England and the Health care type (Group B) of social enterprise in Tanzania identified in this research were good examples of this institutional advocacy.

Drawing on research from the management literature this tight coupling of mission, method and operationalisation in the design of business models has been found to be an important feature of successful organisations. (Wilson and
This research complements those of others which finds that in the social entrepreneurial process entrepreneurial commitment and sensitivity to the problem is important, as is the ability for leaders to be able to articulate effectively the social motives and innovativeness of the opportunity through a vision for the future. (Perrini et al., 2010) Opportunities have more likelihood of moving from opportunity formulation to opportunity exploitation and scalability if leaders are able to identify and create networks within a context where awareness of the problem and level of competition recognises the need for entrepreneurial action. (Perrini et al., 2010)

This research demonstrates that it is not sufficient to measure social value only at the organisational level, but that it also needs to be integrated at the health system level. Actors in the health system need to be able to meaningfully incorporate the idea of social value into decision making, for example, commissioning for delivery of services or demonstrating the social value arising from an organisational strategy or business model. All the policy implementers interviewed for this research were able to make this link between business model, service provision, organisational strategy and social mission.

This research complements other research which brings together the concept of social entrepreneurship with organisational strategy. (Nicholls and Cho, 2006, Mair and Marti, 2006, Di Domenico et al., 2010, Hulgard, 2010) The organisational strategies described in the three groups of social enterprise developed in this study, demonstrate different ideas of how inter-organisational relationships might operate in a state managed health market. Building on Lyon (2013) who identified different types of relationship based on trust and risk (formal/informal, vertical/horizontal), these new ways of combining people, context, the deal and opportunity (Austin et al., 2006) in terms of relationships using cultural and institutional resources (Dacin et al., 2010) can be brought together in the design of organisational strategies and the health care services provided.

8.4.5 Implications of social innovation for development of theory
Explicit integration of organisational strategy with achieving a social mission can be demonstrated in this research, but there is little research evidence to argue
for the benefits for social business models. Particularly in health system reform, policy actors beliefs in the value of social enterprise in market based health systems need to be tempered with an understanding of the relationship between the opportunities for realising social value and the effect of the systems context on the ability of social entrepreneurs to design new business models. I argue from this research that social enterprises’ value is in supporting the achievement of health equity priorities. If these are not policy actors priorities then the value offered by social enterprise is unclear.

Throughout this research, and reflected in the literature in section 2.4.2 there is an implicit belief that a culture of social entrepreneurship exists which allows new business models to be implemented. Advocates of social enterprise, taking on the role of institutional entrepreneurs would strengthen their arguments for change if more evidence could be gathered on what a culture of social entrepreneurship is and how this translates into organisational performance. This links to the values based arguments put forward by policy actors in England about tax payers’ rights to influence not only the design of health service markets but also the type of organisation permitted to bid for state funded health service contracts. More clarity is needed about how social enterprises’ value is reflected in health systems; where cooperation and partnership allows the development of new care models to meet needs or address particular problems is required. If this can be achieved, then the role and type of competition in a state managed health market might become clearer.

The absence of social enterprise and its underpinning principles in Tanzania was an interesting and unexpected benefit to this study. With the further development of the market in health services Tanzanian policy makers may consider whether they wish to integrate, more explicitly, social value into their design of market mechanisms and build on existing distinctions between ‘not for profit’ and ‘for profit’ organisations to try to address the social determinants of health. Drawing on the learning from England, this was viewed as a missed opportunity as advocates for social enterprise failed to ‘win over’ national public health policy makers.
To my knowledge, application of the social determinants of health framework to the planning processes within organisations with a social mission has not been done before in either management or health systems research. This research shows that this integration is intrinsic to social enterprise as it influences both organisational strategy and business models. The integration is tied closely to the capacity and capability of social entrepreneurs and is contingent on the environment within which they operate. Arguably, this integration within the organisation sets social enterprises apart from other types of organisation such as ‘for profit’ or state managed organisations. The role of organisations such as social enterprises in contributing to public health priorities on health equity is only beginning to be explored by researchers. This research contributes to this body of knowledge by demonstrating how different business models and organisational strategies integrate the social determinants of health into both their social missions and their strategies.

8.5 Research objectives and recommendations

The three research themes in this research were:

1. the health system and the socio-political-economic context of social enterprise policy development and implementation.
2. the meaning and purpose of social enterprise
3. social change processes in relation to the design and implementation of social enterprise policies in health systems.

This study took an innovative approach to the conceptualisation of health systems using institutional logic. Applying the concept of institutional orders and the change processes found in institutional logic enabled me to take a new approach to researching and operationalising a phenomenon, social enterprise. Further, through my use of institutional logic meta theory, I have been able to advance understanding and conceptualisation of social enterprise in two diverse health systems. There was no fixed definition of the term, however organisations exhibiting a set of core characteristics could be identified across both health systems. Bringing together the health systems and management disciplines provided new insights into how social entrepreneurs’ strategies for system change could be researched. This study demonstrated how social
entrepreneurs acted as institutional entrepreneurs within the health system, advocating for changes in the health system to realise their ambitions for social change.

The results of this research will be useful for policy actors in a number of ways. Those with an interest in advocating for the introduction of social enterprise into a health system will be able to assess the readiness of the health system by using the diagnostic tool developed in this research. The proposed core characteristics of social enterprise will help institutional entrepreneurs to focus their arguments and challenge politically driven ideological interpretations of the term in health policies. Focus on demonstrating social impact and how this translates into a more effective health system through organisations strategies for change can also guide the scope of further academic research. Building the evidence base on the way in which social enterprises can improve the health of populations can inform policy development and commissioning strategies.

At the start of this project I had four research objectives. This section assesses how far each of these have been met, concluding with the recommendations from this research.

Objective 1: enhance understanding of the concept of social enterprise in its ability to effect change within health systems.

Despite the fluidity in different actors’ interpretation of the term social enterprise. I argue that it can be defined. The definition of social enterprise is based upon a combination of an organisations’ social objectives, its entrepreneurial outlook in a market and clarity about the way in which its profits are used to further the social mission. This objective was underpinned by three research questions. Each of these has been addressed by this research.

This research demonstrates that social entrepreneurs’ implement organisational strategies and business models which aim to achieve social change. In so doing they support achievement of health equity goals. I argue in this research that this is what distinguishes them from other types of organisation delivering health care services. Leaving aside the lack of recognition of the term itself by Tanzanian policy makers, research question 1i is met through this study.
This research shows how the term is politically contested in England, and not recognised at a policy level in Tanzania. However, this research has demonstrated that it does have its own logic and that the concepts used by institutional logic meta-theory can contribute to interpretation of meaning (Research question 1ii). The new institutional order community proposed by Thornton et al (2012) contained many of the features of social enterprise, but not all. I proposed refinements to several institutional logic categories.

Policy makers and commissioners can do more to recognise the complexities around the meaning of social value and how this is represented in health policies designed to address health system reform. Research question 1iii has been met to some extent. This research demonstrates that the relationship between the term, its application by social entrepreneurs and how it may effect change in health systems is complex. This complexity needs to recognise the relationships that need to be built and maintained across sectors over time to achieve social innovation.

**Objective 2:** understand how different approaches are shaped and have been adapted to national contexts in order to support policy actors to design and implement social enterprise policies to effect change within health systems.

This research demonstrated how important health system context is to the implementation of social enterprise policies. In both England and Tanzania, the link was not made by national public health policy leads between achieving health equity goals and the opportunity social enterprises offer in a market based health economy to contribute to realising those goals. Yet, in both countries, social entrepreneurs, through their organisational strategies and business models, responded to and influenced the health system context. Furthermore, through their trading activities some of them demonstrated social innovation.

Despite national contexts presenting challenges which were unique to each country, some social entrepreneurs interviewed for this research believed that they also had a role as institutional entrepreneurs ie influencing the health system context to further their social purpose. Ideas of social innovation
therefore went beyond the organisation to include the health system environment.

This research helps to develop insight into the actions of some policy actors: research questions 2i and 2ii. However, further research to understand when, why and how they act is needed in England and Tanzania in relation to social enterprise. The results presented in this research contribute to the development of knowledge in this area and will provide a foundation for future researchers interested in developing understanding on the cognitive spread of ideas in health systems.

The research demonstrated the relationship between social enterprise organisational strategies and the health field. Research question 2iii was therefore met. A new conceptualisation of business planning demonstrated this relationship between social impact, organisational capabilities and strategies with health system context.

**Objective 3: compare the key contextual influences eg socio-political and economic factors on the design and implementation of social enterprise strategies to effect change within different health systems.**

This research demonstrated how the two disciplines of management and health systems can be viewed as complementary. The approaches of each, described in this research can be brought together to articulate a new conceptualisation of health systems (research question 3i) and was presented in the proposed health systems framework.

Research questions 3ii and 3iii were also met. The scope, structure and culture of a health field does influence the design and implementation of social enterprise policies. Despite England and Tanzania having significantly different resource contexts, a common core set of characteristics in the definition of social enterprise could be identified. However, the socio-political context resulted in different approaches to social enterprise policy making at a national level. In England the policy to allow NHS staff to leave direct management by the NHS was not found in Tanzania. This policy context in England generated considerable debate about the idea of social enterprise and it became a politically contested term. In Tanzania, whilst the distinction between ‘not for
profit’ and ‘for profit’ organisations has been embedded in national policy since the 1960s, the idea of social enterprise was found in policy implementers and influencers but not in policy makers. There was therefore, an important socio-political and historical context to the way in which the concept of social enterprise was expressed in each health system.

Related to this, conceptualising the health system in relation to the breadth of a social entrepreneur’s social purpose demonstrated a close relationship between social enterprises’ social purpose and the social determinants of health. This relationship allowed a new grouping of three different types of social enterprise to be described: Holistic, Health care and Lifestyle. Each grouping, which contained examples of social enterprises from each country, illustrated what social change each type of social enterprise aimed to achieve.

The breadth of health system change was presented in the diagnostic tool. Within each of the three domains, various dimensions were identified which influenced the design and implementation of social enterprise strategies.

**Objective 4: develop recommendations for policy makers, and other actors, for improving the design and implementation of social enterprise strategies to effect change within health systems.**

A generic set of recommendations can be made for all policy actors with an interest in furthering health policies which support social enterprise development in market based health systems. These are:

1. The underpinning logic of social enterprise needs to be clearly defined and its purpose and performance in support of health policy priorities understood by policy actors
2. Resources to support structural and cultural change at all levels in the health system need to be available to achieve a shift in the logic of a health system
3. Freedom to associate, including meaningful democratic mechanisms to allow freedom of expression on health policy need to be present
4. The processes of change will be influenced by previous policy decisions and societal expectations on the role and scope of a national health
system and need to be considered by policy actors advocating for change.

5. The capacity of the health system and the capabilities of actors will enable or limit implementation of key aspects of the market in relation to social enterprises.

Further recommendations (research question 4i) are made for the different policy actors interviewed for this research and presented in Annex E.

In reference to research question 4ii, policy makers, social entrepreneurs and policy influencers are hampered by the lack of evidence on the effectiveness of social enterprise, firstly because there has been a lack of clarity about the term’s meaning, but also because the dynamic between health care organisations with a social purpose and health systems has, historically not been a focus of research. This research suggests that institutional logic does offer a new mode of enquiry for health systems research, but it is not the only approach. Its limitations suggest that it complements but does not replace other established research approaches (research question 4iii).

8.6 Conclusions

This has been a complex research project. I have drawn on my experience as a social enterprise practitioner in England throughout this project, but also been open to new ideas and interpretations of observations. The inter-disciplinary approach has also been a challenge to resolve. Whilst as a senior manager I am used to working across disciplines, this was different in academia. My hope is that bringing together the practitioner and academic perspectives across disciplines becomes a more accepted approach to research in the future.

The diagnostic tool is offered as a starting point. Further development of the tool at project, organisational and system levels will help understanding of both the breadth and complexity of change required to implement social enterprise in different national contexts. Exploring this cross-cultural dimension of health system research presents an exciting opportunity for the future. It offers opportunities to introduce greater evidence to inform health system change but
also to answer other research questions associated with evaluating health system reforms in different contexts.

Interestingly, an unexpected finding from this study is how a common core logic could be identified to the meaning of social enterprise across both countries. The resource context influenced the way in which social entrepreneurs designed their organisational strategies and business models to address health priorities, but not the underpinning core characteristics of social enterprise.

The well documented broader health system reform policies which involve implementation of a market in health services do not usually consider how the logic of these reforms are expressed in different cultural contexts. This under researched area can build on the strengths of institutional logic meta-theory to integrate structural and cultural analysis of change over time. In this sense institutional logic could offer a common language for practitioners and policy makers to frame the cognitive aspects of health system reforms in the future.
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Annex A Personal perspectives on social enterprise

The way in which actors blend the different ideas of community logic into their practice, illustrated through this research contributes to knowledge which can be of use to practitioners in both countries. This section takes a personal and practitioner view.

Practitioner perspective
This research project draws on my experience as a social enterprise practitioner and in health system management. I approached the project with an open mind about whether or not social enterprise was a passing phase in health policy, subject to political whim and as likely to disappear as flourish. Like many senior managers in the NHS, without ready access to policy makers the policy making process appeared opaque. At times, there seemed to be no logic to it, with policies and Department of Health initiatives showering down upon those of us responsible for implementing the full range of new ideas as they arose. Often with tight timescales, and, at that time, money to invest, we had to make sense of policy, bringing together policies in different ways in the context of the particular circumstances of our geographical areas of responsibility. After I left the NHS in 2004, and choosing to refocus my career on supporting social enterprises to leave the NHS, nothing seemed to change in relation to the policy making process, although there was clearly a passion amongst many actors for a new logic to be brought into the NHS. Perhaps, naively, we believed the narrative espoused by policy makers, but lacked the experience to implement the vision. Our attempts were sometimes ill judged.

This research project has made a significant impact already on my ability to support health professionals and managers to form and manage social enterprises. I have a better understanding of the meaning of the term, and feel that I have successfully disentangled the competing interpretations of the term over time.

I am better able to work with senior management teams and Boards in my capacity as an interim CEO to effect both material and cultural change within social enterprise organisations. Boards of social enterprises have particular
difficulty overseeing the performance of a social enterprise. Whilst financial and other instruments are available which have common definitions and meanings, the same is not found for social value. In my practice, I concur with Raghda El Ebrashi (2013) who point to the need for social enterprise Boards to consider, in their strategic and oversight roles, how social value is realised. Boards continually interpret and reinterpret the mission in relation to the current trends and changing circumstances, to identify and manage risk. In my practice, I now have more breadth of understanding on the way in which health equity can be brought into Board level discussions on mission, performance and risk.

Having the opportunity to interview policy makers, some of whom were extremely influential in advocating for social enterprises to have a confirmed place in the health system, I now have a much better understanding of how policy is formulated; the relative power of different actors and how they exercise that power. What was unexpected for me was the number of different types of actors influencing politicians in the Labour government up to 2010. Whilst I was hoping at the start of the research project to understand how they exercised their power, not only were policy makers unwilling to divulge that information at interview, but also it became clear that this topic was so large it could form a separate research project in itself. Whilst I knew, before I started the research project that there is no common currency for measuring social value or standards, undertaking this research has reinforced my understanding of what others have found ie that innovation is socially constructed and contingent on the system context (Chew and Lyon, 2012).

Yet, the comparison of England with Tanzania yielded unexpected benefits. Becoming immersed in a different cultural context, and exploring different meanings of social enterprise, enabled me to create some distance from the English context. This “objectivity” allowed me to develop the business strategy theme in this research by leveraging the data across both health systems. It also allowed some conclusions to be drawn which were more robust than would have been the case if I had restricted my research to England. In particular, I was able to compare the institutional context more rigorously and how this constrained or enabled different organisational strategies. I can build on this learning to explore, in my practice, how policy environments can be shaped to
enable organisations which aim to make a social impact to flourish. This is a potentially new market for me. I would like to explore how tools, such as the diagnostic tool outlined in this research, could be developed further.

**Personal practice**
The academic process has improved my critical reasoning and contributed to a more flexible, personal outlook on the role of the market in health systems in relation to the state. Arguments, even amongst health policy makers and managers persist about the relative merits of a market and how it should be designed. I feel better able to argue for a managed state market, with greater democratic accountability of the state to its citizens. The role of for profit health care organisations, however, will continue to challenge policy makers, the debate being rooted in ideology rather than the evidence base. This research has not resolved this dilemma in my own mind, but I feel better able to consider the logic of the argument from both sides.

My fieldwork in Tanzania built on my earlier career when I undertook research in Sri Lanka and India as a public health nutritionist and anthropologist before making a career shift into the NHS in England. In Tanzania, it meant that when there was no running water or limited privacy in my accommodation arrangements, I was almost expecting it. The facilities were a ‘step up’ from Sri Lanka, where, for example, I bathed in the local stream with the villagers, had no running water and cooked over a fire. However, although experiencing the Civil War in Sri Lanka, which erupted in the middle of my fieldwork in the early 1980s, I was less prepared for the day to day challenges of managing my personal safety in Tanzania. Whilst in Sri Lanka, I happily walked during daylight hours in towns and villages, often alone, and felt safe travelling on public transport, this was not the case in Tanzania. I hired a driver to take me to meetings so that I could travel securely.

Whilst in Tanzania, I took the opportunity to visit areas of interest. I spent a weekend in Zanzibar and went on holiday with the family I was staying with in Dar Es Salaam to Arusha. This latter trip included a safari to one of the national parks organised by my landlady’s brother, who works as a guide. We stayed with his family, and also met the extended family including parents, sisters, cousins and friends. I experienced middle class Tanzanian life, which is
sometimes precarious. Lack of state support systems and a suggestion of clientelism in employment meant that the extended family was important to support those family members who experienced difficult life events eg death of a parent, divorce, unemployment etc. This was an important context for my research, as it highlighted the way in which health inequalities and the policy environment are linked over time and which, in turn, impact upon individual's life chances from all social economic groups.

There were undoubted advantages being an older woman with experience of health system management. I was more credible when meeting with policy makers in both countries than I would have been at a younger age. Certainly in England my experience and networks opened doors which might otherwise have been closed. In Tanzania, many interviewees said they had enjoyed taking part in the study and wanted to talk for longer than they had allowed. From a personal perspective, I felt that I gained a lot from talking to colleagues many of whom faced similar challenges to those that I had experienced in my working life.
### Annex B Definitions of statistics used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP per capita ($)</td>
<td><em>World bank definition:</em> GDP per capita is gross domestic product divided by midyear population. GDP is the sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value of the products. It is calculated without making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or for depletion and degradation of natural resources. Data are in current U.S. dollars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual percentage growth rate of GDP</td>
<td><em>World bank definition:</em> Annual percentage growth rate of GDP at market prices based on constant local currency. Aggregates are based on constant 2005 U.S. dollars. GDP is the sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value of the products. It is calculated without making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or for depletion and degradation of natural resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Development Index</td>
<td>Human development index measures three basic dimensions of human development — long and healthy life, knowledge, and decent standard of living. Four indicators are used to calculate the index: life expectancy at birth, mean years of schooling, expected years of schooling, and gross national income per capita.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household consumption</td>
<td><em>World bank definition:</em> Household final consumption expenditure (formerly private consumption) is the market value of all goods and services, including durable products (such as cars, washing machines, and home computers), purchased by households. It excludes purchases of dwellings but includes imputed rent for owner-occupied dwellings. It also includes payments and fees to governments to obtain permits and licenses. Here, household consumption expenditure includes the expenditures of nonprofit institutions serving households, even when reported separately by the country. Data are in current U.S. dollars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government spending</td>
<td><em>World bank definition:</em> General government final consumption expenditure (formerly general government consumption) includes all government current expenditures for purchases of goods and services (including compensation of employees). It also includes most expenditures on national defense and security, but excludes government military expenditures that are part of government capital formation. Data are in current U.S. dollars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour</td>
<td><em>World bank definition:</em> Unemployment refers to the share of the labour force that is without work but available for and seeking employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Dependency Ratio</td>
<td><em>World bank definition:</em> Age dependency ratio is the ratio of dependents--people younger than 15 or older than 64--to the working-age population--those ages 15-64. Data are shown as the proportion of dependents per 100 working-age population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government effectiveness</td>
<td>Government effectiveness captures perceptions of the quality of public services, the quality of the civil service and the degree of its independence from political pressures, the quality of policy formulation and implementation, and the credibility of the government's commitment to such policies. The indicator is based on a list of individual indicators. (World Bank govindicators.org)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice and accountability</td>
<td>Voice and accountability captures perceptions of the extent to which a country's citizens are able to participate in selecting their government, as well as freedom of expression, freedom of association, and a free media. The indicator is based on a list of individual indicators. (World Bank govindicators.org)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health spend per capita</td>
<td><em>World bank definition:</em> Total health expenditure is the sum of public and private health expenditures as a ratio of total population. It covers the provision of health services (preventive and curative), family planning activities, nutrition activities, and emergency aid designated for health but does not include provision of water and sanitation. Data are in current U.S. dollars.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Annex C Politicians mentioned by interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Politician</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chris White MP</td>
<td>MP for Warwick and Leamington (Con) Led the Social Value Act through parliament</td>
<td>2010 to present 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroness Glynis Thornton</td>
<td>Shadow Spokesperson Health CEO, the Young Foundation (social innovation think tank) Senior Associate, Social Business International (promotes social enterprises in UK and Europe) Adviser, The Social Investment Consultancy (TSIC works with the latest models of social enterprise, revenue generation, impact investment and venture philanthropy) Patron (formerly Adviser), Social Enterprise UK</td>
<td>2010 to 2012 15 to present undated Interest as Adviser ceased 30 July 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baron Darzi of Denham</td>
<td>Parliamentary under Secretary of Health (Labour) Chair, London Health Commission</td>
<td>2007 to 2009 2013 to 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Dobson</td>
<td>MP for Holborn and St Pancras (Lab) Secretary of State for Health Shadow Minister for Health</td>
<td>1979 to 2015 1997 to 1999 1983 to 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazel Blears</td>
<td>MP Salford &amp; Eccles (Lab) Secretary of State for Communities &amp; Local Government Parliamentary under Secretary for Health</td>
<td>1997 to 2015 2007 to 2009 2001 to 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Adebowale</td>
<td>Peer (Cross bench) CEO, Turning Point CEO, Centre Point CEO, Alcohol Recovery Project Board member, NHS Commissioning Board</td>
<td>2001 to present 2001 to present 1995 to 2001 1990 to 1995 current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman Lamb</td>
<td>MP North Norfolk (Lib Dem) Shadow LD Spokesperson (Health) Minister of State (Department of Health) Shadow Secretary of State for Health</td>
<td>2001 to present Jul 2015 to present 2012 to 2015 2006 to 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Hewitt</td>
<td>MP Leicester West (Lab) Secretary of State for Health Special Consultant to Alliance Boots and special adviser to Cinven (private equity company with</td>
<td>1997 to 2010 2005 to 2007 2008 onwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politician</td>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Dates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alun Davies</td>
<td>MP Blaenau Gwent (Lab) Welsh Assembly Mid &amp; West Wales Member of Health and Social Care committee</td>
<td>2007 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Byrne</td>
<td>MP Birmingham, Hodge Hill (Lab) Parliamentary Under Secretary (Health) Care Services</td>
<td>2004 to present 2005 to 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Lewis</td>
<td>MP Bury South (Lab) Parliamentary Under Secretary (health) Care Services Health Committee</td>
<td>1997 to present 2006 to 2008 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Shipley</td>
<td>Peer (Lib Dem)</td>
<td>2010 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroness Liz Barker</td>
<td>Peer (Lib Dem) Lords principal spokesperson on voluntary sector and social enterprise Various mental health committees</td>
<td>1999 to present 2015 to present From 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annex D Diagnostic tool for policy actors

The following sections describe the different domains and variables contained within each domain in more detail.

**Social impact**

*Measurement of social impact* is needed to inform decisions such as when and how to scale up social innovations, accounting for change to stakeholders and governance, making change visible as an alternative way of measuring value to current methods. Measuring social value is a complex issue. A useful study was done by Grieco et al. (2015) who reviewed ways of measuring social impact and identified four main types of methods which they grouped into clusters. Three had retrospective timeframes, one could be used for ongoing measurement. The most complex measured qualitative and quantitative variables, some of which may contain more than 100 indicators, and were mainly used to verify that project objectives had been met, reporting to stakeholders. The other two clusters involved either quantitative or qualitative indicators of social impact. Whilst various methodologies could be used, the recognition by policy stakeholders of the role of organisations in achieving social impact through their organisational strategies is an opportunity which can be embedded in a systemic way to influence both government systems and health system capacity building. Social enterprise leaders interviewed for this research indicated that measurement of social value was difficult, although many were able to give examples of measurement, particularly those in Tanzania. Interpreting these results against the scale, I gave each country a score of 4 for this dimension. This was because there was some use of measurement, but all those interviewed recognised that more work needed to be done, both methodologically, to make measurement easier, but also to embed measures into day to day performance.

The second variable, *inclusion in policy*, is needed to assess how effectively social impact measurements are included in policy processes at all levels of the health system. It might be used to inform commissioning services at regional and national levels, or policy review and formation cycles at different levels in
the health system. I gave England a score of 5 because social enterprise is recognised as a type of organisation in health policy, albeit a politically contested term. I gave Tanzania a 1 on this score, because none of the policy makers interviewed for this research recognised the term, nor the potential role of social entrepreneurship in a health service market.

**Government systems**
My approach to this section of the diagnostic tool takes the holistic view on social determinants of health ie that there is a social, political and economic context to health inequalities. This means tackling power inequalities, social status and connections, or class inequality (Scott-Samuela and Smith, 2015, Raphaela and Bryant, 2015) and the formulation of integrated policy. (Hendriksa et al., 2014) Multi faceted and interconnectedness of complexity of health systems (Adam and Savigny, 2012), within a socio political and open systems context are important factors in the adoption of innovation. (Atun, 2012). The three dimensions to this domain reflect three themes from this research.

The first is **whole system governance** mechanisms which hold policy makers to account for the social impact of their policies on the health system, from the organisational perspective of social enterprise. This dimension assumes that the core characteristics of social enterprise are ‘true’. In practical terms, if social enterprises do have a distinct logic from other organisation, then this raises governance issues for the management of the health system as a whole. For example, a review of the right to request programme in England in Chapter 7.5 identified whole system governance issues such as the need for a failure regime in the health system to maintain services to clients/patients if social enterprises fail. There also needed to be a clearer balance of risk sharing between the state and social enterprises.(Anderson et al., 2011) My assessment of the governance mechanisms in England and Tanzania assumes that the logic of social enterprise is linked to achieving national policies on health equity and that policy makers can be held to account. Using the diagnostic tool, a score of 4 for England and 2 for Tanzania I justified on the basis that the contribution of social enterprises to health equity could be evidenced through policy narratives in England, and there was evidence, as reported by policy implementers interviewed for this research, that some policy
makers, through their commissioning of services at regional level attempted to build health equity as a consideration into their strategies. No similar evidence was found in Tanzania. More effective governance mechanisms would hold policy makers to account for the social impact of their policies in the health system.

This research demonstrated how important it was to integrate social enterprise with health system priorities and policies. The second dimension to this domain, therefore focuses on how effective this integration is within Government systems which I have labelled *inter departmental planning*. In this research the idea of social enterprise was resisted by some actors within the Department of Health in England. Other Government departments such as the Treasury resisted changing financial regimes which would support social enterprises. Whilst policy will always be contested the degree to which different actors contest the changes which need to be made to the environment to promote the idea of social enterprise and achievement of health equity needs to be acknowledged and managed. In Tanzania the cross government technical working groups were viewed by policy actors as effective in influencing policy. However, by not being aware at a policy level of the potential role of social entrepreneurship in the health economy, social entrepreneurs interviewed for this research, raised different concerns to those in England. I therefore gave both Tanzania and England a score of 5, for different reasons. There is more work to be done in both countries to work across government to develop plans which aim to address the social determinants of health, recognising the social impact of organisations within policies.

The third dimension, *financial systems*, provide incentives for organisations to deliver social value. This research showed how difficult it was for social enterprises to attract investment in Tanzania. In England, the Government supported the investment infrastructure through specialist funds and to support organisations to manage change, for example, in the capacity and capability of their teams to transition to social enterprises which would be independent of state control. Interviewees comments in Tanzania on the importance of beneficial tax treatment through their not for profit status was compared to those in England who raised concerns about the lack of beneficial tax treatment. I
therefore gave England a score of 6 and Tanzania a score of 5, reflecting the significant concerns raised by those interviewed for this research on access to investment capital to grow their social enterprises. On balance, I felt that the relative disadvantages of the tax environment in England to social enterprises were less important compared to having access to investment capital.

**Health system capacity**

Each of the 7 dimensions in this domain draws on the themes of capability and capacity of individuals as social entrepreneurs and the dynamic between them and the environment within which they work. Table D.1 below summarises the description and scores attributed to each dimension.

Table D.1 Scoring each dimension for the domain health system capacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is knowledge about social impact and how this is achieved shared effectively between actors? Eg commissioners, policy influencers, social enterprise leaders, patients, general public</td>
<td>Knowledge sharing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is social entrepreneurship recognised as a leadership competency by policy makers?</td>
<td>Social entrepreneurship</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there clarity and accountability about lobbyists logic for change and how this is incorporated into health policy?</td>
<td>Stakeholder management</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a mechanism at policy level to incorporate social enterprise business models with policy outcomes</td>
<td>Business model alignment with policy outcomes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite measure</td>
<td>Market</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there freedom to associate and freedom to comment on policy</td>
<td>Civil Society</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there processes and structures in place to support social entrepreneurs to develop their skills and competencies, learn from each other</td>
<td>SE Support</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Knowledge sharing**

Knowledge sharing to support the implementation of social enterprises and to further strategies to address the social determinants of health were important in
both Tanzania and England. In Tanzania, expanding their business models to increase market share was an explicit strategy of all the organisations leaders interviewed for this study. Sharing of knowledge between teams within the organisation and with other organisations was celebrated. In England, the Department of Health invested in infrastructure to support knowledge sharing including the Social Enterprise Forum, and use of the media through the continual publication of success stories and the evidence base, although the latter was anecdotal until the agenda was shifted towards the benefits of employee control. Measuring the problem, evaluating action and expanding the knowledge base, developing a workforce that is trained in the social determinants of health, raising public awareness of the social determinants of health is an explicit principle for action by the WHO to achieve health equity (World Health Organisation, 2008a pg 26). This research indicates that social enterprise and social entrepreneurs can contribute to this knowledge base but there is a lot more that can be done. The score of 2 for both countries reflects that more can be done by governments in supporting social entrepreneurs to share learning about how the environment can be designed to promote health equity.

**Social entrepreneurship**

Social entrepreneurship in itself is an important capability. The ability of social entrepreneurs to develop business models which linked social and economic objectives was found in this research in the following attributes:

- Innovation: linking organisational strategies and business models (Tanzania and England)
- Commercial partnerships (England and Tanzania)
- Ability to link social value with social impact and to inspire others
- Management and leadership including partnership development eg KCMC
- Influencing change eg structures in England and Tanzania
- Ability to manage ambiguity. The health system is a fuzzy concept; social entrepreneurs need to be able to manage this by identifying how this ambiguity offers opportunities to further the social mission. In this research the three different types of social enterprise (Holistic, Health
care and Lifestyle) each took different perspectives on how they met clients’ health need and the scope of health in relation to the health system.

The results of this research therefore reflect others. Meyskens et al. (2010), for example, found a statistically significant relationship between the success of social entrepreneurs and resource based relationships. Of importance to the application of this diagnostic tool, therefore, is how this research illustrated the importance of context within which social entrepreneurs work. Interviews with policy implementers in Tanzania demonstrated that not only does difficulty accessing financial capital limit social enterprises ability to acquire resources to develop services and products but also, in a more positive way, that partnership development enables all types of resources to be acquired and managed efficiently while enhancing the legitimacy of the social enterprise and its dynamic capabilities. The diagnostic tool proposed here explicitly links these success criteria to the context within which social entrepreneurs work. Whilst social entrepreneurship was recognised as a leadership competency by policy makers in England, this was not the case in Tanzania. Although this research was able to evidence examples of social entrepreneurship in the health system in Tanzania, policy makers interviewed for this study did not recognise the term social enterprise nor the role social entrepreneurship might play in a health market. I therefore scored England higher than Tanzania, recognising that more can be done in England to build this capability in the health system.

**Stakeholder management**

Stakeholder management was an important aspect of social entrepreneurship in this research, particularly how policy actors managed the narratives which described the logic underpinning the principles of social enterprise. This research demonstrated how the logic of the health system was contested. The mutual/social enterprise debate over time in England saw staff engagement gain prominence over social value in discussions on social enterprise. Voluntary sector and charity leaders in the 1990s who advocated for developing alternative income sources by taking on government contracts was a precursor to social enterprise emerging in health policy in 2006. What the English case study also shows is how the narratives which focused on social change became
diluted over time. Policy makers did not follow through to incorporate the contribution social enterprises could make to policies focused on health equity. In contrast to England, arguably, the technical working groups in Tanzania were perceived to allow lobbyists a platform for arguing for change. All those interviewed for this research were very clear about the policy processes in Tanzania to consider and account for policy change, whilst those in England, expressed dissatisfaction with both the clarity of policy processes and their accountability. I therefore gave Tanzania a higher score than England, for stakeholder management, recognising that this may be viewed as highly contentious.

**Integrating social enterprise business models with policy outcomes**

However, the policy environment in England including an alignment of resources, an appetite for change in the new Labour administration, particularly amongst some influential politicians and a reason for change (eg reducing state management of health services, allowing competition through the market, advocacy of stakeholders) enabled social enterprises to emerge in health policy between 2006 and 2010. The organic approach to policy formation, which allowed policy makers the freedom to experiment with ideas, learning from experience also created an environment within the NHS which allowed the development of competencies in market management and new ways of organising to address health inequalities through social enterprises. Whilst this openness to ideas amongst policy makers in the 1990s and between 2000 and 2006 allowed NHS staff to form their own social enterprises, after 2006, the design of the market in health care services did not incentivise sufficiently achievement of health equity for social enterprises to differentiate themselves in the market.

In contrast, in Tanzania, interviewees demonstrated how the health system design supported them to develop business models which contributed to policy outcomes. Whilst social enterprise was not a recognised term in Tanzanian health policy, social enterprise leaders identified several ways in which the design of the health system supported them to achieve their social missions including flexibility in rules concerning charging for services, different ways in which they could improve access to care and improving the capabilities of
health care workers. I therefore gave Tanzania a core of 5 compared to England’s score of 3.

**State managed health market**

The design of the market is therefore an important consideration for this diagnostic tool. I have suggested that this would be composite measure, of three dimensions (Table D.2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Tanzania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market - transaction / transformation;</td>
<td>Do market mechanisms recognise the difference between transactional and</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cooperation / competition</td>
<td>transformational objectives? Is there clarity about when cooperation and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>when competition is required?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market scope, regulation</td>
<td>Is the fluid scope of the market and associated regulation understood</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>when setting policy for different client groups?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market - currencies</td>
<td>Is there an agreed and proven currency for commissioning health care across</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>all services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The way in which a market is designed in a health system is important if health inequalities are intended to be addressed in this way. Learning from implementation of the Social Value Act (2012) in England suggests that it is not enough to legislate for change, but, echoing the concern of one policy maker interviewed for this study, commissioners need to have the competencies to transform health systems. People interviewed for this research argued that different commissioning approaches are needed to achieve social impact over different time frames for people with different needs. Concerns that standardisation and common bureaucratic and commercial practices expressed in the procurement process push health care organisations toward greater levels of homogeneity have been found by other researchers (Millar, 2012) Teasdale (2010), for example, showed how incentives based on outcome related payments may disincentivise organisations to take those with the most
complex needs concluding that different state contracting mechanisms have
different impacts on social enterprises and homeless clients.

Part of this is how partnerships between organisations are designed to achieve
social impact. Learning from this research has identified different ways of
thinking about partnerships based on combinations of geography, staff,
patients, commercial, citizens, and independent clinicians. The rules
underpinning the market environment such as whether or not co-payments for
state funded services are allowed in a health system influence the nature of
these partnerships and the design of business models.

Markets need a currency to conduct transactions. In England, the limits of the
payments systems in community health services, meant that many community
health organisations, at the time when this research was conducted, still
operated under block contracts, or contracts with volume rather than outcome
currencies. Integration of social impact into commissioning systems could be
evidenced by some of those interviewed for this study, but not all. Lack of
readiness of the health system in England to commission for social value was
highlighted in the National Audit Office report (Anderson et al., 2011) which
recommended development of measurable objectives to evaluate the right to
request programme but also that commissioners need to specify the benefits
expected from commissioning social enterprise organisations.

Operation of a market may also require a certain level of development of data
and IT infrastructure, available in many hospital and GP services, but not in
other parts of the health system. Commercial skills which link financial
planning, making claims against funders to reimburse activity although outside
the scope of this research was mentioned by interviewees in Tanzania as an
important feature of those NGOs which were perceived to be successful.

The scoring of each of these dimensions within the market, has been
aggregated to form an overall composite score. A more sophisticated weighting
of each dimension in relation to each other might provide an indication of
perceived priorities for action. In the simple scoring method used here, the
composite score reflects the emerging market in Tanzania, but also the work
still to do in England if the market is intended to address health equity policy priorities.

**Freedom to associate and comment**
The degree to which policy makers have permission from their electorate to change the scope, values and design of the health system is an important aspect of the fourth level of social enterprise logic, emphasised by (Saltman and Bergman, 2005). In England this research showed how the public and some unions contested the perceived privatisation of the health service. Civil society, the freedom to association and express views, was an important environmental consideration in the literature review of social enterprise in Chapter 2. In Tanzania, social accountability monitoring had been introduced. Although at a very early stage, this kind of thinking was not evident in England. Rather, accountability to society was embedded in legislative mechanisms to allow public influence through participation on dedicated committees, the Health and Wellbeing Boards.

An equally high score was given to England and Tanzania. Although imperfectly realised in each country, freedom to associate and comment on policy is possible in both countries. This is a core requirement for social enterprise to emerge, evidenced in the literature review and in this research. Although all policy actors had different views on the effectiveness of engagement mechanisms, none expressed concern at an inability to associate or comment on health policy.

**Social enterprise support**
The grey literature reviewed in this research, particularly the NAO report (Anderson et al., 2011) and NHS Mutual full report (Ellins and Ham, 2009) praised the level of support provided to NHS managed teams to set up their own social enterprises in England. The establishment of the Social Enterprise Unit to provide guidance, advice, make funding available to help groups formulate plans and start-ups were considered to make a positive impact upon the implementation of social enterprise policy. Support systems were therefore important in England to enable NHS staff to form social enterprises and is therefore the final dimension to this diagnostic tool.
What should not be underestimated is how the flow of information from these social entrepreneurs to policy makers’ shapes policy in England. Fora such as the Social Enterprise Forum, facilitated by Social Enterprise UK, conferences and working groups are attended by social entrepreneurs, lobbyists and policy makers and continue to inform social enterprise policy in the health system.

This kind of support system was not evidenced in Tanzania through government, but was found in donor activity. This took two forms. One aspect of this was through the support provided by international NGOs to their country offices in enabling them to transition their organisations to social enterprises. The other was in explicit policy support provided through donor agencies such as Danida. I felt that there were more explicit processes and structures in place to support social entrepreneurs to develop their skills and competencies in the health system as a whole in England when compared to Tanzania, which was reflected in the score allocated to each country.
Annex E Detailed recommendations for policy actors and researchers

I have added a category labelled ‘researchers’ because of the lack of evidence of the role and value of social enterprises in market based health systems. Many are inter-related and, where appropriate, they are cross-referenced.

Recommendations for health system policy makers

Policy makers have an opportunity to align the social objectives of social enterprise organisations with policies to address health inequalities. This is an area of health policy which has yet to be fully explored. Achieving a social entrepreneurial culture requires change at systemic and organisations levels; achieving social impact is complex, with no simple cause/effect relationship.

The following recommendations have been developed for policy makers who choose to embed the logic of social enterprise into health policy.

1. There is an opportunity for policy makers in both countries to explore how social value might be embedded into inter-departmental systems and how this integration contributes to the development of both countries. Examples of specific mechanisms and systems are tax, investment, or capacity building. If social enterprises are recognised as a distinct type of organisation with their own logic, policy makers and commissioners of services in both countries can argue for requiring these ‘not for profit’ organisations to demonstrate how they realise their social impact. Favourable terms of business, such as tax benefits can be tied more closely to their social impact.

2. If a focus of health policy is on addressing health inequalities as well as access to and quality of health services, the measurement of social value and how this is embedded in a structured way into health system capacity, needs consideration and negotiated across government departments in both countries. This can be done through developing methodologies which measure social value and building the capability of actors within health systems to use social value to demonstrate the need for change.

3. In Tanzania, building on the distinction between ‘not for profit’ and ‘for profit’ legislation, the way in which social enterprises (or organisations with a social mission) are integrated into this legislation can be clarified
further. This can be done by building on in-country capabilities in social entrepreneurship at a national policy level.

4. In Tanzania, further development of a market in health services will have implications for health system infrastructure in terms of the currencies used. The future design of a market can consider how social value is incorporated into procurement decisions.

5. Access to investment capital was clearly a problem for some Tanzanian social enterprises wishing to grow their organisations. Establishing social investment structures will support organisations with a social mission to grow their business models.

6. It was argued by those interviewed in both countries that social entrepreneurship is a different 'mind set' to that found in 'for profit' and state managed organisations.
   a. Training and development of social entrepreneurs who lead or manage health services within the health system will create a talent pool within Tanzania. Policy makers can create an environment which recognises and values these skills. They can encourage universities and other educational establishments to build on entrepreneurship training already in place, applied to health system management for managers, clinicians as well as young adults.
   b. In England, training and development is available in social entrepreneurship. The effectiveness of this training and how far it is embedded into national training schemes for managers, clinicians and others can be reviewed.

7. Sharing knowledge and learning, building up the role of evidence in policy making can be built into the current structures in both countries. More evidence is needed on the relationship between social enterprise strategies, their social purpose and how the health system context within which they trade needs to be developed to support their success. This can be done in partnership with researchers and practitioners at national and international levels to build cross-cultural understanding.
   a. The technical working groups already offer policy actors a forum in Tanzania. Technical working groups can consider how the learning from social enterprises, with its distinct logic, can be continuously built into policy decisions.
   b. In England, the gap in evidence on the impact of social enterprises on health inequalities can be addressed by balancing
the focus of attention at a policy level; creating a similar evidence base to that taken on staff engagement by assessing the social impact of social enterprises.

8. In both countries, strengthening visibility and evidence base in the state managed market to incorporate recognition of social impact in performance measures of service models commissioned. Related to this is transparency on the level of accountability expected by policy makers on the design of the market in health services.

9. In England a balance needs to be struck between the emergent, Darwinian approach to health policy making which allows innovation, and long term stability and direction. Management agency allows social entrepreneurship and social innovation. However, this research suggests that a more strategic approach to health policy which allows social innovation to emerge over the long term may also be required to support social enterprises to achieve broader social transformation at scale.

**Recommendations for social entrepreneurs leading social enterprises delivering health care services**

The first six recommendations apply equally to Tanzanian and English social entrepreneurs. They focus on the dynamic which exists between social entrepreneurs and other policy actors to inform the design of the health system.

1. Continue to use leadership positions to influence the design of the health system, advocating for social impact to be fully integrated into health policy thinking and intergovernmental systems. Access and build social entrepreneurial capacity by influencing and participating in training programmes.

2. Continue to gather and publish evidence for social impact, working with researchers to build the evidence base.

3. Publicise how a culture of cooperation between organisations to achieve social impact can contribute to health priorities.

4. Build practical experience of balancing social and financial outcomes over time to inform how governance of social enterprises in health markets can be done successfully.

5. Recognise the breadth in structural and cultural organisational design articulated in the idea of social enterprise, using institutional entrepreneurial role to influence health policy formation.
6. Trial organisational planning framework described in this research to strengthen strategy, business planning and capability development.

7. For Tanzanian social entrepreneurs: consider how democratic forms of engagement which give clients and/or staff greater influence over strategic and operational decision making can benefit the organisation.

**Recommendations for policy influencers**

In Tanzania and England, there is already advocacy by policy influencers on health system design and capacity. The following recommendations build on this work.

1. In Tanzania, advocate for developing institutional capacity which allows social investment for social enterprises wishing to grow their organisations.

2. In Tanzania, contribute to market development by developing the capacity and skills to consider the strengths and weaknesses of novel social financing eg social impact bonds in a Tanzanian context. This is linked to recommendations 5 and 6 for social entrepreneurs and recommendation 1 for policy makers.

3. In England, learn from Tanzania on ways of integrating social accountability into regional and national decision making, going beyond the current structural approach to engaging civil society.

4. In England, build capabilities to contribute to the debate on the level of democratic accountability for health system design expected by policy makers, particularly in relation to market design.

**Recommendations for researchers**

This research project has begun to fill a gap in the knowledge base about why and how social enterprise is used by policy actors to support health system reform. Comparing domestic health systems in this way posed a number of methodological challenges. Evaluating the idea of social enterprise and its contribution to health system development would benefit from much further research. Recommendations for researchers are:

1. Develop methodologies which support comparative studies, with validated tools to measure social impact.

2. Greater understanding is needed on how organisational strategies which aim to achieve a social impact can be integrated with health system capacity building policies.